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The Annual World Bank Conference on Development Economics is a forum for dis- 
cussion and debate of important policy issues facing developing countries. The con- 
ferences emphasize the contribution that empirical and basic economic research cam 
make to understanding development processes and to formulating sound develop- 
ment policies. Conference papers are written by researchers in and outside the Worlld 
Bank. The conference series was started in 1989. Conference papers are reviewed by 
the editors and are also subject to internal and external peer review. Some papers 
were revised after the conference, sometimes to reflect the comments by discussants 
or from the floor. Most discussants' comments were not revised. As a result, discus- 
sants' comments may refer to elements of the paper that no longer exist in their orig- 
inal form. Participants' affiliations identified in this volume are as of the time of the 
conference, May 3-4, 2004. 

Fran~ois Bourguignon and Boris Pleskovic edited this volume. Editing services were 
provided by Kim Kelley. The book was designed by Naylor Design, Inc. Book produc- 
tion and dissemination were coordinated by the World Bank Office of the Publisher. 





The Annual World Bank Conference on Development Economics is one of the 
world's best-known series of conferences on development. It seeks to expand the f1o.w 
of ideas among scholars and practitioners of development policy from academia, 
government, and the priyate sector around the woild. By fostering a better under- 
standing of development and the problems developing countries face, the conference 
aims to enhance policymaking at the World Bank and at its partner institutions. It 
also provides a forum for exposition by academics and practitioners as they seek to 
identify and elaborate on new ideas and issues pertinent to development. 

The 16th conference was held in Washington on May 3-4, 2004. The theme was 
lessons of development experience, which was divided into four topics: lessons of 
experience, behavioral economics, infrastructure and development, and trade and 
development. 

The conference opened with remarks by James D. Wolfensohn, president of th~e 
World Bank, and a keynote address by Franqois Bourguignon, chief economist and 
senior vice president, Development Economics. These were followed by two papers 
on lessons of development experience: a half-century of developmenp (1950-2000), 
and the evolution of thinking on economic development. The second day began with 
a keynote address by Nobel Laureate Vernon L. Smith on markets, capital markets, 
and globalization, followed by papers on behavioral economics, infrastructure and 
development, and trade and development. The rest of this introductilon summarizes 
the opening address and two keynote addresses, followed by papers) on behavioral 
economics, lessons of experience, infrastructure and development, and trade an(d 
development. 

Franqois Bourguignon is Chief Economist and Senior Vice President, Development Economics, at the World Bank. Bor~s 
Pleskovic is Research Manager, Development Economics, a t  the World Bank. 
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Opening and Keynote Addresses: The Future of Development-The 
Next 10 Years 

In his opening address, James D. Wolfensohn expresses hope that the conference will 
provide participants with the opportunity to discuss the theory of development and 
to remark on practices and events of the past, as well as to relate how their thoughts 
and experience might guide the World Bank in future initiatives. Wolferisohn dis- 
cusses the challenges we face-such as inequity between% countries and an imbalance 
around the planet with regard to gross domestic product, poverty, and hope-and 
identifies key issues for the coming century: poverty, social justice, and the related 
areas of migration and openness of trade. 

Wolfensohn emphasizes the interdependence between developed and developing 
countries and points to the integral need for rich and poor countries alike to seek 
poverty reduction and establish hope. The interrelationships of trade and migration, 
and the other ihterrelati~nshi~s that exist in the world, are such that we must find 
ways to-ensure that those who are less fortunate have more of their needs satisfied 
and more opportunities for the future. 

Both worlds must come together and work together: resources need to be made 
available by developed countries, and developing countries need to build up capacity 
and find ways to Geep that capacity in the home country. Both sides have obligations 
to fulfill, but together they can achieve a more equitable world. 

Wolfensohn argues that the isslues of development and poverty are as important 
and as urgent as the questions of Iraq, Afghanistan, and the West Bank and Gaza. He 
emphasizes that, as we look forward to the next 10 years, we must determine how 
to move beyond statements, how to achieve a more equitable future, and how to get 
people to understand that we live in an interdependent world. 

In his keynote address, Franqois Bourguignon considers two issues. First, is the 
evolution of the global distribution of income improving or worsening over time? It 
is well known that the degree of inequality in the world is very high, certainly higher 
than within most iodividual countries. Some people argue that this distribution is 
worsening over time, and many blame the globalization process for this trend. But 
others claim the distribution is improving, and that globalization is responsible for 
thar evolution. Second, rldistribution is taking place in the world, but what kind of 
redistribution? Theie is a great deal of inequality, and if the world were a single coun- 
try, a cornmunity mechanism would probably push for redistribution. In his analysis, 
Bourguignon focuses on two types of intg~national policies as potential instruments 

' 1  
for the redistribut'iok of actual and pbtent~al income: official development assistance 
and trade liberalization. 

Bourguignon provides the results of an analysis of the evolution of per capita 
income across countries over the past decade and presents measures of the distribu- 
tion of that income, weighted and unweighted for population. He also presents the 
results of simulations on the impact of aid, remittance flows, and trade barriers 
across the distribution of global income, by decile. The data and simulations pre- 
sented support three main conclusions. First, there has not been an unambiguous 
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evolution in the world distribution of income. If one weighs countries by their pop- 
ulations, there has been a positive evolution over the past two decades. Absolute 
poverty has declined, and therefore, in a certain sense, inequality has fallen. But if one 
views the world distribution in another way, by looking at the evolution of specific 
countries-especially those in Sub-Saharan Africa, the situation is growing worse. So 
when people say the distribution has worsened or has improved, it is important to 
keep in mind this double perspective. Second, redistribution through official devel- 
opment assistance is extremely limited, and is cancelled out, to a large extent, by 
trade restrictions that limit the market access of poor countries. Bourguignon recog- 
nizes the importance of worker and profit remittances as factors of redistribution as 
well; however, the analysis of these flows is more complex. Bourguignon therefore 
concludes that income redistribution does not capture a country's potential for the 
future-and he argues that the objective of aid is not to redistribute income today in 
order to increase immediate consumption but rather to transfer the potential Jfor 
growth from rich countries to poor ones. Official development assistance should be 
aimed at improving those conditions, in particular by helping poor countries meet the 
United Nations' Millennium Development Goals. In the end, trade flows, capital 
flows, and migration flows should be organized so that they maximize the growth 
potential of the poorest countries. Only with this kind of objective will we be able to 
one day say that there has been unambiguous improvement in the world distribution 
of income. 

In a keynote address delivered on the second day of the conference, Vernon L. 
Smith opens with a quote from philosopher David Hume, on trade: "Manufacturers, 
gradually shift their places, leaving those countries and provinces which they have 
already enriched, and flying to others, whither they are allured by the cheapness of 
provisions and labor; till they have enriched these also, and are again banished by the 
same causes" (1777). Smith argues that without exchange and markets, people can- 
not engage in task and knowledge specialization. And it is this specialization that is 
the key to all wealth creation. There is no other source of sustainable human better- 
ment. We all function simultaneously in more than one world of exchange, and those 
worlds overlap. We live first in a world of personal exchange, trading favors and 
friendship and building reputations based on trust and trustworthiness in small 
groups and families; and second, in a world of impersonal exchange through 
markets, where communication and cooperation gradually emerge in trade with 
strangers. 

Smith first discusses markets for commodities and services, which have been 
studied extensively in the laboratory, and then applies the learning from various 
experiments to interpret the nature and function of such markets in the world. These 
markets are the foundation of wealth creation. Second, he considers markets for cap- 
ital, or stock markets. Capital and stock markets are far more volatile and unpre- 
dictable than are existing commodity and service markets, but this is to be expected, 
as their function is to anticipate the commodities and services of the future. 

Smith also discusses globalization-the worldwide extension of such markets- 
and characterizes this as nothing more than a new word for the ancient process of 
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migration and human quest for betterment that began centuries ago when our com- 
mon ancestors first walked out of Africa. Commodity and service markets are the 
foundation of wealth creation. The fact that stock markets supply capital for new con- 
sumer products explains why they are inherently uncertain, unpredictable, and 
volatile, and-given investor behavior-why they tend to bubble and crash. Stock 
markets are far more uncertain than markets for commodities and services because 
stock markets must anticipate innovations, or the new commodities and services of the 
future. Smith believes that globalization is a good and peaceful word. In the wise pro- 
nouncement commonly attributed to the great French economist FrCdtrich Bastiate, 
"If goods don't cross borders, soldiers will." 

Behavioral Economics 

Sendhil Mullainathan argues that economists conceptualize a world populated by 
calculating, unemotional maximizers-and that this view shapes our understanding 
of many crucial elements of development economics, from how rural villagers save, 
to how parents decide on whether to send their children to school. ~ s ~ c h o l o ~ i c a l  
research has, however, documented the incompleteness of this perspective. Individu- 
als have self-control and time inconsistency problems. They can give into short-run 
temptations and later regret it. They can have strong feelings about others that drive 
them to commit both generous acts and spiteful ones, and they often passively accept 
defaults rather than make active choices. They let the institutions around them make 
choices for them, and they may misread new data in a way that conforms with their 
beliefs. 

In short, the rational maximization model may not be a very good approxima- 
tion of human behaviors. In this paper, Mullainathan presents some of the psycho- 
logical evidence that may help policymakers better understand a few core behavioral 
issues in development economics, such as savings, education, and property rights. 
Mullainathan also emphasizes that this evidence provides us with new interpreta- 
tions for a variety of behaviors in these contexts and enriches the set of policy tools 
we should consider. This suggests the need for some dramatically new tools, but also 
suggests that small cost changes may dramatically improve the efficacy of existing 
policies. 

Lessons of Experience 

Richard N. Cooper presents development as a global policy objective that dates from 
the 1940s. Relative to expectations at that time, the world economy performed out- 
standingly well during the second half of the 20th century. Worldwide growth in 
average per capita income exceeded 2 percent per year (historically unprecedented), 
many poor countries became rich, infant mortality declined, longevity increased, and 
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diseases were contained and sometimes vanquished. Poverty by the World Barik 
definition of $1 per day (in 1985 U.S. dollars) declined dramatically, and the number 
of people living in poverty was halved-despite a more than doubling of the world 
population. Variations occurred over time and space, with rapid growth concentrated - - 

in Europe and Japan early in the period, then moving to East Asia, Southeast Asia, 
and South Asia. Growth in the 1950s and especially the 1960s exceeded that in later 
decades. Examples of high growth could be found on every continent, but on aver- 
age Sub-Saharan Africa fared much less well than other regions. Declines in national 
per capita income were rare, and were concentrated in Africa. Civil disorder was 
common but not the universal cause of low growth. Median world income gained 
relative to that of the well-off, but both of these groups surged ahead of the poorest. 

Cooper notes that world exports grew more rapidly than output, often leading 
the way. Many countries gradually shifted their exports from primary products to 
labor-intensive manufactured goods, and, as development proceeded, to more sophis- 
ticated manufactures and services. The fraction of the labor force devoted to agri- 
culture declined significantly. One country after another achieved social stability, cre- 
ated the right incentives for effort and risk-taking, and engaged constructively with 
the world economy, which facilitated economic growth. Those that lagged behind 
failed to meet one or more of these conditions. Civil and political liberties also spread 
during this period, although less certainly and less securely. Cooper concludes that 
on the whole, the past 50 years were a good half-century for mankind, and that 
the substantial poverty and misery that still exist should not detract from these 
achievements. 

Gustav Ranis discusses the course of development' thinking and associated devel- 
opment policy over the past six decades. He first addresses the early postwar con- 
sensus, with theory focused largely on the revival and extension of classical dualism, 
and policy concentrated on creating the preconditions needed for development and 
the severing of colonial ties viewed as tied to the market. He then traces the increas- 
ing awareness of the role of prices, the rejection of various types of elasticity pes- 
simism, and a diminishing reliance on the developmentalist state as the main actor. 
The international financial institutions gradually moved toward increased reliance on 
structural adjustment lending associated with conditionality and reform at both 
macro and micro levels of policy, embodied in the Washington Consensus and its 
extensions. The third section illuminates the search for "silver bullets" over time, in 
both the theory and policy arenas. Here, Ranis demonstrates the never-ending search 
for dimensions of development that can be identified as critical, or key, to achieving 
success. 

Ranis concludes with a personal assessment of where we are and where we will be 
(or should be) headed in the effort to achieve the Third World's basic objective of 
human development fueled by equitable growth. He points to the future directions 
in development thinking, including theoretical framework, two-way relationship 
between growth and improvements in human development, decentralization and 
democratization, and liberalization. Ranis also outlines necessary policy reforms in 
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resource-rich countries and an easy access to foreign capital as extensions of the 
Dutch Disease' problem. 

~ Infrastructure and Development 
I 
1 

RCmy Prud'homme presents infrastructure as a subset of the notion of capital. He 
dismisses several definitional characteristics of infrastructure and argues that infra- 
structure as an analytic concept was essentially absent from the economist's tool box 
for nearly two centuries. By contrast, during the 1990s, a vast body of literature 
introduced infrastructure as a determinant of production functions, with a view to 
estimate its contribution to economic growth. Unlike productive capital which is 
homogenized by market forces, politically driven infrastructure may-and often 
does-consist of white elephants as well as highly useful roads. Why and how does 
infrastructure contribute to development? It is a space-shrinker, it enlarges markets, 
and it operates like the lowering of trade barriers. In urban areas it can be shown that 
infrastructure helps enlarge the effective size of the labor market and of the goods or 
ideas markets, thus increasing productivity and output. 

Prud'homme remarks that institutional and financial regimes have a direct impact 
upon the socioeconomic, efficiency of infrastructure. Because infrastructure always 
has a government dimension but can also have a private dimension, the menu of 
institutional options available is quite large and ranges from direct government pro- 
vision to unsubsidized concessions with various forms of public-private partnerships, 
such as sub,sidized concessions or shadow tolls. Three mechanisms have to be taken 
into account: the welfare loss often associated with tolls and prices, which implies 
that in such cases, all other things being equal, nontolled infrastructure projects are 
better than tolled ones; the cost advantage usually associated with private produc- 
tion, which implies that, all other things being equal, privately managed infrastruc- 
ture is better; and the distortionary impact of taxes, which implies that, all other 
things being equal, toll-financed infrastructure projects are better than tax-financed 
ones. Prud'homme notes that a simulation using a small model that combines these 
three mechanisms suggests that the more private options, in particular the shadow- 
toll option, are economically superior to the more government-oriented options. The 
problem is complicated, however, when the public-finance dimension of the various 
options is considered. 

Forecasting errors and associated risks are characteristic of infrastructure projects, 
with costs generally underestimated and patronage overestimated by large amounts. 
Errors of 50 percent or more seem to be the rule rather than the exception. But an 
understanding of the various reasons for such errors is useful in allocating the related 
risks between government bodies and private partners. Substantive risks (those 
linked to changes in project scope or design) and pure economic risks (those associ- 
ated with the macroeconomic environment) are not insurable and should therefore 
be borne by the public entity. But technical risks (those linked to errors in forecast- 
ing costs and usage) should be borne by private enterprises. Prud'homme concludes 
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that institutional errors can only be reduced by strategic changes in institutional 
design and contracts. 

Trade and Development 

Riccardo Faini argues that international economic integration has been on the rise 
since at least the mid-1980s, but that the present episode of globalization has a num- 
ber of distinctive features that make it more vulnerable. First and foremost, the 
nature of foreign direct investment (FDI) has changed. In the past FDI was mainly 
directed to establish production facilities in foreign markets, with a view to catering 
to foreign consumers and circumventing trade restrictions. More recently, however, 
investment decisions by international firms seem to be increasingly driven by the 
desire to cut production costs. Hence, trade costs play a very different role in this 
context: they no longer encourage multinational firms to invest abroad with a view 
to gaining better access to foreign consumers. T r ~ d e  and FDI have increasingly 
become complements. And as a result, any step back in either dimension may nega- 
tively affect the other. 

Similar considerations apply to the links between trade and migration. The two 
have typically been seen as substitutes, and the creation of NAFTA was, in fact, 
hailed by then President Salinas of Mexico as reflecting the desire of his country ",to 
export goods, not people." This relationship may still hold true, but increasingly less 
so. In particular, the growth in service trade, one of the most dynamic components in 
the expansion of international trade, very much depends on the ability to supply such 
services in loco through a firm's own personnel, and is therefore, positively linked to 
migration. 

The main findings of Faini's paper can be summarized as follows. First, while 
trade and FDI policies have become steadily more liberal throughout the world, 
immigration policies in receiving countries have grown quite restrictive. Only for 
skilled workers has immigration policy in the main receiving countries become more 
generous. Second, at least during the 1990s, import trade liberalization fostered not 
only trade but also inward investment, confirming that trade and FDI toward devel- 
oping countries have been, most recently, largely complements. Third, the presence 
of a skilled labor force is a relevant factor in attracting FDI. Moreover, open trade 
policies and the stock of FDI have a positive impact on the incentives to acquire edu- 
cation. This set of findings highlights the possibility of a low-equilibrium trap where 
the lack of human capital discourages FDI and inadequate investment from abroad 
limits the domestic incentives to acquire education. Rich countries, by encouraging 
skilled immigration from relatively poor countries, definitely aggravate such a risk. 
Fourth, there is little relevant evidence to support the contrary argument of a brain 
gain, where the possibility for skilled workers to migrate abroad raises the return to 
education and the investment in human capital in poor countries. 
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The Next 10 Years 
- 

Let me tell you what I believe to be the challenges that we're facing now, and, 
frankly, why I need your help-and why I think the Annual Bank Conference on 
Development Economics is not only an opportunity for you to discuss with each 
other theory and to remark on practice and events of the past. Perhaps we can also 
relate your thoughts and your experience to the ways in which we might move in 
the future. Because it is the pragmatic sense going forward that I'm most concerned 
about at a time when I am deeply concerned about the level of development and, 
indeed, the level of peace on our planet. 

I think you all know my assessment of where we stand. An assessment that in the 
developing world, five out of six billion people on the planet, a split of 80120 in 
terms of income, experience inequity within countries, and between countries. My 
concern is with what I call an imbalance on the planet in relation to GDP, in rela- 
tion to poverty, and in relation to hope. 

Again, rather simplistically, it seems to me that if someone has an investment in 
hope-in the future and in their family, and for an opportunity to make a living- 
they're a lot less likely to go out and shoot you. And if instead of hope there is 
despair, then there is a much greater likelihood that they can be influenced. 

I thought this issue of hope was brought to the attention of the world on 
September 11, 2001, when the notion of the developed and the developing worlds 
having a wall between them was shown to be fallacious. And for the first time we 
came upon visible evidence of the problems of Afghanistan and, indeed, problems 
not of the Afghan people but of people who were using Afghanistan as a haven. Ehi- 
dence of those problems was now on Wall Street and at the Pentagon. And for me, 
the image of those buildings falling down was an image of the two worlds coming 
together in a highly visible way. 

This notion of interdependence is my preoccupation at the moment and is some- 
thing that I am really concerned about and would look to you for guidance. But to 

James D. Wolfensohn is the President of the World Bank. 
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me, the notion of the developed and developing worlds, with an imbalance between 
them in terms of pace of development, technology, wealth, or in terms of the future, 
is the issue that keeps me awake at night as I look forward to the next 25 years and 
recognize that our planet will move from six billion to eight billion and that, very 
broadly, seven billion of these people will live in developing countries-while the rich 
countries will have gro&n by maybe 50 million people. Europe as we know it today 
will be smaller and older. The issue of youth is one in which 2.8 billion people on our 
planet today are under 24 years of age, and obviously if two billion more come onto 
the planet in terms of net population increase, many more than that are born. So we 
have a situation today where 1.5 billion young people under the age of 15 are look- 
ing for work, so we need to create a billion jobs in the next 25 years. 

This presents me with a problem, which, of course, leads to the attendant issues 
of migration (another big issue that I hope you might help me with), as it leaks into 
the question of trade and the openness of trade. A former Mexican leader indicated 
at the time of the NAFTA negotiations that it would be better to import work rather 
than export people. 

So this interrelationship between the developed and the developing worlds, the 
tensions arising from it, and the fact that where once you could contain terror, 
where once you could contain migration and its impact, in today's world of com- 
munications, these are significantly bigger issues. I do not believe that we currently 
have the methods needed to deal with these questions of development, either in 
terms of organization or in terms of intellect. 

Let me share my thinking on this. At the time of the U. N. Millennial Assembly, 
the world leaders all came together and in different ways recognized this challenge. 
The real element to come out of the Millennia1 Assembly was the Millennium Devel- 
opment Goals-which said that the key issues for the coming century are poverty 
and social justice, or social goals that need to be achieved. 

If any of you have ever gone back to read the assembly speeches, you'll recall that 
they are, one after the other, reiterations on the same theme. The world needs 
greater equity. If the world is to be stable, it needs social justice. There is an integral 
need for rich and poor countries alike to acknowledge the war on poverty and move 
forward; to understand that poverty somewhere is poverty everywhere; and that the 
interrelationships on trade and migration-and the other interrelationships that 
exist in the world-are such that what we mu6t get on to is making sure that those 
who are less fortunate become at least satisfied, and more fortunate. 

Here I must say that the paper Dick Cooqer prepared for this conference is, I 
think, a remarkable tour d'horizon of the past 50 years and points to significant 
progress. But nonetheless, at the Millennial Ahsembly in September 2000, people 
took note of the world as they saw it, pus'hed firmly by developing countries which 
are not satisfied with the development achievements that have been made to date- 
whether measured at $1 or $2 a day, or measu~ed in some purchasing power parity. 
We can play with estimates of whether there are 1.2 billion people who are really 
poor, or 800 million instead. But having a $1  or $2 equivalent is still a long way 
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from where it is in the wealthy countries. And, of course, people living in poverty 
know a lot more now because of communications. 

But, in any event, at the Millennia1 Assembly, these objectives were set and then 
reiterated at meetings in Monterrey and Johannesburg, and subsequently at the New 
Partnership for Africa's Development exposition (NEPAD), which Africans thought 
was the real deal. Here it was recognized that if there was to be development, it 
would be a bargain between two sides; that they needed to come together and wo~rk 
together; that resources needed to be made available; and that there were responsi- 
bilities. Responsibilities for developing countries to build up capacity but not export 
capacity, which has, of course, been a singular problem; to build the mechanisms 
and the framework needed to support legal, judicial, and financial systems that 
work; and in terms of behavior, to focus on the issue of corruption. 

This was not a hidden condition imposed by the World Bank or the International 
Monetary Fund. These were the terms of a freely agreed upon partnership asserted 
at the assemblies in Monterrey, Johannesburg, and NEPAD. 

So I think you'd have to say that some progress has been made by developing 
countries, significant progress in some countries, but that a huge challenge still 
exists in terms of the pace and the expectations of people, which occasionally have 
led to a revolution. In other cases expectations have led to economic and political 
turmoil. 

On the other side, the wealthy countries said, "We'll help you build your capac- 
ity, we'll open our markets for trade, and we'll increase aid." 

Now we are in a situation where everybody is talking to this proposition, sim- 
plistic as I have described it, of the two sides having obligations that they need to 
fulfill, and that together the result will be a more equitable world. But, in fact, the 
issue that I constantly face is the issue that, first of all, the development in too many 
developing countries is more an of an indicator of the direction to go rather than 
movement in that direction. 

At these last meetings (NEPAD), when we discussed corruption, I said that it 
takes me about 24 or 48 hours in any country to know who the crooks are. You 
know if the president is a crook, if his wife or cousin is a crook, how many of the 
cabinet members are crooks. It is not difficult in almost any developing country in 
a very short time to understand where the real elements of corruption are. 

But there's still power in the elements that are corrupt, and it's difficult to do 
something about it. And at the core of the issue of corruption is a cancer that needs 
to be excised. 

There is now a lot more movement toward building institutions, but I think a111 
of us here know that building institutions is not just a matter of changing the law. 
It's also about having a change in culture, and building the capacity to do so. If you 
have lawyers who have been corrupt for 30 years and you get a few honest judges, 
you still have corrupt lawyers. If you change the law, you still have to train people 
in how the law has changed. So the pacing of this has proven to be difficult, but the 
direction has certainly been established. 
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The other element that I find difficult is the rich countries. I need hardly tell you 
that Doha has not been a huge success thus far in terms of agriculture and in terms 
of other opening of trade. And I need hardly tell you that aid has not been a huge 
success. 

So when you come down to the issue of aid, you have a serious problem, as we 
look forward, in terms of the level of aid and the actual cash that is passing over to 
countries to deal with the fundamental social issues that they're seeking to address. 
And I find that extraordinarily worrisome. Grants, for example, imply that you're 
going to have to increase your lending ip the future because there are not going to 
be any repayments. 

To give you an idea of what's at stake, we currently have $115 billion outstand- 
ing with the International Development Association, or IDA, on which we have no 
countervailing claim as we do in the case of the World Bank, which is a bank that 
borrows money. We could forgive that amount tomorrow. But if we do, we won't 
get $3.5 billion cash flow coming back, which is relied on annually to make part of 
the $8 billion which is given. 

So we can turn it all into debt relief and turn it all into grants, but that has the 
impact of doubling the contribution for IDA, which, of course, raises the same ques- 
tion again. These questions of debt relief, of new debt, of grants, of trade even, are 
all linked in some way. 

And then the leaders come back to the proposition that we've got elections to 
run, we've got crises to face, we have our own growth to deal with, we have our 
own poverty to deal with, we have our own unemployment to deal with, we have 
expatriation of jobs to deal with, and we have an election to win. 

So my big worry is that we have this huge build-up in terms of the development 
assembly. We have intellectual recognition of this imbalance. You have people on 
each side espousing the right ideas-but you don't have the action. 

I see my friend Pedro Malan in the front row. I'll just comment that when we 
were in the G-8 meetings-and let me say I'm not often in G-8 meetings, so I'm not 
name-dropping. But I did happen to be there on that day when President Lula of 
Brazil came into the room, and we had in the room President Hu of China, Vaipayee 
of India, Obasanjo of Nigeria, Bouteflika of Algeria, and Thabo Mbeki from South 
Africa. Lula came in-a man who, by the way, I think is continuing what Pedro and 
Fernando Enrique Cardoso started, this amazing and critically important social 
revolution in Brazil. 

He came in and said, you know, "I'm a trade union leader, and my parents would 
have been very honored to see me here with you, President Bush, and you, President 
Chirac, and you [the other leaders], and I feel deeply honored at being at a 
G-7 meeting. But it does occur to me as I lookat my other colleagues fromIndia, China, 
Africa-that maybe next year we should be the G-7 because, after all, we represent 
five-sixths of the world. And as we look forward, it will be seven-eighths of the world." 
And the look of shock on the face of others that were there was really palpable. 

And what I think Lula was saying was, listen, you've got to take us seriously. We 
are not a Hollywood event. We are real. Of course, this was further exemplified 
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in the Doha Round meetings in Cancun. But what I find difficult is that really a 
joining of forces on the issue of development has not yet taken place. You have a 
statement about the issues on all sides. You have recognition of the issues, in ways 
that I think many of you would be proud of. But in terms of acting on the issues, an 
either side, the commitment is far from perfect. 

In fact, if you look at the overall statistics on the use of our resources, I come 
back to the simple proposition that today we're spending $900 billion on 
defense. We have tariffs and agricultural protection at the level of around $300 to 
$350 billion-and we're spending $68 billion on what I described as development. 
Of course, that does not include internal expenditures on development. This is only 
for overseas development assistance. 

But if one could really look forward in these next 10  years and deal with these 
issues in a pragmatic way, we wouldn't be dealing with it by spending $900 billion 
on defense. We would be putting a lot more resources, intellectual and financial, 
into aid, and trade, and the questions of rebalancing the world. 

Another thing is that, even within what we're now doing, as we look forward to 
the next 10  years, at what we've started-and I've seen the commentary-some 
believe, as mentioned in Professor Ranis's paper, that the poverty reduction strategy 
papers (PRSPs) do not sufficiently take into account the views of developing coun- 
tries, and that they are not sufficiently doing what they're supposed to do. The 
strategies aren't sufficient, but they're a hell of a lot better than we had in the past. 
And they're continuing in terms of participation. 

But we also face the challenge in the next 10 years of leadership within the coun- 
tries, in bringing people together within the countries, but also among ourselves-in 
bringing together the development efforts that are already taking place. The cooper- 
ation of IFIs, the bilateral institutions, civil society, which is now hugecompared with 
even 10 years ago, both in terms of numbers and in terms of transfers of financial 
resources. And then, of course, there's private sector interest, which goes up and down 
in countries with regard to overseas investment, but where there is a need to create 
within countries a framework in which investment can comfortably take place. 

What we have before us is a lot of work that must be done withinthe framework 
of existing resources coming together. And those challenges are very real, because 
there are "boxes" in which people put institutions. 

In reading the papers I've noticed that many of you put the World Bank in a box 
in terms of what we are and are not. And from what I read there are a lot of com- 
monly held beliefs about our slavishness to the Washington Consensus and to our 
being behind the eight ball in terms of moving forward. I'm sure many economis~ts 
have a view of our institution that I would have to say is frequently, though not 
in the case of anyone in this room, outdated. And I can say this because I've been 
traveling around to universities, talking to students, and hearing what they've 
been told. 

But today's World Bank is a different institution. This is an institution that does not 
have the answers to all these questions but does have a sense of direction, which may 
or may not be right but is today more humanly based. We are not starting so much at 
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the macro level, although we do understand that growth is essential. But as mentioned 
in some of the papers at this conference-and as I think we believe-gowth alone is 
not sufficient. 

And so we need to look at the issue of how we get to a more equitable future, 
how to spread these resources, how we get the will, how we get the global balance 
so that people can understand that we must now move to planetary considerations. 
When we look at Sub-Saharan Africa, with dozens of countries and 670 million peo- 
ple, how we can get through this and look first to regional development and then to 
global interdependence is a challenge that I think we're not yet ready for. 

And d think what we need from many of you is not just commentary on the past, 
but ways to help us move forward in the future, to help us to benefit from the 
past, and to give us remedies. Push us, push the world, become advocates in rela- 
tion to bringing about change. It's not enough to give the commentary, 

The problem that I'm facing and that practitioners are facing is, How do we get 
movement? How do we move beyond the statements? How do we get people to 
understand that this is an interdependent world, where, in 2050, 40 percent of the 
global GDP is likely to be in developing countries? How do we educate our kids so 
that they know something about Islam and other cultures? How do we educate,our 
kids in developed countries to face the future of development? And they're not being 
educated this way. 

How do we get kids in developing countries to love, not hate? How do we deal 
with the madrassah questions? How do we confront the issues that face us around 
the world when we are comfortable with the old systems and do not fully recognize 
that the world has changed in an absolutely fundamental way? 

How do we deal with the question of technology, not just industrial technology 
but information technology, which is changing our world? In Andrha Pradesh, 
India, every village is now linked by fiberoptic cable. What difference does that 
make to the potential of that state and to the potential of their knowledge, and their 
expectations, and their hopes? 

My worry, as I approach nearly 10 years in this job, is that we do a lot of talk- 
ing and a lot of analyzing, but that what we need is a kick, a sense of anger, a sense 
of urgency. To me the issue of development and poverty is as important and as 
urgent as is the question of Iraq, the question of Afghanistan, and the question of 
the West Bank and Gaza. 

To me, this is the urgent issue. But we're not yet there. We quietly examine it. We 
comment on it. We get people to say the right things. We score points off each 
other-when, indact, the issue is survival and peace. And that is why I hope that 
this conference will come up with some prescriptions, some ideas, some risks and 
approaches that can help us and the poor, the uneducated, and practitioners to try 
and make a difference. 

Thank you very much. 
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Allow me to begin this keynote address with the sad news that I have to share wirh 
you. Our community of economists suffered a huge loss during the weekend with the 
passing away of Jean-Jacques Laffont. He had been sick for some time now. His fam- 
ily and his friends thought that he would recover from the illness, but finally the dis- 
ease caught up with him and he died last Saturday. 

This is very sad news for the whole community. He was 57. He leaves behind a 
huge contribution to economics. As you know, in the second part of his career, he 
became very much interested in development issues. He applied his knowledge, his 
expertise in industrial organization and regulation economics, to the reform of indus- 
trial sectors and infrastructure in many developing countries: China, several Latin 
American countries, in particular in Argentina, several African countries and the 
transition economies. 

He came several times to ABCDE, and was involved with various projects in the 
World Bank. I think that with him our discipline is losing an intellectual leader anld 
a wonderful human being. 

What I will be talking about today is in line with Jean-Jacques' commitment to 
development, and it is very much in line with what Jim Wolfensohn just said a few 
moments ago. I will discuss global distribution and redistribution-a combination of 
two strands of the development literature. First, global distribution has raised very 
much interest and much debate lately with some analysts asserting that things are 
improving, because inequality in the world is going down. Supporters of this view 
emphasize that inequality among world inhabitants, and poverty in absoluite 
terms and in relative terms has decreased. Meanwhile, others assert that exactly the 
opposite is going on, and they tend to associa& the process of globalization with the 
process of increasing inequality and increasing relative poverty in the world. 

Franqo~s Bourgulgnon is Ch~ef Econom~st and Senlor V~ce Pres~dent, Development Econom~cs, at the World Bank 
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The present level of inequality of living standards in the world and the rates of 
absolute and relative poverty are extremely high. Berween-country inequality indices 
far surpass almost all individual country indices. There are two ways to reduce 
poverty and inequality: generate faster gowth in the poorer countries of the distri- 
bution andlor redistribute from rich to poor countries. This address can be thought 
of as an initial attempt to evaluate these two forces. f start by reviewing how the 
impact of growth has affected the global distribution of income across countries in 
1980-2002, and I then proceed to study the redistribution that takes place via aid 
flows as well as the potential income that can be generated from liberalizing traae. 

There has been an active literature in recent years on the world distribution of 
income. The literature has evolved from the early discussions of the inter-country (or 
international) distribution of income where countries are weighted equally, with China 
having the same weight as Barbados.' Later studies still treated countries as the unit of 
analysis, but weighted their influence on world income distribution by population 
size.3 More recent papers have analyzed the "true" world distribution of income, com- 
bining estimates of within-country inequality with those of inter-country inequality.4 

I will focus on the inter-country distribution of income, abstracting away from the 
admittedly critical element of within-country inequality, in order to evaluate interna- 
tional policies that can potentially affect the inter-country distribution of income. 
However, unlike the literature on macroeconomic convergence,' I will emphasize 
population-weighted results as a more accurate measwe of the human impact of 
international policies and macroeconomic gowth. Besides fitting with this address's 
international policy perspective, between-country inequality accounted for approxi- 
mately 60 percent of overall inequality across the world's citizens during the last 
d e ~ a d e . ~  As a result, it is an interesting topic of study in its own right, but my pri- 
mary reason for ignoring within-country inequality is to facilitate the simulation of 
the impact of policies. In future work, one might incorporate within-country distrib- 
utional elements; however, then one would have to estimate how aid and other cross- 
country flows are distributed among the citizens of a given recipient couptry. Incor- 
porating within-country heterogeneity would also raise the issue of consiptency 
between household survey data and national accounts data in estimating the world 
distribution of income. In brief, the analysis here should be considered as a rough 
first-order approximation on global distribution and redistribution. 

One of the inter-country redistribution channels is the allocation of foreign aid by 
high-income donors to developing country recipients. To the extent that official 
development assistance (ODA) is in grant form, these transfers can be thought of, in 
the short run, as pure redistribution of national income. 

A successful implementation of multilateral trade liberalization would increase the 
world's and many countries' welfare, with interesting distributional consequences. In 
effect, existing protection may be seen as a way through which countries affect the 
world distribution of gains from trade, and therefore, the world distribution of 
income. Trade protection or liberalization may thus be seen as a redistribution device 
in the same way as ODA. Using the World Bank's Linkage Model of computerized 
general equilibrium simulations prepared for the Global Economtc Prospects report, 
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1 will analyze the inter-country redistribution of income resulting from full or partial 
merchandise trade reform. 

From a global national accounts point of view, it might be thought that worker 
remittances technically also serve as a channel for between-country income 
redistribution-the same being true of profit repatriation on foreign direct invest- 
ment. However, this redistribution is not comparable to ODA or liberalization of 
trade in the sense that remittances and repatriated profits simply are the counterparts 
of a service delivered by migrants or foreign companies. Similar to trade in goods, 
world redistribution potential lies in the openness of countries to migrants and for- 
eign capital. But the analysis of the actual redistribution taking place through these 
channels is less straightforward than in the case of aid, or trade. 

In my address today, I will first describe the historical trends in inequality. Then, 
1 will discuss the impact of current and increased aid flows and the potential impact 
of trade reform. I will conclude with a discussion of some tentative policy implica- 
tions of the quantitative results. 

The Current Inter-Country Distribution of Income 

The current degree of between-country inequality in the world would likely be a 
cause for severe social strife if it existed within a single country. The existing inter- 
national distribution of income is deeply rooted in the history as well as the geogra- 
phy of present-day nation-states. It is as much a consequence of the distribution of 
the factors of production-labor, capital, and natural resources-as that of access to 
technology, development of human capital, opportunities for trade and a variety of 
domestic institutional, social and cultural factors that affect countries' productivity 
in employing the factors of production. 

For the analysis below, data are from the 2004 World Development 1ndicator.s. 
A number of countries were eliminated from our sample due to an incomplete time 
series of PPP (purchasing power parity) corrected GNI for the period under study. 
We arrived at a constant sample of 138 countries representing approximately 91-92 
percent of world population over 1980-2002, for the historical analysis below. (For 
the case of the former Soviet republics during the pre-1992 period, we used data on 
net material product growth rates to extrapolate back to this earlier period.) 

Figure 1 reveals more details on the inter-country distribution of income in 200.2. 
For example, in population-weighted terms, the poorest 40 percent of countries 
received just over 10  percent of world GNI, while the richest 20 percent got more 
than 60 percent of world gross national income. If we compare the two extremes, the 
ratio of the top vintile's income per capita to the bottom decile's income per capita 
was 32 to 1. 

We can also look at the data from the point of view of applying equal weights to 
countries-giving China and Barbados the same weight. One can see from the figure 
that the poorest 40 percent of countries have even less than before-just under 8 per- 
cent of global national income. 
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FIGURE 1. 
2002 Distribution of Global GNI (1995 PPP Dollars): DecileNintile Shares 

Distribution of global GNI, 
PPP (population weighted) 

Distribution of global GNI, 
PPP (equal weights) 
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Source: Author's estimates based on data from the World Development Ind~cators 2004 

Historical Trends 

To represent inter-country distribution of world income over the 1980-2002 period, 
we derived Lorenz curves and calculated standard inequality indices. The figure 
below riveals the evolution of nine deciles and the top two vintiles of countries' GNI, 
PPP over the period. 

Figure 2 reveals a clear increase in the income share of the bottom 70 percent of 
the countries, weighted by countries' population. There is a noticeable improvement 
in deciles 2 through 6,  matched by shrinking shares of the seventh and eighth deciles. 
The poorest decile improved somewhat during the middle of the period; however, this 
progress was reversed in the latter part of the period. The figure also reveals an 
increasing income share of the top vintile. Comparing 1980 and 2002, there is no 
Lorenz dominance: the improvement in the distribution due to a higher share for the 
poorest deciles is offset by an increasing share of the top vintile. 

The trends of summary statistics in figure 3 also reveal the decreasing overall 
inequality; however, there is no uniformity among inequality measures, reflecting the 
absence of Lorenz dominance. Thus, the Atkinson indices show there is a slight 
increase in the inequality measure in the second half of the period if one assumes a 
high level of inequality aversion (e = 5) ,  and a continuous decline otherwise. 
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FIGURE 2. 
Historical Trend in the Distribution of Global GNI 

GNI in constant 1995 PPP dollars deciles (with 2 vintiles on top) 

Source: Authors' estimates using data from World Development Indicators 2004. 

FIGURE 3. 
Trends in Population-Weighted Inter-Country Inequality 
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FIGURE 4. 
Annual Growth of GNI per Capita per Decile, 1980-2002 
(population-weighted) 

Source: Author estimates based on data from World Development Indicators 2004 

Even though most inequality indices show a strong and persistent decline, it is the 
case that some countries have been left behind global trends. Figure 4 illustrates this 
phenomenon. If, on the one hand, one traces the growth of income per capita of each 
decile allowing countries to move in and out of those deciles, and on the other hand, 
one traces the growth of income per capita of countries that started the period in a 
given decile (thus fixing the composition of the deciles in 1980), then one sees a rather 
different pattern. The lack of progress of the bottom decile relative to the world GNI 
per capita growth is due to the fact that this decile is abandoned early on by fast- 
growing China, which rapidly moves across the deciles from 1980 to 2002. Mean- 
while, a group of countries from the second decile or even higher experienced nega- 
tive per capita income growth over the period and sank into the bottom decile. 

Another view of this phenomenon is to track the performance of income per capita 
for the countries that were in the bottom decile in 1980. Table 1 summarizes the 
results. We see that not only did these countries (other than China) not perform as 
well as the average, there were actually negative growth rates for several countries 
over the period. In addition, if we look at the performance of the 26 countries that 
replaced China7 in the bottom decile in 2002, those countries experienced an aver- 
age annual negatzve growth of about -0.85 percent. 

If we give equal weights to every country, then the remarkable progress of large, 
previously poor countries is muted. We see in figure 5 that there is then a clear trend 
of increasing inequality measures if we treat each country as an individual. This type 
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TABLE 1. 
Breakdown of the Performance of Income per Capita: Bottom Decile 
(population-weighted) 

Bottom decile of 1980 

Annual growth rate 

(1 980-2002) 

Malawi 

Guinea-Bissau 

Mozambique 

Congo, Rep. of 

Chad 

Burundi 
China 

Pop-weighted average of decile 

Bottom decile of 2002 

Weighted averages of 

group's annual growth 

rate (1 980-2002) 

Same countries as above, except for China 1 .OO% 

26 more countries, of which: -0.85% 

a) 19 countries with negative growth (Tajikistan, Congo (DRC), . . .) -2.26% 

b) 7 countries with positive growth (Nepal, Bangladesh, . . .) 1.77% 

Pop-weighted average o f  decile -0.76% - 
Source. Authors' calculations based on data from World Development lndrcaton 2004. 

FIGURE 5. 
Trends in Intbr-Country Inequality, Countries with Equal Weights 

- Atkinson e = 5 -- Atkinson e = 2 - - - -  Atkinson e = .5 
---- Gini -- Theil entropy - Theil mean log dev 
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FIGURE 6. 
Annual Growth of GNI per Capita by Decile, 1980-2002 
(equal weight per country) 

Source Authors' estimates based on data from Wodd Development Indicators 
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of result is consistent with the recent literature on macroeconomic convergence, or 
lack thereof.' It is interesting to note, however, that the trend starts to level off dur- 
ing the last three years of the period, as developing countries' growth has improved. 

Another representation of this increasing inequality is given in figure 6. Giving 
countries equal weights, growth in 1980-2002 appears as strongly and positively 
correlated with income levels. In effect, growth was negative or very close to zero for 
the bottom three deciles of our 138 countries. 

In conclusion, we can say that no Pareto improvement has taken place in the 
world between 1980 and 2002, which leaves room for different value judgments 
about the evolution of world welfare, inequality, and relative poverty.9 The preced- 
ing analysis also explains the divergent views expressed in the literature about 
increasing or decreasing world inequality. In particular, a critical factor in forming 
those views is whether one takes an "anonymous" approach to the distribution or 
whether one tracks precisely the actual income trajectories of individual countries. 

- - - -World 
- Equal weight on countries 
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International Redistribution through Aid 

D l  D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 DlO(1) DlO(2) 

The simplest and most direct instrument of international income redistribution is 
I 

official development assistance (ODA). ODA flows are a part of a recipient country's I 

gross national income, and one can simply deduct these flows from GNI to determine 
I 

I 

I 

I 

~ 
I ~ 
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the static effect of aid as an instrument of income redistribution; similarly, since 
donor's GNI is calculated after ODA disbursements, one would simply add the ODA 
provided by a donor back to the donor's GNI to obtain the counterfactual. 

The economic effects of aid transfers-even without considering distributional 
impacts within countries or externalities-are more subtle. There is a substantial thle- 
oretical literature on the general equilibrium effects of transfer flows between coun- 
tries.'' The origin emanates from the early papers on German war reparations-al~d 
6' ' in reverse," one might say-where there was an abundant discussion as to whether 
these financial flows represented a real resource transfer equivalent, greater or less 
than the nominal financial flow. 

Beyond the static general equilibrium effects, a more thorough understanding of 
aid's effect would include the dynamic impact of aid on relative growth rates of coun- 
tries. A voluminous empirical literature estimating the impact of aid on growth has 
developed in recent years." The regression results emerging from these studies often- 
times contradict each other, with no real consensus emerging at the present time; this 
makes it difficult to estimate with any degree of precision the impact of aid on growrh 
of developing countries, and through growth, on the international distribution of 
income. However, these dynamic impacts are likely to be significant, and perhaps, 
much larger than the static impacts discussed here.12 A solution to all these issues is 
left for further research. A purely static and partial equilibrium approach is adopted 
in what follows. 

To evaluate the static impact that aid flows have on international income inequal- 
ity, we conducted a simple exercise, treating grant aid flows and the grant elenient of 
concessional loans as direct income transfers from donor countries to develop in^^ 
countries. In doing so, we assume that all individuals within the country benefit equally 
from this transfer in the same way they were assumed to share equally the GNI. Since 
gross national income includes such transfers as an accounting concept, the exercise 
consisted of subtracting out aid flows received by the beneficiary countries and adding 
the value of those flows back to donors' GNI. The OECDlDAC database allowed us 
to compile a dataset of different types of aid flows by donor-recipient pairs. 

The most straightforward type of aid is bilateral grants, which are given by a donor 
country to a recipient country with no expectations of repayment.13 To these flows, 
we added the grant elements of concessional lending, received by developing coun- 
tries from bilateral donors. To take into account bilateral contributions to multilat- 
eral agencies as well as multilateral agencies' distribution of aid to developing coun- 
tries, we used the data from OECDDAC on the imputed multilateral c~ntr ibution. '~ 
Since multilateral agencies have a wide range of lending concessionality, we per- 
formed several sensitivity tests with respect to the grant element of the imputed mul- 
tilateral component of the aid flows, assuming that this grant element was, in turn, 
50165180 percent. The total amount of grant-equivalent aid in current U.S. dollars in 
2002 used for the simulation is 53.6156.2158.8 billion, depending on the grant ele- 
ment of imputed multilateral contribution.15 

One important issue that arises in this exercise is whether aid flows should be sub- 
tracted from countries' gross national incomes, whch are expressed in PPP  dollar:^, 
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in dollar terms or in PPP dollars too. If one converts the aid flows into PPP dollars, 
then the redistribution of aid is no longer zero sum. This may be appropriate to the 
extent that donor grants can buy more goods and services in the recipient countries 
if these grants are used to purchase a typical consumption basket of tradable and 
nontradable goods and if general equilibrium effects on the real exchange rate are 
ignoredl. If, op the other hand, grants were spent only on tradable goods, then the fig- 
ures in straight dollar terms would more accurately account for the impact of grants 
on recipient income per capita and no change would take place in the real exchange 
rate. Since we cannot know if aid income is spent only on tradables or on a typical 
consumption basket of tradables and non-tradables, we calculated the static impact 
of aid in both dollar and PPP terms.16 The first estimate is more justified if most aid 
is directly spent on imports or if it is spent on a combination of traded and non- 
traded goods bpt the supply of non-traded goods is inelastic. I present both sets of 
estimates below. The real welfare effect is likely to stand between these two extremes. 

Not surprisingly, the impact of aid is practically negligible when aid is accounted 
for in dollars and GNI is expressed in PPPdollars. It can be seen in figure 7 that under 
this assumption, aid produces a change in the poorest decile's welfare equal to 3 per- 
cent apd negligible proportions for intermediate deciles. Of coprse, it represents a loss 
for the top deciles approximately equal to the share of ODAin the FNI of donor coun- 
tries, that is approximately .25 percent in 2002.'' As a consequence, international 

FIGURE 7. 
Per Capita PPP GNI 

Impact of aid in 2002: 
Percent change in per capita income, by decile 

- Aid measured in PPP dollars 

Aid measured in U.S. dollars 

Source: Author's calculations based on data from World Development Indicators 2004 and aid flow data from 
OECD/DAC. 
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inequality indices are almost insignificantly affected by the international redistribution 
through aid. For instance, the Gini coefficient would be ,539 without aid, whereas ~ [ t  
is 3 3 8  with it. 

The situation is different when aid is evaluated in PPP terms. Then the aid GNI 
ratio in the poorest decile of the world population is 15  percent, and 4 percent in the 
second poorest decile. Aid is now making a difference in international inequality. The 
Gini coefficient would be .42 percentage points higher without aid and poverty sen- 
sitive inequality measures like the Atkinson measure with inequality aversion coeffil- 
cient e = 5 are still more significantly affected. 

The preceding result should not be overemphasized, however. First, as mentioneld 
above, due to the assumptions implied in using aid in PPP, this calculation is proba- 
bly close to the upper bound of a range of estimates, while the lower bound corre- 
sponds to close to a negligible international redistribution effect of aid. Second, even 
the upper estimate is dwarfed when compared to the extent of redistribution that 
may take place in single countries that are equipped with effective redistribution 
schemes. Thus, the international redistribution that is taking place in the worltd 
through aid appears limited both in absolute terms and in comparison with what 
may be observed in single high-income and even middle-income countries.'' 

Of course, the preceding conclusion in no way means that aid is ineffective. That 
it is very effectively targeted towards the poorest means that international poverty 
measures or inequality measures close to the Rawlsian criterion that emphasizes the 
relative welfare of the poorest are likely to be much more sensitive to aid.19 Even so, 
however, the extent of redistribution through ODA appears limited when compared 
to what is observed in single countries. There, it is not uncommon to see the income 
of the poorest decile rise by 50 percent or more because of redistribution instead of 
a figure somewhere between 3 and 14 percent with ODA. 

Redistribution through Trade Protection 

To analyze the impact of existing trade protection on international inequality, we used 
the results from the World Bank Linkage Model prepared for Global Economzc 
Prospects 2004.~' This model calculates the long-term steady-state gains from com- 
plete liberalization of trade in goods around the world, simulated to take full effect 
by 2010. These gains are expressed as the difference in GDP, PPP in 2015 relative to 
the baseline scenario of no additional trade liberalization. In this exercise, we are dis- 
counting these future gains to 2002, the baseline year. Thus, when I refer to L L l ~ ~ t  
potential income from existing trade protection" or the "benefit from future trade lib- 
eralization," I am implying the same steady-state gains calculated by the model. 

The model works with 23 "country units," some of which are individual countries 
and others are regional groupings of countries. To remain consistent with the initial 
framework, it has been assumed that all countries within a country group are 
affected in the same way by trade liberalization. By comparison with the benchmarlk 
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situation, these simulations inform us on the impact of existing protection. The 
model provides results for the static changes in GDP evaluated in PPP terms and 
changes in real household income; here, I concentrate on changes in GDP, PPP, since 
it is closer in definition to our indicator-GNI in PPP. I applied these changes to PPP 
GNI-assuming that GIVI follows the same evolution as GDP-using 2001 as the 
base year, similar to the Linkage model. 

Two points are worth noticing in,this exercise. First, the issue of counting changes 
in income in dollars or in PPP dollars does not arise anymore because the computable 
general equilibrium Linkage model delivers directly the change in the welfare of a 
representative citizen of one of the 23 country groups in the model. Second, trade lib- 
eralization is increasing the efficiency of the world economy, so that the redistribu- 
tion that it entails is not a zero-sum game. In effect, the world real GDP increases by 
approximately 1 percent as a result of this policy. 

In terms of inequality, the redistributive effects of protection in world trade are 
somewhat larger, in absolute value, than those of aid. The gini coefficient of the 
international distribution would be lpwer by .5 percentage points in the absence of 
protection, from 5 3 1  to 326. However, the poverty sensitive measures, like the 
Atkinson index with inequality aversion e = 5, show much less variation, suggesting 
that the redistribution that would take place through liberalization is not exclusively 
toward the poorest in the world. 

Figure 8 presents the impact of trade liberalization in goods across deciles. As 
anticipated on the basis of inequality measures, we can see in figure 8 that low- and 

FIGURE 8. 
Impact of Trade Reform 

Trade reform: Percent change in income per capita by decile 

Note: No productivity enhancement. Change in GDP per capita from model. Dotted line represents aggregate world 
increase. 
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middle-income deciles benefit the most from merchandise trade reform, while the top 
vintile loses out not only with respect to the average gain in the world economy but 
also in absolute terms. This is essentially due to the richest countries' size in the world 
economy. The protection of their markets contributes to improving their terms of 
trade. Eliminating all kinds of protection has a negative impact on their welfare, 
which is not compensated by the benefit they draw from the drop in the protection 
of developing countries. 

It is interesting to bring together the impacts of the two international sources of 
international redistribution just discussed, aid and trade protection. To do so, we 
compare the redistribution effected via existing aid levels versus the lost income 
caused by the existing barriers to trade. In this way, we have a rough approximation 
of the impact of two international policies (aid and trade) on global distribution (of 
income. In the figure below, the lost potential income due to trade barriers (which is 
another way to interpret figure 8) is subtracted from the effect due to aid (presented 
in figure 7). For the bottom decile, part of the gains from aid is negated by the detri- 
mental impact of trade barriers via lost potential income, but the overall effect 
remains positive. And for other deciles, the lost trade income cancels out and sur- 
passes the income transfers received as aid. 

As a consequence, the overall effect of these two policies on inequality is essen- 
\ tially ambiguous. Comparing to the 1 percent average drop in world welfare, it 

appears as if intermediate deciles were redistributing to both the poorest and the 
richest deciles. Put in another way, one can also say that it is as if rich countries, 

FIGURE 9. 
Impact of International Policy Mix 

Net impact of aid and trade policies 

I _I 
Note: Trade numbers are based on simulations of different country groupings, so the two figures are not strictly com- 
parable. Scenario without productivity increases is used for the above figure. 



which bear the burden of aid targeted toward the poorest deciles of the world distri- 
bution were essentially recovering it through extracting protection revenues from 
intermediate deciles. 

To sum up, the analysis of the redistribution that takes place through aid and 
through protection leads to both positive and negative conclusions. The positive con- 
clusion is that the poorest one or two deciles of the international distribution see their 
welfare increased, although in a limited way and with some ambiguity for the second 
decile, since this depends on whether aid is accounted fot: in dollars 01 in P P .  The 
negative conclusion is that intermediate deciles are losing welfare due to. the protec- 
tionist policies implemented both within their borders and in rich countries. Overall, 
the richest vintile of the international distribution-the richest countries-are neither 
losers not gainers in this redistribution game. They essentially gain through protec- 
tion what they lose through aid. 

Conclusions 

The current level of global inequality of income is extremely high. If this level of 
inequality were to exist within a single country, that country would probably expe- 
rience substantial social strife. A renewed emphasis on increased redistribution from 
aid and renewed policy reforms to assure that aid enhances growth prospects for low- 
income countries are both urgently needed. 

The historical trends studied in the paper reveal three stylized facts. First, there is 
a clear decrease in inequality in population-weighted terms over the period, mostly 
driven by the impact of China and India. Second, there is a clear divergence in income 
per capita treating countries equally; however, this trend starts to level off at the end 
of the period. Third, there is a group of low-income countries that are clearly being 
left behind. The favorable trend in population-weighted terms will start to lose 
momentum as India and China approach middle- to even upper-middle-income sta- 
tus over the next decade. Hence, there is a need for renewed growth in the countries 
that now inhabit the bottom decile of the inter-country distribution of income. So the 
need for greater redistribution does not negate the fact that growth performance will 
be critical. 

Aid flows are small globally but can be large locally. They have a small impact on 
aggregate indices, but more impact is revealed when one examines the impact on a 
decile-by-decile basis. One discouraging result is that much of the favorable impact 
of aid is decimated by the negative impact of trade restrictions on potential income 
in the developing world. In brief, there is a contradiction in the set of international 
policies on aid and trade, where the benevolent hand of aid is countered by the 
malevolent hand of protectionism. 

The analysis   resented here should be considered a first approximation. It ignores, 
first of all, the important impact of policies on the within-country distribution of 
income and how this affects the "true" world distribution of income. Within this 
caveat, there is also a distributional impact of aid within the recipient country that is 
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also ignored. Perhaps most importantly, this analysis only takes a preliminary look 
at  some of the general equilibrium effects (in the case of trade). In addition, this 
analysis treats redistribution of aid and trade as a static one-off phenomenon. Clearly 
there are dynamic effects of the flow of aid and the factors of production on the dis- 
tribution of income over time. More work should be done in these areas. 

In the increasingly globalized economy, we are moving toward a more global soci- 
I 

I 

ety where the well-being and actions of citizens on different sides of the planet impact 
one another. Compared with national systems of redistribution and social protection, 
global systems are woefully inadequate. It is time to repair the contradictions in inter- 
national policies that I discussed here today. In addition, the development commu- I 

nity needs to scale up development assistance to resolve once and for all the tragedy 
of global poverty. I j 

Notes 

1. Based on ongoing research with Victoria Levin (World Bank) and David Rosenblatt 
(World Bank). 

2. See, for example, Baumol 1986, Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1992, Sheehey 1996, Jones 
1997, Quah 1996 and 1997. 

3. Ram 1989, Theil and Seale 1994, Firebaugh 1999. 

4. Berry et al. 1983, Bourguignon and Morrisson 2002, Dikhanov and Ward 2002, 
Milanovic 2002, Schultz 1998, and Sala-i-Martin 2002. 

5. Jones 1997, Pritchett 1996 and 1997, De Long 1988. 

6. Bourguignon and Morrison 2002. 
7. In population-weighted terms, only part of China was in the bottom decile in 1980. Here 

we are referring to the countries that replaced that part of China in the bottom decile. 

8. Pritchett 1997. 
9. Ravallion 2004. On the other hand, absolute poverty rates have declined, and a variety af 

studies have confirmed this trend. See World Bank 2004b. 

10. For aid, see Yano and Nugent 1999. 
11. Collier and Dollar 2002; Burnside and Dollar 2000 and 2004; Hansen and Tarp 2000 and 

2001; Clemens et al. 2004. 
12. Knowledge may be one of the most important economic flows impacting the world redis- 

tribution of income; however, this flow is particularly difficult to model, and as such, it is 
beyond the scope of the exploratory analysis of this address. 

13. For each of the flows (bilateral grants, bilateral loans and imputed multilateral contribu- 
tions), I have distributed "unspecified" and "unallocated" aid (listed as a regional aggre- 
gate) back to the region's members, using a pro rata calculation based on specified donor- 
recipient flows. 

14. OECDIDAC calculates the imputed multilateral contribution by distributing each DAC 
donor country's contribution to multilateral agencies to recipient countries, using pro rata 
calculation of the percentage the multilateral agency gives in grants or concessional loans 
to each particular recipient. These figures are then added across multilateral agencies 
that receive contributions from this particular DAC donor country to arrive at a donor- 
recipient "imputed multilateral" contribution. 
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15. To make these data comparable to the base of actual GNI per capita, we deflated these aid 
volumes to 1995 dollars, using the same procedure used for deflating GNI in Section 11. 

16. To convert aid In dollars to aid in PPP terms, we multiply the former by a ratio of GDP, 
PPP to GDP in dollars, all taken from World Developmerzt Irzdzcators 2004. 

17. Note that there is little difference between PPP and dollar values for the rich countries. 
18. Please note that this assumes the highest of the three scenarios for conces~ionalit~ of mul- 

tilateral lending-0.8. With lower multilateral lending concessionality (0.50 or 0.65), the 
change in inequality is even smaller. 

19. I conducted a similar analysis for 1985. The major difference in the results was that less 
aid was distributed to the bottom deciles and more aid to the middle deciles. 

20. I am thankful to Dominique van der Mensbrugghe for providing the results and advising 
me on this exercise. 

-i 
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Markets, Capital Markets, 

- 

Manufacturers, gradually shift their places, leaving those countries and prouince.~ 
which they have already enriched, and flying to others, whither they are allured b v  
the cheapness of provisions and labour; till they have enriched these also, and are 
again banished by the same causes. 

-David Hume, "Of Money" (1777) 

My message today is about exchange and markets, without which people cannot 
engage in task and knowledge specialization. It is this specialization that is the secret 
of all wealth creation. There is no other source of sustainable human betterment. We 
all function simultaneously in more than one world of exchange. Those worlds over- 
lap, as we live first in a world of personal exchange-trading favors and friendship 
and building reputations based on trust and trustworthiness in small groups and fam- 
ilies; and second, in a world of impersonal exchange through markets-where com- 
munication and cooperation gradually emerge in trade with strangers. 

I will discuss two kinds of markets-first, markets for commodities and services, 
which we have studied extensively in the laboratory. Then I will apply the learning 
from experiments to interpret the nature and function of such markets in the world. 
These markets are the foundation of wealth creation. 

Second, I will talk about markets for capital, or stock markets. Capital and stock 
markets are far more volatile and unpredictable than are existing commodity ancl 
service markets, but this is to be expected, as their function is to anticipate the com- 
modities and services of the future. 

I also want to discuss globalization-the worldwide extension of markets-which1 
is really nothing more than a new word for an ancient process of migration and 

Vernon L. Smith is Professor of economics at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, and President of the 
International Foundation for Research in Experimental Economics. He shared the 2002 Nobel I'rize in Economics with 
Daniel Kahneman. 
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human betterment-seeking that began a long time ago when our common ancestors 
first walked out of Africa. 

Personal Exchange, Reciprocity, and Early Peoples 

There are good reasons to support the belief that exchange has its origin in reciproc- 
ity and sharing norms within the family, the extended family, and tribes. This per- 
sonal exchange allowed task specialization between the hunting, gathering, and todl- 
making that laid the basis for enhanced productivity and welfare, and in turn enabled 
early peoples to migrate all over the world. Thus, specialization supported by per- 
sonal exchange allowed globalization to begin early-long before the emergence of 
markets. 

Since the pioneering work of anthropologist Franz Boas over a century ago, the 
study of extant hunter-gatherer tribal societies makes plain the antiquity, sophistica- 
tion, and diversity of property rights in the human career. Of the hundreds of exam- 
ples that could be cited, I want to quote one of my favorites, from Peter Freuchen's 
Book of the Eskimos (1960), on the "first harpoon" principle as it applied to polar 
bear hunting teams. 

According to custom, all the hunters present are to get parts in the quarry, in this case 
both of the meat and skin. There are three   airs of trousers in a bearskin. If there are 
more than three hunters present, the ones who threw their spears last will usually be gen- 
erous enough to leave their parts of the skin to the others. The hunter who fixed his 
spear first in the bear gets the upper part. That is the finest part, for it includes the 
forelegs with the long mane hairs that are so much desired to border women's kamiks 
(boots) with. (pp. 53-54) 

Note that the Inuit "first harpoon" norm is an incentive rule that rewards, with a 
greater value, the greater risk and cost of being the first to harpoon this incredibly dan- 
gerous prey. It is an equal opportunity rule-not an equal outcome rule-that evolved 
from ancient prehistory. Any member of the hunting team is free to go first, pay the 
risk cost, and collect the higher revenue. All others, however, whose contributions can- 
not be differentiated, share equally or more flexibly in the remaining revenue. 

Laboratoty Evidence 

These deep ethical principles surface in laboratory experiments showing that when 
there is no way to differentiate individual contributions, people support the equal 
outcome rule. When contributions can be differentiated, people tend to prefer a rule 
that rewards in proportion to individual contributions-more to those who sacrifice 
more for the group. 

I and my coauthors have studied this ancient norm of reciprocity and trading 
favors as it emerges in two-person games between anonymously matched subjects, 
many of whom use trust and trustworthiness to achieve gains from the exchange: 
cooperative outcomes that maximize joint benefits. Many voluntarily avoid choosing 



outcomes that take for themselves without Living something in return to their 
matched counterpart. ~ 

I 

From Personal to Impersonal ~ x c h a n ~ e  and Markets 

When the same subjects who consciously coyperate for betterment in elementary 
two-person interactions come to the laborator? to trade in impersonal experimental 
markets, what do they do? They strive to daximize their own gain, and in this 
process maximize the joint benefits of the grbup without intending to. However, 
these experimental markets are supported by externally enforced property right rules 
that prevent taking without giving in return. I 

I 

I 

The Extended, or Transient, Order of MaLkets: Achieving Unintended Ends 
I 

In established commodity and service market4 producers incur recurrent, relatively 
predictable costs, and consumers experience cdrresponding recurrent flows of value 
from consumption. But costs and values are ibherently private, and all such infor- 
mation is dispersed. Command and control ecohomies have failed because such infor- 
mation cannot be given to any one mind. ~ u t  how do we know that the price dis- 
covery process in commodity markets yields efiicient surplus-maximizing outcomes? 
We have discovered in controlled laboratory dxperiments that these recurrent flow 
markets are incredibly efficient, and these findings have been replicated many hun- 
dreds of times. Moreover, the subjects in theie experiments are not aware of the 
group welfare maximizing ends that they Each, in pursuing his personal 
gainfachieves group maximizing benefits that Are not part of his intention. 

In debriefings at the end of a market experihnr: 
1) People deny that any kind of model coulh predict their final trading prices and 

exchange-volume, yet these outcomes correspdnd to the demand and supply sched- 
ules of values and costs that are dispersed 1 rivately among all the participants; 4 market efficiency does not require large numbers, complete information, economic 
understanding or sophistication, a fact that shduld not be too surprising since people 
were trading in markets long before there werd economists. 

2) People in these market experiments also delieve that it ought to have been pos- 
sible for them to have earned more profit forl themselves. Yet in fact they were in 
equilibrium, each doing as well as was given the behavior of all the other 
participants. I 

I 

From the Laboratory to the Economy: The Function of Markets and 
the Power of Diversity ~ 
What have we learned about markets? And &hat is the unseen function that they 
serve? 

Commodity and service markets are the of existing wealth creation. 
Each of us earns our income from no more thdn one or two sources. Yet think of all 
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the hundreds of items that we use or consume throughout the day that are produced 
by others whom we do not know, and will never know. 

The hallmark of commodity and service markets is diversity: diversity of tastes, 
human skill and knowledge, natural resources, soil and climate. These in turn are 
what account for the differences in the values and costs that we use to define and 
motivate gains from exchange in the laboratory; that is, we create a controlled econ- 
omy that exhibits this diversity. 

The power of diversity to be extended and to serve human betterment depends 
vitally on exchange: personal exchange, in our intimate groupings; and impersonal 
exchange, through markets. 

The Origins and Characteristics of Diversity 

Initially, diversity was possible and encouraged through sharing and reciprocity 
norms in the family, the extended family, and tribes. Thus, in stateless hunter-gatherer 
societies, the women and children gathered fruits, nuts, tubers, and grains; men 
hunted; and old men advised in the hunt, fashioned tools and weapons, and helped 
in gathering. 

At many times and many places in prehistory, exchange was extended to strangers 
through barter, and ultimately the use of commodity money. 

Indeed, early humans set the stage for a vast expansion of wealth and well-being 
whenever a tribe discovered that it was better to trade with their neighboring tribes 
than to kill them. If you kill them, they can't produce something and trade it with 
you tomorrow-nor can you benefit from their unique skills, learning, art, culture, 
and experience. Similarly, if you let them live but steal from them they are much less 
willing to produce more for you tomorrow than if you trade with them today. 

Diversity requires freedom, because it is freedom that allows each of us to be as 
different as we are able and desire to become. Markets in turn support tolerance of 
freedom. Chile had little political freedom but opened its economy to freer choice, 
and this spread to political choice and brought democracy. 

Similarly, the Chinese government has moved to liberalize its economy over the 
last several years. Moreover; early in 2004 the constitution was modified to permit 
individuals to own private property, although the provision added the "catch-22" cri- 
terion that the property "be legally acquired." Although this provision disappointed 
those pushing for liberalization, the move did recognize the operating norm in which 
people do in fact have private property that is exchanged. The legal modification was 
motivated by the need to prevent corruption that could occur with payments made 
to government officials in return for permitting these property trades to occur. 

Diversity without the freedom to exchange implies poverty: No human, however 
abundantly endowed with a single skill or a single resource, can prosper without 
trade. Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe owned an Island, but he was poor. 

We have need of others and the diversity they bring to the table, if we are to rise 
above bare subsistence. Through markets we depend on others, whom we do not 
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know, recognize, or understand. We know not how and in what ways others con- 
tribute to our welfare, and we contribute to theirs as well. Such are the long, subtle, 
and largely invisible chains of interdependence through markets connected by prices. 
The welfare of each of us depends vitally upon the knowledge and skills of others 
with whom we trade through markets. 

Without markets we would indeed be poor, miserable, brutish, and ignorant; if 
some were less poor, it would be because of conquest, theft, and taking without gbv- 
ing in return, which can be sustained only for as long as there are others to conquer. 

Markets and Property Rights Institutions 

Diversity is made possible, productive, and permissive of wealth creation through 
market institutions. 

Markets require consensual enforcement of the rules of social and economic 
exchange. No one has said it better than philosopher David Hume (1739) over 
250 years ago, when he said that there are just three laws of human nature: 

1) the right of possession, 

2)  its transference by consent, and 

3) the performance of promises. 

These are the ultimate foundations of order, with or without formal law, that 
make possible markets and prosperity. 

Hume is talking about discovered or emergent law, not made or legislated  la\^. 
The early "lawgivers" did not make the law they presumed to "give": they studied 
social traditions, norms, and informal rules-and gave voice to them, as God's, or 
natural law. 

Hume's Laws of Nature are derived from the ancient Judeo commandments: Thou 
shalt not steal; thou shalt not covet thy neighbors' possessions; thou shalt not bear 
false witness. These principles are evident in other cultural norms as well. 

The game of "steal" consumes wealth without encouraging its reproduction, while 
the game of "trade" sustains and grows abundance. 

Coveting the possessions of others invites an involuntary state-enforced redistri- 
bution of the gains from specialization and trade, endangering incentives i:o 
produce tomorrow's harvest-perhaps as surely as its theft. 

To bear false witness is to undermine community, management credibility, investor 
trust and confidence, long-term profitability, and the personal social exchanges 
that are most humanizing. Corporate management bears false witness at its pernl. 
Once management loses credibility with shareholders the stock market is unfor- 
giving, as evidenced with the Enron Corporation in the United States, whose stock 
plummeted when management self-dealing became known. 
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Capital Markets 

This brings me to the topic of stock markets, which are inherently far more uncer- 
tain than markets for commodities and services because stock markets must antici- 
pate innovations-the new commodities and services of the future. At the time that 
new innovations emerge, the extent of their subsequent economic success is inher- 
ently unpredictable. 

Innovations in Histo y, and Stock Markets 

If changing knowledge and technologies are to yield new commodities and services, 
they require capital. Capital markets allow the users and suppliers of capital to be 
distinct and more specialized; the savers (or suppliers) do not also have to be the 
entrepreneurs (or users) that can grow new wealth from capital investment. And both 
can gain by exchanging investment for a share of the return; both also bear the risk 
of loss. 

Stock market bubbles and crashes are not new. Why? 
Great stock market booms are fueled by new technologies. 
For example, in the 19th century the steam engine allowed the steam ship to 

replace the square-rigger sailing ship, and the railroad to replace the mule team and 
stagecoach. Railroad expansion in 19th-century America outran the shippingmeeds 
of interregional trade. 

Profitability turned to losses, bankruptcies, and consolidations. But out of this 
19th-century expansion, long-term value was created and retained for the entire U.S. 
economy. 

At the turn of the 20th century many new technologies emerged. Telephone, elec- 
tricity, petroleum, and automobiles sustained a wave of investment and development. 
There was overexpansion in response to high profitability followed by declininbmar- 
gins, losses, bankruptcy, and consolidation; but long-run value was created and not 
lost to the economy. Bankruptcy allows the assets of failed managers-human and 
physical-to be reallocated to managers who launch a new attempt at making the 
business a success. 

My hometown of Wichita, Kansas, had 15 airplane manufacturers in 1929: 
Travel Air, Stearman, Cessna, United, Laird, Swift, Lark, Knoll, Bradley, Yunkers, 
Wichita, Watkins, Mooney, Sullivan, and Buckley. Two of them were new company 
names in 1927: Cessna and Stearman. A decade later Stearman's successful opera- 
tion had been bought by Boeing, and the general aviation survivors were Cessna and 
Beech, who made Wichita the national center of this new industry. Being start-up 
companies just two years before the great crash had not prevented success for 
Cessna and Beech, but the other manufacturers all failed and their salvageable assets 
were reallocated. 

The ballpoint pen is today an almost invisible but classic example of innovation 
and change: This mid-20th-century invention initially sold for $10. It was a very prof- 
itable new product, attracting a rush of entry, falling prices, losses and consolidations, 
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but the pen stays-yielding continuing long-term value of which we are not aware, 
except that we are all a little richer as a result. Today when we buy BIC pens for 60 
cents we are unaware that these pens are far superior to those $10 upstarts produced 
more than a half-century ago. 

The 1990's Bubble Crash: Histo y Repeats 

Picking winners and identifying losers in advance is inherently risky if impossible, 
except by chance. More than 60 percent of U.S. manufacturing firms leave the indus- 
try in their first 5 years; 80 percent in their first 10  years. (Dunne, Roberts, and 
Samuelson 1988; these data are from the years 1967 to 1982). The 1990s brought 
an unprecedented volume of initial public offerings (IPOs). I am sure that the history 
of that decade will record not only an unprecedented failure rate, but also, and much 
less visible, an unprecedented increase in long-term economic value for the world 
economy. The current bubble and crash is fueled by new electronic, communication, 
computer, biological, and pharmacological technologies. The residual long-term 
value is suggested by the postcrash national income data: output has increased ~ 1 1 t h  
little increase in employment. We get more for less as manufacturing rapidly goes the 
way of agriculture. 

Diesel truck engines are an example of long-term value created in the old economy 
by companies that have become severely stressed if not bankrupt. Each cylinder is 
today controlled by computer, to minimize fuel consumption and meet tough new 
emissions standards under all operating conditions. Small electronic companies such 
as Apex Microtech (with 50 employees) developed and sold the power-optimial 
amplifiers used by Navistar to create the new engines. 

It is painful for those who risk investment in new technologies and lose, but the 
benefits captured by other industries and by the learning and consolidations that 
leave value for the few winners are retained as new wealth for the economy. This is 
the substance of growth, betterment, and the ultimate reduction of poverty. This is 
why almost everybody is wealthier than were their parents and grandparents. 

How can the individual pain of investment loss be eliminated, and the long-term 
value achieved, with a policy fix that avoids the risk of doing more harm than good? 
We don't know. On this as on many matters there are just two classes of people: those 
who know they do not know, and those that don't. If someone tells you they can 
identify new company stock market winners and losers, keep your hands in your 
pockets. 

Here is the problem: If you limit people's decisions to make risky investments in 
an attempt to keep them from harming themselves, how much will that reduce our 
capacity to achieve major technological advancements? The hope of great gain by 
individuals fuels thousands of experiments in an environment of great uncertainty as 
to which experiments, and which combinations of management and technology, will 
be successful. The failure of many may be a crucial part of the cost of sorting out the 
few that will succeed. After a wave of innovation and a bubble bursts, managers - 

know a lot about what did not work, and a little about what did work. 
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Globalization: A New Word for the Age-Old Process of Migration 
and Market Expansion 

Globalization for us began when our commbn Cro-Magnon ancestors walked out of 
Africa about 50,000 years ago: settling Asia and Australia 50 to 40,000 years ago; 
Europe by 40,000 years ago; Siberia and the Arctic 35 to 20,000 years ago; the 
Bering gateway to North America 14 to 13,000 years ago; the Americas 12 to 11,000 
years ago; and New Zealand and Madagascar only 1,000 years ago. Long before the 
square-rigger sailing ship, our ancestors had settled every continent except Antarc- 
tica, and all the major islands. 

Archeology and ethnographic studies suggest that early peoples, long before 
nation states, traded tools, weapons, and public goods such as symbols, customs, 
crests, and unmolested rights of access to trade routes and hunting grounds. 

Expansion 

The first long-distance trade between Europe and the Near East allowed us to escape 
the static, dead-end, and poverty-ridden Middle Ages. This led to new explorations 
by stock companies and nation states. 

Technology-Driven Change I ~ 
Exploration was driven by a new technology: the great square-rigger sailing ships. 

As commerce spanned the Old and New Worlds, there was a worldwide exchange 
of plant and fruit products. The Italian gourmet had not a single tomato until the 
plant was imported from the New World; nor did the Irish have the potato until one 
of the thousands of varieties was imported from South America. The diversity of 
nature was the basis of specialization and much wealth creation through exchange. 
Instead of cutting-edge research and development we had exploration, transporta- 
tion, and transplantation. 

During the 19th century the seas were spanned by steamships, the continents by 
the steam locomotive railroads. 

Whole regions now began to specialize in different industrial and agricultural 
products, depending on their natural comparative advantages. The diversified sub- 
sistence farm reformed into the cattle ranch; the wheat, barley, corn, and rice farms; 
the milk farm; and the chicken farm. 

The recent global Green Revolution stemmed from the new seed varieties devel- 
oped by Norman Borlaug, who won the Nobel Peace prize in 1970. His work dou- 
bled and tripled the yields of wheat, maize, rice, and other crops-nabling China, 
India, Mexico, and Pakistan to feed their greatly increased populations with only a 
1 percent increase in world land cultivation. 

The latest great thrust in globalization is driven by innovations in computing power, 
communications, and transportation logistics. All three serve Internet exchange. 

The retail store was once the place where buyers met producers through the 
intermediary of the merchant who risked the purchase of inventories of what he 
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hoped people would want to buy, and the buyer risked the quality of the goods 
produced. 

This very high-cost way of matching consumers with producers has been chal- 
lenged by the Internet, where buyers and sellers are matched at near zero cost, and 
new institutions are being created for direct shipment and for quality assurance 
through competition in reputation formation, warranties, and liberal return policies. 
This new dream world of potential profit led to overexpansion as investors threw 
investment funds at all the retail "dotcoms," just as their ancestors a century earlier 
had thrown money at the railroads. 

New World of Competition in National Policies 

The current wave of globalization is bringing a new discipline to national govern- 
ments. Budget and monetary excesses by national governments discourage foreign 
investment, while encouraging domestic nationals to seek foreign, more stable, 
investment opportunities. 

South American countries can better serve their people by asking how they can 
learn from Chile to bite the bullet, stabilize currencies, control government spending, 
privatize government-owned industries, and reduce barriers to free trade. 

In particular there is the need, emphasized by development theoretician Hernando 
de Soto, for institutional change that enables the owners of real estate and otlher 
assets to hold clear, fungible titles. In this way the use value of existing assets in poor 
countries can be reflected in exchange value, allowing entrepreneurial access to cap- 
ital markets to facilitate internal development. 

Not only capital but also people move to where there is opportunity; and this is 
an essential part of creating new wealth and prosperity. This was dramatically illus- 
trated for me in 1978, during a taxicab trip from the Wellington, New Zealand, air- 
port to my hotel. The driver was friendly, and I asked, "Tell me about your country." 
He replied, "It's really wonderful. I don't like paying half my small income in taxes, 
but we receive so much that is free: health benefits, prescriptions, free education 
through college and advanced graduate study. I am just a cab driver, but my son is 
going to be a medical doctor. He has finished his medical degree and internship, and 
will begin practicing next year." In recognition of his obvious pride, I said, "How 
wonderful. You have every right to be proud. Is he going to practice in Wellington?" 
He replied, "Oh no, he's going to Australia. You can't make any money here." The 
New Zealand economic crisis hit about two years later. New Zealand could not com- 
Pete in world markets-and could no longer afford socialism. 

Conclusion 

Commodity and service markets are the foundation of wealth creation. The fact that 
stock markets serve by supplying capital for new consumer products explains why 
they are inherently uncertain, unpredictable, volatile, and-given investor behavior- 
why they tend to bubble and crash. Stock markets are far more uncertain than 
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markets for commodities and services because stock markets must anticipate 
innovations-the new commodities and services of the future. Globalization is not 
new. It is a modern word describing an ancient human movement-a word for 
humankind's search for betterment, and the worldwide expansion of resource 
specialization, which is determined by the extent of market development. 

I think globalization is a good word-a peaceful word. In the wise pronouncement 
commonly attributed to the great French economist FrCdCrich Bastiate: 

If goods don't cross borders, soldiers will. 
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Economists conceptualize a world populated by  calculating, unemotional maximiz- 
ers. This view shapes our understanding of many crucial elements of development 
economics-from h o w  rural villagers save, t o  h o w  parents decide on  whether t o  
send their children t o  school. 

Psychological research, however, has documented the incompleteness of this per- 
spective. Individuals have self-control and time inconsistency problems. They can 
give in t o  short-run temptations and later regret it. They can have strong feelings 
about others that drive them t o  commit both generous and spiteful acts. They often 
passively accept defaults rather than make active choices. They let the institutions 
around them make choices for them. And they may misread new data in  a way that 
fits their beliefs. In  short, the rational maximization model may  not  be a very good 
approximation of human behavior. 

In  this paper, I present some of the psychological evidence that I believe helps us 
t o  better understand a few core issues zn development economics, such as savings, 
education, and property rights. This gives us new ways to interpret a variety of 
behaviors in these contexts, and enriches the set of policy tools we should consider. 
This evidence not  only suggests the need for dramatically new tools, but also suggests 
small cost changes that may dramatically improve their efficacy of existing policies. 

Economists often study scarcity. Yet their conception of decisionmaking assumes 
an abundance of psychological resources. In the standard economic model people are 
unbounded in their ability to think through problems. Regardless of complexity, they 
can costlessly figure out the optimal choice. They are unbounded in their self-control. 
They implement and follow through on whatever plans they set out for themselves. 

Sendh~l Mullamathan IS Professor of economics at Harvard Unlvers~ty, a Research Assoc~ate for the Nar~onal Bureau of 
Econom~c Research, and a Dlrector of the Poverty Actlon Lab, all In Cambridge, Massachusetts The author thanks 
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about current work on related topics, wlth Marlanne Bertrand, Eldar Shaf~r, Abhqt Banerjee, and R~chard Thaler. 
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Whether they want to save a certain amount of money each year or finish a paper on - - 

time, they face no internal barriers in accomplishing these goals. They are unbounded 
in their attention. They think through every problem that comes their way and make 
a deliberate decision about each one. In this and many other ways, the economic 
model of human behavior ignores the bounds on choices (Mullainathan and Thaler 
2001). Every decision is thoroughly contemplated, perfectly calculated, and easily 
executed. 

A growing body of research interprets economic phenomena with a more modest 
view of human behavior. In this alternative conception, individuals are bounded in 
all of these dimensions, and more. In practice, this conception begins with the rich 
understanding of human behavior that experimental psychologists have developed 
through lab and field experiments. This view, ironically enough, emphasizes the rich- 
ness of behavior that arises from scarcities, emphasizing the bounds on cognitive and 
computation ability, self-control, attention, and self-interest. Theoretical models are 
now being constructed that help to incorporate these ideas into economic applica- 
tions. Perhaps even more compelling is the recent empirical work that suggests the 
importance of these psychological insights for real behavior in contexts that econo- 
mists care about. In a variety of areas, from asset pricing, to savings behavior, to legal 
decisionmaking, well-crafted empirical studies are challenging the traditional view of 
decisionmak~ng. 

This paper attempts to provide an overview of this research to thoke interested in 
development economics. I have chosen psychological insights that I belieye ark help- 
ful in understanding several phenomena in development economics: parents' ;+ol- 
ing decisions, savings behavior, choice of financial institutions, bureaucratjc corrup- 
tion, and property rights. For each of these I describe asmall piece of ;he ps~chology 
that may be potentially relevant. In this way, I hope to introducereaders to the psy- 
chological and associated field evidence and show the practical relebance of tflis ebi- 
dence. Given the space considerations, my goals are modest. I clkariy not com- 

I l l  I 
prehensive in my review of the relevant areas of psychology; that would take,a book 

11 1 at the least. Nor am I comprehensive in des~ribing the various psychblokical iosidhts 
1 1  b 1  

that may help in understanding any one topic (savings). As stated earlier, my kpal is 
instead to present only an overview of each topic. 

Two important caveats are in order. First, there are many reasons to believe that the 
psychological factors discussed here may be unimportant in economic contexts. Some 
could argue that the experiments are "weak" because the people studied are not finan- 
cially motivated. Others might argue that markyt competition o r  arbitrage would 
guarantee that these "irrational" choices should have no impact on economic out- 
comes. Yet others might argue that learning would remove these problems. I will not 
address these objections because they have been dealt with at great length elsewhere.' 
I am more pragmatic in my approach. I do not believe that any set of lab experiments 
alone can ever provide a firm basis for policy. Even the best experimental evidence will 
face questions of context specificity, behavioral adaptation, and equilibrium. Insfead, 
these experiments are wonderful because they inspire different perspectives on old 
problems-aqd new ideas for economic policy. Their ultimate shccess, however, 
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depends on how the experiments fare when tested in the field. So the evidence I provide 
here is merely to inspire (and not substitute for) careful tests in relevant contexts. The 
experimental evidence, therefore, need only pass a lower hurdle: Is the bulk of the evi- 
dence sound enough to merit future empirical work or policy experimentation? The 
accumulated evidence, I feel, easily passes this hurdle. 

Second, my attempts to incorporate psychology into development should not be 
confused with pejorative attempts to label the poor as "irrational." This is neither an 
attempt to blame the poor for their poverty nor to argue that the poor have spkcific 
irrationalities. Instead, my goal is to understand how problems in development might 
be driven by general psychological principles that operate for both poor and rich 
alike. When I speak of self-control, for example, I am speaking of self-control prob- 
lems that exist in equal measure around the world. These problems may matter more 
for the poor because of the context in which they live, but the core of these problems 
is a common one (Bertrand, Mullainathan, and Shafir 2004). 

Immediate Barriers to Education 

The rational choice model of schooling is straightforward (Becker 1993). Individuals 
trade off the costs and benefits of schooling to decide how much schooling to pursue. 
Benefits come in a variety of forms, such as better jobs or better marriage prospects. 
Costs could be direct financial costs (fees) as well as any opportunity costs (foregone 
labor). In the case of children, of course, parents make the actual choices. They do so 
to maximize some combination of their own and their children's long-run welfare, 
with the exact weight given to choices dependent on their altruism. 

This view of education abstracts from the richness of the hardships faced by par- 
ents trying to educate their children in a developing country. Consider a poor father 
in a village who is eager to send his son to school during the next school year. He rec- 
ognizes the value of education to his son, which will allow him to get a government 
job, marry better, or simply exist more comfortably in a rapidly changing world. 'To 
ensure that he has money for school fees, textbooks, or perhaps a school uniform, the 
father begins to save early. But he soon encounters competing demands on the money. 
His mother falls ill and needs money to buy some analgesics to ease her pain. Though 
his mother insists that her grandson's education is more important, the father is torn. 
Enormous willpower is required to let his mother suffer while he continues to save 
money that he knows could ease her pain. Knowing that he is doing what is best in 
the long run is small consolation in the moment. The father overcomes this struggle 
and enrolls his son in school. But after some weeks, his son starts to show disinterest. 
As for most children everywhere, the son finds that sitting in a classroom (and an 
unpleasant one at that) is not very appealing, especially since some of his friends are 
outside playing. Exhausted from tiring physical work and feeling the stresses of every- 
day life, how will the father handle this extra stress? Will he have the mental energy 
to convince h s  son of the value of education? Will he have the energy to follow up 
with the teacher or other students to see if his son has actually been attending school? 
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This fictional example merely illustrates one important tension; and even the best of 
intentions may be very hard to implement in practice, especially in the high-stress 
settings that the poor inhabit. 

Family problems of this type are intimately related to how people view tradeoffs 
over time, a topic that psychologists and behavioral economists have studied exten- 
sively through experiments. I now describe a variety of related evidence and then 
return to how this evidence may help us to understand the schooling decisio11. 

Would you like to receive $15 today, or $16 in one month? More generally, how 
much money would I need to give you in one month to make you indifferent to 
receiving $15 today? What about in one year, or in 10 years? Thaler (1981) presented 
these questions to subjects and found median answers of $20, $50, and $100. While 
at first glance these answers may seem somewhat reasonable, they actually imply 
huge discount rates: 345 percent over one month, 120 percent over a one-year hori- 
zon and 19 percent over a 10-year h ~ r i z o n . ~  Subjects most often greatly prefer the 
present to the future. 

These choices also imply that the rate of time preferences changes with the horizon. 
This is made most clear in the following choice problem: , 

Would you prefer $1 00 today, or $1 10 tomorrow? 

Would you prefer $1 00 30 days from now, or $1 10 31 days from now? 

Many subjects give conflicting answers to these two questions. To questions such 
as the first one they often prefer the immediate reward ($100 today). To questions 
such as the second one they often prefer the delayed reward ($110 in 31 days). 

Such preferences are inconsistent with the standard model. To see this, suppose 
people discount the future at rate 8. Then the value of $100 today is u(100) and its 
value tomorrow is ~ ( 1 1 0 ) .  On the other hand, in problem two the value is li30u(1 00) 
versus 8 3 1 ~ ( 1  10). This is the exact same tradeoff. In other words, with the standard 
constant discounting individuals should choose the same thing in both situations. 

Differences in preferences for the immediate versus the future can also be seen in the 
field. Read, Loewenstein, and Kalyanaraman (1999) asked subjects to\shoose three 
rental movies. The subjects either chose one by one, for immediate consumption. Or 
they chose all at once, for the future. When choosing sequentially for immediate con- 
sumption, they tend to pick "low-brow" movies. When picking simultaneously for 
future consumption, the subjects tend to pick "high-brow" movies. Once again, when 
planning for the future they are more willing to make choices that have long-run ben- 
efits (presumably "high-brow" movies) than when choosing in the present. 

The difference in choices at different horizons poses a problem for the individual. 
Consider a concrete example. Suppose my preference is that next Monday I will begin 
writing a paper rather than put that off until Tuesday. Of cohrse, today I am busy and 
would rather put off writing the paper. What happens on Mlonday? What had been a 
decision about the distant future (where I exhibited patience) becomes a decision about 
the present (where I exhibit impatience). My choice may now change. Once again, the 
option of putting it off for a day seems appealing, as appealing as it did last week when 
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I made the same decision. In other words, there is a conflict between what I plan to do 
in the future and what I will actually do when the future arrives. 

This type of conflict is only one of the difficulties parents face in getting their chil- 
dren educated. In the example I gave, the father wanted his son to be educated and 
was willing in the future to put in the effort and money needed to see that happen. 
Yet in the moment, many immediate pressures impinge on his time, money, and 
energy, making it hard for him to implement his longer-term plan. This view pre- 
sumes that parents would like to see their children educated but simply can't find a 
credible way to stick with that plan. I think this perspective helps improve our under- 
standing of many components of education. 

It provides explanation of the gap between parents' stated goals and actual out- 
comes. The PROBE Report on basic education in India finds that many parents are 
actually quite interested in education (De and Dreze 1999, pp. 19-26). Even in the 
poorest states in India, where education is worst, this survey found that over 85 per- 
cent of the parents agreed that it was important for children to be educated. In the 
same survey, 57 percent of parents responded that their sons should study "as far as 
possible." Another 39 percent of parents said their children should get at least a grade 
10 or grade 12 education. Clearly parents in these areas of India value education. Yet 
these responses contrast with very low educational attainment in these states. This 
gap is reminiscent of the gap between desired and actual retirement savings in the 
United States. In one survey 76 percent of Americans believed that they should be ~ saving more for retirement. In fact, 55 percent felt they were behind in their savings, 
and only 6 percent reported being ahead (Farkas and Johnson 1997). They want to ~ save, but many never make it happen. As noted earlier, immediate pressures are even 
more powerful in the education context. Putting aside money to pay for schooli~ng 
requires making costly, immediate sacrifices. Fighting with children who are reluctant 
to go to school can be especially draining when there are so many other pressures. 
Walking a young child to a distant school every day requires constant effort in the 
face of so many pressing tasks. Or stated differently, if middle-class Americans sup- 
ported by so many institutions cannot save as much as they want, how can 
Rajasthani parents be expected to consistently and stoically make all the costly, 
immediate sacrifices needed to implement their goal of educating their children? 

This also helps to explain, in part, an interesting phenomenon in many develop- 
ing countries: sporadic school attendance. In contrast to a simple human capital 
model, education does not appear to follow a fixed stopping rule, with students 
attending school consistently until a particular grade. Instead, students go to school 
for some stretch of time, drop out, and later begin again. This sporadic attendance, 
though far from optimal, is a characteristic of the dynamically inconsistent prefer- 
ences described earlier. When faced with particularly hard-to-resist immediate 
pressures, individuals will succumb to them. When these pressures ease, it becomes 
easier to implement the original plan of sending their child to school-and they may 
revert to it. In many related discussions of self-control, the importance of salience is 
often emphasized (Akerlof 1991). To this end, parents who have "slipped off the 
wagon" may find some salient moments that encourage them to again try to get their 
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children to school. One empirical prediction here is that at the beginning of the 
school year attendance should perhaps be higher than at any other time, as many par- 
ents decide to give it another try. As the parents succumb to immediate pressures, 
attendance would then decline throughout the year.3 

This perspective also has some policy insights. First, policies that spread immedi- 
ate pressures over time could be beneficial. For example, school fees that require con- 
tinuous small payments rather than one large payment may make it easier for parents 
to finance schooling. It requires far more will power to save up for a big purchase 
(such as uniforms) than to pay small fees each week or month.4 Second, this per- 
spective should alter policies that attempt to increase parental demand for education. 
For example, the success of bonus payments to parents for children's enrollment 
depends crucially on the payment structure. If payments are made at the end of the 
school year, they are unlikely to work particularly well. In this model, parents already 
recognize a long-run reward to education. Adding to that will do little to solve the 
core problem. In contrast, bonus payments that are made more frequently may help 
to tilt the tradeoff in the short-run, which is the real barrier. Third, programs that 
make schooling more attractive to students may provide a low-cost way to make it 
easier for parents to send children to school. For example, a school meals program 
may make school attendance attractive to children and ease the pressure on parents 
to constantly encourage their children to go to school (see Vermeesch 2003 for a dis- 
cussion of such programs). One could even be creative in designing these programs. 
For example, school sports, candy, or any number of other cheap inputs that make 
schooling more attractive to children may have large effects. In fact, under this model 
such programs could have extremely large benefit-to-cost ratios, much larger than 
could be justified by the monetary subsidy alone. 

In my opinion, this perspective on schooling matches the complexity of life in 
developing countries. Of course, immediate pressures are not the only problem. 
Numerous other factors-from liquidity constraints to teacher attendance-surely 
play a role. Yet, those have been explored and are very much on the radar screen of 
many development economists. These other forces, while potentially powerful, are 
not commonly considered and deserve more scrutiny. 

Demand for Commitment and Savings 

The difficulty of sticking with a course of action in the presence of immediate pressures 
also has implications for how individuals save. But in the standard economic model of 
savings, there is no room for suchpressures. In that model people instead calculate how 
much money will be worth to them in the future by taking into account any difficulties 
they may have in borrowing, and any shocks they may suffer. Based on these calcula- 
tions, they make a contingent plan of how much to spend in each possible state. They 
then, as already discussed, implement this plan with no difficulty. As noted earlier, for 
poor people in many developing countries, implementing such plans is much easier said 
than done. They face a variety of temptations that might derail their consumption goals. 
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Behavioral economists have recently begun to better understand the devices that 
people may use to deal with such temptations. The inter-temporal preferences noted 
earlier (short-run impatience, long-run patience) are often modeled as discount rates 
that vary with horizon. People have a very high discount rate for short horizons 
(decisions about now versus the future) but a very low one for distant horizons. This 
is often called hyperbolic discounting because the original curve used to produce it 
was hyperbolic in shape (Strotz 1956, Ainslie1992, Laibson 1997). 

A key question in this model is whether people are sophisticated or naive in how 
they deal with their temporal inconsistency. Sophisticated people would recognize the 
inconsistency and (recursively) form dynamically consistent plans. In other words, 
they would only make plans that they would follow through on. Na'ive people, how- 
ever, would not recognize the problem; they would make plans assuming that they 
will stick to them and abandon their plans only if required, when the time comes. 
There are reasons to believe both views. On the one hand, individuals appear to con- 
sciously demand commitment devices that help them commit to a particular path. On 
the other hand, they appear to have unrealistic plans. Perhaps the best fit of the evi- 
dence is that individuals partly (though not necessarily fully) recognize their time 
inconsistency. 

The important practical feature of this view is that the commitment implicit in 
institutions is very important for understanding behavior. Institutions can help solve 
self-control problems by committing people to a particular path of behavior. A colrn- 
mon analogy here is with Ulysses, who in Greek mythology ties himself to his ship's 
mast so that he can listen to the song of the sirens but not be lured out to sea by them. 
While not so dramatic, similar commitment devices exist in everyday life. Many refer 
to their gym membership as a commitment device. ("Being forced to pay that much 
money every month really gets me to go to the gym lest I waste the membership fee.") 
Or to take another example, Christmas clubs, though now less common than in the 
past, used to be a powerful commitment tool for some who wanted to save up to buy 
Christmas gifts. 

Relevant evidence on the power of commitment devices is given in Gruber and 
Mullainathan (2002), which studies smoking behavior. Rational choice models of 
smoking treat this behavior roughly like any other good. Smokers make rational 
choices about their smoking, understanding the physiology of addiction that nicotine 
entails. Behavioral models, however, recognize a self-control problem in the decision 
to start smoking and in the decision (or rather attempts) to quit. Some survey evi- 
dence seems to support the behavioral model. Smokers often report that they would 
like to quit smoking but are unable to do SO. This resembles the temporal pattern 
above. Looking into the future, smokers would choose to not smoke. But when the 
future arrives, they are unable to resist the lure of a cigarette today (perhaps by prom- 
ising themselves that tomorrow they will quit). To differentiate these theories we 
examined the impact of cigarette taxes. Under the rational model, smokers are matde 
worse off. This is a standard dead-weight loss argument. Smokers who would like to 
smoke cannot now, because of the higher price. In models with time hyperbolic dis- 
counters, however, taxes could make smokers better off. The very same force that is 
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bad in the rational model-high prices driving smokers to quit-is good in the behav- 
ioral model. Because smokers wanted to quit but were unable to, they are now bet- 
ter off. In the parlance of time-inconsistency models, the taxes serve as a commitment 
device. 

To assess well-being we use self-reported happiness data. While such data are far 
from perfect, they can be especially useful in contexts such as these, where the vari- 
able of interest is relatively clean and the mismeasurement is thus simply absorbed 
in the residual. Using a panel of states in the United States, we find that the 
happiness of those who tend to smoke increases when cigarette taxes increase. Rel- 
ative to the equivalent people in other states (and relative to those who tend not to 
smoke in their own state), these people show actual rises in self-reported well-being. 
In other words, contrary to the rational model and supportive of1 the behavioral 
model, cigarette taxes actually make those prone to smoke better off. This kind of 
effect is exactly the one I alluded to in the introduction: Institutions (or cigarette 
taxes in this case) have the potential to help solve problems withinpeople as well 
as among people. 

There is also evidence on people actively choosing commitment devices. 
Wertenbroch (1998) argues that people forego quantity discounts on goods they 
would be tempted to consume (cookies, for example) in order to avoid temptation. 
This is a quantification of the often-repeated advice to dieters: Don't keep big bags 
of cookies at home. If you must buy tempting foods, buy small amounts. Trope and 
Fischbach (2000) show how people strategically use penalties to spur unwanted 
actions. They examined people scheduled for small, unpleasant medical 
procedures-and showed how these people voluntarily chose to take on penalties 
for not undergoing the procedures. In fact, they cleverly chose these penalties by 
selecting higher penalties for more aversive procedures. Ariely and Wertenbroch 
(2002) provide even more direct evidence. They examined whether people use dead- 
lines as a self-control device and whether such deadlines actually work. In an exper- 
iment, students in a class at MIT chose their own deadlines for when to submit 
three papers. The deadlines were binding, so in the absence of self-control problems 
the students should clearly choose the latest deadlines possible for all three papers. 
They were told there was neither benefit to an early deadline nor cost to a late one, 
so they can only benefit from the option value of being able to submit a paper later. 
In contrast, students chose evenly spaced deadlines for the three papers, presumably 
to give themselves incentives to complete the papers in a timely manner. Moreover, 
the deadlines appeared to work. A related study shows that people who are 
given evenly spaced deadlines do better than those who are given one big deadline 
at the end. 

I think savings in developing countries can also be better understood through this 
perspective. It provides an alternative view on institutions such as roscas, which are 
popular in many countries (Gugerty 2001). In a rosca, a group of people meets 
together at regular intervals. At each meeting, members contribute a prespecified 
amount of money. The sum of those funds (the "pot" so to speak) is then given to 
one of the individuals. Eventually, each person in the rosca will get their turn and 
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thus get back their contributions. Roscas are immensely popular, but what is their 
attraction? They often pay no interest. In fact, given the ~otent ia l  for default (those 
who receive the pot early may not continue to pay in), contributors may effectively 
pay a negative interest rate. One reason for the popularity of roscas may be that they 
serve as a commitment device in several ways. By making savings a public act, indi- 
viduals allow social pressure from other rosca members to commit them to their 
desired savings level (Ardener and Burman 1995). As some rosca participants say, 
"YOU can't save alone." Other rosca members have all the incentives to make sure 
each other member continues to contribute. The groups also enable individuals to 
save up to larger amounts than they normally could achieve given their own prob- 
lems with self-control. Imagine someone who wished to make a durables purchase 
(or pay school fees) of 1,000 rupees. By saving alone and putting aside money each 
month, the saver faces a growing temptation. When they reach 400 rupees, might 
not some other ~urchase  or immediate demand appear more attractive? The rosca 
doesn't allow this temptation to interfere. Individuals get either nothing, or the full 
1,000 rupees all at once. This "all or nothing" property may make it easier for some 
to save enough funds to make large purchases. 

This type of scheme also helps to provide a more nuanced view of individuals' 
demand for liquidity. In the standard logic, the poor unconditionally value liquidity. 
After all, liquidity allows people to be able to free up cash to attend to immediate needs 
that arise. If a child gets sick, money is needed to pay for medicine. This might be espe- 
cially true for the poor. Shocks that are small for the well-off can be big for the poor, 
and they would need to dip into real savings to address them. But the poor in these 
models face a tradeoff. They value liquidity for the reasons cited above, but liquidity 
for them is also a curse: it allows them to too easily dip into savings. Durable goods 
and illiquid savings vehicles may actually be preferred to liquid savings vehicles. Cash, 
for example, may be far too tempting and spent too readily. On the other hand, by 
holding their wealth in items such as jewelry, livestock, and grain, individuals may 
effectively commit themselves not to give into immediate consumption pressures. In 
these models, therefore, there is an optimal amount of liquidity. Even when liquidity is 
provided at zero cost, the poor will choose some mix of illiquid and liquid assets. 

Another implication from this perspective is that revealed preference fails as a 
measure of policy success. Observing that people borrow at a given rate (and pay it 
back) does not necessarily mean that the loan helps them. A loan may in some 
cases help them deal with a liquidity shock. But in other cases, it may not help, 
because the loan assists them in giving way to immediate temptations and leaves 
them straddled with debts they must repay. This distinction is important for undier- 
standing micro-credit in developing countries. Often, the metric of success for such 
programs is whether they are self-sustainable. Such a metric makes sense if revealed 
preference makes sense. Profitability would imply that people prefer getting these 
loans even at a non-subsidized rate; revealed preference then implies their social effi- 
ciency. Yet in the presence of time inconsistency, profitability of micro-credit could 
mean very little about social efficiency. The key question is to what extent the loans 
exaggerate short-run impatience and to what extent they solve long-run liquidity 
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 constraint^.^ 1Jltimately one needs a deeper understanding of what drives borrowers. 
One avenue for this might be data on loan usage. Are loans being spent on long-run 
investments (as is often touted) or spent on short-run consumption? Of course, some 
short-run consumption might well be efficient, but this data combined with an under- 
standing of the institution would help to better understand (and improve) the social 
efficiency of micro-credit. 

Policy can also provide cheaper and more efficient commitment devices. After all, 
even saving in grain is an expensive way to produce a commitment device. Vermin 
may eat the grain, and the interest rate earned on the grain could be zero or even neg- 
ative. Moreover, it is important to recognize that even if people demand such com- 
mitment devices, the free market may not do enough to provide them. The highly reg- 
ulated financial markets in developing countries may lead to too little innovation on 
these dimensions. Monopoly power may also lead to inefficient provision of these 
commitment devices, depending on whether a monopolisric financial institution can 
extract more profits by catering to the desire for commitment or to the temptations 
themselves. In this context governments, nongovernmental organizations, and donor 
institutions can play a large role by promoting such commitment devices. 

Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin (2004) provide a stunning illustration of this. They offered 
savers at a bank in the Philippines the opportonity to participate in "SEED" accounts, 
which are like deposit accounts, except that individualb callnot withdraw deposits at 
will. Instead, the money can be withdrawn only at a predetermined date, or once a pre- 
determined goal has beefi reached. This accoant does not pay extra interest and is illiq- 
uid. In most economic models, people should turn down this offer in favor of the reg- 
ular accounts offered by that bank. Yet there is strong demand for the SEED accounts. 
More than 30 ~ e o p l e  of those offeredthe accounts choose'them, and banks report that 
the accounts help these particular individuals to save. Six months later, thoie offered 
the accounts show substantially greater savings rates than those not offered the 
accounts. Experiments such as these will, I feel, eventually help to deepen our under- 
standing of savings decisions and greatly improve development policy. 

Defaults and Financial Institutions 

Financial institutions do not simply help savings through their commitment 
value. A very important set of results in behavioral economics suggests that these 
institutions affect behavior simply through the status quo they produce. Samuelson and 
Zeckhauser (1988) documented a variety of phenomena known as the status quo bias. 
Here is a simple example. A group of subjects was given the following choice: 

You are a serious reader of the financial pages but until recently have had few funds to 
invest. That is when you inherited a large sum of money from your great uncle. You are 
considering different portfolios. Your choices are: 

Invest in moderate-risk Company A. Over a year's time, the stock has 0.5 chance of 
increasing 30 percent in value, a 0.2 chance of being unchanged, and a 0.3 chance 
of declining 20 percent in value. 
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Invest in high-risk Company B. Over a year's time, the stock has 0.4 chance of 
doubling in value, a 0.3 chance of being unchanged, and a 0.3 chance of declining 
40 percent in value. 
Invest in treasury bills. Over a year's time, these bills will yield a nearly certain 
return of 9 percent. 
Invest in municipal bonds. Over a year's time, these bonds will yield a tax-free 
return of 6 percent. 

A second set of subjects is given the same choices, but with one small difference. 
These subjects are told that they are inheriting a portfolio from their uncle, in which 
most of the portfolio is invested in moderate-risk Company A. The choice now is 
subtly different. It is how much of the portfolio to change to the options above. Inter- 
estingly, the subjects find a large difference between the two treatments: much more 
of the money is reinvested in Company A when that is the status quo choice. 

This bias toward the status quo appears to run quite deep and is not just due to 
superficial explanations (such as information content of the uncle's investments). 
Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) demonstrated this bias with a very interesting 
piece of evidence from the field. In the 1980s, Harvard University added several plans 
to its choice of health plans, thus providing an interesting test of status quo bias: How 
many of the old faculty chose the new plans, and how many of the newly joined fac- 
ulty chose the older plan? A stark difference emerged. Existing employees "chose" the 
older plans at a two to four times higher rate than new employees. In other words, 
incumbent employees made the easiest choice of all: to do nothing. - 

This bias toward the status quo could perhaps be motivated by the deeper phe- 
nomen; of automatic behavior. Psychologists have recently documented numerous 
instances of the idea that people often make automatic, nonconscious choices. Gilbert, 
Tafarodi, and Malone (1993) provided an example that illustrates automaticity. Sub- 
jects were exposed to false information about a criminal defendant. Onsome trials sulb- 
jects were exposed td these false sentences while cognitively loaded with another 
task-or  while under time pressure. In these conditions subjects automatically 
assumed the (false) statements to be true rather than examining them. This illustrates 
one of the basic ideas behind this research on automaticity. Unless attention is con- 
sciously drawn to a decision, it will be made through some automatic processes. [n 
many practical situations, the likely automatic process is to simply do nothing. Thus, 
what economists view as a "choice" may not really be an active choice at all. It may 
instead reflect default behavior combined with the institution underlying that choice. 

Madrian and Shea (2001) conducted a particularly telling study along these lines. 
They studied a firm that altered the choice context for employee participation in their 
retirement plan. When new employees join the firm, they ire given a form that thley 
must fill out in order to participate in the savings plan. Although the plan is quite 
lucrative, participation is low. Standard economic models might suggest that the sub- 
sidy ought to be raised, but this firm instead changed a simple feature of its program. 
Prior to the change, new employees received a form that said something to the effect 
of "Check this box if you would like to participate in a 401(k) plan. Indicate haw 
much you'd like to contribute." After the change, however; new employees receivled 



a form that said something to the effect of "Check this box if you would like not to 
have 3 percent of your pay check put into a 401(k) plan." By standard reasoning, this 
change should have little effect on contribution rates. How hard is it to check off a 
box? In practice, however, Madrian and Shea (2001) find a large effect: When the 
default option is to not contribute, only 38 percent of those who were queried con- 
tributed. When the default option was contribution, 86 percent contributed. More- 
over, even several years later those who were exposed to a contribution default still 
showed much higher contribution rates. 

These results are consistent with (and motivated) those discussed earlier. While we 
cannot be sure from these data what people ire thinking, I would spehulate,that some 
combination of procrastination and passivity played a role. Surely mdny people 
looked at this form and thought, "1'111 decide this later." But later never came. Per- 
haps the su6jecrs were tempted by activikies other than deciding on 4'01(k) contribu- 
tion rates (gard to bdlieve, but there are more interesting activities). Perhaps th'e deci- 
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sion simply slipped from their attention because other factoks c&e ~obccupy it. In 

I I 
either case, whatever the defadt was on the fork, a majority hnded up with this 
choice. In fact, as other psychology tells ui, as time went on1thesL individuals may 

I I 
well have justified their "decision" to ihemselves by saying, "3 percent is khat  I 
wanted anyway," or "that 401(k) plan wasn't so attractive." In tLis way, their pas- 
sivity made the decisiop for them. By making the small, active choice! to choose later, 
these people endeb up'making a large decision about thousands df dollars inretire- 

I 1 
ment money. 

Insights of this type can also help us design whole new institutions. One example 
is Save More Tomorrow, a program created by Thaler and Benartzi (2003) in an 
effort to get people to make one active choice-but to have them make it in such a 
way that if they remain passive afterward, they are still saving. To participate in the 
program, contributors decide on a target savings level (and we know from before that 
people actually do want to save). Once they decide on how much they'd like to save, 
participants agree to small deductions from their beginning next year. And 
then eacG year, as they feceive pay raises their deduction's will increase until reaching 
their target savings level. Participants can opt out of the program at any time. But the 
cleverness of the program is that if the bavers do nothing and remain passive, they 
will continue to save (and even increhsetheir savings rate). 

The results have bken stunning. In one firm, for example, more than 75 percent of 
those offkred the Save More Tomorro.rv plan participated rather than simply trying 
to save on their own. Of these, interestingly few of them (less than 2b perceni) later 
opted out. As a r e s u l ~  savings rates in$ea+:d sharply. By the third pay raise (as the 
default increases acchulated), individuals had more than tripled their savings rates. 
But perhaps the greatest success has bden the diffusion of this product. Many major 
firms and pension fund ~roviders are thinking of adopting the pla:, and participa- 

I I 

tion in the program &ill likely soon number in the miljions. Save More Tomorrow is 
an excellent example of what psychdlo~ically smart i$titutional design mighk look 
like in the future. It does not solve a &lek between people but instead helps solve P 1 1 ,  
a probleni within people: not saving as much as they would like.6 
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One simple implication of these results is that behavior should not be confused 
with dispositions (Bertrand, Mullainathan, and Shafir 2004). An economist observ- 
ing the savings behaviors of both a middle-class American and a rural farmer might 
be tempted to conclude something about different discount rates. The high savings of 
the middle-class American surely reflects greater patience. But as we have seen, this 
need not be the case. Such an inference could be just as wrong as inferring that those 
who defaulted into their 401(k) plans are more patient than those who did not par- 
ticipate by default. The behavioral difference may be that better institutions facilitate 
more automatic, default savings by individuals. 

Another implication is in the form of banking reform. Some of the lessons learned 
in the United States could easily be transferred to parts of developing countries. First, 
protocols such as automatic payroll deposits (as well as the ability to reroute some of 
this money directly into savings accounts) couId be a powerful way to spur savings. 
Banking innovations such as these could be very inexpensive yet have profound effects 
on the savings rates of the middle-class in developing countries. 

Second, the simple extension of banking to rural areas could in and of itself have 
a large impact on behavior. While not as powerful a default as having your paycheck 
automatically deposited, it may very well help to have the money placed out of easy 
access. The worker then has to make one active decision-putting the money into the 
account-but then the act of keeping the money becomes a passive one. When money 
is close at hand, active effort is required to save it. B;ut when money is in the bank 
account, active effort is required to go and get it in order to spend it. In this sense, a 
bank account may serve as a very weak commitment device. By keeping the money 
at  a (slight) distance, spending it may be a lot less tempting. 

Loss Aversion and Property Rights 

Consider the following simple experiment. Half of the students in a room are given 
mugs, and the other half receive nothing (or a small cash payment roughly equiva- 
lent to the value of the mugs). The subjects are then placed in a simulated market 
where a mechanism determines an aggregate price at which the market clears. How 
many mugs should change hands? Efficiency dictates that market clearing should 
allocate the mugs to the 50  percent of the class who value it the most. Since the mugs 
were initially randomly assigned, roughly half of this group should have started off 
with mugs, and half should have started off with no mugs. Consequently, trading 
should have resulted in exactly half the mugs changing hands. 

Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler (1990) have in fact run this experiment. Contrary 
to the simple prediction, however, they found a stunningly low number of transac- 
tions. Roughly 15  percent of the mugs trade hands. The prediction problem is seen if 
we look at how students value the mugs. Those who were given the mugs put a reser- 
vation price at three times that of those who did not receive mugs. Given that, it is 
no surprise that so few mugs change hands. Numerous follow-up experiments have 
been run on this so-caIled endowment effect, to rule out the obvious explanations: an 
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income effect, the value of mug recipients being able to see and feel the mug, or small 
transaction costs of some form. In the end, the phenomenon is robust. Those who are 
given objects very quickly appear to value them more than those who were not given 
the objects. 

This phenomenon reflects in part a deeper fact about utility functions: prospect 
theory. In fact the original experiment was motivated by prospect theory. In prospect 
theory,,people's utility functions are defined in large part on changes. In the tradi- 
tional model of utility people would value the mug at u(c+Mug) - u(c). That is, their 
utility is defined in absolute levels of consumption, and the mug adds to that. In the 
prospec't theory approach, utility is defined by a value function that is evaluated 
locally and in changes. Those who receive the mug consider its loss as a function of 
v(-Mug) - v(0). Those who do not receive the mug value its gain at v(Mug) - v(O). 
Notice the symmetry in the original function: both those with and without the mug 
value it the same (on average). In the second iormulation, however, nothing guaran- 
tees the symmetry. The difference in valuation between the two depends on whether 
v(M& is bigger or smaller than -v(-Mug). The evidence above is consistent with a 
variety of evidence from other contexts: losses are felt more sharply than equivalent 
gains. Thus v(x) < -v(-x). This phenomenon, known as loss aversion, has been seen 
in many contexts. Perhaps the two cleanest examples are in Odean and Genesove and 
Mayer. Odean (1998) showed that small investors in the stock market are more will- 
ing to sell stocks they have made money on than ones they have lost money on. This 
fact may seem quite obvious, but it is inconsistent tyith standard utility theory (he 
rules out the obvious tax explanations) since gains and losses are symmetric: 
Investors should merely take the trades they view as best. In fact, Odean finds that 
this strategy of holding losers and selling winners results in negative abnormal 
returns. An investor's unwillingness to take on losses, on the other hand, is quite con- 
sistent with loss aversion. Another example, familiar to many who have owned hous- 
ing, is given in Genesove and Mayer (2001), who found that individuals who have 
taken a loss on their house set far higher prices when it comes time to sell. It appears 
that they are more willing to gamble to break even, a phenomenon quite consistent 
with loss aversion. 

The insight about loss aversion can also help in understanding why policy change 
is so difficult in developing countries. Consider market reforms that transfer resources 
from one group to another with an efficiency gain. For example, suppose privatizing 
a firm will result in gains for customers while resulting in losses for incumbent work- 
ers. Under this perspective, such reforms are fought so vigorously partly because the 
losses are felt far more sharply by the workers. One implication of loss aversion is, at 
the margin, to pursue strategies that preserve the rents of incumbents rather than ones 
that try to buy out incumbents. All other things equal, a strategy that offers a buyout 
for incumbent workers will be far more costly than one that grandfathers them in. The 
buyout requires the government to compensate the workers for their loss, and this can 
be much greater than simple utility calculations suggest. In contrast, a strategy that 
guarantees incumbent workers a measure of job security would not need to pay this 
cost.7 Many situations of institutional change require some form of redistribution. The 
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recognition of loss aversion suggests that successful policies may require protecting the 
losses of incumbents. 

Loss aversion also reinforces the importance of well-enforced property rights. 
Consider a situation where there is a single good, such as a piece of land L. Suppose 
that there are two individuals (A and B) who can engage in force to acquire or pro- 
tect the land, and that engaging in violence may result in acquisition. In the presence 
of well-defined property rights (say this land belongs to person A), the decision to 
engage in force is straightforward. If B engages in force he stands to gain v(L) if his 
force is successful. A, on the other hand, stands to lose v(-L) if he doesn't engage in 
force. In this case loss aversion implies that A stands to lose a lot more than B could 
gain. So with well-defined property rights A would engage in more force than B. 
Consequently, B may never attempt force. So even in the absence of enforcement, loss 
aversion may mean that well-defined property rights may deter violence. 

Consider now the case of ill-defined property rights. Suppose that both interested 
parties are unsure who owns a piece of land. Specifically, take the case where they 
both think they own it. This is an approximation to the situation where ownership 
with probability one-half already gives a partial endowment effect, or to the situation 
below of biased beliefs, where both parties may have probability greater than one- 
half of owning it. In this case, both A and B think they stand to lose v(- L) if they do 
not fight for the land. In other words, in the absence of well-defined property rights, 
both parties will put in large amounts of resources to secure what they already believe 
is theirs. This to me is one of the powerful implications of loss aversion. Appropri- 
ately defining property rights prevents two (or more) parties from having an endow- 
ment effect on the same object. Conflicting endowments such as this are sure to 
produce costly attempts at protecting the perceived endowments, and anything rang- 
ing from costly territorial activities (fencing and de-fencing) all the way to violence 
may result. 

Social Preferences and Teacher Motivation 

In many important development contexts, self-interested behavior is extremely dele- 
terious. Bureaucrats in many countries are corrupt. They enforce regulations sporad- 
ically, or take bribes. Another stark example is teacher absenteeism. Numerous 
studies have found that teacher absenteeism is one of the primary problems of edu- 
cation in developing countries. Teachers simply do not show up for school, and as a 
result little education can take place. This blatantly selfish behavior stands in contrast 
to some evidence on social preferences-that individuals may value the utility of oth- 
ers. I will review thls literature and describe how social preferences may contribute 
to the problem but may also serve as part of the solution. 

A very simple game called the "ultimatum game" has become an excellent tool for 
studying social preferences (Giith, Schmittberger, and Schwarze 1982, Thaler 1988). 
In this game, one player (the "proposer") makes the first move and offers a split of 
a certain amount, say $10. The second player ("responder") decides whether 1-0 
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accept or reject this split. If it is accepted, P and R get the proposed split. If the split 
is rejected, then both players get zero. What makes this game so intriguing is that it 
clarifies two interesting issues in interpersonal preferences. First, will the responder 
accept "unfair" offers? In the pure self-interest model the responder should accept 
any offer greater than zero and be indifferent to even an offer of zero. Second, what 
kind of offer will the proposer make given the responder's rejection strategy? Is the 
proposer motivated only by the threat of rejection? In the pure self-interest model he 
would, of course, offer the responder a tiny bit above zero (or even zero itself) know- 
ing that there's no fear of rejection. 

This game has been run in many countries, for stakes that range from a few dollars 
in the United States to the equivalent of a few months' income in many countries. 
Yet the pattern of findings is relatively constant.' First, qesponders often reject unfair 
offers (i.e., those other than 50-50 splits). Second, proposers often make very fair 
offers, for splits close to 50-50 or 60-40. Moreover, proposers' fair offers are not just 
driven by fear of rejection. They tend to make offers larger than implied by a simple 
(risk-neutral) fear of rejection. This lis most directly seen in a variant of the ultimatum 
game, called the "dictator game." Here the proposer makes an "offer" but the respon- 
der has no choice but to accept it. In this game, the threat of rejection is removed and 
one continues to find non-zero offers by the proposer, although the offers are lower 
than in the ultimatum game. 

The ultimatum game illustrates two facts about interpersonal preferences. First, 
both it and the dictator game suggest (rather prosaically) that people care about others. 
These are one-sbot games with no chance for repetition. Yet people give away rents to 
others. Such "altruistic" preferences are used to a limited extent in economics (often 
within a family or perhaps a village). Yet here we see these behaviors as pretty univer- 
sal. This is, of course, to  most people not much of a surprise. The large amount of char- 
itable giving that occurs in most societies, the volunteer activity, and the spending of 
private time on public goods (recycling, for example) all point to such preferences. 

Reciprocity often underpins such preferences, as illustrated in a very nice experi- 
ment by Regan (1971). Subjects in this study were asked to rate the quality of some 
painting along with another person (who is actually a "confederate," or someone who 
worked for the researcher). Partway through the experiment, during the rest period, 
the confederate leaves the room. When he returns he has a Coca-Cola for himself, and 
has also brought one for the subject. In a control condition, the confederate merely 
leaves the room and comes back (with no  Coke for himself or for the subject). So some 
subjects receive an unsolicited act of kindness, while others do not. At the end of the 
experiment, as they are parting ways, the confederate mentions to the su,bject that he's 
selling raffle tickets and that he'll win a prize if he sells qore  tickets than anyone else. 
"Could you help me and buy some tickets?" he asks the subject. This is the outcome 
of interest in this experiment: How many tickets does the subject buy? Relative to the 
control condition, the subject buys far more tickets if the confederate has made the 
small, unsolicited favor of buying the subject a Coke. In fact, so big is the effect that 
the return on the favor is quite large. The confederate bought a 10-cent can of Coke 
and ended up selling at least two more raffle tickets at 25 cents each. Consequently, for 
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a 10-cent "investment" he yielded 50 cents.9 Such reciprocal fairness is ubiquitous. 
Survey firms use it by paying people prior to filling out their survey because they real- 
ize that the norm of reciprocity binds individuals to return the form. Nonprofits send 
small "gifts" along with their request for donations. The reciprocity norm is one sple- 
cific and ubiquitous form of altruistic preferences. 

Another very important wrinkle to the altruism perspective is provided by exper- 
iments in helping behavior. Darley and Latant (1968), for example, conducted a 
study at Columbia University, where subjects believed they were in a roundtable, vir- 
tual conversation. The subjects were seated in a room with a mike and speakers and 
were told that the conversation was with either one other person, or with six other 
people, and that the conversation would go in turns, with only one person's mike 
functioning at any given time. Partway through the "conversation," the subject hears 
the speaker go through a seizure of some sort and requests help from the experi- 
menter. When the subjects feel they are the only other listener, most (though surpris- 
ingly not all) seek help. When they feel there are other listeners, hardly any seek help. 
Experiments such as this underscore the potential fragility of pro-social behavior: It 
is by no means universal, and is importantly shaped by context. 

Yet the second outcome, rejection by the responder, points to an equally impor- 
tant fact about interpersonal preferences. People will pay costs themselves in order to 
punish those they feel are being unfair.'' By rejecting an offer, the responder is pass- 
ing up money to punish the proposer. This type of behavior illustrates part of the 
"dark side" of interpersonal preferences. In simple altruistic models, interpersonal 
preferences are only a good thing: Having one person care in a positive way about 
another only makes it easier to deal with externalities and so on. The responder's 
behavior shows, however, that inefficiencies and conflicts might arise. 

This possibility is clearest in a classic experiment by Messick and Sentis (1979), who 
asked subjects to imagine they had completed a job with a partner. The subjects were 
asked to decide what they considered "fair" pay for their work, but were then divided 
into two groups. One group was told to imagine that they had worked 7 hours on the 
task, while the partner had worked 10. The other group is told to imagine that they 
had worked 10 hours, while the partner had worked 7. Both groups were told that the 
person who had worked 7 hours had been paid $25 and were asked yvhat the person 
who had worked 10 hours should be paid. Those who were told that they had worked 
7 hours (and paid $25) tended to feel that the 10-hour subject should be paid $30.29. 
Those who were told that they had worked 10 hours, however, felt they should be paid 
$35.24. The source of bias in these responses can be seen in the bimodality of the dis- 
tribution of perceived "fair" wages. One mode was at equal pay ($25 for both), while 
the other mode was at equal hourly wage (so the 10-hour worker gets paid approxi- 
mately $35.70). Interestingly, the difference between the two treatments was mainly in 
the proportion in each mode. Those who had worked 7 hours showed more subjects 
at the equal pay level mode, while those who had been told they'd worked 10 hours 
showed more subjects at the equal hourly pay mode. In other words, both groups 
recognized two compelling norms: equal pay for equal work, and equal pay for equal 
output. Yet their roles determined (in part) which of the norms they chose. 
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These results extend beyond choosing between two fairness norms. Such conflicts 
could easily arise even if there's disagreement about measuring input levels (which 
often are not fully observed), and they speak to the source of a problem created by 
fairness. When there is not universal agreement about the fair division of labor or 
pay, "fairness" preferences can very quickly create conflict. 

These experiments as a whole illustrate the complexity of social preferences. Indi- 
viduals in some contexts do much to help others (at great coststo themselves). Rec- 
iprocity in particular appears to be a powerful force. But people will also, at cost to 
themselves, punish those who they think are being "unfair." The final behavior is 
especially important since notions of fairness are often driven by self-interest. 

Let us return to the case of teacher absenteeism. The PROBE report (De and Dreze 
1999) details the results of an extensive survey of teachers in many areas of India. The 
report, which noted high absenteeisrp levels, includes comments from many inter- 
views with teachers that are illuminating with regard to their attitudes. For example, 
it notes 

\ Having said this, the main issue may not be the low initial motivation of teachers as the fact 
that many of them lose their motivation over time. Indeed, among recently appointed 
teachers we often met people with genuine enthusiasm. The honeymoon,,however, is usu- 
ally short-lived, as the morale of young teachers is battered day after day. (pp. 57-58) 

Much of this psychological batteriflg can be viewed as a perceived failure of reci- 
procity. As noted earlier, individuals strongly adhere to the norm of reciprocity. Fail- 
ures of reciprocity (or perceived failures) can result in punitive or self-interested 
behavior in response. Teachers may feel a strong social preference early on and be 
motivated to teach and give much more than they need to. After all, from a pure self- 
interest motive, they know they can get away with very little teaching. Yet they may 
be initially motivated to do more, to come to school, to struggle with tougher students, 
and so on. The teachers may view these contributions as a "gift." One reason for this, 
of course, is the initial framing of the job (as a "plum job, with good salaries, secure 
employment, and plenty of time for other activities"). Thus, a young teacher may 
think, "I am giving a lot to the school." AS with any giving, however, the teacher may 
expect strong reciprocity and see (perhaps in a self-interested way) many outcomes as 
a lack of reciprocity. For example, the PROBE report notes that: 

The most common complaint is that schools are under-equipped, under-funded, under- 
staffed, and over-crowded. Poor infrastructural facilities we:e mentioned by 6 3  percent 
of teachers as one of the problems thdy face. (p. 58) 

So teachers may feel that the government is not reciprocating their "gifts." This 
may be especially exaggerated by the transfer system in India: 

Unwanted postings and arbitrary transfers are seen as a constant threat. Teachers spend 
a great deal of time and energy tryingto avoid undesirable transfers, lobbying for pre- 
ferred postings, and building up influential connections to play the transfer game. (p. 60) 

Thus both the benign neglect of schooling and the active transfers could easily 
drive teachers to feel that the government does not reciprocate their efforts. They may 
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also come to feel similarly vis-a-vis the students' parents: 

Teachers are often frustrated by the apathy of parents towards their children's educa- 
tion. They complain that parents do not send their children to school regularly, or with- 
draw them for flimsy reasons. They also see much foot-dragging even when children are 
at school: parents send them late and in tattered clothes, try to dodge the fees, and gen- 
erally fail to watch their children's needs and progress. As teacher[s] perceive it, their 
own efforts to keep the children at school are not reciprocated by the parents. (p. 65) 

Thus, even teachers who are at first motivated may soon feel justified in theiir 
apathy. They gave it their best and think that their efforts were not reciprocated. 
Are these inferences justified? Perhaps not. As in the Messick and Sentis (1979) study, 
teachers may very well make such inferences in a self-interested way. The failure of the 
context may be in allowing teachers to make such biased attributions of fairness. 
Alternatively, teachers may very well be justified in these attributions. We simply 
cannot tell. 

In either case, this perspective suggests that the problem of teacher attendance cari- 
not be studied in isolation. Policies that affect school resources or student attendance 
may have a large, indirect effect on teacher attendance. More realistically, the impact 
of teacher incentive policies may vary dramatically with the context. In a context of 
limited resources where attendance is low, these policies may have only a small or 
moderate impact. On the other hand, if teacher incentives are coupled with other 
policies to increase both resources as a whole and student attendance, the impact 
might be much larger. The teachers would then no longer feel self-justified for their 
absence, and the incentives needed to get them to work may be much smaller.'l Of 
course, I suspect that the effects might be greatest for the new teachers. Among exist- 
ing teachers, it is harder to tell whether they will anchor 0x1 past non-reciprocity or 
adapt to the new context. While other factors clearly play a role in driving teacher 
absenteeism, a deeper understanding of their social preferences will, I think, also hellp 
to solve the problem. 

Norms and Inequality 

In 1937, Sherif conducted an interesting psychophysics test. The subjects were seated 
in a totally dark room facing a pinpoint of light some distance from them. After 
some time when nothing happens, the light appears to "move" and then disappear. 
Shortly thereafter, a new point of light appears. It too moves after some time artd 
then disappears. Interestingly, this movement of the light is a pure psychophysical 
phenomenon known as the autokinetic effect. The light does not actually move; the 
eye merely makes it appear to move. The subjects were put in this context for 
repeated trials (many different resets of the light) and asked to estimate how far the 
light had "moved." When the lights were shown to individual subjects, these esti- 
mates were variable, ranging from an inch to several feet. However, an interesting 
pattern developed when subjects performed this task in groups of two or three. Under 
these conditions, the subjects' estimates invariably began to converge on a particular 



number. A group norm quickly developed. In one variant, a member of the group was 
a confederate (someone who worked for the experimenter) who gave a specific num- 
ber. The subject quickly converged to the confederate's answers. Other researchers 
have found that norms manipulated in this way persist for quite some time. Even 
when subjects are brought in up to a year later, they show adherence to that initial 
norm. Moreover, within the context of the experiment, Jacobs and Campbell (1961) 
have shown how norms can be transmitted across "generations" of subjects. Suppose 
subjects 1 and 2 initially converge to a norm, but subject 1 is then replaced by sub- 
ject 3 for enough trials, and subject 2 is then replaced by subject 4. The final group 
consisting of totally new subjedts 3 and 4 will conform to the norm already estab- 
lished by subjects 1 and 2.12 

Solomon Asch (1951) expanded on these results through an even simpler task. 
Subjects vere brought into a lab and asked to sit with others and judge the length of 
lines such as those shown in figure 1. The subject hears the judgment of the others 
and then makes his own. For several trials, this is a very boring task, as it is pretty 
obvious which line is longer. But then there is a twist. On one of the trials, the first 
person makes a wrong choice. A second person then makes the same wrong choice. 
And so it continues until it is the subject's turn to choose. In Asch's experiment, there 
were 5 to 12 "conformity" trials out of 10 to 18 total trials. What Asch found was 
stunning. Between 50 to 80 percent of the subjects yielded to the erroneous majority 
at least once. Of course, as Asch notes, it is not the subjects' perception of the line 
length that is altered (unlike, perhaps, in the Sherif exp,eriment). Many subjects (but 
not all) are simply willing to conform in their behavior. 

Other experiments suggest that individuals may conform strongly to their roles 
(Aronson, Steele, Salinas, and Lustina 1998). A modern-day version of this can be 
seen in recent work on stereotype threat. In one early and particularly cleveri study, 
African-American and American Caucasian subjects in the United States were asked 
to take the Graduate Record Examination (GRE). In one condition, the subjects are 
asked to fill out a questionnaire indicating their gender, major area of study, and 
other demographic variables (but not race). In another condition, they are also asked 
to fill in their race. This simple manipulation-by evoking the race of the person- 
elicited conformity to a common stereotype. The African-American students, who 
are often stereotyped as less intelligent, responded by fulkilling this expectation. In the 
condition where race was salient their performance was far worse than that of the 
Whites.' However, in the condition where race was not salient, the African American 
subjects performed exactly the same as the Whites. 

Hoff and Pandey (2004) recently performed a similar experiment on caste in India. 
Children of lower and upper caste wkre asked to solve mazes on a piece-rate basis. In 
some cases caste is made highly salient (through public announcement of the child's 
caste). When this occurs, the low-caste children solve 25 percent fewer mazes. The 
researchers go on to provide some evidence for a mechanism in this case. When asked 
to accept or reject a gamble in which there is no scopd for judgment by an experi- 
menter, making caste salient does not produce a caste gap. Instead, in the case where 
there is scope for subjective judgment by others, caste appears to have an effect. This 
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suggests that one of the reasons ~ e o p l e  fall so easily into caste roles is that they expect 
others to treat them according to these roles. 

As Hoff and Pandey note, these types of findings can be helpful for understanding 
why institutions and inequalities persist. Norms and institutions can shape what peo- 
ple believe is possible. They can shape people's perceptions of how others will 
respond to them, and thereby drive behavior. For example, a lower cast child may feel 
strongly the norms and stereotypes that go along with being lower caste. This can in 
turn serve as a powerful deterrent to becoming educated or seeking a higher station 
in life. In this way, inequalities (when defined by well-identified groups) can persist. 

Policies attempting to reduce inequalities need to be highly cognizant of the pre- 
vailing cultural norms. In the low-caste case, for example, simply giving supply-side 
incentives or reservations alone may not solve the problem. The tug of the prevailing 
norms can be stronger than material interests. The flip side of this logic produces a 
classic "big push" type of argument. If some small group of individuals who are typ- 
ically discriminated against does manage to break the norms and succeed, the effect 
can be powerful. They can serve as role models for many others and remove at least 
the norm-induced barrier. In these models, the key questions are how to promote thus 
initial change, and how to then publicize the resulting successes. 

Self-Serving Bias and Evaluation 

Hastorf and Cantril (1954) asked two groups of students, one from Princeton and 
one from Dartmouth, to watch film of a Princeton-Dartmouth football game. Each 
student was asked to count the number of penalties committed by both teams. 
Though both groups watched the exact same tape, the counts show that they "saw a 
different game." Dartmouth students saw an equal number of flagrant and mild 
penalties committed by both teams. By contrast, the Princeton students counted three 
times as many flagrant penalties by Dartmouth as by Princeton-and the same num- 
ber of mild penalties. This experiment illustrates an often-repeated finding in psy- 
chology, that the beliefs and perceptions that feed into forming opinions can be 
biased. In this case, the students' personal affiliations with their schools influenced 
what they saw. In other cases, it may be prior beliefs or a desire for a particular out- 
come that leads to biased perceptions and opinions. 

Babcock and Loewenstein (1997) provided a particularly stunning example of this 
bias. Subjects were asked to bargain over how to deal with a particular tort case 
(which was based on a real trial that occurred in Texas). Each subject was assigned the 
role of lawyer for either the defendant or plaintiff. The subjects read all the case mate- 
rials and then bargained with each other over a settlement. If they fail to settle, the 
award amount will be what the judge decided in the actual case (which is unknown 
to the subjects at the time of' bargaining). Interestingly, subjects are to be paid as a 
function of how much they manage to get in the settlement; but they will pay a cost 
if they go to the judge without settling. Subjects are also asked to assess (in private) 
how much they think the judge will award them. Finally, some pairs of subjects read 
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the entire description of the case before knowing what role they were to play. Others 
read it afterward. This order of reading the case description has a large effect. Those 
who read first settled at a rate of 94 percent, without going to the judge. But those 
who read afterward settled at a rate of only 72 percent. Moreover, as a rule, those who 
read beforehand tended to exaggerate how much the judge would favor them. In 
short, these subjects exhibited beliefs that were quite biased, based on their status. 
Plaintiffs believe the merits of the case support a large award, whereas defendants 
think it merits a small one. These conflicting beliefs are generated through nothing 
more than the roles the subjects were assigned. When they read through the case, they 
selectively interpreted the information they saw in light of their own role. Note that 
this goes against their material interests in one important way: They must pay to go 
to court, yet their biased beliefs seGd them to court much, morF often. Much like sub- 
jects in the Princeton-Dartmouth iibotball game described earlier, these subjects saw 
very different cases. In soine sensel, each saw what they :'wantedy' to see. 

Of all the evidence I've presehted, I feel this outcome has the most far-reaching 
implications for how developmen; policy is practiced-and that is why I end with it. I 
feel this evidence tells us something very important about how development policy 
ought to be evaluated. A useful example is in the study of Cabot's intervention pro- 
gram for delinquent youth in the towns of Cambridge and Somerville, Massachusetts 
(Powers and Whitmer 1951). This intervention combined all the best tools available at 
the time for helping these delinqueht youths: from tutoringand psychiatric attention, 
to interventions in family conflicts. Those iuvolved in the program raved about its suc- 
cess. They all had very positive impressions. What made the program unique, however, 
was that a true random assignmeht procedure was used to assign the students. When 
these data were examined, contrary to the very positive (and likely heartfelt impres- 
sions of the caseworkers), there was litrle measurable effect of the program. 

Ross and Nisbett (1991) cited another interesting example: a meta-analysis by 
Grace, Muench, and Chalmers (1966), who studied all medical research on the "por- 
tacaval shunt"-a popular treatment for cirrhosis of the liver, for which 51 studies 
examined the efficacy. The doctorsGnd scientists conducting these studies all had the 
same good intent: to determine whether this procedure worked. But the studies dif- 
fered in one important way: 15 of them used controls but slot randomization, while 
4 of them used truly randomized strategies. Thirtecn of the 15 nonrandomized stud- 
ies were markedly or moderately enthusiastic about the procedure. Yet only one of 
the randomized studies was markedly or moderately enthusiastic. 

What was going on here? I feel thegood intentions of the doctors and scientists got in 
their way. There is always subjectivity in nonrandomized trials, what controls to include, 
what controls not to include, which specification to run, and SO forth. Such subjectivity 
leaves room for self-serving bias to rear its head. And it is exactly because the researchers 
on these topics are well intentioned,exactly because they hope the procedure works, that 
it is all too easy for them to find a positive result. Much as with the Dartmouth and 
Princeton students, these scientists saw in some sense what thev wanted to see. 

As noted earlier, I feel that both of these examples highlight an important fact about 
evaluation. Especially in the development context where most people working with a 
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project would like to see it succeed, it is all too easy for self-serving bias to affect eval- 
uations. Beyond the obvious econometric benefits of randomized evaluation, I think 
this is one of the greatest practical benefits. Randomized trials are a way to minimize 
(though obviously not eliminate) a researcher's latent biases. They allow us to escape 
the dangers of biased perception, from which researchers or field workers are no more 
free than anyone else in the population. 

Concluding Observations 

Much of recent development economics has stressed the importance of institutions. 
Property rights must be enforced to provide appropriate incentives for investment. 
Government workers must be given appropriate incentives to ensure the delivery 
of high-quality public services. Banking may need to be privatized to ensure a well- 
functioning credit system that in turn allows for better savings and smoother con- 
sumption. The common theme here is that institutions must be improved to help to 
resolve issues between people. Institutions may reduce externalities, solve asymm'e- 
tries of information, or help resolve coordination problems. This focus on resolving 
problems between people rather than within individuals is natural to economists. The 
predominant economic model of human behavior leaves little room for individuals 
themselves to make mistakes. In fact, economists assume that people are unbounded 
in their cognitive abilities, unbounded in their willpower, and unbounded in their 
self-interest (Mullainathan and Thaler 2001). And once we admit human complexi- 
ties, institutional design in development becomes not just about solving problems 
between people. It also becomes about developing institutions in ways that help ariy 
one person deal with their own "problems." I hope the small set of examples pre- 

- - 

sented here help illustrate how a deeper understanding of the psychology of people 
might eventually improve development policy. 

Notes 

1. See Mullainathan and Thaler (2001) for references and a summary discussion. 

2. One reason subjects show such preferences may be that they doubt they will actually 
receive the money later, leading them to value it at a lower rate. While this may be an 
effect, the literature on discounting finds similar results-even when these issues of trust 
are dealt with (Frederick, Loewenstein, and O'Donoghue 2002). 

3 .  This last point provides one way to distinguish this explanation from a rational model 
with large liquidity shocks. Moreover, in such a rational model, difficulties arise if parents 
rationally forecast such shocks and there are scale economies to attending for long con- 
tinuous periods. In this case, parents should build a "buffer stock" early on-to insure 
against such shocks and then send the child to school for one long (and presumably more 
productive) stretch. 

4. Note that in this framework, unlike in a liquidity constraint framework, this policy would 
work even if these payments all had to be made prior to the beginning of the school year. 
This would be analogous to the use of lay-away plans at retail stores in the United States. 
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5. To make this contrast stark, note that in the United States, payday loan companies are a 
very profitable form of micro-credit. 

6. In this short space, I cannot do justice to all the psychological tools that the Save More 
Tomorrow plan relies on. The full discussion in the original paper is well worth reading 
as an example of how to use psychological tools to better design policy. 

7. Of course, this is a comparative static only. In any given context there may be pressing 
reasons to favor one policy over the other. 

8. For interesting differences in some tribal cultures, see Heinrich et. al. (2002). 

9. Of course, the effect may have been smaller had subjects perceived Joe (the confederate) 
as having bought the Coke for purposes of an investment. 

10. One of the debates in the experimental literature in economics is whether this "punish- 
ment" view is needed to explain these data. There IS enough auxiliary evidence, however, 
that while the punishment view may not be the full story it is at least part of the story. 

11. Part of this implication might be counterintuitive from a pure self-interest point of view. 
For example, it may be easier to get teachers to come to school if attendance is high than 
when it is low. This would appear paradoxical if teachers were simply trying to reduce the 
amount of work they were doing, since higher attendance would precipitate even more 
work for teachers when they do show up at school. 

12. Camerer and Weber (2003) present an interesting examination of how such norms can 
arise and evolve over time. 
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Comment on "Development 
Economics throuah the 

t COLIN F. CAMERER 

Sendhil Mullainathan's paper does a terrific job of acquainting the reader with con- 
cepts in behavioral economics. Sendhil is one of the young wizards pioneering be- 
havioral economics in two directions (which those of us working in behavioral eco- 
nomics since the 1980s have been hoping would emerge for years)-formalizing 
psychology mathematically in a way that makes it directly useful in economic theory, 
and searching for applications in field data (see Carnerer and Loewenstein 2003 for 
a recent review). Sendhil has laid out the central questions clearly and thoroughly, so 
my discussion will focus on two topics that go beyond his essay: 

I. Other concepts in psychology that can be used to think about development, par- 
ticularly attribution theory and mental modeling. 

2. The prospect for simple experiments that can tell us something about develop- 
ment, illustrated with two examples: a remarkable cross-cultural coordinated field 
experiment, and a laboratory experiment on simple capital investment economiles 
with poverty traps. 

New Psychology and "21 st-Century Behavioral Economics" 

Sendhil's paper covers what might be called "20th-century behavioral economics." 
That is, most of these ideas developed during the 1980s, when psychologists like 
~ahneman  and Tversky used the rational choice model as a foil against which to 
understand limits on rationality; Kahneman shared the Nobel Prize with Vernlon 
Smith in 2002. Their idea was to use deviations from rational principles such as 
utility-maximization and Bayesian updating, much as optical illusions are used to 
study perception: The deviations from rationality tell us about the basic mechanisms 
of judgment and choice. 

Of the concepts Sendhil describes, a particularly important one for development is 
"loss-aversionm- the fact that losses loom larger than equal-sized gains (and probably 
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activate different regions of the brain). An implication of this principle is that people 
really dislike giving up what they have gotten used to having or experiencing. This 
makes it difficult to implement reforms. At lunch with Vernon Smith after this sympo- 
sium, Vernon mentioned that in implementing economic design (a practice pioneered 
by him and my Caltech colleague Charles Plott, among others), it is crucial to "grand- 
father" rules so that people with current entitlements won't fear having them taken 
away. This dictum is the economic engineer's way of incorporating awareness of loss- 
aversion to craft reforms that can be implemented from a behavioral point of view. , 

The fact that the psychologists who laid the groundwork for 20th-century behav- 
ioral economics focused on deviations from simple rationality principles ionstrained 
the kinds of psychology that they tapped-and that we imported into economics. 
This leaves a lot of other interesting ideas in psychology. I'll discuss two of these: 
attribution and mental modeling. 

Attribution of Credit and Blame 

In most complex systems, we really don't know who is at fault. Psychologists call the 
problem of determining cause and effect, and credit and blame, "attribution theory." 
Attribution is important because, if we think oil prices are high because oil sheikhs 
and OPEC are conspiring, that may lead to one political decision. If, however, we 
think an incumbent president is to blame, that leads to a different decision. 

Another important feature of attribution is that there's lots of scolpe to disagree 
about who to blame. Often two groups "self-servingly" blame each other, and there 
may not be clear evidence that can establish who should be blamed (absent formal 
institutions such as court proceedings). A good example is economic sanctions and 
embargoes against countries whose policies we disagree with. It is fair to say that 
sanctions have not always worked well (the fact that they are often in place for so 
long might be taken as evidence of failure). Self-serving attribution of credit and 
blame might help explain why, for example, from an American point of view it seems 
obvious that the Cubans should blame Castro for the economic loss from American 
sanctions and push to overthrow him or demand reform that would end the sanc- 
tions. But the Cubans may see it differently-they may bllame the ~mkricans, which 
could actually increase Cuban support for Castro. (Being threatened by an outside 
force often brings people together;, a phenomenon called the "common enemy effect" 
in social p~~cho logy .~)  Of course, I am not taking a stand on who is really to blame. 
In fact, that's the key point: Because it is difficult to assign blame (the way the legal 
proceedings may in a negligence case), there is room for disagree 
serving. The disagreement means that the sanctions will not work a 
by those who imposed them. 

I 

Mental Models 

In developing economies a cognitive scientist would study the mental models that 
participants in the economy have of what's going on, a point stressed by Douglass 
North (1994). A mental model is the intuitive set of principles or ideas of how things 
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work, which governs ~eople's predictions about the effects of change. These mental 
models are oversimplified, and often illogical or physically incorrect. For example, 
before special training in physics, ~ e o p l e  often have ideas about physical systems that 
are flat wrong, but intuitive (McCloskey 1983). If you ask people what happens to a 
ball you are twirling on a string in a circular motion, when the string breaks, many of 
them tell you the ball will continue to arc in a circle away from the broken string- 
because the velocity of the ball contains "momentum," which includes the circularity 
from its previous motion. Of course, we now know that this mental model is wrong. 
When the string breaks, the ball heads off in a straight line tangent to the imaginary 
perpendicular line between the center of the circular orbit and the ball's position when 
the string broke. We know the "circular momentum" theory is wrong, but it was an 
accepted model in physics until about 1500, before the Newtonian revolution. 

So it may well be that people in simple economies (or even current theorists!) have 
oversimplified mental models of political economy that are illogical or empirically 
incorrect. Yet these mental models often guide voting and protest and, as noted above, 
attributions of credit or blame. Incorrect mental models are especially important in 
dynamic systems where the lag time for policies to yield good results is unknown. This 
point has been clearly established by John Sterman and colleagues (Sterman 2002). 
Sterman illustrates his point with the problem of getting a hot shower in a hotel you 
just checked into but have not visited before. You turn on the hot water. If it takes a 
little while to turn hot, you turn it hotter, wait a little longer, then turn it even hotter. 
A minute later you step in and are soon blasted by scalding hot water. 

The mistake the hapless shower-taker makes is underestimating the amount of hot 
water in the invisible supply line. You can easily imagine how, in implementing polit- 
ical reforms where it's difficult to promise people when good things will happen, that 
a misunderstanding of dynamics could be important in causing political impatience. 

It is well documented that education is important for economic growth. Literacy, 
awareness of scientific principles, and marketable human capital are obviously 
imporrant parts of why education is good for economic growth. But another part of 
the value of education may be that it supplies people with better mental models and 
shines, light ok logical inconsistencies in their beliefs. Education generates a sense of 
who you can trust, whether you can trust what you read in the paper, and so on, 
which may inlturn disarm naive beliefs, repair people's faulty mental models of polit- 
ical economy, and enable good reforms. 

Experiments about Development, and during Development 

Experiments have been crucial in advancing behavioral economics. I'll discuss two 
directions that may be relevant for development. 

Experiments about Development 

To an outsider, a striking fact about economic research on growth is the limited 
dialogue between theorists-those who do statistical analyses (cross-country growth 
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regressions)-and policymakers with a lot of field experience. Experiments may help 
bridge this gap by providing evidence from simple artificial domains that correspond 
to the artificial worlds of simple theory, since experiments can always be enriched to 
include features policy analysts and statistical analysis suggest are important. 

Capra and others (2004) have been conducting simple experiments on economies 
with capital investment and "poverty traps." In these experiments subjects choose 
levels of capital investment. Investment produces goods that produce utility. There is 
a critical mass of investment that boosts productivity, and all the subjects know this. 
The critical mass means there are two steady-state equilibria: one in which people 
invest below the critical threshold and produce and consume less (a technological 
poverty trap); and another in which invest me^ is high, the threshold is crossed so 
that productivity is boosted, and people consume more and have higher utility (which 
in turn translates into higher actual money earnings from the expetiment). Figure 1 
(left graph) shows what happens in 8 typical 1 baseliqe 1 session. The y-axis shows 
utilities from consumption U(C)- the two equilibrium leyels are the horizontal lines 
at 6 (poverty trap) and 18 (efficiency) over many periods of time in, the experiment 
(x-axis). There is some movement up and down, but results basically get stuck near 
the poverty-trap equilibrium where U(C) ~ 1 6 .  

The middle panel in figure 1 shows what happens when people are allowed to 
propose capital allocation schemes and vote on them (the votes are binding). This 

FIGURE 1. 
Utility over Time in "Poverty Trap" Experiments 

Baseline (session 1) Voting (session 1) 

I periods of time periods of time I 
I Communication (session 2) I 
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portrays an economy in which the International Monetary Fund or some other coor- 
dinating agency (or a national industrial policy) requires certain levels of investment. 
As shown in this figure, voting often lifts investment up closer to the utility- 
maximizing level of 18, but votes usually do not stick for long and the experimental 
economy is often drawn down into the poverty trap result of U(C) = 6. 

The right panel shows what happens when subjects are allowed to freely commu- 
nicate using an instant messaging system. As with voting, allowing subjects to talk 
helps them agree to invest more (in the later stages), but only temporarily. 

The message of these experiments is that even when high investment is better for 
everyone (Pareto-improving, in economic jargon), and when subjects can talk about 
the fact that everyone benefits from a productivity boost when total investment is 
high enough, it is hard to reach the best equilibrium and make it stick. Of course, 
these are simple experiments. But if it is difficult for a small number of college stu- 
dents to reach the good equilibria in these simple domains, one can't help but won- 
der how a much more complex economy can do so. More importantly, criticisms of 
the external validity of the experiment can readily be translated into designs for new, 
richer, experiments and predictions about what would happen if the experiment were 
changed (played for more money, for more time, or played by actual firms or agency 
regulators). The point is that the experiments are a platform onto which complica- 
tions can easily be added. 

Experiments on Social Capital during Development 

Another kind of experiment that is catching fire is the idea of "packing your labora- 
tory" and conducting controlled experiments in developing countries. There you can 
study the people whose behavior you want to eventually effect, in domains that are 
familiar to the subjects (as in Harrison and List, currently in press, and in Karlla 
Hoff's companion discussion to mine, in this volume). 

One dramatic field experiment project is a unique collaboration by a dozen 
anthropologists in 15 small-scale societies, mostly in Africa and the Amazon basin. 
These are all extremely small-scale societies, typically barter economies with little 
political structure and some degree of market exchange (such as selling extra crops 
or cows at market once a week). The anthropologists were interested because these 
are some of the last places on Earth that resemble hunter-gatherer economies from 
100,000 years ago, and in which we think the human brain may have evolved. 

The anthropologists in this field experiment cohducted a series of simple games. 
I'll describe only one, an "ultimatum" or take-it-or-leave-it bargaining game. One 
person is given a sum of money, say $10 (usually a sum with large local purchasing 
power, worth several days' wages, so subjects are highly motivated). Then the anthro- 
pologists offer a fraction of the $10 to another subject (a stranger) in private. If the 
"responder" subject accepts the offer, both subjects earn the amounts of money 
agreed upon. If the responder says "No," the offer is rejected and they get nothing. 
The game is a simple way of measuring norms of sharing, and whether people 
express "negative reciprocity" by rejecting offers they perceive as unfair. In many 
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FIGURE 2. 
Mean Ultimatum Offers and Market Integration and Cooperation 
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experiments people typically offer a little less than half, and offers of less than $2 are 
rejected about half the time (see Camerer 2003, chapter 2). 

Figure 2 shows the average ultimatum offer in each society on the y-axes. The 
x-axes represent how the societies rank, from high to low, in terms of market inte- 
gration (roughly the amount of their consumption that comes from market- 
exchanged goods, the top graph) and the social payoff to cooperation (e.g., whether 
they build schools and plow fields together, the bottom graph). The numbers are 
rescaled so that zero is not a zero offer but is the mean across the groups (around 
40 percent, which is typical of Western college students and others). 

Ironically, in some of these groups you see something close to the subgame perfect 
prediction of game theory, which is that people who care only about getting the most 
money should accept very little, and the person making the offer should anticipate this 
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and offer very little. Among the Machiguenga in Peru, and the Quicha in Ecuador, the 
subgame perfect self-interest prediction of low offers is a good approximation. The 
Machiguenga are highly asocial (they have no proper names to refer to people other 
than their kin). They don't seem to think a stranger should share with them; and they 
don't get upset when they are offered very little (only one offer was rejected). Thus, 
the anthropologists found some places where game theory is alive and well: in remote 
villages in South America. 

The key point of figure 2 is the positive correlation between ultimatum offers and 
the degrees of market integration and cooperation. A nai've reading of economist 
Adam Smith (in The Wealth of Nations) is that self-interest is sufficient to produce 
market allocations, because "It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer 
or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest." 
This is sometimes interpreted to mean that Smith thought a sense of fairness or jus- 
tice had nothing to do with effective operation of markets. But in his Theory of 
Moral Sentiments Smith uses the phrase "invisible hand" quite differently. Here he 
says the wealthy "are led by an invisible hand to make nearly the same distribution 
of  the necessities of life which would have been made had the earth been divided intlo 
equal portions among all inhabitants." (see Ashraf and others 2004) 

Thus, Smith hints that even in market allocations either an implicit or explicit 
sense of fairness plays a role. The cross-cultural experiments show that fair sharing 
is correlated with participation in markets across some societies, not antithetical to 
it. Of course, we do not know the direction of causality. Fair sharing of surplus might 
enable markets to flourish, or trading with strangers might inculcate a sense of syn-I- 
pathy and fairness. In any case, these experiments show how something central to 
development-a concept of social capital in the form of widely shared norms of 
surplus-sharing--can be understood with experimental data in a fresh way. 

Note 

1. A May 2004 Los Arzgeles Times article reported that coalition forces were surprised at how 
much the often-divisive Sunni and Shiite Muslims had banded together against coalition 
forces. The article reported a "common saying in Iraq" that encapsulates the common 
enemy effect: "Me and my brother against my cousin. Me and my cousin against the 
stranger." 
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Comment on "Development 
Economics through the 
Lens of Psychology" by 
Sendhil Mullainathan 

KARLA HOFF 

The paper by Sendhil Mullainathan reviews experimental work that challenges the - - 

descriptive validity of the tenet that individuals' choices can always be understood as 
the outcome of a rational, emotion-free balancing of costs and benefits. For example, 
weakness of will and time-inconsistent preferences may interfere with rational saving, 
investment, and education decisions. Self-serving biases may lead to (self-defeating) 
bargaining impasse and overly optimistic assessments of development projects. A 
better understanding of the ways in which behavior systematically departs from ration- 
ality promises to improve the contribution that economists can make to development. 

Mullainathan emphasizes the universal aspects of the departures from rational deci- 
sionmaking. In this comment I would like to draw from some of the same literatwe 
that he surveys a different, but complementary implication. Taking a more realistic 
view of people's limited understanding of themselves and their environment, 2s well as 
of the role of emotions, creates scope for belief systems that are a legacy of history 1:o 
influence perception and behavior. I will argue that the content of many cognitive 
biases is shaped by social identity and that such biases can be a source of resistance to 
change in social systems. "People will be prejudiced so long as they continue to think," 
as Michael Billig, a leading scholar on the psychological basis of racism, put it.' But as 
he might have added, people in different social groups are prejudiced in different ways. 
Individuals view the world through the lens of historically created social identities, 
which may have a pronounced effect on their behavior. 

Stereotypes 

Psychologists have found evidence that unequal status breeds prejudice (Hoffman 
and Hurst 1990). Economists have found that even an overtly arbitrary classification 
of individuals into groups and hierarchizing of those groups affects earnings, because 
people prefer to trade with individuals with high status (Ball et al. 2001). How much 
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more powerful will status divisions be if they are believed to follow from nature or 
divinity? In societies that historically were highly unequal, belief systems emerged 
that attributed to nature or divinity the inequality that in reality resulted from social 
practices.2 Such belief systems divide individuals into hierarchized, stereotyped social 
groups. 

Stereotypes affect the way people process information and thus tend to be self- 
reinforcing. An experimental framework that reveals the effect of steteotypes p n  the 
way people process information is found in Stone, Perry, and ~ d r l e ~  (1997): \They 
asked all participants (who were American Caucasians, hereafter referred io  las 
White) to listen to the same running account of an athlete's basketball performance 
on the radio. Half the participants were led to believe that the target player was 
White, and half that he was African-American. The results indicated that information 
was less likely to be absorbed if it was discordant with the prevailing U.S. stereotypes 
that Whites are more academically talented than African Americans and that African 
Americans are more athletically gifted. The White target player was perceived as 
exhibiting less natural athletic ability but more "courp smarts," whereas the 1 1 ,  African- $ , I  

American target player was perceived as exhibiting less court smarts but more natu; 
ral athletic ability. A growing recognitioq of prejudices of tb? sort hAs led ecgnomists 
to pay increasing attention to stereotypes as a mechdZFm behind the persistelt~gpps 
in economic achievement between observably disthgngdishtble socidl groups 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ g f t ~ r  
overt barriers to economic and social "mobility have been rem?~ed.~ '"  

Stereotypes can be self-fulfilling not only because tdy pas  perceptions, but alro 
because they influence the behavior of the stereotyped ipdividuals. In ,another experi- 
ment, Stone et al. (1999) asked ~ r i i ~ e t o n  undeFgradLyte vollt$tFers to complete a 

1 
miniature golf course. The students' $erformancelwas Teasu$d bb how 11 marly stfokes 
were needed to put the ball in the hole. (Fewer strokes mean a petter per&niance.) 

I1 1 1 1  1 
The variable that the experimesters mapipulated was $he descriq{ililt, of t h ~ t p s k .  Ip 

1 111 
one treatment, the task was described as a "stanFrdize? test of natural athletic abil- 

1 1  111 $1 
ity." In the other treatment, the task desCribed as 2 ''stydeydizef t&tI pfspo{ts 

i 
intelligence." Table 1 presents the results. v h e l  the tL!k1was 2esdibedP"as a test ?f 
natural athletic ability, the ~frican-~m&!i$d parpcidahtb, &$$$:Il better hi$ the 
Whiter: They averaged only 23.1 strdkb td com&!te the l0~J$dle gollf:=obrse, 

I I l l  I I l l  l l l , ,  1 '  1 1 1  
compared to an average of almost 27.8 for the white p ~ ~ ~ c ~ p ~ n t s ~ . ~ B ~ ~ ~  when ?;e task 

1 1  li! i 41 1 k 
was instead described as a test of intelligence, the race gap was reversed. 

1 I ' L  1 I 

TABLE 1. 
Effects of Race and the Test Frame on Performance 

Test frame manipulation 

Student golfers Natural ability Sports intelligence 

Black partlc~pants, 23.1 27.2 

golf strokes 
White participants, 

golf strokes 

Source: Stone et al. 1999. 
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One way to interpret the behavior captured in table 1 is that social ideas-stereo- 
types about the talents of different social groups-impose bounds from within. 
Whereas homo economicus changes his behavior only when external constraints 
change, the behavior of real individuals depends as well on belief systems that soci- 
ety has sedulously impressed on them. Negative stereotypes create anxiety that may 
interfere with performance; that is why the psychologist Claude Steele termed this 
kind of behavior "stereotype threat." Positive stereotypes boost self-confidence that 
may lead individuals to expend greater effort. 

Stereotypes influence behavior twice-not only by their impact on individuals' 
self-confidence, but also by their impact on the way individuals expect to be treated. 
To try to disentangle the effect of social identity salience on self-confidence from its 
effect on expectations of biased treatment, I undertook a series of experiments with 
Priyanka Pandey in rural north India (Hoff and Pandey 2004, forthcoming). In the 
first experiment, groups composed of three low-caste ("untouchable") and three 
high-caste children were asked to solve mazes and were paid based on the number of 
mazes they solved. In some cases caste was made salient by publicly announcing each 
participant's caste. When caste was not publicly announced, there was no caste dif- 
ference in behavior. However, as shown in figure 1, increasing the salience of caste 
led to a significant decline in the average performance of the low caste, regardless (of 
whether the payment scheme was piece rate or tournament. When caste was publicly 
announced, the low-caste children solved 25 percent fewer mazes on average in the 
piece rate treatment, compared to the performance of subjects when caste was not 

FIGURE 1. 
Average Number of Mazes Solved, by Caste, in Five Experimental Treatments 
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announced. In the tournaments, when caste was announced and groups were com- 
posed of six children drawn from only the low caste (a pattern of segregation that for 
the low caste implicitly evoked their traditional outcaste status), the decline in low- 
caste performance was even greater. A vertical line in the figure illustrates the statis- 
tically significant caste gaps. 

In order to better understand the mechanism behind our results, in a new study 
we manipulated the scope for discretion in rewarding performance. In this study, 
participants were asked to practice solving a puzzle based on the game Rush Hour 
Traffic Jam. After practicing the game, they made a choice: They could accept a gam- 
ble in which they would attempt to solve a similar puzzle, with a payoff of 45 U.S. 
cents (20 rupees) if they succeeded and 2 cents if they failed; alternatively, they could 
refuse the gamble and receive 20 U.S. cents. In the control condition, the link between 
performance in the puzzle and the reward was me~hanical;~ in the experimental con- 
dition, there was scope for discretion in rewarding performance because the frame 
from the game board that kept vehicles on the roadgsid was removed, and a judge 
would award the success payoff only if the player did not let any vehicles move 
beyond the boundary of the game board. The subjectswere told the following: 

All around the roads are wheat fields. To solve the puzzld, you have to free the red car 
from the traffic jam by moving cars around in such a way that no car comes off the road. 
Otherwise the fields will be damaged. . . . The person in the room who will give you the 
puzzle will watch you during that time. If he thinks you haye solved the puzzlelthe right 
way, he will give you 20 rupees. If he th~nks you have not solved the puzzle the right 
way, he wlll give you one rupee. 

Consistent with a causal relationship running from caste salience to expectations of 
prejudicial treatment, we found that increasing the salience of caste had a large effect 
on the caste gap when there was scope for discretion in rewarding performance, but 
not when there was no such scope. The expectation by the low-caste subjects of 
prejudicial treatment may be rational given the discrimination that low-caste indi- 
viduals experience in their villages. But the discrimination itself may not be fully 
rational. Cognitive limitations may prevent others from judging stigmatized individ- 
uals objectively.' 

Biases and Bargaining Impasse 

Standard bargaining models attribute bargaining impasse solely to incomplete 
information. However, experimental evidence indicates that self-serving bias is also a 
factor in bargaining impa$se. Mullainathan describes a role manipulation experiment 
by Babcock and Loewenstein (1997) that pinpoints the causal influence of self- 
serving bias. In the experiment, subjects bargained over how to settle a tort case 
involving a motorcycle accident. Their rewards depended on the settlement or, if they 
were unable to settle, on the actual court decision less a substantial cost ("court 
fees"). In the control treatment, individuals were assigned a role (as plaintiff or defen- 
dant) before reading the 27 pages of materials from the original legal case. In the 

i l l  I 
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experimental treatment, individuals were assigned a role after reading the legal case 
materials. When the subjects knew their role before reading the case materials, they 
were less likely to settle in face-to-face bargaining; they had formed quite different 
impressions from reading the case material compared to those who did not know 
their role in advance, and exhibited biased beliefs based on the position they were 
in. The greater the bias, the less likely they were to settle. As Mullainathan notes, 
"[tlhese conflicting beliefs are generated through nothing more than the roles they 
were assigned." 

In the real world, social roles are not arbitrarily assigned but rather are impressed 
1 

1 
on an individual over a lifetime. A reliable finding in the economics literature is that 
social fragmentation hurts the delivery of public goods and economic performance.6 I 

The results of experiments on bargaining impasse provide a micro-foundation for 
that result. By distorting perceptions of fact and evaluations of fairness, self-serving I 

bias can be "self-defeating" bias, which blocks the achievement of mutually beneficial 
agreements. I 

Are Institutions Manipulable? 

Are institutions manipulable, or is a society's fate set in stone by its past institutions? 
The experimental evidence that Mullainathan marshals suggests that stereotypes and 
biased expectations can be carriers of history, mediating the effect of the past on thie 
present. If beliefs can be changed, then such changes might play a role in bringing 
about effective institutional reform. The success story of a health care reform in 
northeast Brazil described in Tendler (1997) can be understood from this perspective. 
Tendler's case study reveals a three-way dynamic among an activist state government, 
municipal governments, and civil society. The state government conducted a program 
of mass advertising on the radio and in print that created in the community an expec- 
tation that the munzcipio was capable of delivering good health service. Civil society 
could then play the role of watchdog over the actions of local government and health 
care providers. This changed the environment in which the municipal governments 
functioned, introduced yardstick competition among them, and appears to have con- 
tributed to major improvements in public health in Cear6, one of the poorest states 
of Brazil. 

But in cases of institutional reform that are not accompanied by changes in social 
norms, the prospect for engineering successful institutional change appears limited. 
Consider the problem of teacher absenteeism, which Mullainathan notes is a central 
impediment to improving education in developing countries. In India, the prob- 
lem is particularly severe in areas that have a history of more oppressive past 
institutions. Pandey (2004) examines the effect of history on differences in teacher 
absenteeism across villages in north India. She compares districts in north India in 
which British rule concentrated local power and landownership in a single individual 
(the "landlord areas") with contiguous districts in which the British gave individual 
cultivators effective property rights to their land ("non-landlord areas"). In the early 
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1950s, after Indian independence, many states of India formally abolished landlords 
or passed tenancy reforms and ceilings on land holdings, and more recently, under a 
constitutional amendment, all states have adopted democratically elected village 
councils. However; as Banerjee and Iyer (2003) first documented, the historical 
legacy of inequality in landlord areas continues to be associated with a markedly 
poorer performance of local government. Pandey (2004) finds that teacher atten- 
dance and teaching activity are lower in landlord than in non-landlord areas. She also 
finds that mandated reservation for a low-caste individual in the elected position of 
village council head is associated with 22 percent lower teacher attendance. This 
finding is not explained by lower education or experience of low-caste village coun- 
cil heads in reserved seats. From the villagers' perspective, the opportunity to make 
a low-caste village council head an effective actor in pillage government may be a 
gamble that the low-caste individuals would have to fight for-against the resistance 
of the high castes. Although it is a great leap to draw froh an experiment in a con- 
trolled setting an implication about political behavior, one can speculate that the low 
castes disproportionately reject this gamble, because, expecting to be treated preju- 
dicially and expecting that others also would have that expectation, they are reluc- 
tant to challenge the system of high caste domination. The forces analyzed in the 
stereotype threat experiments that contribute to underperformance of historically 
subordinate social groups may also contribute in some settings to their political 
underperformance. 

In conclusion, the fact that people are bounded in their ability to absorb and draw 
inferences from information creates broad scope for belief systems to influence eco- 
nomic behavior. Experimental findings pose two challenges for future research. The 
first one, as Mullainathan emphasizes in his much broader survey of behavipral eco- 
nomics, is to design field studies to test the relevance of experimental findings to spe- 
cific development outcomes. The second is to design interventions that change the 
cognitive frames, and address the biases in judgment, that compromise the opportu- 
nities available to people. 

Notes 

1. Billig (1985), as cited in Fryer and Jackson (2003). 

2. See Sunstein (1995). 

3. See Loury (2002) for a wide-ranging study, and Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) for a 
field experiment on the impact of racial stereotypes in the U.S. labor market. 

4. A player solves the puzzle by moving vehicles on a wooden game board in such a way that 
the "player's car" escapes the gridlock and goes down the exit. The construction of the 
board makes it impossible to lift the vehicles off the board; they can only slide forward and 
backward on the tracks in the board. A frame on the game board prevents the vehicles from 
moving off the board except at the exit point. If a player solves the puzzle, his car exits and 
he obtains the success payoff, which is visible through the dashboard, from the underside 
of the cac 
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. A survey of the literature on perceptual confirmation of stereotypes is found in Hamilton 
and Sherman (1994). A recent study of the effect of stereotyping on judgment finds that 
prison inmates with more Afrocentric features receive harsher sentences than inmates with 
less Afrocentric features, controlling for race and criminal history (Blair, Judd, and Chap- 
leau 2004). A theory of the effects of "categorical cognition" is presented in Fryer and 
Jackson (2003). 

6. See, for example, Alesina et al. (1999), and Banerjee and Somanathan (2001). 
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Lessons of Experience 





Development as a global policy objective dates from the 1940s. Relative to  expec- 
tations at that time, the world economy performed outstandingly well during the 
second half of the 20th century. Worldwide growth in average per capita tncome 
exceeded two  percent per year (historically unprecedented), many poor countrzes 
became rich, infant mortality declined, diets improved, longevity increased, and dis- 
eases were contained if not vanquished. Poverty on the World Bank definztion of $1 
per day (in 1985 U.S. dollars) declined dramatically, and the number of people liv- 
ing in poverty was halved-despite a more than doubling o f  the world population. 
Variations occurred over time and space, with rapid growth concentrated in Europe 
and Japan early in the period, then moving to  east Asia, southeast Asia, and south 
Asia. Economzc growth during the 1950s, and especially the 1960s exceeded that 
in later decades. Examples of high growth could be found on every continent, but 
on average sub-Saharan Africa fared much less well than other regions. Declines in 
national per capita income were rare, but were concentrated in Africa. Civzl disor- 
der was a common but not universal cause of low growth. And median world 
income gained relative to the well-off; but both of these income groups surged 
ahead of the poorest. 

World exports grew more rapidly than output, often leading the way. Many coun- 
tries gradually shifted their exports away from primary products to labor-intensive 
matiufactured goods, and as development proceeded, to more sophisticated manu- 
factures and services. The fraction o f  the labor force devoted to  agriculture declined 
significantly. One country after another achieved social stability, created the right 
incentives for effort and risk-taking, and engaged constructively with the world 
economy, which factlitated economic growth. Countries that lagged failed to meet 
one or more of these conditions. Civil and political liberties also spread during the 
post-World War I1 period, although less certainly and less securely. O n  the whole, 

Rlchard N Cooper 1s the Maur~ts C. Boas Professor of Internatlonal Economlcs at Harvard Unlverslty m Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. T h ~ s  paper, prepared for ABCDE-Washington, was later Issued as Working Paper 04-03 by the 
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however, it was a good half-century for mankind-and the substantial poverty and 
misery that still exist should not detract from these achievements. 

Economic development is a relatively new objective for economic policy, dating from 
the 1940s. Economists had of course been concerned with the causes and conse- 
quences of development since Adam Smith and earlier, and a number of countries in 
the 19th century-attempting to emulate Britain-strove for industrialization, or 
what their contemporaries considered development. On becoming Britain's Colonial 
Secretary in 1895, Joseph Chamberlain (referring to Britain's overseas colonies) pro- 
nounced that "it is the duty of the landlord to develop the estate" (Kapur, Lewis, and 
Webb 1997, p. 95). But development as a global objective for improving the eco- 
nomic well-being of ordinary people, reflected in Franklin Roosevelt's stated desire in 
1941 to extend "freedom from want" throughout the world, was first embodied in 
the United Nations Charter adopted in 1945, which called for "economic and social 
progress and development." This objective is reflected in the formal name of "te 
World Bank, the International ~ a n k  for Reconstruction and Developmefit (IBRD'), a 
distinction made at American insistence ovdr initial British reservations (Kapyr, 
Lewis, and Webb, pp. 57-62). It is, however, importantltb s&i~ll here, in view of revi- 
sionist history, that this name was formalized iri 1943, at the height"6f wokld War I1 

1 and well before the emergence of the Cold war: or roughli 1946h8.  
I 

The initial loans of the IBRD were overwhelmingly p~i~gnated  for reconstruction 
from the devastation of World War Ii, but a few loans wdrelalio maddlto Latih Amer- 
ican countries, and in 1950 thd World Bank made its fia'skloan to 1Ldia. ~econstruc! 
tion Proved too great a task for the IBRD aldne,llwhiLh ka$)bpd  overbken in maqi-  
tude by the U.S.-financed Marshall Plah for Eucopk, and U.SI $dm ~ a b a n  and China. 
In his 1949 presidential inauguSaladdress ~ d r r ~ ~ f u r n a n  abnbhdkd tiks "bdnt   our" 
phgram, described as "the iirs:ptograh designed with A idly ~ ~ i i d  world bfljectiv&" 
(Kapur, Lewis, and WebbYip. 1!d1), wfii~h laid the basislfok AmeriEa5d post-Marshall 
Plan foreidn assistance programs. 

Expectations 

When policymakers embraced economic development as a desirable objective of post- 
war economic policy in the late 1940s, what exactly did they have in mind, and what 
were their expectations? It is difficult to answer these questions in quantitative terms. 
"Development" was not precisely defined but during the postwar period was taken to 
mean improving economic opportunity by increasing production of goods and 
services in a lasting way, through capital formation (e.g., the provision of infrastruc- 
ture, the early post-reconstructidn emphasis of the IBRD), or through improved pro- 
ductivity. In short, development was associated with economic growth but did not 
include simple income transfers from one country to another. Instead, a recipient 
country's productive capacity should somehow be increased. It was assumed, however, 
that economic growth would improve nutrition, reduce mortality and morbidity, 
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increase longevity, and generally increase living standards, as has indeed generally 
proven to be the case. 

It is worth recalling that while "gross domestic product" (GDP) is today readily 
familiar to the average informed citizen, national accounts were invented only in the 
1930s and were still a relatively new idea beyond nonspecialists in the late 1940s. 
Quantitative historical work, mainly on the 1920s and 1930s, on aggregate economic 
output and hence economic growth, was still in its infancy. Policymakers felt they 
could identify some useful things that needed to be done in an economy without 
attempting to quantify them. 

In The Theory of Economic Growth, published in 1955, W. A. Lewis, who later 
won a Nobel prize for his work on economic development, made only contingent 
quantitative statements-but they can be taken to reflect his expectations. Lewis 
states that "raising total output by 2 per cent per annurn [in a country whose popul- 
lation is growing annually at 1.5 percent] is no mean feat. It requires considerable 
expenditure on education and other public services, a doubling of current capital for- 
mation, and many changes in beliefs and institutions." Three percent (in a country 
whose population is growing at 2 to 2.5 percent a year) would be even more diffl- 
cult. "There is no sign of the less developed countries this side of the Iron Curtain 
beginning to adopt the sort of heroic measures which a 2 to 3 per cent per annum 
increase in output would demand" (Lewis, pp. 314-15). Lewis recognizes, however, 
that Japan doubled its per capita output in 25 years (implying a growth rate of 
2.8 percent per year), so the possibilities are there for the rest of Asia and Africa 
(p. 316). The main requirement, Lewis believed, was to double the rate ofkapital for- 
mation, along with the production of skills required to do that successfully. 

I have found only three relevant quantitative projections indicating that at least 
some of Lewis's contemporaries focused on future growth: Colin Clark (1942), whto 
on a base of the late 1930s projected the world economy and its major components 
to 1960; the Paley Commission, which projected the period 1951 to 1975 for the U.S. 
economy, and implicitly for the world; and Woytinsky and Woytinsky (1953), wh~o 
made quantitative projections of world population and energy use up to the year 2OOC). 

Australian economist and statistician Colin Clark was one of the earliest users of 
national accounts and other aggregate national statistics to generalize about the 
process of economic growth, in his Conditions of Economic Progress, first published 
in 1940 (though the revised edition published in 1951 is most often quoted). Clark 
also wrote a less well-known sequel, The Economics of 1960, published in 1942 dur- 
ing the middle of World War 11, in which he attempted to project to 1960 growth in 
population, labor force, productivity, and output for 30 to 35 countries or country 
groups from a baseline of the period 1935 to 1938. Clark was so interested in the 
details that he did not even publish world totals, but his projections implied world 
economic growth (national income measured in "international units" equivalent t~o 
U.S. dollars of 1925-34-a precursor to purchasing power parity calculations) of 3.3 
percent per year, or 2.2 percent per capita. Interestingly, these projections were well 
in excess of prewar growth (and of what was probably the consensus view among 
economists at the time), but Clark assumed significant further recovery from the 
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Depression of the 1930s, especially in the United States, the world's largest national 
economy. Clark lacked data for Africa and much of western Asia, but it is interest- 
ing that in his projections only nine countries of that era-Finland, Portugal, Italy, 
the Baltic states, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the USSR, and Japan-grow 
more rapidly than the United States in per ~ o r k e r  income. Of course, all these coun- 
tries were much poorer than the United States, but so were most other countries; 
China was the poorest among the countries studied by Clark, with about half the per 
capita income of India by 1960, which in turn had less than half the per capita 
income of the nine countries listed above. 

Clark estimated both the capital requirements for his projected gowth and the 
likely savings, and concluded that a shortage of savings might postpone his 1960 lev- 
els of output to 1966, thus lowering the aggregate growth rate to 2.6 percent per year 
and the annual growth in per capita output to 1.5 percent. 

In reality, the world economy excluding the USSR and eastern European countries 
grew by 3.6 percent from 1938 to 1961, 2.0 percent per capita, higher in the post- 
war period (United Nations 1963, p. 156). Maddison (2001) estimated annual aver- 
age GDP growth at 4.7 percent from 1950 to 1960,2.8 percent per capita, or nearly 
double Clark's more probable estimate. 

Concerned about the sharp rise in materials prices after the outbreak of the 
Korean War, U.S. President Harry Truman appointed a "materials policy commis- 
sion" to examine future demand-for the United States and for the world-of natu- 
ral resources, out to the mid-1970s (President's Materials Policy Commission 1952). 
This commission, known as the Paley Commission, projected annual growth of the 
U.S. economy at 2.8 percent from 1950 to 1975, and populatidn growth at 1.0 per- 
cent. The outcome for both was significantlv higher, 3.6 percent for gross national 
product (GNP) and 1.4 percent for population, while at the shme time the consump- 
tion of most natural materials was overestimated, due ]to underestimation of 
materials-conserving technical change (for an analysis, see Cooper 1975). More per- 
tinent here, the Paley Commission significantly underestimated materials demand in 
the world; given its overestimation for the United States, thib implied a view of 
prospective world economic growth considerably lower than what actually occurred. 

In a massive study of the world economy in the early 1960s, Woytinsky and 
Woytinsky (1953) made projections of world population to the year 2000, which 
they estimated would reach 3.25 billion in 2000, up fcom 2.4 billion in 1950 (an 
average growth of 0.61 percent per year) (p. 260); and of world primary energy use, 
which they "hypothetically" projected to be 6.0 billion metric tons of coal equivalent 
(btce) in 2000, up from 2.9 btce in 1950, or an average growth of 1.41 percent a 
year1 (pp. 979-83). 

Woytinsky and Woytinsky did not project gross world product (GWP) or any of 
its near equivalents, but their energy projection gives a rough idea of what they 
would have expected GWP growth to be over this period, had they projected it. 
Energy intensity-the amount of primary energy per unit of real output-typically 
rises in early stages of development (as agriculture is mechanized and manufacturing 
grows in relative importance), levels off, and then declines as manufacturing and 
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agriculture recede in relative importance (see Smil2003, pp. 157-61). In the Uniteld 
States, for example, energy intensity rose sharply after 1880, peaked during the 
1920s, declined until 1950, leveled off for two decades as automobiles and house- 
hold appliances became items of mass consumption, then resumed its decline in the 
1970s. Analogous patterns exist for other rich countries. Thus the relationship of 
energy to GWP growth depends on the stage of development for each country, and 
for the world, on the relative importance and growth of poor as opposed to rich 
countries. A rough rule of thumb would be that overall primary energy use increases 
at the same rate as GDP. Based on this assumption, Woytinsky and Woytinsky implic- 
itly assumed that GWP would grow by about 1.4 percent over the coming half- 
century, which when combined with their assumed population growth of 0.6 percent 
per year implies an increase in world per capita income of 0.8 percent per year, 
modestly above Lewis's pessimistic expectation of 0.5 percent. 

Outcomes 

In fact, world fossil fuel plus primary electricity consumption grew by about 3.6 per- 
cent per year, from 60 exajoules (EJ) in 1950 to 355 EJ in 2000 (calculated from Smil 
2003, p. 6), marginally below Maddison's GWP growth of 3.9 percent per year, of 
which 1.9 percent was population and 2.1 percent was output per person. 

By the expectations of Lewis, Clark, the Paley Commission, and Woytinsky and 
Woytinsky, then, actual increases both in population and in output per capita turned 
out to be significantly higher than contemporaries expected in the late 1940s. When 
allowing for the fact that infant mortality declined, longevity increased, nutrition 
improved, and literacy increased (see table 1, and Thomas and others 2000), we can 
conclude that the actual performance of the world economy over the past half- 
century has been nothing short of spectacular relative to expectations at the begin- 
ning of the period. 

Indeed, in the long stream of history, three features of the second half of the 20th 
century stand out: rapid economic growth; the sharp increase in population, from 
2.5 billion in 1950 to over 6 billion at the end of the century; and extensive inflation, 

TABLE 1. 
Some Indicators of the Human Condition in the Developing World 

Indicator 1960 1980 2000 

Infant Mortalitya 1 40 80 52 
Life Expectancyb 43 59 64 
l lliteracf 53 43 28 - 
Source: World Bank 2001. 

a. Deaths per 1,000 births 

b. Years from birth 

c. Percent of adults. 
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TABLE 2. 
Annual Increase in Per Capita GDP 
(percent) 

Region 1950-60 1960-70 1970-80 1980-90 1990-2001 1950-2001 

U.S., Canada, Australla 1.7 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.0 2 2 

Western Europe 4.2 4.0 2.5 1.9 1.7 2.8 

Eastern Europe 3.8 3.4 3 .O -0.6 0.7 2.0 

Former USSR 3.3 3.5 1.5 0.7 -3.5 1 .O 

Lat~n Amer~ca 2.2 2.4 3 0 -0.7 1.3 1.6 

Asla 3 8 4.1 2.9 3.2 2.9 3.3 
Afr~ca 1.9 2.5 1.2 -0.7 0.2 1 .O 

World 2.8 3.0 1.9 1.3 1.5 2.1 

Source Calculated from Madd~son (2001, p 330, 2002, p 39) 

with the U.S. GDP deflator increasing by a factor of 6, or 3.7 percent per year. The 
increase in population was made possible by improvements in material well-being, 
and in turn contributed to growth insofar as productive lives were both more numer- 
ous and longer. To what extent inflation, at least at modest rates, may also have con- 
tributed to growth is unclear. 

Of course, the spectacular economic success of the postwar period was not uni- 
form over time or across countries. World per capita income, from Maddison (2001, 
2002), grew by 2.8 percent per year in the 1950s, rose to 3.0 percent in the 1960s, 
fell to 1.9 percent in the 1970s, and fell further to 1.3 percent in the 1980s, before 
rising to 1.5 percent in the 1990s (table 2). Thus while early performance far 
exceeded early expectations, expectations are presumably revised on the basis of 
experience; and against the experience of the 1950s and 1960s the last three decades 
have been disappointing. Indeed, in the late 1960s Herman Kahn and Anthony 
Wiener projected American per capita income to grow nearly three-fold (3.0 percent 
per year) from 1965 to 2000 (Kahn and Wiener 1967, quoted in Bell 1999, p. 461). 

There were also regional differences. The richest economy, the United States, saw 
per capita income grow by 2.2 percent per year over the second half of the 20th 
century. Western Europe grew more rapidly, at 2.8 percent, while Asia grew more 
rapidly still, at 3.3 percent from a much lower base (table 2). However, Latin 
America grew "only" at 1.6 percent per year, while Africa produced only 1.0 per- 
cent-high by historical standards, but low by the standards we have learned are 
possible and that some have come to expect. Moreover, during the period 1990 to 
2001 annual per capita income in Africa grew at only 0.2 percent, and Latin Amer- 
ica at 1.3 percent (calculations from Maddison 2002).' 

Measurement issues 

We routinely use long-term growth rates as though they are facts, and as though 
they represent reasonably good measures of improvements in material well-being. 
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In truth, these rates are problematic on both counts and represent only rough 
indicators-perhaps the best we have, but rough nonetheless. Three points need to be 
stressed, First, as environmentalists correctly point out, GDP is a measure of gross cur- 
rent output, and does not deduct for either deterioration in the environment (air and 
water quality) or for the depletion of easily accessible resources such as high-quality 
copper ore or hardwood forest. Allowance for such environmental deterioration may, 
for example, take away the recent modest gains in African per capita income. 

Second, measuring output does not allow for changes in the real purchasing power 
of a country's output, that is, for changes in its terms of trade. It is conceivable that 
output per capita could rise yet real purchasing power fall if terms of trade have dete- 
riorated enough (called immiserizing growth when such deterioration has been 
brought about by the growth in output). In fact, this qualification is probably most 
important for the oil-exporting countries that experienced major improvements in 
their terms of trade between 1950 and 2000, enough to convert stagnation or even 
declines in GDP per capita, as in Venezuela and Kuwait, into considerable improve- 
ments in living standards. For most countries, however, measured changes in the 
terms of trade are not sufficient to qualify greatly the changes in per capita output. 
The terms of trade of non-oil developing countries taken as a group, while showing 
some variation over time, worsened negligibly, by only 3.7 percent between 1964 (the 
first year for which such data are available) and 2000 (calculated from the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund's International Financial Statistics database). One reason for 
the modest deterioration in terms of trade is, perhaps, that during this period of 
time the export reliance of developing countries on primary products declined sig- 
nificantly, such that by the early 1990s more than half of the exports from these 
countries were manufactured goods. In contrast, oil prices in real terms rose by 3.6 
times-averaging 3.5 percent a year-with ups and downs over the same period., 
increhsing income relative to output significantly in countries where oil is a large. 
fraction of exports and GDP. 

Third, GDP is composed of thousands of individual products and services, which 
grow at quite different rates, or even decline while others are growing. GDP growth 
is a weighted average of these disparate growth rates, and the appropriate weights 
are likely to change over time, perhaps substantially. As an example, consider a sim- 
ple economy with only two sectors, agriculture (A) and manufacturing (M). Suppose 
that A does not grow at all, and M grows uniformly at 10  percentper year. What is 
the economy's overall growth rate? If manufacturing accounts for 20 percent of 
national expenditure initially, we can say that GDP grows at 2 percent per year 
(= .8a f .2m, where a and m are the growth rates of the respective sectors). But after 
5 years M will make up 29 percent of expenditures (assuming the economy is closed), 
and after 10  years 39 percent. Thus if we use expenditure weights from the fifth year 
rather than the initial year, GDP growth will be 2.9 percent per year; and weights 
from the tenth year will yield a growth rate of 3.9 percent-nearly double the first 
calculated growth rate! 

How is this index number problem solved in practice? Usually by rebasing every 
five years or so, and then linking the five-year fixed weight rates to create a longer 
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time series. Indeed, the United States in the late 1990s adopted a chain-weighted 
measure of GDP growth, meaning that the weights change every year. For growing 
economies the weights at the end of half a century are very different from the weights 
at its beginning. Moreover, the weights at any moment in time may be heavily influ- 
enced by policy, especially restrictions on imports that raise significantly the domes- 
tic prices of protected goods. Thus in the illustration above, suppose that import pro- 
tection raises M prices to the point at which initially they account for 30 percent of 
expenditures. The recorded growth rate with initial weights will then be 3 percept 
rather than the 2 percent reported above, and weights chosen five years later will lead 
to a recorded growth rate of 3.8 percent at domestic prices, rather than the 2.9,per- 
cent at world prices. Of course, protection of the slow-growing sector will have the 
opposite effect, reducing the measured growth rate. 

The question of weights grows in importance the longer the period being exam- 
ined and the higher the growth rate. Weights are also of great importapce in 
making cross-country comparisons )of levels of GDP or growrh rates. Maddison 
(2001,2002), whose data are used here, undertakes a major effort to achieve cross- 
country comparisons of both levels and growth rates in per capita GDP.vH~ does this 
by using a particular variant of purchasing power parity (ppg) comparisons of per 
capita GDP for 1990, expanding this to GDP by multiplyingby population in that 
year, and then exteading the GDP sothat it is calculated backward to 1950 (and ear- 
lier) and forward to 2001 using national growth rates, sometimes as standardized by 
international organizations (except for China, yhere he revises @e rates significantly 
d ~ w n w a r d ) . ~  Regional and world totals are then achieved for any year simply by 
summing the national figures for that year; percapita GDP measured in 1990 inter- 
national dollars is achieved for any year by dividing the totals by population. 
Regional and world growth rates in effect weight the national growth rates by 1990 
national GDP calculated in 1990 international dollars (i.e., at a variant of ppp), 
which for example gives China roughly the same weight as Japan, even 'though at 
market exchange rates Japan's GDP was over seven times that of China in 1990. 
Different weights would ~roduce somewhat different regiopal and world growth 
rates for, as noted above, countries grew at very different sates during the period, and 
therefore (for example), weights drawn from early in the period would have pro- 
duced lower reported aggregate growth rates. 

There is another potential problem with the Maddison figures. Since he compares 
the GDP of countries calculated at international prices of 1990, strictly speaking the 
national growth rates should also be calculated at international prices for full com- 
parability. Apart from the tremendous amount of work involved, this would yield 
figures that would be hard to interpret, again because of the weights. Maddison's fig- 
ures, like all ppp calculations, must choose weights for the individual prices that aqe 
being compared across countries. Expenditure weights are most often used, but these 
differ from country to country, especially between rich and poor countries, where, for 
instance, poor countries assign much greater weight to food in total expenditures 
than do rich countries. Convention is to take a geometric average of the expenditure 
weights of both countries in making bilateral comparisons. This is a purely arbitrary, 
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if reasonable, convention. Yet it makes a great difference. For instance, ppp for China 
is based on some 300 price comparisons between China and the United States in1 
1986, as calculated by Ren (1997) using some strong (and dubious) assumptions to 
make the goods and services comparable, especially with respect to quality. Using 
Chinese expenditure weights, which accord more weight to food and less to housing., 
Chinese per capita income at U.S. prices was $634; using U.S. expenditure weights it 
was $1,622, nearly three times larger-a significant difference for numbers that pur- 
port to measure the same thing. The geometric average of these numbers would be 
$1,014. Maddison's figure for 1986 is $1,597, in 1990 prices ($1,395 in 1986 prices), 
after adjustments he made to convert to his 1990 international dollars and to his re- 
estimation of China's GDP. 

For comparing standards of living across countries, some version of ppp exchange 
rates for conversion of GDP in national currency is necessary. If we focus on world 
demand, however, market exchange rates need to be used, since they measure the 
ability of nationals to earn income or buy products or investments in the world mar- 
ket. GDP in terms of "purchasing power" is a meaningless entity, except as an inter- 
mediate step to living  standard^.^ 

Convergence? 

A question of general interest is whether, during the past half-century, countries have 
converged in their standards of living-providing evidence of the "catch-up" hypoth- 
esis, whereby countries that were initially far from both the technological frontier 
and the best economic practice could in principle grow more rapidly than those closer 
to those frontiers. An extensive econometric literature has developed on this topic, 
essentially testing whether countries that were relatively poor in 1960 grew more rap- 
idly than those that were relatively rich. This is not the place to review that literature, 
except to note that the general finding is one of "conditional convergence," that is, 
initially poor countries grew more rapidly than rich countries, conditional on a num- 
ber of factors such as life expectancy (as a proxy for general health) or educational 
attainment (see e.g., Barro 1997). 

But I would not have expected to see, over a period as short as 35 years (the rough 
time frame of these studies), convergence in the sense sought. Many human and 
indeed biological processes follow a logistics curve, which does imply ultimate con- 
vergence but only after initial divergence-and only if the most advanced parties 
stand still once they have made the adjustment. But the technological frontier, so far 
anyway, has been constantly expanding, so "best economic practice" is constantly 
changing-as concretely manifested in the fact that real per capita income in the 
United States, the richest large country, continues to grow. Thus the "convergence 
target" is not static but constantly moving. This poses severe challenges for any coun- 
try to "catch up," even though the potential for catch-up is present. Initially poor 
countries could still be expected to grow more rapidly, but the catch-up period might 
indeed be very long. 
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FIGURE 1. 
Country Distribution of Growth in Per Capita Income, 1950-98 
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Source:Author's compilation based on Madison (2001). 

Figure 1 presents the distribution of national growth rates in per capita income from 
1950 to 1998, for 128 countries or groupings of small countries, calculated from Mad- 
dison (2001). Per capita income in the United States, initially the wealthiest country (at 
$9,561 in 1990 international $), grew at 2.2 percent per year, which can be regarded 
as a benchmark. Many countries grew more rapidly than the United States, but more 
grew more slowly. Growth in GDP would show more countries growing more rapidly 
than the United States, because of rapid population growth. But our main concern here 
is with improvements in material well-being, proxied by growth in per capita output. 
The growth rates broadly reveal a bell shape, with growth concentrated in the 2.0 to 
2.5 percent interval, and tapering away both below and above. Eighteen countries actu- 
ally showed a decline in per capita income, although the sharpest declines were for 
Qatar and Kuwait, which as noted earlier experienced large increases in real income 
due to improvements in their terms of trade. If we exclude the oil-exporting countries, 
the declines are led by Cuba (-0.9 percent a year), Niger (-0.9), Djibouti (-0.7), 
Madagascar(-0.7), Haiti (-0.5), and Afghanistan (-0.5). Fourteen countries experi- 
enced some decline in per capita income if we exclude the oil exporters, nine of which 
were in sub-Saharan Africa. Most of these countries experienced considerable internal 
conflict, sometimes outright civil war. 

At the other end of the scale, four economies recorded an extraordinary increase in 
per capita income in excess of 5 percent per year over this half-century: South Korea 
(6.0), Taiwan (5.9), Botswana (5.3), and Oman (5.3), all of which were very poor in 
1950. Indeed, Botswana was the world's poorest country in 1950, with a per capita 
income of $349 (in 1990 international $) as calculated by Maddison, followed by 
Tanzania, Burma (now known as Myanmar), and the behemoth China. But per capita 
income growth for most countries is clustered in the intervals 1.0 to 3.0 percent. 
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While "a rising tide lifts all boats7' is a nice metaphor, it is not an accurate char- 
acterization of most human affairs, which more commonly involve leaders and 
followers, innovators and imitators, with imitators demonstrating mixed capabilities 
in following successfully, as well as occasionally altering the path significantly (some- 
times productively). 

As noted earlier, growth rates declined in the later decades of the 20th century. The 
distribution of growth rates across regions also shifted. In the 1950s and 1960s it was 
mainly northern European countries that grew more rapidly than the United States; 
thereafter their relative growth slowed. By the 1970s the rapid growth shifted to 
southern Europe and to east Asia, beginning with Japan, then shifting to southeast 
Asia and more recently to India. A few high-growth countries were spread more 
widely, including Israel and Palestine, Saudi Arabia (to 1980) and Tunisia in the Mid- 
dle East, and Mauritius and Swaziland in Africa. Puerto Rico holds the record in the 
Western Hemisphere, followed by Trinidad and Brazil (mainly to 1980). A host of 
other countries, such as Egypt, Mexico, Pakistan, Turkey, and many smaller coun- 
tries, have made steady if less spectacular progress. Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Union grew respectably, although at declining rates from 1950 to 1980, but then 
experienced declining output for a period as their economies were transformed from 
central planning and control to market-oriented, with a major transformation in the 
composition of output. 

Thus on these figures, there has been both convergence (with the U.S. as bench- 
mark) and divergence. Many countries, especially those in western Europe and east 
Asia, have reduced greatly the (geometric) gap in GDP per capita. We too often for- 
get how poor some currently rich countries were 50 years ago. On Maddison's com- 
parisons, Japan in 1949 had a lower per capita income than India did in 1998, and 
Greece, Portugal, and Spain were only modestly richer. South Korea had a per capita 
income equivalent to that of India in 1965, and only 24 percent higher than India in 
1950. 

On the other hand, many countries have fallen further behind than they were in 
1950. Indeed, African countries, while poor in 1950, were on average nearly twice 
as rich as east and south Asian countries (excluding Japan). But their low average: 
growth rates have seen them recede considerably, such that by 1998 their per capita 
income, while 60 percent higher than in 1950, was less than half that of the east and 
south Asian countries on the same comparison (Maddison 2001, pp. 305,327). Haiti 
was 36 percent richer than South Korea in 1950; by 1998 South Korea was 16 time:; 
richer than Haiti. 

Figure 2 records the distribution of national growth rates in per capita income, bui: 
weighted by population in 1975 rather than simply by number of countries. There it 
can again be seen that growth rates averaging between 2 and 2.5 percent per year are: 
the most common, but the distribution is trimodal (due mainly to China and the for-- 
mer Soviet Union), with the preponderance of growth taking place at rates higher 
than the modal interval. 

Using countries as observations, weighting by population, the income of the 
median world citizen has risen significantly relative to the income of those at the 
90th percentile. But those at the 20th percentile have fallen further behind both, 
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FIGURE 2. 
Per Capita Growth Weighted by Population 

percent per annum 

Source: Authofs compilation. 

(Cooper 2002, pp. 133-34). This calculation is crude, however, compared with those 
that allow for distribution of income within as well as among countries, as discussed 
below. To compare the average income in the 20 poorest countries with that in the 
20 richest countries, as is sometimes done, is of course deeply misleading, since both 
groups change in composition, substantially over long periods of time. As noted 
above, both Botswana and China were among the 10 poorest countries in 1950, but 
neither would be included in that list today. 

It should be noted that recorded GDP growth rates probably understate the true 
potential growth in rich, especially European, countries, since higher incomes have 
permitted greater leisure in the form of shorter work weeks and more paid holidays. 
In this respect Europeans have sensibly elected to take more leisure (which of course 
is not measured in GDP) than have Americans, who have in turn taken more leisure 
than the Japanese, who reputedly often do not even take the paid vacations to which 
they are entitled. By the same token, recorded GDP growth rates probably overstate 
the true potential growth in poor countries, as many family activities, such as making 
clothing, are increasingly absorbed into the commercial economy and hence add to 
recorded GDP, whereas these activities were not counted before. (Food self-sufficiency, 
in contrast, does in principle enter GDP, although how well that is done in practice is 
open to some doubt.) 

At a very fundamental level, development is moving people out of agriculture into 
socially more productive activities, as productivity in agriculture also increases. In the 
poorest countries, those near subsistence, more than 80 percent of the labor force 
is engaged in agriculture (including fishing). In the richest countries, less than 5 percent 
is engaged in agriculture (2 percent in the United States)-and sometimes even that 
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low share produces a surplus for export. In this simple but fundamental dimension 
the past half-century also experienced great change: Twenty to 30 percent of the (ris- 
ing) labor force moved out of agriculture between 1965 and 2000 in most develop- 
ing countries for which data are available. For example, the share of the labor force 
in agriculture declined over this period, from 84 to 63  percent in Bangladesh (a coun- 
try of low growth), 49 to 21  percent in Brazil, 81 to 47 percent in China, 55 to 29 per- 
cent in Egypt, 71 to 43 percent in Indonesia, 50 to 18 percent in Mexico, and 82 to 
49 percent in Thailand, to illustrate with large developing countries; and from 47  to 
1 7  percent in Greece and 26 to 5 percent in Japan, td illustrate with OECD countries. 
That paragon of growth, South Korea, reduced its share from 55 to 11 percent over 
the same period, even while strongly protecting agriculture late in the period. 

Poverty 

In a sense, the whole point of economic growth is to reduce poverty-to create 
opportunities for development of individual interests and talents that simply cannot 
be cultivated when nutrition and health are poor, and when one's dominant preoc-- 
cupation is with providing sufficient food for oneself and family. Yet comparisons of 
"poverty" across countries, or even over time within countries, are fraught with 
conceptual and practical difficulties. What exactly do we mean by "poverty," andl 
how sensitive should it be to the general economic (and social) conditions of the soci-. 
ety in which one lives? Having decided on a working definition, how do we measure 
poverty accurately? 

In terms of international discourse, the conceptual problem was "solved" by the 
1990 World Bank suggestion that poverty in developing countries should be definedl 
as income below $1 per day per person, measured in 1985 purchasing power parity 
dollars-drawing on the national experience of India, which along with the Unitedl 
States had pioneered the official measurement of poverty in the 1960s. Research was; 
subsequently devoted to discovering the level of poverty that existed in many coun- 
tries when measured by this standard, how much it had changed over time, and what. 
were the principal determinants of those changes. 

Much controversy surrounds the many technical aspects of these comparisons. I 
will draw heavily on recent work by Surjit Bhalla (2002,2003), an Indian economist 
who once worked at the World Bank, and who reviews the history and the technical 
controversies and provides his own comprehensive estimates of poverty based on the 
World Bank definition, by region, over the period 1950-2000. A key feature of Bhalla's 
work is that he focuses (appropriately) on people rather than countries. To do this he 
needs data on the distribution of income or (preferably) consumption within each 
country, and changes in such distribution over time. He then needs to aggregate these 
people-oriented data across regions and the world for a number of years, to discover 
trends in world poverty. 

Table 3 presents poverty rates in what we today call the developing world, as cal- 
culated by Bhalla (2002, p. 148), by region for the turn of each decade from 1950 to 
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TABLE 3. 
Poverty in the World, 1950-2000 

Poverty line (ppp, US$1.50 per day) 

Region and measure 

Head count ratio (percentage) 

East Asia 

South Asia 

Sub-Saharan Africa 

Middle East and North Africa 

Latin America 

Eastern Europe 

Developing world 

Number of poor people (millions) 

East Asia 830 729 833 955 521 114 

South Asia 208 209 229 310 207 105 

Sub-Saharan Afr~ca 104 118 1 50 188 279 362 

M ~ d d l e  East and North Africa 27 32 23 10 16 29 

Latin Amer~ca 36 35 27 13 23 27 

Eastern Europe 49 29 12 7 0 0 

Developing world 1,223 1,131 1,262 1,479 1,056 647 

Source: Bhalla 2002, p. 148 

Note: ppp = purchasing power parity. 

2000, along with a head count of the people who live below the poverty line. The 
poverty line Bhalla uses is $1.50 per day in 1993 ppp dollars ($547 a year, or roughly 
the equivalent of $505 in Maddison's international $ of 1990), to allow both for 
inflation that occurred after 1985 and for some undercounting of consumption (or 
income) of high-income families in the national surveys that everyone relies on for 
information on income distribution.' 

In table 3 it can be seen that poverty dropped substantially, even dramatically, over 
the past half-century-from 63 percent of the population in the developing world in 
1950, to 13 percent in 2000. The drop was particularly significant, 30 percentage 
points, over the last two decades, the period of so-called globalization. Significant 
declines occurred in every region except sub-Saharan Africa, and even there a mod- 
est decline occurred, although an increase was registered after 1980. Furthermore, 
the number of people living in poverty was roughly halved, from 1,223 million to 
647 million, despite a more than doubling of world population. Again, the number 
declined in most regions, except for a modest increase in the Middle East and North 
Africa, and a dramatic increase of over 300 million in sub-Saharan Africa, where 
population growth was especially rapid. 

The details of Bhalla's work are controversial, particularly with regard to his use 
of consumption data from each country's national accounts to determine average 
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consumption levels, which are typically higher than those reported in social surveys. 
, Moreover, the proportionate gap seems to have risen over time. Since at least some 
of this difference can be attributed to presumed underreporting by relatively wealthy 
people in the surveys, Bhalla adjusts the poverty line upward from $1.30 per day in 
1993 prices (the equivalent of $1 per day in 1985 prices) to $1.50 per day, to allow 
for his reliance on the national accounts. 

Debate has focused particularly on India, an important developing country where 
the data are relatively rich and well-developed. Both the national social survey (S) and 
the national accounts (NA) have strong supporters, yet there is a significant and grow- 
ing discrepancy in average per capita consumption between the two, with the ShIA 
ratio having fallen from 93 percent in 1973 to 56 percent in 1999, or from 71 percent 
to 56 percent if allowance is made for rebasing and other revisions in the national 
accounts (Bhalla 2003, table 4). This is not the place to take a position in this debate, 
which pertains also to a number of other countries. But if the survey data are valid, 
such discrepancies raise serious questions about the reported growth rates for tlhe 
Indian economy over the past three to five decades. If mean consumption in the 1990s 
is as low as the surveys report, unrealistically low consumption levels several decades 
earlier are implied if the reported growth rates are accurate. Mean survey data, cor- 
rected for Indian inflation, show a growth of only 0.6 percent a year in per capita 
expenditure over the period 1973-99, whereas per capita real consumption from tlhe 
national accounts grew by 2.6 percent (calculated from data in IFS). 

An alternative explanation is that the growth in consumption India experienced 
accrued overwhelmingly to the rich, who are not adequately reflected in the survley 
means. But this would have implications for the distribution of income that are 
implausible, if not literally impossible. If the top 10 percent accounted for 25 percent 
of total expenditures in 1973, as they reportedly did in 1993 (Sundaram and 
Tendulkar 2003a, p. 333), then accuracy in both the survey means and the national 
accounts consumption would imply that the top 10 percent accounted for 54 percent 
of total consumptionby 1999.~ We can conclude from this calculation that the sulr- 
vey significantly underestimates the gowth in average consumption over the last 
three decades, or that the recorded GDP growth rates are significantly too high, or 
that the distribution of income in India has become much more unequal than is gen- 
erally acknowledged-or some combination of all three. Such conundrums in data 
consistency have (negative) implications for all cross-country work on growth arid 
inequality, and on poverty.7 

Whatever the detailed resolution of the technical disputes, it seems likely that 
poverty in developing countries has dropped significantly, especially in the past two 
decades. Sundaram and Tendulkar (2003a; 2003b, table 7), strong supporters of the 
Indian Survey as opposed to the national accounts, nonetheless report a drop in 
Indian poverty by 8 percentage points between 1983 and 1993, and by a further 5 
points between 1993 and 1999. Even more rapid growth occurred in China from 
1980 to 2000, and while it was uneven, it was sufficiently widespread to reduce 
poverty substantially. Indeed, the drop from 67 percent in 1980 to 6 percent in 2000 
(shown in table 3 for east Asia) is dominated by China. Given their huge populatio~ls 
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and initially high poverty, rapid growth in China and India alone virtually assures a 
worldwide reduction in poverty, even with widening income distriburion in each. To 
focus on countries rather than people, and on the poorest countries alone, is deeply 
misleading with regard to what has happened in the world at large. 

A reduction in poverty is generally associated with economic growth, not just 
in China and India. In fact, it is difficult to find examples of significant reduction in 
poverty that is not associated with economic growth, and it is difficult to find signif- 
icant growth that does not reduce poverty (see Dollar and Kraay 2002a, 2002b). 

What is quite separate from the issue of poverty, although remotely related, is the 
claim that inequality in the world distribution of income has increased significantly 
in recent years. It is usually simply assumed that greater inequality is undesirable, and 
therefore that an increase in inequality should be a cause for concern. Yet it is diffi- 
cult to imagine economic growth starting from a stationary condition that does not 
for awhile, perhaps a long time, increase inequality. As noted earlier, many human 
activities follow a logistic pattern, which implies an increase in inequality (of what- 
ever), followed by an eventual decline. The circumstances surrounding any increased 
inequality are all important in evaluating whether it is desirable or undesirable. 

Bhalla's work on poverty also permits him to address the issue of inequality, again 
by focusing on people rather than 'countries. And his results sharply contradict the 
conventional findings (based on countries) of growing world inequality. Using Gini 
coefficients as a measure of inequality (ranging between zero, perfect equality, and 
one, extreme inequality), Bhalla (2002, p. 178) finds that between 1960 and 1980, 
when rich countries were growing rapidly, world inequality increased; but between 
1980 and 2000 world inequality decreased to below where it was in 1960. This 
occurred despite an increase in inequality in the industrialized world, as Europe and 
Japan slowed relative to the United States. If China and India are excluded, inequal- 
ity was virtually unchanged between 1980 and 2000 in the developing world, but 
with China and India included (as they should be), inequality declined sharply. This 
could occur even if, as is usually assumed, income inequality became less equal within 
China and ~ n d i a . ~  

On a regional basis, inequality was highest in sub-Saharan Africa, and unchanged 
from 1980 to 2000, whereas it declined in east Asia, the Middle East (incuding North 
Africa), and Lath America, while increasing modestly in south Asia and sharply in 
eastern Europe. 

An alternative measure of inequality is to compare the median (50th percentile) 
income in the United States (as the world's richest large country) with the median 
income in the developing world. According to Bhalla's calculations (2002, p. 179) 
that ratio declined almost steadily, from 24.1 in 1950 to 11.7 in 2000. In short, the 
median person in the developing world, while still much poorer than his U.S. coun- 
terpart, is nonetheless catching up, having more than halved the (geometric) gap over 
the past half-century. A similar result holds if the comparison is made between those 
at the 20th percentile in the United States and in the developing world. However, 
the median person in Africa, having been modestly better off than his east Asian 
counterpart in 1960 in comparison with the median American (a ratio of 22.8 versus 
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25.6), was far worse off by 2000 (38.3 versus 9.0), showing a deterioration both with 
respect to the median American, and especially with respect to the median east Asian 
(Bhalla 2002, p. 192). 

I 
I 

Capital Inflows 

As noted earlier, Arthur Lewis judged the main requirement for raising growth to be 
a sharp increase in the rate of capital formation, physical and human. Investment 
ratios did rise in developing countries, but they crept rather than leapt up, rising from 
20.6 percent of GDP in the 1960s to 22.8 percent in the 1970s, 25.6 percent in the 
1980s, and 26.3 percent in the 1990s (calculated from the International Monetary 
Fund's International Financial Statistics database: China was added to this database 
in 1979, Russia in 1994). During the same period of time investment ratios declined 
modestly in the industrialized countries, from 23.7 percent in the 1960s, to 20.8 per- 
cent in the 1990s. 

One of the advantages of engagement with the world economy is being able to draw 
for investment on savings elsewhere in the world; a country does not have to rely on 
domestic savings alone. The transfer of real resources to any country can be measured 
through the current account in its balance of payments. In fact, the current account 
deficit for developing countries as a group, as defined in the 1980s, exceeded 1 percent 
of their GDP (measured in 1990 international $) only in 1982, a year of world reces- 
sion, and approached 1 percent in only a few other years (e.g., 1978,1991, 1993) and 
a few additional years if the large surpluses of Organization of Petroleum and Export- 
ing Countries (OPEC) members in those years are excluded. The current account deficit 
was well under 0.5 percent in most years. As a share of domestic investment, these per- 
centages must be increased four- to five-fold, but still remain remarkably small. 

Of course, there were large variations from country to country, and even for the 
same country over time. Net capital inflows were significant, for instance, for Israel 
and South Korea in the 1960s and 1970s, and represented 2 to 10 percent of GDP 
for Chile, Costa Rica, and a number of smaller countries in the 1980s and 1990s, and 
0.5 to 2.5 percent of GDP for India. Moreover, by virtue of the international capital 
market a country could engage in intertemporal reallocation of large foreign earnings 
in some years. 

Bilateral and multilateral aid to developing countries was $6.7 billion in 1962, 
as recorded in the first report of the newly formed Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development's Development Assistance Committee (1963), or 
$25.7 billion in 1990 dollars (using the U.S. GDP price deflator), a little more than 
1 percent of the GDP of developing countries in that year. It doubled in real terms to 
the early 1990s, and then receded by 2001 to only 20 percent above the 1962 level, 
of course representing a much smaller fraction of developing country GDP (World 
Bank, GDF 2001, p. 87). Foreign assistance was about three times private capital 
flows (at $2.2 billion) to developing countries in 1962, but by the 1990s was dwarfed 
by private capital flows, which exceeded $160 billion in 1996, the peak year. 
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The contribution of foreign capital inflows to development is still a source of 
uncertainty and controversy (some evidence is summarized in Cooper 2002). Foreign 
direct investment (FDI) seems to be the most potent in its impact, and even then 
seems to work best when local education is high. By 2001 FDI to all developing coun- 
tries exceeded official development assistance (ODA) by nearly five times (World 
Bank, GEP 2004, p. 292). 

Foreign aid has been the most visible vehicle for help to developing countries from 
rich countries over the past four decades. It is therefore worth asking what we can say 
about the impact of such assistance on economic growth. A World Bank team super- 
vised by Lyn Squire addressed this issue in Assessing Aid (Dollar and Pritchettl998). 
The study correctly observes that aid is fungible in that it may finance a project or 
activity that the government would have undertaken with its own funds, so the true 
marginal expenditure from aid need not be the designated expenditure. Only about 
35 percent of aid, on average, increased the investment ratio in a study of 56 coun- 
tries (42 of which were in Africa or Latin America) over the period 1970-93; none 
however seemed to finance tax reductions, and some aid is initially targeted on gov- 
ernment consumption such as education, agricultural extension, or public health. 
After controlling for other variables, the 1998 study suggested that foreign assistance 
as a percent of each recipient's GDP had no discernable* impact on its economic 
growth over this period, an appalling result even after allowing for the fact that some 
aid was hot targeted for development. However, aid interacted with economic man- 
agement (measured as a weighted average of trade openness, inflation, budget sur- 
plus, and institutional quality) in such a way that growth in well-managed countries 
benefited from aid: On average, an increase in aid by 1 percent of GDP increased 
a well-managed country's growth rate by 0.5 percentage points. And in some well- 
studied cases foreign assistance was extremely important in launching ecohomic 
reform and subsequent economic growth (see Haggard, Cooper, and Moon 1993, on 
South Korea in the 1960s). 

Today it is understood that much, perhaps even most, of the benefits of foreign 
assistance and FDI arise from the technical and managerial knowledge they convey 
rather than from the provision of capital as such. 

Growth, Development, and Freedom 

"Development" was earlier associated with increases in per capita GDP, as a rough 
proxy for improvements in material well-being. A case can be made that this is a nec- 
essary-or at least a strongly facilitating-condition, but not a sufficient one. If we 
conceive, as Seri (1999) does, of "development" as increasing the capability of all 
human beings to achieve the things that they value most, then development must also 
cover the ability of citizens to express themselves and to have some voice in the policies 
that affect them, that is, development involves civil and political liberties as well as 
improvements in material well-being. 

One of the remarkable trends of the past half-century was the extension of func- 
tioning democracy to a wider fraction of mankind, including not just northwestern 
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Europe and North America, but Germany and Japan early in the period, and 
Portugal and Spain in the mid-1970s. By the year 2000 democracy spread to include 
eastern Europe, Russia, most of Latin America, much of east, south, and southeast 
Asia, and parts of Africa. The major remaining gaps were in the Arab world, central1 
Asia, China, and sub-Saharan Africa (where the situation deteriorated significantly 
following independence in the 1950s and 1960s). The extension of democracy dur- 
ing the 1980s was what political scientist Samuel Huntington called the "third 
wave," suggesting that the phenomenon is episodic, not linear, and occasionally even 
involves reversals. 

There has been extensive scholarly discussion over the years on the relationship 
between freedom, of which functioning democracy is a major manifestation, and eco- 
nomic development: whether the latter is a precondition for the former, and whether 
the former is a serious impediment to the latter. Huntington (1991, p. 311) is a strong 
proponent of the first view: "Poverty is a principal and probably the principal obsta- 
cle to democratic development. The future of democracy depends on the future of 
economic development. Obstacles to economic development are obstacles to the 
expansion of democracy." Robert Barro's empirical analysis (1997, ch. 2) supports 
Huntington's view. Modern India, with a functioning, indeed raucous, democracy 
since its beginnings in 1947, of course stands out as a leading exception to this gen- 
eralization, as do a few Latin American countries; but a generalization does not have 
to be universal to have some validity. 

Has democracy been an impediment to economic growth? In a study of 18 devel- 
oping countries during the 1970s and 1980s, Little and others (1993) found no 
relationship between economic performance and democracy or the Freedom House 
ranking on freedom for each country. Helliwell (1994) supports that conclusion on 
the basis of wider country covei-age over a longer period of time. Barro (1997, ch. 2) 
finds a weak curvilinear relationship, with growth depending positively on what he 
calls an "index of political rights" up to the level achieved by Malaysia and Mexiccl 
in 1994, and negatively for higher levels of rights. 

While it is true that examples can be found iri which authoritarian government 
seems to facilitate economic reform and subsequent economic growth-South Korea 
in the 1960s and 1970s comes to mind-it is also true that many authoritarian gov- 
ernments have neither the desire nor the capacity to undertake economic reforms 
leading to higher economic growth. Democracies are usually more hesitant and less 
comprehensive in adopting economic reforms, but also steadier in responding to var- 
ious forms of turbulence in the process. 

Lessons Learned, 1950 to 2000 

What conditions are especially conducive to growth, and what conditions are espe- 
cially detrimental? Geography, institutions, openness, market orientation, rule of law, 
government micro-engagement, heavy taxation, corruption, and macroeconomic 
management have all been put forward as serious explanations for inter-country 
differences in economic growth. Often the debate has focused on dichotomies (e.g., 
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market versus planning, or inflation versus price stability), whereas reality was full 
of grays that suggest the coarse dichotomies of public debate offer little practical 
guidance. 

Being "geographically disadvantaged" has been advanced as a reason for poor 
economic performance, especially in countries that are landlocked, such as Bolivia, 
Laos, Nepal, Paraguay, and many African countries. But Botswana, by far the most 
rapid grower in sub-Saharan Africa, is also landlocked, as are Austria, the former 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Switzerland-and indeed Chicago, if the U.S. Midwest 
were treated as a separate economy. Perhaps being landlocked creates some modest 
disadvantage-although being on the sea does not ensure good natural ports-but 
geography can be overcome through human agency. Chicago can now entertain 
oceangoing ships (although not the largest) through the St. Lawrence seaway, which 
once presented huge natural obstacles such as Niagara Falls. 

Note also that the Dominican Republic and Haiti share an island, a climate, and 
equal access to foreign markets; and in 1950 they had equal per capita income of 
around $1,050 (1990 international $). By 1998, however, income in the Dominican 
Republic had increased by a factor of three; Haiti's had fallen by 20 percent. Institu- 
tions and policies played a major role in the differences. 

The best performing economy in Latin America was Puerto Rico, with a growth 
in per capita income of 3.9 percent per year over 50 years. It started in 1950 with a 
per capita income somewhat greater than that of lmany of the smaller Latin American 
countries, but lower than that of all the larger Spanish-speaking countries. Although 
Puerto Rico may be dismissed as being part of the United States, it grew much more 
rapidly than the United States did. And while it is part of the U.S. currency area and 
customs zone, it has wide autonomy in framing its local policies, including education 
and taxation. Puerto Rico7s superior performance calls for explanation. Neighboring 
Cuba, once among the richest countries in Latin America, is now one of the poorest, 
exceeding only Nicaragua and Haiti. Anti-growth policies governed the country. The 
American embargo of 1960 was an immediate blow but can hardly explain four 
decades of poor performance, despite Castro's continuing use of it as an excuse-not 
least because no other country supported the embargo. Comparisons between East 
and West Germany, and between North and South Korea, make the same point. 
Political stability prevailed for decades in both pairs of states. What differed were the 
incentives for individual effort and risk-taking, which are the mainstays of continu- 
ing economic growth. 

One important dimension of geography is the presence of disease, for agricultural 
products as well as humans. While small children can be replaced, high child mor- 
tality involves a serious opportunity cost to the mothers, and of course any education 
of the child is lost. Debilitating diseases, representing equilibrium between parasite 
and host, may be worse than fatal disease from the perspective of economic growth, 
because of the deleterious effects of debilitation on productivity. Again, human 
agency can overcome or greatly mitigate the impact of disease; southern Europe was 
once malarial, as was Singapore. Smallpox was once endemic in Europe, resulting in 
high mortality. The Panama Canal could not have been built before it was learned 
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that yellow fever-bearing mosquitoes had to be kept at bay. But the obstacles to be 
overcome are surely higher in some places than in others. 

Hong Kong and Singapore both registered outstanding growth, over 4.5 percent a 
year for half a century. The relevance of their experience is often dismissed, as merie 
"city states." But Hong Kong has a population greater than that of many European 
countries, such as Denmark, whose experience is not casually dismissed; and Hong 
Kong's GDP registers at 22nd in the world, with the vast majority of economies being 
far smaller. The main differentiating feature in Hong Kong and Singapore is that agri- 
culture (apart from fishing) was not a dominant part of either economy, even when 
they were poor. There are, however, other potential "city states," such as Djibouti, 
that would be much better off if they had performed only half as well Hong Kong or 
Singapore. And while the transformation of agriculture is an important part of devel- 
opment, it is not the only important part; lessons can be learned even from city states. 

It has become conventional wisdom that openness-that is, some form of serious 
engagement with the world economy-is a significant contributor to growth. Barro 
(1997) could not find such a relationship for the limited measures he used, and Rodrik 
and Rodriguez (2000) have criticized on methodological grounds the several studies 
usually cited in support of this conclusion, including Sachs and Warner (1995). Cooper 
(2002) argues that there is little theoretical ground for expecting a priori that openness 
would contribute to growth, as opposed to a once-for-all increase in income, but that 
in the actual post-1950 world it would be implausible if continuing trade liberalization, 
in particular, had not contributed to growth. Warner (2003), responding to the method- 
ological criticisms of Rodrik and Rodriguez (2000), has demonstrated persuasively that 
relative openness, measured in a variety of different ways and formulated with a vari- 
ety of specifications, was strongly conducive to growth, at least for the 61  to 86 coun- 
tries he studied over the period 1970-90. Stated differently, those developing countries 
(with per capita income under $5,000) that remained relatively closed grew far more 
slowly, on average, than those that engaged more actively with the world economy. 
GDP growth in the latter group averaged 4.8 percent a year, versus only 0.8 percent in 
the former group. There were no countries in the open group that experienced negative 
growth, in contrast to the relatively closed economies. After controlling for many other 
variables, Warner registers the judgment that being "open" rather than "closed" is 
worth 3 to 4 percentage points of annual growth in GDP-a tremendous impact. 

Even if one accepts this general dichotomous result, each country is different, and 
the practical details are all important. 

Remarkably many small economies, with populations of fewer than one million 
people, are high-income economies (GDPIP > US$9,266 in 2001). True, many are 
dependencies, albeit locally autonomous ones, of rich countries: Bermuda, Faeroe 
Islands, French Polynesia, Greenland, Guam, and Northern Marianas. Some are inde- 
pendent But contiguous to larger rich countries: Andorra, Luxembourg, San Marino, 
and (arguably) the Bahamas. But many meet neither of these conditions: Barbados, 
Brunei, Cyprus, Iceland, Macao, and Malta. These economies are not usually included 
in analyses of economic performance, as being beneath notice. But why? While some 
are "dependencies," they have a high degree of local autonomy in setting both 
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economic policies (e.g., taxation) and local laws that are relevant to commerce and 
finance. Dependency these days usually, in practice, refers to defense and foreign 
policy. 

A few of these economies, such as Bermuda and Iceland, were relatively well-off 
50 years ago, but most were poor. They have become rich. Many had a colonial past, 
usually but not always British. They inherited or developed a legal framework, insti- 
tutions, and policies that have helped them achieve relative wealth. All are open, and 
many have developed close economic relations with larger rich countries. 

Not all small countries are rich. Among the low-income countries (GDPIP < 
US$745) are S5o Tomt & Principe ($280), Comoros ($380), Solomon Islands ($580), 
Bhutan ($640), and Equatorial Guinea ($700)-all countries in poor neighborhoods. 
All except Bhutan and Solomon Islands are in Africa. But these very poor small 
economies are greatly outnumbered by the rich ones. Small countries tend to maintain 
fixed exchange rates orbeven to use a larger country's currency and impose import tar- 
iffs primarily for revenue, not to protect local industry. Only Brunei (oil) and Iceland 
(fish) are rich in resources, although Sf o Tom6 and Equatorial Guinea seem to be well- 
endowed with offshore oil, soon to be developed. In short, many small economies 
have managed to grow significantly despite their small scale, or perhaps because they 
were too small to entertain pretensions of economic independence. 

Inflation is said to be inimical to economic gowth (e.g., Fischer 2004, ch. 10, 
especially p. 336; also Barro 1997, rh, 3). That is shown by much cross-country 
empirical analysis, and at least for high rates of inflation poses no mystery: Those are 
usually cases in which the budget has gotten out of control and inflation is the resid- 
ual equilibrator. High inflation is also closely associated with highly variable infla- 
tion, rendering forward-looking financial planning-a key and necessary feature of 
all modern economies-practically impossible. 

But it does not follow from these correct observations, as is often assumed, that 
moderate and controlled inflation (e.g., in the low double digits) is also inimical to 
growth. For a country without a well-developed financial market, inflation may in 
fact be less distorting than many other taxes the government might impose to gener- 
ate needed revenues, including high taxes on imports; and the "inflation tax" can 
reach parts of the population thatare not otherwise reachable by the tax authorities. 
Whether this is good or bad for growth of course depends inter alia on what is done 
with the revenue. South Korea's annual inflation rate averaged 14 percent during its 
takeoff period 1966-79, for instance. It would require much higher confidence in 
one's theories than I have to argue that Korea would have grown even more rapidly 
had it forced its inflation rate into low single digits, as seems to have become the 
accepted norm, even for developing countries, in official financial  circle^.^ 

Most analyses of growth, as here,. have been based on examination of aggregate 
economic statistics and their possible determinants. McKinsey Global Institute has 
since 1990 undertaken a series of "bottom-up" industry studies in selected develop- 
ing countries-mainly Brazil, India, Korea, and Russia-as well as developed coun- 
tries, focusing on the detailed obstacles to achieving best practice productivity in the 
use of labor and capital, recognizing that best economic practice will be sensitive to 
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relative factor prices. These studies provide the basis for Lewis's (2004) unsurprising 
finding that there is no single impediment to adoption of best practice, enhancing pro- 
ductivity and hence living standards; instead, a host of often-interacting obstacles is 
found. He argues, however, that serious competition in domestic markets is usually a 
necessary condition for adoption of improved techniques, and that serious domestic 
competition is unlikely to occur without a national mindset that accords high value to 
consumers as opposed to producers. It is also unlikely to occur without significant 
engagement with the world economy, where best practice is typically generated and is 
constantly changing, both with regard to cost and price, and with regard to product 
quality. Lewis also argues that economically intrusive government is all-but-inevitably 
captured by special (producer) interests and hence is typically a serious impediment ro 
competition, hence advancing productivity. 

What If? 

Many events occurred during the past half-century, or did not occur but arguably 
should have occurred, that have been claimed to impede economic development in 
poor countries. This field is a vast one, but a few such counterfactuals can be briefly 
explored: 

1) Suppose access to markets of rich countries had been open earlier, especially in 
agriculture and apparel, as has been urged for the ongoing Doha Round of World 
Trade Organization negotiations; how much difference might it have made to over- 
all economic performance? 

2) Suppose rich countries had actually met the United Nations target of 0.7 per- 
cent of donor GDP for foreign aid set in the 1960s; how much difference would r~t 
have made to economic growth? 

3) Suppose private capital flows had been steadier; how much difference would it 
have made? 

4) Suppose OPEC had not quadrupled oil prices in 1974, causing the deep 197.5 
recession and subsequent buildup of sovereign debt? 

Now for some speculation on these counterfactuals: 

1) Access to markets. Import restrictions in rich countries have recently been por- 
trayed as serious obstacles to the development of poor countries, denying them both 
higher income and growing markets. While it is difficult to defend high import 
restrictions in rich countries, the main impact of these restrictions probably falls on 
the consumers of the rich countries rather than on developing countries, with a few 
possible exceptions. It can even be argued that the restrictions in the textile and 
apparel sector, envisioned in the 1974 Multifiber Agreement (MFA) and invoked by 
the rich countries (mainly in the European Union and the United States), contributed 
significantly to development. The reason is straightforward: As each developing 
country became successful in exporting textiles or apparel to rich markets, further 
growth from the successful exporting country in the successful products was 
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restrained through bilateral agreement. While growth was permitted over time, the 
rate of growth was capped. This both induced the restrained developing countries to 
move into other, unrestrained products and created an opportunity for other devel- 
oping countries to market their comparable products successfully, even though their 
products may not have been competitive with products from the countries under 
restraint. Thus we saw apparel exports migrate from successful economies such as 
Hong Kong and Korea to southeast Asia, then to Central America and south Asia. 
Mauritius owes its successful apparel industry directly to restraints imposed on 
exports from Hong Kong, which induced producers to find a new, attractive location. 
Any shopper in the United States, where the origin of imports must be labeled, will 
be astonished at  the large number of countries that export apparel to the United 
States. This would have been unlikely had it not been for the MFA; without the agree- 
ment the process of diffusion would have taken many more years, perhaps decades. 

When it comes to agricultural products, an analogous situation can be found.'' The 
most competitive countries in the most heavily restricted products are often n6t the 
poorest countries. Sugar probably holds the record as the most protected product in 
the EU and the United States; rice is heavily protected in ~ a ~ a n .  Yet the most compet- 
itive producers of sugar on any scale are probably Australia and Brazil, a rich and a 
middle-income country. For rice it would be the United States, Thailand, and perhaps 
Vietnam: a rich, a middle-income, and a poor country. Removal of U.S. and European 
subsidies to cotton would undoubtedly benefit some Australian farmers but also some 
poor farmers in Africa-if their governments allowed the higher prices to reach them, 
something we have not observed for products such as cocoa and coffee. So the practi- 
cal issue is whether the governments would successfully devote the proceeds of higher 
export earnings toward development, something that might happen but cannot be 
taken for granted. Undistorted trade in cotton could actually hurt the apparel indus- 
tries of many developing countries, since world cotton prices would presumably be 
higher. 

2)  U.N. targets for foreigrz aid. If the U.N. target of 0.7 percent of donor GDP for 
foreign aid had been met (the U.S. government did not subscribe), total foreign 
assistance in 2001 would have been on the order of $180 billion, compared with the 
$38 billion of official development assistance (ODA) actually recorded for 2001. Vastly 
greater official resources would have been available for development. In view of the 
growth that actually occurred after the 1960s, transforming some countries from poor 
to middle-income, this aid would have been available for an ever shortening list of coun- 
tries (augmented, however, by the former communist countries during the 1990s). 

I commented earlier on the apparent ineffectiveness of foreign aid: on average it is 
not associated with higher growth at all. In well-managed countries, however, foreign 
assistance evidently increased the rate of growth. Thus the relevant question is 
whether foreign aid on nearly five times the actual scale would or ,could have been 
given mainly to well-managed countries. Or could the prospect of aid on a vastly 
greater scale have converted some poorly managed countries into well-managed 
ones? Or, on the contrary, would it have induced rent-seeking within many countries 
on an even larger scale than actually occurred?" 
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3) Steady private capital flows. By the mid-1970s private capital was already 
moving to developing countries on a scale comparable to ODA, and in the 1990s far 
overshadowed ODA-first in the form of bank loans to governments, then as bond 
purchases and (in emerging markets) purchases of private equity. This generally ris- 
ing trend was punctuated with severe reversals, first in the early 1980s, then in the 
late 1990s. It would have been less disruptive to these economies if the trend rise had 
been much smoother. But how could that have been brought about given that private 
investors are broadly subject to similar incentives and information during each inter- 
val? If both borrowers and lenders had been more prudent in the late 1970s and early 
1990s, the debt crises of the early 1980s and the mid- to late 1990s might have been 
avoided, and with that the sharp reduction in output, followed (especially in Latin 
America) by a prolonged period of relative stagnation. Governments of capital- 
importing countries could have restrained their borrowing, and arguably could have 
limited private capital inflows through controls or other inhibitions on the inflows of 
capital. But that would have presupposed both a higher degree of fiscal discipline and 
a willingness to buck sentiment in financial circles of the rich countries, which few 
developing countries have. However, there is little doubt that financial crises, made 
possible or even inevitable by overindulgence in imports of capital, set back economic 
growth, briefly in some countries, but for a prolonged period in others. 

4) High oil prices and sovereign debt. In December 1973 OPEC ministers, hosted 
in Tehran by the Shah of Iran, decided to increase the posted price of crude-most 
oil at that time sold on contract at posted prices-by a factor of nearly four, starting 
in January 1974. This was probably the largest financial shock the world economy 
has ever experienced in such a short period of time. It led directly to "stagflation"-- 
economic contraction combined with general increases in prices-in the rich coun- 
tries, and to the recession of 1974-75, the deepest in the post-1945 period. It also led 
to extensive buildup of debt, as oil-exporting countries initially "recycled" their 
higher earnings into the world banking system, and many oil importers borrowed to 
pay their higher import bills. Ironically, several oil-exporting countries also borrowed 
heavily, excessively it turned out, against their new oil wealth: Indonesia in 1974-75, 
and Mexico and Nigeria from 1980 to 1982. The depth of the recession and the 
extensive borrowing, hence the debt crisis of the early 1980s, arguably could have 
been avoided if oil prices had not been increased so steeply and so abuptly. World 
economic growth, including in developing couhtries (despite increased foreign aid 
from some OPEC members), was undoubtedly set back by this event. It is ironic that 
officials from many developing countries applauded the increase in oil prices at the 
time. 

The second oil shock of 1979-80 was more complicated in origin, stemming from 
the revolution in Iran, and some OPEC ministers actually tried to restrain the 
increase in oil prices. However, the Iranian revolution may itself have had its origin 
in the large oil price increase of 1974, which was prompted by the Shah in order to 
generate the revenue he desired to modernize Iran-to make it, on his explicit con- 
ception, the Germany of continental Asia. This attempt at rapid modernization 
antagonized the mullahs and disoriented many Iranians, creating the conditions for 
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a conservative religious backlash. Human events are complicated, and unintended 
consequences often thwart ambitious plans. 

Conclusion 

Economic performance in the period 1950-2000 can only be described as fantastic in 
terms of the perspective of 1950, in the literal sense that if anyone had forecast what 
actually happened they would have been dismissed by contemporaries as living in a 
world of fantasy. One would not get this impression from recent discussion, which 
(correctly) focuses o n  unfinished business, but in so doing erroneously gives the 
impression that actual performance has been poor. Humans are chronically dissatis- 
fied; expectations rise with success. And some individuals and institutions have a 
stake in downplaying good performance. There is, to be sure, much work to be done, 
since too many people still live in poverty. But it is also necessary to acknowledge suc- 
cess when there has been success, and to avoid drawing erroneous conclusions. The 
post-1945 international economic system has, in general, served mankind well. 

Notes 

1. Interestingly, Woytinsky and Woytinsky projected a decline in oil and gas consumption 
from 0.875 to 0.4 btce, presumably reflecting exhaustion of proven reserves. 

2. Kahn and Wiener predicted Africa would do relatively badly, but were more optimistic 
about the prospects for Latin America. See Bell (1999, p. 461). 

3. The Geary-Khamis approach used by Maddison is designed to achieve transitivity and 
additivity, by choosing as weights internationally standardized prices for selected goods 
and services. For a discussion, see Maddison (1995, p. 163). Maddison judges China's offi- 
cial figures for growth to be too high for a,variety of reasons, including under-estimation 
of inflation and underestimation of GDP in the earlier years. His revisions place China's 
1952-1995 GDP growth at 5.6 percent per year, compared with 6.7 percent on official fig- 
ures. During the post-1978 transformation period the difference exceeded two percentage 
points. See Maddison (1998, tables C.8 and C.lO). 

4. In recent years, "world economic growth" calculated with national GDP at ppp weights 
has been about 1 percent higher than world economic growth at market exchange rates 
rates (e.g., 3.0 and 1.9 percent respectively in 2002). See Global Eco~zomic Prospects 
2004, p. 3. The latter concept is appropriate for macroeconomic analysis, measuring the 
change in effective demand and supply, whereas the former concept is appropriate as a 
rough indicator of improvement in material well-being in the world. 

5. For reasons unexplained, the World Bank adjusted the dollar-a-day standard to US$1.08 
per day in 1993 prices (see World Developme~zt Report 2003, p. 246); but this was well 
below inflation in any country; the U.S. GDP deflator rose by 27 percent. 

It is noteworthy that Bhalla's poverty line is 26 percent higher than the $400 annual per 
capita income (in 1990 dollars) that Maddison assumes for most of mankind throughout 
most of history. 
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6. Even if income distribution had been perfectly equal in 1973 (it was not), the income of 
the top decile would have been significantly above 25 percent by 1993, if the two growth 
rates had both been accurate. 

7. In 2001, Ethiopia was the world's poorest country, according to the World Developmeizt 
Report, with a per capita gross domestic income (GDI) of $100. At ppp, its per capita 
income was $710, with five countries being poorer-Sierra Leone the lowest at $480. But 
only 31.3 percent of Ethiopians were recorded as being below the international poverty 
line, with a poverty gap, reflecting the depth of poverty, amounting to 8 percent. India, 
with a per capita income of $460, over four times greater ($2,450 in ppp terms) recorded 
44.2 percent of its population below the international poverty line, with a deeper poverty 
gap of 12 percent. (Comparable relationships hold if the poverty line is taken at $2 per 
day.) This difference could occur only if India had a substantially less equal distribution of 
income than did Ethiopia. But the expenditure distribution Gini coefficient recorded for 
Ethiopia was 40.0 percent, greater (i.e., further from equality) than that recorded for India, 
37.8 percent, contrary to what is required to reconcile the other figures. 

8. Indeed, it is logically possible that inequality could increase in every country, and yet still 
decline on a global basis, provided poor countries are growing more rapidly than rich 
ones. 

9. Barro (1997, p. 98) finds no statistically significant relationship between inflation and 
growth for rates of inflation below 15 percent. 

10. An excellent discussion of agr~culture in the Doha Round can be found in Global 
Ecoizomic Prospects 2004 (ch. 3). 

11. Oil-exporting countries that experienced large financial windfalls from the two large oil 
price increases of the 1970s typically spent their increased revenues poorly; they encour- 
aged more intense rent-seeking rather than productive entrepreneurial activity, and are not 
reflected in higher growth rates despite the potential. See Little and others (1993, ch. 10). 
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The Evolution of Development 
Thinking: Theory and Policy 

GUSTAV RANIS 

This paper makes an effort to trace the course of development thinking and associ- 
ated development policy over the past six decades. 

The first section focuses on the early postwar consensus, with theory focused 
largely on a revival and extensions of classical dualism theory, and policy concen- 
trating on creating the preconditions for development and the severing of colonial 
ties viewed as market related. 

The following section traces the increasing awareness of the role of prices, the 
rejection of various types of elasticity pessimism, and a diminishing reliance on the 
developmentalist state as the main actor. This is also the period when the interna- 
tional financial institutions (IFls) moved toward increased reliance on structural 
adjustment lending associated with conditionality and reform at both macro and 
micro levels of policy, as embodied in the Washington Consensus and its extensions. 

The third section illuminates the search for "silver bullets" over time, in both the 
theory and policy arenas. It demonstrates the never-ending search for dimensions of 
development in both the theory and policy realms that can be identified as critical (or 
key) to achieving success. 

Finally, the concluding section presents the author's rather personal assessment of 
where we are at the moment and where we will be, or should be, heading in the effort 
to achieve the Third World's basic development objective of human development 
fuelled by equitable growth. 

I intend to first review the early postwar consensus on development thinking in both 
its theory and policy dimensions, proceed to take up the period of the Washington 
Consensus, trace the search for "silver bullets" that has taken place more or less con- 
sistently over the past two decades, and conclude with an assessment of where we 
now are and are likely to be heading in the future. 

Gustav Ranis is the Frank Altschul Professor of International Economics at Yale Un~versity in New Haven, Connecticut. 
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The Early Postwar Consensus 

In the 1950s and 1960s, the previously neglected subfield of development economics 
was rediscovered. Available economic models seemed to offer only limited insights 
into ;he practical problems facing the so-called Third World. The dominant one- 
sector macro models of the day, from Keynesian to Harrod-Domar (see Harrod 
1939, and Domar 1957) to Solow (1956), seemed to have relatively little relevance 
for societies not primarily concerned with business cycles or steady state properties. 
Most contemporary growth models, in other words, were seen as advanced country- 
related, relatively abstract theoretical constructs that were faithful to the dominant 
assumptions of neoclassical macro-theory: full employment, market clearing, and 
perfect competition, all of which seemed to have little relevance for the segmented 
commodity, labor, and credit markets of the poor countries. 

Against this background, the concept of dualism attracted considerable attention. 
Sociological dualism associated with the name of Boeke (1953) emphasized differ- 
ences between Western and non-Western objectives and cultures; and technological 
dualism pointed to by Higgins (1956) and Eckaus (1955) focused on the difference 
between variable factor proportions ia traditional and fixed coefficients in modern 
sectors. A third and increasingly dominant strand focused on the coexistence of sec- 
tors that were basically asymmetrical in behavior and thus dualistic in some key ana- 
lytical dimensions. The first clear manifestation of this third version of dualism 
undoubtedly appeared in the tableau economique of the physiocrats who emphasized 
the importance of an agricultural surplus to support nonproductive activities else- 
where; but it was classical dualism, coinciding more or less with the advent of what 
was erroneously termed the industrial revolution in Western Europe, that provided 
the raw materials for the renewed emphasis on dualism in early post-World War I1 
development theory. 

It was classical school concepts, owing much to Ricardo (1951), which focused 
attention on the coexistence of a still overwhelmingly large agricultural sector subject 
to diminishing returns to labor on basically fixed land, and nonagricultural activities 
growing as a consequence mainly of the accumulation of fixed capital and labor 
drawn out of agriculture that were central to the story. While the classical school did 
not really model the interaction between these two sectors, it is clear that the main fuel 
for the reallocation bf labor and for the accumulation of industrial capital was seen as 
coming from the profits of agricultural capitalists. It should, of course, be noted that 
the assumption of the near-fixity of land was combined with Malthusian population 
pressures (see Malthus 1815) and with the notion of an institutionally determined 
agricultural real wage, even though, in contrast to the physiocratic view, the laboring 
class was now free and in a position to bargain with capitalist landlords in setting the 
level of that wage. As is well known; RicardianIMalthusian pessimism with respect to 
the ultimate stagnation of agicul tu~e in the absence of marked technology change was 
a dominant feature of their analytical work. Whether innovations in industry, reflect- 
ing Adam Smith's relative optimism, would be strong enough to provide sufficient 
industrial profits to rescue the situation remained a c~ntroversjal issue. 
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The first modern theorists to build on classical dualism were undoubtedly 
Rosenstein-Rodan (1943), Mandelbaum (1945), and Nurkse (1953), each of whom, 
in their own way, pointed to the existence of surplus labor as a potential resource that, 
once reallocated from agriculture to higher productivity pursuits in nonagriculture, 
would constitute a major fuel for development. But it was Arthur Lewis (1954) who, 
in this seminal article, built on some of the main ingredients of the classical tradition, 
focusing more precisely on dualism in labor markets (i.e., a competitive wage in non- 
agriculture tied to a bargaining or institutional wage in agriculture). Lewis, moreover, 
found himself allied with Smith (1880) in seeing the relatively small nonagricultural 
commercialized sector as the dynamic partner, expanding and fed by the mobilization 
of the hidden rural savings that Nurkse and Rosenstein-Rodan had identified. In 
Lewis's view, the reallocation process would continue until all the surplus agricultural 
labor (i.e., not necessarily zero marginal product labor but, as emphasized by Fei and 
Ranis [1961,1964], all those whose remuneration exceeded their low marginal prod- 
uct) had moved out of agriculture into commercialized nonagriculture, marking a 
turning point at which time dualism would atrophy and the economy become fully 
neoclassical. 

It is fair to say that the theoretical elements of this early postwar consensus 
focused on capital scarcity and savings-pushed growth, with relatively minor empha- 
sis on technology change in either sector. Moreover, both Rosenstein-Rodan and 
Nurkse very much emphasized the need for balanced growth, not only between agri- 
culture and nonagriculture, but also on the need for balance within each sector, so 
that Say's Law could come into play and not only shoes but also socks would be pro- 
duced, feeding each other on both the supply and demand sides. It is also notewor- 
thy that there was a good deal of elasticity pessimism in the air during those years, 
both with respect to agricultural response mechanisms, as already noted, and with 
respect to the open economy (i.e., export opportunities). The internatiohal trade 
scene, dominated by Prebisch (1962), Singer (1950), and Myrdal (1957), was painted 
in colors unfriendly to development. There were, of course, some early critics of 
various aspects of dualism, on the one hand, and of structuralism, on the other, rep- 
resented by adherents to the neoclassical paradigm. To one degree or another they 
rejected the notion of labor surplus (Schultz 1964) and the nonresponsiveness to 
price signals of various actors (Haberler 1988; Bauer 1957): But they were clearly 
voices in the wilderness. 

The prevailing theoretical winds indicated that, on the policy side, there was a 
strong inclination to turn to the interventionist state as a key instrument of develop- 
ment. The motivation for this trend was at least twofold. One was the desire to cut 
pre-independence colonial ties which were identified with the market mechanism; 
and second, there was a felt need to create an economy out of what was often still 
viewed as an agglomeration of agents and resources requiring, first of all, the creation 
of the so-called "preconditions of development." At home, the interventionist state 
accordingly felt the need to create infrastructure, or the institutions required to per- 
mit the functioning of a national entity; plus the subsidization in various ways of 
newly created nonagricultural entrepreneurs, complemented on the international side 
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by the infamous and indefinite import substitution syndrome protecting these entre- 
preneurs. Typically, governments thus tended to overcommit by deploying a vast 
array of direct and indirect policy instruments to shift resources toward themselves 
and favored private groups, all in the effort to promote growth. These were usually 
under-the-table transfers that tended to manufacture profits for the state or the 
favored new entrepreneurial class. The motivation was to promote industry, with 
relatively less attention paid to what was viewed as a stubbornly stagnant agriculture 
poxtrayed as a drag on the economy, and with peasants seen as nonresponsive to 
prices and profit opportunities. Industrialization was generally viewed as equivalent 
to development, with policymakers in search of a second industrial revolution. 

A logical accompaniment of this view of the world was "planning models" that 
focused on the flow of resources, domestically financed investment supplemented by 
foreign capital, and paid relatively little attention to changes in the behavior of the 
system or the relevance of technology. Such planning models, often based on simple 
Harrod-Domar foundations, started with exogenous population growth, per capita 
income targets and focused heavily on how-given certain input-output relations- 
necessary savings, domestic and foreign, would be sufficient to reach politically 
required targets. There were, of course, also fancier models, including those of 
Mahalanobis (1955), modified later by Chenery and associates (1971), all of them 
relatively silent on price flexibility, exchange rate flexibility, and other dimensions of 
the market mechanism. 

It should be noted that, while there was always some recognition of the impor- 
tance of distributive issues, the predominant view of policymakers at that time was 
that growth and efficiency should take priority and that issues of equity, such as 
income distribution and poverty alleviation, would be taken care of at a later date. 
Clearly, high profit and savings rates were viewed as paramount instruments and any 
premature redistribution was viewed as a trade-off with the objective of growth. 

The planning school may be characterized by relative formalism in methodology, 
usually envisioning a multi-sector production function with multiple inputs and inter- 
national variables, often exogenously postulated. In this way economic plans could 
be seen to portray the operation and growth of the economy in a wholistic perspec- 
tive, with all sectors tending to be viewed as homogeneous and symmetrical. A 
related trait of the planning school was the systematic application of mathematical 
models in order to determine the magnitude of all the relevant variables consist;ently 
through time. Such "planning for resources" was really based on a belief in the 
appropriateness of the existing policy rails on which the economy found itself. 

However, by the 1970s it had become increasingly clear that the development 
problem was one of transition from one regime to another, during which changes 
in structure lie at the very heart of the process, coupled with the realization that 
five-year plans can quickly become political albatrosses around the necks, of govern- 
ments-as exogenous shocks inevitably occur. The real focus of planning conse- 
quently shifted gadually from a resource focus to devising strategies for policy 
change to accommodate the changing requirements of transition. 
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It is undoubtedly correct to say that Solow (1957) and Kuznets (1955) provided 
the most important transitional mechanisms in the realm of both theory and policy 
as we move from this postwar consensus into what later became known as the era of 
the Washington Consensus. Solow's 1957 signal contribution was to emphasize, 
really for the first time since Schumpeter (1959), the importance of technology in 
generating growth, spawning a huge literature focused on measuring and quantifying 
the effects of technology change. This provided a new point of departure for 
neoclassical growth theory, not only replacing Harrod-Domar with a substitutable 
production function, but also enthroning exogenous technology change, plus the 
ensuing effort to whittle down the Solow residual as much as possible. It introduced 
critical flexibility into the system and spawned a good deal of applied work on the 
role of research and development (R&D), patents, and other forms of scientific: 
endeavor, leading at a later stage to  the so-called "new growth theory" (discussecl 
later) which moved to try to endogenize technology change. 

It was, however, Kuznets (1971), though mainly concerned with describing mod- 
ern growth rather than analyzing the transition process in getting there, who providecl 
another essential ingredient focused precisely on the developing world at the end of 
the postwar consensus era. Kuznets was interested in why some developing countries 
were successful and others not, and placed major emphasis on the sources of struc- 
tural change over time as between agriculture, industry, and services. Chenery and his 
associates (1974) took up the cudgel, using regression analysis to depict dimensions 
of average structural change in less developed countries, first by the use of cross- 
sections, and later through increasing resort to time-series analysis and pooled regres- 
sions. The basic question being addressed was how productivity gains and increments 
in output are allocated among sectors as income per capita rises, and how one 
explains deviations from average patterns. Kuznets always insisted that such struc- 
tural changes resulted from the interaction of underlying changes in final demand and1 
capacity conditions, with deviations from any normal pattern largely attributable tat 
differences in the underlying state of nature. He viewed policy as either basically 
accommodative or obstructive to the play of underlying economic forces, and did not 
view it as an exogenous variable. This is in contrast to Chenery's inclusion of differ- 
ences in policy among his typological categories. 

Over time there was a growing recognition of the potential relevance of flexibility 
in factor proportions and of the importance of labor-using or capital-saving technol- 
ogy change. Observers began to realize that distortions in relative factor prices, 
overvalued exchange rates, low interest rates, and biased internal terms of trade, all 
instruments of import substitution, not only discouraged agriculture, encouraged 
industrial capital and import intensity, and limited the generation of employment, but 
also created windfall profits for favored elites long after such support was no longer 
necessary for infant industry reasons. The realization that the enhanced use of the 
market needed to be complemented by institutional reforms (at least to the extent 
that small-scale rural development actors could obtain an adequate share of credit, 
foreign exchange, and infrastructural attention) was but one indication of that 
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gradual change in the development paradigm, applied most pronouncedly at first in 
East Asia. 

The Washington Consensus as Initially Conceived 
and Subsequently Amended 

It is undoubtedly unfair to attribute the realization that policy change is the key 
ingredient of successful development to the international financial institutions (IFIs). 
I rather would give credit for the realization that prices matter and that macroeco- 
nomic stability matters to Little, Scitovsky, and Scott (1970), as well as to Bhagwati 
(1978), Krueger (1978), and Cohen and Ranis (1971), aniong others, who insisted 
that a restructuring of the rails of development was required. 

Once easy import substitution of the nondurable consumer goods type had run 
out of steam, most developing countries increasingly faced a critical choice: contin- 
ued import substitution while moving toward more capital and technology intensive 
output mixes, or export orientation testing competitive international markets. Trade 
liberalization was generally accepted as an instrument, but its timing was subject to 
large differences across the developing world. Export promotion often came first, 
accompanied by a shift from quantitative restrictions to tariffs, the subsequent unifi- 
cation of tariffs and their gradual reduction, even if the timing was differently imple- 
mented. But performance lagged almost everywhere except in East Asia; which had 
moved further than other regions in rejecting the continued import substitution 
alternative. 

There can be little doubt about the important facilitating role of exports, extend- 
ing beyond the handmaiden role emphasized by Kravis (1970), even if one does not 
accept the notion that exports constitute the principal engine of growth and that 
export promotion, especially of nontraditional goods, represents the solution in vir- 
tually all circumstances. It should be noted that even in small open economies that 
have been successful, such as Taiwan, initial development success was determined 
largely at home,, via balanced domestic growth and the subsequent export of, first, 
traditional (agricultural) goods, before testing the international waters for nontradi- 
tional exports. Trade and the associated international movements of technology and 
capital have increasingly been seen as of potentially great help but still as represent- 
ing only an assist to the basic domestic development effort. It should again be empha- 
sized that the East Asians encouraged exports long before they opened their domes- 
tic economies to competitive imports in a sustained fashion. One causal chain ran 
from exports to growth by way of enhanced competitiveness as well as the direct 
impact of imported technology through patents, human capital, and capital goods 
incorporated in foreign direct investment (FDI). But another important causal chain 
also runs from domestic growth generated via R&D back ,toward the enhanced 
capacity to take advantage of export opportunities. 

One basic ingredient of the new emerging consensus was the need for macroeco- 
nomic stability, increasingly accepted as a basic necessity by both orthodox and 
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heterodox observers, whether inflation at 20 percent or 5 percent is viewed as the tol- 
erable limit. Avoidance of large-scale deficits as a percentage of gross domestic prod- 
uct (GDP), along with too rapid monetary expansion, were seen as critical compo- 
nents, with tax reform and the shifting of public expenditure patterns usually part 
and parcel of the package. With the gradual rejection of structuralism (i.e., the belief 
in the nonresponsiveness of agriculture), and of export pessimism, attention focused 
instead on an enhanced reliance on liberalizing markets. The original list of 
Washington Consensus objectives included other items such as privatization and uni- 
fied and competitive exchange rates, both still under dispute today, and the simulta- 
neous liberalization of financial markets, both domestic and international, the latter 
certainly with caveats now attached. What has stood the test of time is the relative 
openness to FDI and the acceptance of the notion that the gradual deregulation of 
various control systems is essential for the full mobilization of the private sector. 

While not usually included on the Consensus agenda, the realization that technol- 
ogy choice and the choice of direction for technology change could be of major 
importance for successful development played an increasingly important role (see 
Stewart 1977; Evenson and Ranis 1990). The importance of public sector research, 
especially on export-oriented cash crops such as sugar, cotton, and coffee, had long 
been recognized; but its role in basic food crops, in nontraditional agriculture, and in 
nonagricultural exports came about only gradually. The Green Revolution, after all, 
represented an imaginative combination of international and adaptive domestic 
research (see Griliches 1957; Evenson and Kislev 1975). It became increasingly clear 
that food-producing agriculture cannot be neglected, that peasants do respond to 
their economic environment, and that industry cannot pull an economy into modern 
economic growth if agriculture remains stagnant. It is also interesting to note that 
R&D in medium- and small-scale firms that typically cannot afford to conduct their 
own R&D, such as in China's TVEs and Taiwan's small- and medium-scale enter- 
prises, had a large payoff. The productivity of carefully selected public sector 
research has come to the fore, even as horror stories can be told in reference to the 
white-elephant aspect of many LDC science and technology institutes setting their 
own agendas not related to the actual needs of the economy. But such stories do not 
obviate the point that, when increasingly hard budgets become credible, R&D as a 
public good can have an important role in permitting the continued realization of 
domestic balanced growth, combined with an export drive powered by dynamic 
comparative advantage. 

Most R&D, of course, takes place in the private sector. One need only point to the 
substantial discrepancy among developing countries in terms of levels of total factor 
productivity or, as some observers prefer, the differential efficiency of investment allo- 
cation, to be convinced that an increased emphasis on indigenous applied science ancl 
technology is bound to pay off. Tax codes can be modified to encourage greater risk- 
taking, and increased flexibility in the legal implementation dimensions of intellec- 
tual property rights can be paid attention to as a country begins to move up the devel- 
opment ladder. Some countries resort to a different kind of patent, the utility model, 
wirh a shorter period of protection and a lower threshold for discovery, one way of 
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encouraging the potentially important, if not spectacular, adaptive (or blue-collar) 
type of technological change. This clearly also relates directly to the new growth the- 
ory literature (discussed below). 

Privatization was part of the macro package generally accepted in the 1980s, 
partly because of the enhanced efficiency it promised and partly because of the fiscal 
boost it provided, at least in the short run. On the other hand, critics of privatization 
have been able to point to the accompanying corruption in some of the transition 
countries of Eastern Europe as well as the all too frequent exchange of private for 
public monopoly power (see Fischer, Sahay, and Vegh 1996; Stiglitz 1991). 

It is fair to say that, while there was consensus about the basic macroeconomic 
ingredients of the development policy package needed to ensure economic restructur- 
ing, there was also, from the beginning, a considerable difference of views concerning 
what additional changes were needed at the micro level, which is clearly much more 
differentiated by country. These included enhanced labor market flexibility, legal, 
financial, and other institutional reforms. Nevertheless, it is a fact that bilateral agen- 
cies, especially the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), which 
termed its 1960's instrument "program lending," and subsequently the World Bank 
and International Monetary Fund (IMF), which termed similar instruments "struc- 
tural adjustment lending," combined policy packages incorporating both macro and 
a variety of micro ingredients with fast-disbursing loans. This device has become the 
subject< of lively debate, ranging from the cost-effectiveness of the resources spent 
in support of country policy reforms all the way to the implications of extensive con- 
ditionality lists infringing on recipients' sensitive internal affairs. 

Undoubtedly, today the bloom is off the rose of structural adjustment or program 
lending. Given the mixed record of aid conditionality cum reform packages compiled 
by the World Bank's own internal evaluation unit (see also Easterly 2001), the argu- 
ment currently being made is that now may be the time to abandon the instrument 
altogether and either return to project lending (including those big bad dams), or 
move to the poverty reduction strategy papers (PRSPs) currently being fashioned 
for the poorest LDCs. In theory, policy-based lending can help countries achieve any 
objective, even if one has to admit that in the case of a multi-cook operation it is 
extremely difficult to precisely judge the contribution of such packages. The coun- 
terfactual is typically unknowable. But before disenchantment takes over completely, 
we should recall that there are historical USAID cases, such as Pakistan and Taiwan 
in the 1960s, and a number of World Bank cases, including Chile, Ghana and Poland 
in the 1970s and 1980s, where such packages worked well. 

I would argue, therefore, that, before the policy-based loan instrument is aban- 
doned, it is preferable to see if enhanced decentralization by the World Bank, cou- 
pled with an effort to achieve real ownership by recipients, can still rescue it. In my 
view, the structural adjustment loans of the past and the closely related PRSPs of 
today continue to be negatively affected by the rush to judgment on both sides, in the 
attempt to put together packages that can be signed off on so that the money can 
flow. IF1 staff and loan recipients are similarly motivated, the former seeing their 
rewards and promotions in terms of the volume of commitments made, the latter in 
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terms of the relief expected from fast-disbursing loans. All the rhetoric about the 
importance of quality and ownership still lacks bite, with both parties not as con- 
cerned as they should be that the reform package is more than superficially a part of 
the body politic of the recipient. 

The IFIs, in other words, all too often don't act like banks; and the countries all too 
often have a strong incentive simply to go through the motions of borrowing in order 
to obtain quick economic relief. With the desire to lend still overwhelmingly strong 
and the attached list of conditions too long and insufficiently differentiated, it is no 
overstatement to comment that both parties have reached a level of reform fatigue 
that clearly needs to be addressed. In the wake of the debt crisis of the 1980s this prob- 
lem became particularly acute. Just as it is impossible for U.S. bilateral aid to the 
Republic of Egypt, for example, to secure both the support of the so-called peace 
process with Israel and improved economic performance, it is difficult to use one 
instrument to achieve both balance of payments (BOPS) crisis support and improved 
long-term economic performance. There is no doubt that the disenchantment with the 
structural adjustment experience of the 1980s and 1990s and the nascent disenchant- 
ment with the PRSPs on virtually the same grounds has led to a reassessment not only 
of development thinking, but also of development policy. With old certainties under 
pressure, the oscillating search for some "silver bullet" continues. 

The Oscillating Search for a "Silver Bullet" 

With policy-based loans and conditionality under attack, development thought has 
entered an era of disarray, with a substantial number of competitive concepts in play. 
Some of these concepts focus on the search for a more appropriate objective of devel- 
opment, others on a reassessment of how to achieve this. Turning once again first to 
theory, viewing per capita income growth as "the" key objective has been questioned 
for some time (see for example, Srinivasan 1994, Streeten 1994, Sen 1992, and 
Sugden 1993). In fact, as early as the 1950s and 1960s, both India and Sri Lanka 
focused on poverty and employment in their five-year plans. In the 1970s a "basic 
needs" approach, zeroing in on the direct provision of essential commodities and 
thus short-circuiting income, made an appearance but was short-lived-partly 
because it never fashioned firm theoretical links to what else we know about devel- 
opment, and partly because it was never really accepted abroad, where it was seen as 
a device for explaining away lower levels of aid. But serious mainstream attention to 
the distribution of income, to the extent to which private income poverty is being 
reduced, and, more recently, to the extent to which public income poverty (i.e., the 
distribution of public goods) is being addressed came later, in the late 1970s. During 
the 1990s, the achievement of improvements in various dimensions of human devel- 
opment (infant mortality, life expectancy, literacy) came to the fore as the appropri- 
ate fundamental objective of development. All this, of course, does not mean that 
income has been dethroned, only that it is now increasingly seen as an essential 
means to societal ends rather than as an end in itself. 
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But the concern with distribution has had a long and useful life, ever since Kuznets 
in the 1950s worried about the possibility that income growth might have to be bought 
at the cost of an initially worsening distribution (i.e., the basic efficiency-equity trade- 
off, see Okun 1975). Aside from the large theoretical literature on inequality and 
growth in developing countries (such as Banerjee and Newman 1993, and Aghion and 
Bolton 1997), there has been a continuing lively debate ever since on whether or not 
travel along the so-called inverse U-shaped Kuznets curve was inevitable or avoidable. 
During his tenure as World Bank president Robert McNamara initially moved the 
Bank in the direction of discussing distributional issues. And while Dudley Seers talked 
about "dethroning the GNP," what followed was "Redistribution with Growth" 
(Chenery and others 1974), a collaboration between the University of Sussex and the 
World Bank, and a string of research projects including "Growth with Equity" (Fei, 
Ranis, and Kuo 1979) financed by the World Bank. Current assessments are that, 
while most countries seem to experience some deterioration in income distribution 
during rapid growth, this is by no means a necessity and there are quite a few 
counter-examples, even outside of the well-known East Asian cases. (For example, 
see Fields 2001, Bourguignon and Pereira da Silva 2003, Deninger and Squire 1997, 
and Ravallion and Chen 1999). Certainly, we have gotten away from using pooled 
cross-sections of historical data and are focusing more on country cases that, over 
time, yield a variety of patterns. Fei, Ranis, and Kuo (1979) illustrate the case of 
Taiwan with rapid growth associated with improving distribution (see also Persson 
and Tabellini 1994). 

More controversial is the relationship between growth and income poverty allevi- 
ation. It seems quite clear from the evidence that per capita income growth is a nec- 
essary but not sufficient condition for poverty reduction (see Ravallion and Datt 
1999; Lipton and Ravallion 1995), the necessary rate of growth depending on its 
character. For example, with respect to the production of primary commodities, what 
matters is whether they are generated by small farmers on fairly equally distributed 
plots of land or on large, land-intensive plantations (see Deninger 1999). In nonagri- 
culture, much depends on technology and output mix choices yielding more or less 
labor-intensive outcomes (see Evenson and Ranis 1990). 

Among theoretical revisionisms has been the recent effort to revive import substi- 
tution models, supported initially by the "new trade theory" ideas of Paul Krugman 
(1994), and, more recently, the challenge to openness spearheaded by Stiglitz (2002) 
and Rodrik (1996, 1999), encouraging a revival of populism in the south. Krugman 
emphasized the role of economies of scale and externalities in trade which was-in 
spite of his insistence that the concept was to be applied mainly to trade among rich 
countries-eagerly taken up by some adherents of a return to the "picking winners 
for the long run" view. Yet more influential and popular have been the recent attacks 
on globalization by Stiglitz and Rodrik, in which they question the firmly held posi- 
tion among Washington Consensus adherents that increased openness correlates pos- 
itively with higher rates of growth. I acknowledge that infant industry protection has 
been deployed by every developing country in the post-World War I1 era, as well as 
by currently developed countries during their earlier economic history. Contrary to 
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members of the Chicago School, I believe that such interventionism is necessary in the 
early stage of a country's development; but it is also clear to me that the regime must 
be strictly time constrained, providing assurance of a more or less reliable trend in the 
direction of a gradual reduction of the large interventionist policy paraphernalia. 

Stiglitzand Rodrik, alongwithwade (1990),Lall(1992), and Amsden (1989),assign 
the favorable results achieved by Korea and Taiwan, among others, to that large array 
of government interventions generating hot-house conditions for a new and relatively 
inexperienced entrepreneurial class; but they fail to pay adequate attention to the seem- 
ingly inevitable hardening of protectionist arteries if the signals for a gradual but per- 
sistent lowering of these hot-house temperatures are not made transparent and credi- 
ble. Developed countries are sometimes accused of "kicking the ladder" that brought 
them developmental success in the past. My reading is that, while this may be true, the 
more successful countries used a ladder that did not consist of continued and increas- 
ingly expensive secondary import substitution policies but was consistent with the 
expectations of a liberalization trend that enhanced both domestic and international 
competitiveness over time. 

More recently, the emphasis on human development, building on the work of 
Amartya Sen (1985), Mahbub ul Haq (1992), and the Human Development Reports 
of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), have attracted a good deal 
of theoretical attention, including, in particular, the two-way relationship between 
growth as the necessary engine and human development as the bottom-line objective.. 
The relationship between growth and improvements in infant mortality, life 
expectancy, or literacy-preferable to any necessarily arbitrary index-represents 
a still somewhat underdeveloped set of production functions (see Behrman 1996; 
Birdsall 1985). The feedback from increments in human development back to growth 
comes closer to being captured by the conventional macroeconomic production func- 
tion as amended over time (i.e., including both conventional Solow-based and uncon- 
ventional "new growth theoryv-related approaches). 

This two-way relationship has been studied carefully by Ranis, Stewart, and 
Ramirez (2000) and in more recent work (Boozer and others 2004). We find con- 
vincing evidence across all developing countries over time to the effect that, in order 
to reach a virtuous cycle of sustained growth, accompanied by continuous improve- 
ments in human development, priority attention must be given to the latter. It is diffi- 
cult, if not impossible, to reach the "promised land" of mutual reinforcement between 
growth and human development from an asymmetric position favoring growth as (a 
temporal priority. 

In the 1980s a new branch of growth theory came into vogue which, based on some 
well-accepted earlier notions in the literature (Arrow 1962), tried to endogenize tech- 
nology change through credible models of market externalities to explain some styl- 
ized facts in both developing and mature economies. This literature, pioneered b~y 
Romer (1990), Lucas (1988), Grossman and Helpman (1991 ), and, more recentlj: 
Aghion and Howitt (1998), shares the Solowian view of technology change as the driv- 
ing force of output growth, but, while emphasizing constant or even diminishing 
returns of scale at the individual firm level, sees increasing returns of scale (i.e,, 
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externalities) at the economy level. Grossman and Helpman analyzed the open econ- 
omy implications of such endogenous growth theory models and focused largely on 
R&D that actually serves two functions (i.e., accelerating the introduction of new cap- 
ital goods and providing spillovers by reducing the cost of manufactured goods). While 
LDCs undertake relatively little R&D, at least of the formal or white collar variety, the 
transition to economic maturity in the developing world requires an ever increasing 
competence to adopt and adapt new technologies (see Pack and Westphal 1986). 

On the policy front, guided by the somewhat uncertain search for theoretical 
advances, we continue to worry about the relative importance of market failure and 
government failure, while moving from "market friendly" government interventions 
to focusing increased attention on the institutions needed to repair both inadequate 
gokernment infrastructure and the functioning of markets. Perhaps the most impor- 
tant change in development thinking in recent years has been a renewed emphasis 
on the importance of such institutions-ranging all the way,from property rights, 
to civil service reform, to the financial system, with priorities dependent on the pre- 
existing state of play (i.e., the initial conditions emphasized by Kuznets and others 
many years ago). 

Much current thinking and modeling focuses on the reduction of transactions costs 
as a result of relevant investments, following the path outlined by North (1990,1991), 
Williamson (1975), and others. This renewed emphasis on institutional economics 
also has relevance for the argument between "big bang" and gradualism approaches 
attending any developing country reform package. If, for example, institutional 
changes affecting domestic financial markets have to be put in place before a system 
can proceed to open itself up to international capital movements, especially of the 
short-term portfolio variety, both the timing and the sequencing of reforms are clearly 
materially affected. Early efforts in the transition countries of Eastern Europe to do 
virtually everything at once, while neglecting the institutional dimehsions, have, in 
fact, led to the conclusion that this is a riskier choice than the gradualism exhibited in 
East Asia, including Mainland China. A prominent contrast is the way privatization 
was organized in many other parts of the developing world as well as in the transition 
countries of Eastern Europe, i.e., in the absence of adequate provision for regulatory 
institutions to ensure a workably competitive, post-privatization private sector, as well 
as the reduction of corruption in the very process of transferring public goods into 
favored private hands. 

More recently, in fact mostly in the past decade, there has been a strong emphasis 
among development economists-academicians as well as those on the policy 
scene-on the micro foundations of development issues. Development economists 
and policymakers have become more concerned with micro-level decisions, realizing 
their role in the growth of an economy. For example, the role of women in house- 
hold decisionmaking, and the effects of the proportion of household resources con- 
trolled by women on the health and nutrition of their children, has been empirically 
documented in a number of micro studies (Behrman and w l f e  1987, and Hoddinot 
and Haddad 1991). 

The role of microeconomics in understanding poorly functioning markets has also 
come to the forefront of development economics research. The importance of poorly 
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functioning land, labor, and credit markets is being studied extensively. And the role 
of informal networks and institutions in dealing with such market failure is now the 
focus of much research, relating directly to the more macroeconomic literature om 
both the role and the formation of relevant institutions. 

A seminal paper in this area was by Townsend (1994), who looked at whether 
households in India are able to pool risk across space in the presence of poorly func- 
tioning capital markets. He directly tested the general equilibrium implications of 
such a consumption-smoothing model, using household-level data for India, and 
found that households do indeed pool risk across space. What is fascinating about 
this paper (and subsequent work) on consumption smoothing is that it is not all that 
different from the income pooling ideas behind models of dualism that were at the 
forefront of development economics research a few decades ago. This literature has 
also subsequently fueled a large microeconomic literature in development economics 
on credit institutions and their efficiency (see Rosenzweig and Wolpin 1993, Udry 
1994, and Deaton and Paxson 1994). 

There are also various microeconomic studies on the impacts of differential labor 
and land markets on bottom line outcomes. The interlinkage of contracts and the 
two-tiered nature of labor markets in developing economies and their efficiency has 
been studied extensively (see Eswaran and Kotwal 1985, Mukherjee and Ray 1995, 
Foster and Rosenzweig 1996, and Rosenzweig 1988). Again, this literature is closely 
tied to the earlier models of surplus labor and dualism. The aim of this literature has 
been to understand the implications of market failures, the institutions that may arise 
at a micro level to cope with such failures, and how best to structure policy to make 
allowance for these institutions (see, for example, Greif 1993). 

Finally, we have recently seen a large increase in the active role played by micro#- 
credit institutions and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in developing coun- 
tries, in almost every possible policy sphere, ranging from credit (such as the 
Grameen Bank and Bangladesh Research Action Committee in Bangladesh), to 
health (Internationaal Christelijk Steunfonds in Kenya), education, and even intellec- 
tual property rights and codes of conduct. Both the macro-and microeconomic 
impacts of such NGOs are being evaluated. A very active future area of development 
economics promises to assess the effects of NGO policies and social policy programs. 
For example, Pitt and Khandker (1998) and Morduch (1999) analyze the Grameen 
Bank program in Bangladesh; Kremer and Miguel (2001) assess the impacts of 
deworming health programs in Kenya; and Skoufias (2001) and Schultz (2001) 
examine the impact of the Progresa schooling initiative in Mexico. 

Best Guesses as to the Way Forward 

In this concluding section, I intend to unabashedly ride several hobby horses, 
hopefully moving in the same general direction with respect to where development 
thinking and policy are (or at least should be) heading. 

First, on the methodology or theory front, I think we will be moving away from 
large f i  Barro-type (see Barro 1991, 1997) cross-sections, which have included morle 
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and more variables, including geography and religion, accompanied by diminishing 
robustness, and toward a set of small n comparative historical studies encompassing 
typologically "neighboring" countries. Second, we need to pursue much more care- 
fully the aforementioned two-way relationship between growth and improvements in 
human development, especially with respect to the preferred sequencing, if sustained 
long-term improvement in both dimensions is to be attained. 

Third, I believe we will need to take a much closer look at the pros and cons of decen- 
tralization and its relation to democratization and decisionmaking by the broader body 
politic. Such analysis of decentralization should clearly not only be of the customary 
vertical type, i.e., focusing on local government and its fiscal and other functions, mov- 
ing from deconcentration and delegation to the still rare case of devolution, but also 
horizontal decentralization, moving from the domination by the executive branch of 
government, especially the ministry of finance, to the legislative and the judiciary, 
representative of the critical rule of law dimension of democratic governance. 

There can be little doubt that greater local control over fiscal resources is bound to 
lead to larger expenditure on the sociql sectors as well as on small-scale infrastructure. 
Given the benefit principle of taxation, it is also likely to lead to larger total resources 
being available for all purposes, while the promotion of national standards and the 
support of equity objectives across regions will continue to require central government 
action. Central resource transfers for health, education and infrastructure, in lieu of 
actual fiscal devolution, have, uonetheless, significantly enhanced both growth and 
human development indicators whenever we have observed at least delegation in both 
unitary and federal government systems (see for example, Ranis and Stewart [I9941 
for the case of Indonesia, and Habibi and others [2003] for the case of Argentina). 

Fourth, I view plentiful natural resources and relatively easy access to foreign cap- 
ital as extensions of the Dutch Disease problem, more serious than its narrower 
exchange rate implications, since they focus on decisionmaking with respect to 
reforms that may be needed but can be avoided. Not being "up against it" represents 
a prescription for not making the necessary political effort to overcome vested inter- 
ests. I have observed a marked contrast between the more or less linear trend toward 
the depoliticization of policymaking in countries with relatively poor natural resource 
endowments and a consistently more oscillatory pattern of policy evolution in coun- 
tries with good natural resources, including much of Latin America, Nigeria, and 
Indonesia. Policymaking in such resource-rich countries illustrates a tendency toward 
excessive activism during good times, followed by attempts to artificially maintain 
growth by government action when times are relatively bad. Moreover, there exists 
substantial evidence that an important indicator of the differential quality of policy 
response to the inevitable exogenous shock resides in the manner in which growth is 
financed. In other words, the critical distinguishing characteristic is not just the size 
of the tax effort rdative to the GDP, but also the relative reliance on covert versus 
overt means of transferring resources. 

The typical natural-resource-rich-country case demonstrates that liberalization 
efforts initiated at the beginning of an upturn cannot be sustained once the improve- 
ment in the external environment encourages the government to expand expenditures 
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additionally through money creation and budget deficits, inevitably leading to infla- 
tionary pressures and balance of payments (BOP) crises down the road. The basic 
point here is that policy evolution over time, while not completely endogenous, is 
intimately linked to an  economic system's initial conditions, a point well supported 
by both the empirical record of contrasting countries in Latin America and East Asia 
and the intermediate cases of Southeast Asia (see Ranis and Mahmood 1992). As a 
long-time observer of Indonesia, for example, I noted that whenever the price of oil 
was high, state oil firm Pertamina was favored by policymakers, which culminated 
in policies unfavorable to growth or equity; while, when the price of oil was relatively 
low, development planning agency Bappenas's advice was accepted and reforms had 
a much better chance of being pursued and implemented. 

Initial conditions, in other words, affect not only income levels but also policy 
responsiveness and flexibility over time, i.e., the extent to which policies can be seein 
as accommodating or obstructing the gradual changes that all societies must undergo 
if they are to  have a successful transition into modern growth. It is not only the rela- 
tive strength or weakness of a system's natural resource endowment but also the 
strength or weakness of that system's ability to attract long-term foreign capital "for 
the asking" which is relevant here. The common culprit is the large rents emanating 
from the primary export sector andlor foreign capital inflows and the resulting ani- 
mated struggle for these rents among various interest groups. Foreign capital flows,, 
especially those not of the direct investment type, are often strongly correlated with 
the size of natural resource bonanzas and thus reinforce oscillations rather than acting 
in a counter-cyclical fashion. My basic argument is that once the relationship between 
initial conditions and policy responses can be made more transparent the chances for 
a better understanding and support of the entire development process are enhanced. 
After all, liberalization in monetary, fiscal, and foreign exchange policies over time is 
not a function of religious belief but required by the need to maintain dynamic effi- 
ciency in an increasingly interdependent global economy. 

What we can do about natural resource bonanzas is to recognize their impact, ir la 
Norway and Botswana, and try to neutralize them by prudential fiscal and monetary 
means. What we can do about foreign capital inflows, especially of the public vari- 
ety, is to  insist on much greater passivity by donors, accompanied by real ownership 
of reform programs on the part of recipients. In spite of protestations to the contrary, 
the IFIs today still dominate the composition of reform programs and still try to 
assert their own views and impose some level of c~ndi t iona l i t~  to get them accepted 
by recipients. Can the recipient really be allowed to take the initiative, with the inter- 
national donor community willing to respond? Realistically, this would also mean 
accepting a generally lower level of lending of the "business as usual" type. Passivity 
on the part of the IFIs and enhanced initiative by the developing countries does not, 
of course, mean that the international community would sign on the dotted line; but 
if the credibility of multilateral development bank policy-based lending is to  be 
restored, current cynicism about the annual ritual dance, i.e., demanding condition- 
ality and promising aid flows early in the year and then being driven to disburse later 
on regardless of what has been delivered, has to be overcome. 
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The new millennium seems to me a propitious moment to reexamine the way our 
foreign aid business is done. I do not believe, for example, that the PRSP process 
focused on the poorest countries is sufficiently recipient-driven, given the fact that it 
still requires extensive IMF and World Bank tutelage ex ante; in fact, the IMF has pre- 
pared a voluminous book of instructions outlining just how a PRSP is to be prepared 
(see Ranis and Stewart 2001). Nor do I believe that the new window of the U.S. Mil- 
lennium Challenge Account, intended to reward countries that have already done 
well, is going to be very helpful to those who most need help. Developing countries 
have to be able to enter into an adjustment dialogue with an increased sense of ini- 
tiative, involvement, and ownership, complete with "self-conditionality." And public 
capital inflows must be commensurate in volume, and especially in time, with the 
exposure to  risk and the threat from veto players in the course of reform. 

Fifth, the current trend toward gradual liberalization, of course, implies an 
increasing substitution of indirect for direct, controls and a reduction of such controls 
generally, as we have seen in the case of foreign trade, With respect to the macro pol- 
icy picture, the general conclusion from experience is that the state's ability to print 
money and the compulsory purchase of fqreign exchange are more damaging than 
the temporary retention of high import duties during the development process. The 
acceptance of a monetary philosophy according to which money supply' and foreign 
exchange reserves are increasingly regarded as mediums of exchange, instead of as 
purchasing power that can be artificially manipulated to achieve socially desirable 
goals, is gradually being adopted. At the same time, generally low tax/GDP ratios can 
be enhanced, in tandem with fiscal reforms, moving the system from indirect border 
taxes to indirect domestic tayes en route, and, ultimately, to domestic taxes that are 
more income-elastic and less regressive. 

With respect to the related question of the most appropriate exchange rate policy, 
this is apparently one of those areas on which it is especially difficult to pontificate as 
one assesses the experience of the past and attempts to look into the future. There seems 
to be a clear bias toward floa~ing rates, with more or less dirty interventions as a real- 
istic companion. This stance avoids the need to accumulate large foreign exchange 
reserves in defense of the peg and gives a larger role to market determination-which 
is, in essence, similar to monetary decontrol moving the system in the direction of an 
equilibrium interest rate. 

Sixth, on the hoary question of the role of the state relative to the role of markets, 
the above discussion indicates that policy interventions should be focused more on 
institutional construction and certainly should not follow Amsden's 1989 advice to 
move purposely against price signals. In short, I find the Acemoglu, Johnson, and 
Robinson (2002) rejection of geography in favor of institutions, by reference to the 
reversal of fortunes in different parts of the pre- and post-colonial world, utterly con- 
vincing. Secondly, interventions on behalf of a particular industry or even individual 
firms should undoubtedly be minimized even as selective state intervention to correct 
market failure undoubtedly played a role in both the historical Japanese and postwar 
East Asian "miracle" cases. The 1997 World Development Report (World Bank) 
recognized the importance of the state as part of the "new institutional economics." 
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But favorite episodes of where directed credit policies went right, as in the Pohang 
steel company in South Korea or the automobile industry in Brazil, are still likely tlo 
be swamped by the admittedly large herd of industrial white elephants that are tram- 
pling the small folks and potential newcomers in all parts of the developing world. 

The point is sometimes made, by Rodrik and others, that Latin America, follow- 
ing Washington Consensus prescriptions, has done poorly, while interventionist East 
Asia has done well. This conclusion is challengeable on several counts. First of all, as 
we have already noted, natural-resource-rich Latin America has been famous for a 
continuous stop/go pattern as between enhanced liberalization and increased inter- 
ventionism, probably yielding the worst of both worlds, private and public, on aver- 
age. Secondly, the secular trend toward the reduction of political power in various 
markets has been much clearer in East Asia, even if, on average, tariffs for example, 
might have been higher. Gradualism in East Asia seems to have done better thain 
shock therapy in Eastern Europe. What also matters, [ believe, in comparing devel- 
opment experiences over the past 30 to 40 years, is the relative extent of isolation or 
cohabitation between industry and a meritocratic public service, the basic compe- 
tence of a bureaucracy capable of pragmatic course reversal, as well as the extent to 
which the government is concerned about ensuring workably competitive conditions 
in the private sector. 

The current emphasis on organizational and institutional change decidedly does 
not imply a diminished role for government or some sort of laissez-faire prescription, 
but a different and undoubtedly more effective role for policymakers. Gradual 
but persistent depoliticization in the monetary, fiscal, and foreign exchange arenas 
requires sensitivity to differing local conditions and the willingness and ability to stay 
the course. 

Last, on the international scene, current negotiations on trade, intellectual property 
rights, and other issues, both multilateral (WTO-related) and regional, are under 
intense scrutiny. To examine each of these in detail in terms of current thinking and 
policy would take m too far afield; but it seems clear that overloading the World 
Trade Organiza'tion circuit with issues such as labor and environmental standards, 
just because it is the only organization with teeth, will only result in immobilizing the 
organization. A clear and present danger to trade emanates from the mounting 
"spaghetti bowl" of free trade agreements, as well as the current escalating debate on 
outsourcing. On the latter, I would enter a plea for urgent international action pro- 
viding for vastly improved national adjustment assistance programs, possibly 
financed out of foreign aid budgets, which would establish consistent rules for 
countries facing the inevitable adjustment costs accompanying trade liberalization. 
Adjustment assistance, of course, has been tried before in many countries, but in very 
few cases has it really focused not so much on extending unemployment insurance to 
those affected by job losses as on ensuring the portability of benefits and encouraging 
emerging new industries, including non-traded and export sectors, to hire displaced 
workers with the help of temporary subsidies. The mutual benefits of freer trade are 
indisputable, but if "trade not aid" is to become more than a catchy slogan, we 
urgently need to imaginatively address the political fallout from displaced workers. 
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Comment on "A Half-Century of I 

Development" by Richard N. Cooper 
and "The Evolution of Development 
Thinking: Theory and Policy" by 
Gustav Ranis 

ABHlJlT V BANERJEE 

I have the privilege of commenting on two enormously rich essays: one by Richard 
Cooper, on what has happened to developing countries during the past 50 years; and 
the other by Gus Ranis, on what has happened to the economics of developing coun- 
tries. Both essays draw from the authors' ringside views of the "unfolding" that they 
each describe, in their roles as leading thinkers about development policy and as 
advisers to the governments that were implementing the policies discussed. What 
they have produced are unique documents that are part intellectual autobiography, 
part personal testament. 

With something so personal, I do not believe that it is even appropriate for me to 
do what a commentator usually does, which is to try to make the papers more "cor- 
rect." Instead, my goal here is to retell the history they describe, but only keeping 
what I see as the essentials-and converging on what I hope are the key points for 
thinking about what is to come. In other words, I offer what one might call a car- 
toon history of the past 50 years of development. 

A Cartoon History of Economic Development 

In the beginning (circa 1950), there was import substitution and planning. The pre- 
sumption was that markets did not really work in poor countries, and therefore state 
action was needed in order to mobilize dormant resources. 

Development economists wrote about dual economies, where economic activity 
somehow slowed down once we crossed the boundary between the modern and tra- 
ditional sectors. 

Multi-sector plans based on giant input-output models designed to drag the recal- 
citrant peasants into the production of steel, electricity, and other wonderful things, 
were the rage of the day. 
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A few voices in the wilderness spoke out for the rationality of the peasant and the 
relevance of conventional economics in the developing world, but these were largely 
unheeded. 

Growth was good, at least until the first oil crisis, and even afterward, but starting 
in the late 1960s, there were murmurs that things were not quite going as planned. 
India experiences its first major crisis in 1966-67; Bangladesh is born in 1971 and soon 
pronounced a basket case; hyperinflation hits parts of Africa during the 1970s. 

The 1980s 

The party really ends somewhere around 1981, with debt crises and default by a 
number of countries. 

Since it was widely held that government profligacy had ruined the party, it was 
decided that from now on, good policy required that markets be protected from gov- 
ernments, rather than governments making markets work better. 

Development economics became all about fiscal discipline and currency manage- 
ment, and the Washington Consensus was born. 

Brave central bankers fought and tamed inflation-and eventually brought some 
semblance of stability to national currencies. 

Unfortunately, somewhere along the way, we managed to mislay growth: 
Economies in Africa and Latin America began to shrink. 

The 1990s 

Growth recovered slightly during the 1990s, but remained patchy and unpre- 
dictable-at least based on what we knew from development economics circa 1990. 

In particular, China and India-with state-controlled banking sectors and some of 
the largest budget deficits in the world-dominated the growth scene, while the 
largely well-behaved economies of East and Southeast Asia went into crises. More 
generally, many countries felt that their fiscal rectitude was not adequately rewarded 
by increased growth. 

And so, development economists began talking about the post-Washington Con- 
sensus consensus, which was the idea that the economy flourishes when we succeed in 
creating an environment that will allow individuals to make the most of their talents. 

Moreover, bad things are bad: Arbitrary confiscations, civil wars, and printing 
money at will do not work. 

And good things are good: delivering education to the masses, providing an effi- 
cient, stable business climate; developing well-functioning asset markets and court 
systems; building effective safety nets; peace . . . 

Which just leaves us to sort out the details: 

What do you mean by delivering education? 

What do you mean by education? 

Who are you? 
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And to answer the process questions: 

How do you deliver education where there are no teachers? 

How do you build a stable business climate where people are starving? 

How do you create an efficient court system where corruption is a way of life? 
d 

In other words, we are not far from where we started, but we now have a better 
idea of what we are looking for. 

Conclusion 

The essays by Cooper and Ranis show their shared sense of progress: Cooper's for 
the developing world, and Ranis's for the world of development economics. Both 
development and development economics have come a long way from where they 
were 50 years ago. 

At one level, this cartoon history is a history of progress. The world is a much 
richer place today than it was in the immediate postwar period, and quite a bit of 
that growth has taken place in countries that used to be poor. As a result, there is less 
poverty in the world today, at least as poverty is conventionally measured. 

However, as Cooper notes, a lot of this progress, especially in the past two decades, 
is a result of sustained, fast growth in China and India. From the point of view of the 
poor in those two countries, this is obviously good news. But from the point of view 
of worldwide development, this is hardly news at all. These are just two data point,s 
among many-two successes to be weighed against so many failures. The fact that 
these countries are large should not really make a difference, because we should prob- 
ably think of each of them as a single policy experiment. If you are a random poor 
country looking to grow, the fact that China is growing at 9 percent per year (with 
India not far behind) may be inspiring, but it is unlikely to make you feel confident 
about your future. Indeed, you might even be slightly discouraged given that your 
exporters now need to compete with the galloping Chinese and resurgent Indians. 

This pessimism is obviously not unrelated to the fact that while development eco- 
nomics has also come a long way, we have unlearned more than we have learned. We 
are no closer to a useable blueprint for development than we were 50 years ago. It is 
true that we now think we know which blueprints to avoid, but it is not always clear 
that we know why. Like so many others, we have preferred to focus on the next great 
idea rather than try to understand where the last idea went wrong. 

This is, of course, where history can be useful. So if there is one thing that disap- 
pointed me in these two essays, it is the fact the authors chose to take the past 50 years 
of economic history at face value. For example, both essays note the early success of 
dirigisme and its subsequent decline, but neither asks why, for so long and in so many 
places, this approach did so well. Was this purely accidental, or were there in fact 
underused resources, as economists of the day believed. And if there were indeed under- 
used resources, have they since been depleted? And if not, should we find ways to uti- 
lize them? If we do want to do something, what? And if not by central diktat, how? 





Comment on "A Half-Century of 
Development" by Richard N. Cooper 

Gustav Ranis 

PEDRO S. MALAN 

There is a tide in the affairs of merz 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune; 

Omitted, all the voyage of their life 
Is bound in shallows and in miseries. 
On  such a full sea we are now afloat, 

And we must take the current when it serves, 
Or lose our ventures. 

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Act IV, Scene 3 

Professors Richard Cooper and Gustav Ranis wrote interesting papers, well in the 
tradition of relevance to current discussion and long established by the World Bank's 
Annual Conference on Development Economics. These two authors show that the 
world has become far more complex since World War 11. The process of change over 
the past half-century is far more impressive than it may seem; and a better under- 
standing of these changes and complexities is essential to envisioning possible futures. 

The Starting Point 

There are indeed tides in the affairs of men. One such tide was there, in the early 
postwar years described by professors Cooper and Ranis. This is the right starting 
point for their papers because, for a variety of reasons, the tides of the 1930s and the 
1940s had led to what appeared to be a new and exciting field of unlimited promise 
in the social sciences: the economics of development. 

The new field appeared so promising in the early postwar years because it 
seemed to draw on, or result from, a variety of historical changes and theoretical 
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breakthroughs in thinking about the conditions for economic progress. The experi- 
ences of the 1930s had shown the scope for governmental activism: in Nazi 
Germany; in socialist Russia; and even in the United States with Roosevelt's New 
Deal, the war years, and later the Marshall Plan. The 1940s and 1950s saw the cre- 
ation of many national planning .commissions, five-year development plans, and the 
establishment of many public corporations in sectors deemed critical for the struc- 
tural transformation of an economy. 

The "Keynesian revolution" in macroeconomics has given many young entrants 
into the new field the reassuring sense that there were truly respectable analytical 
foundations on which to move forward both the theory and the policy of develop- 
ment economics. National accounting gave quantitative expression to macroeco- 
nomic concepts. 

A whole new literature emerged on the terms of trade between agriculture and 
manufactures-and on the general subject of development strategies. Confidence was 
high: Development was within the grasp of the truly committed. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that many eloquent speeches of today express, in a 
sense, a desire to revive the spirit of the early postwar years when it comes to expec- 
tations about turning hopes and dreams into realities. 

Two recent examples of such speeches are the opening of this ABCDE conference, 
delivered by Jim Wolfensohn; and the speech delivered by Larry Summers here at the 
Bank earlier this year.1 Both called for a more effectively functioning constituency for 
development-especially in rich countries-as well as a deepening of both the under- 
standing of actual problems and, in particular, the motivation to address them in the 
real world. This motivation was clearly there in the early postwar period, from the 
place where both Cooper and Ranis begin their stories of the tides that have marked 
the past half-century of economic development. 

Ranis: Growing Complexities 1 
In the draft of Ranis's paper presented at the Conference, the first section was enti- 
tled "The Early Postwar Consensus." This was followed by a second section, on "The 
Washington Consensus as Subsequently Amended;" and a third, on "The Search for 
Silver Bullets." The conclusion was "Best Guesses on the Way Forward." 

I have serious doubts about the appropriateness of using the word "consensus" to 
describe the prevailing situation in the early postwar years-or again more than 
40 years later, when the somewhat unfortunate expression "Washington Consensus" 
was used for the first time by John Williamson (1990). 

In the early postwar years there was in general a climate of confidence in the 
future, but surely no consensus on policies. I believe, like Albert Hirschman, that the 
subdiscipline of development economics came into being "as a result of an a priori 
unlikely conjunction of distinct ideological currents . . . (which) proved to be extraor- 
dinarily productive but also created problems for the future. . . because (given) the 
circumstances under which it arose, development economics became overloaded with 
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unreasonable hopes and ambitions" (Hirschman 1981, p. 2). I will return to this 
point later in this comment, given its importance to current discussions. 

The "literature" about the Washington Consensus and its amendments, extensions, 
corrections, and so forth has proved to be one of the most unproductive, simplistic, 
rhetorical, and politically motivated nonissues of recent debates about economic poli - 
cies for development. 

The author of the term "Washington Consensus," himself a respected economist, 
recognizes that the brand name was a misnomer and led to discussions that had little 
to do with the purpose of the original article-which, by the way, is an interesting 
piece that few critics bother to read and understand (Williamson 1990). 

The expression "consensus" was seen by many as a defense of a single, unique model 
from which there could be no departures. The word "Washington" associated with it: 
was seen as proof that something was being imposed unilaterally on the rest of the 
world by both the capital of the "empire" and the international financial institutions 
based in the city. As Williamson sadly wrote recently, ". . . it has become an obstacle to 
clear thought." It is time to drop the expression from the vocabulary, "as (hopefully) 
we leave behind the stale ideological rhetoric of the 1990's." (Williamson 2003, p. 13:1 

Ranis's sectio,n on the search for a silver bullet is relevant to this discussion. The 
conclusion is that there is no silver bullet (i.e., there is no single way, there are no sim- 
ple prescriptions nor single models). It is not that economic theory does not apply. h- 
does. But basic economic principles do not automatically translate into specific., 
detailed, and effective macro, and, especially, microeconomic policymaking in differ- 
ent institutional, political, and social environments (Rodrik 2003). 

In this section Ranis describes some of the tides that have marked the past 50 years 
or so, especially those that moved to center stage as broader indicators of social and 
human development, and for which GDP growth is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition. 

Ranis's concluding section, on "best guesses on the way forward," suggests that 
(among other things) we should be moving away from large samples of cross-section 
analyses that incorporate an increasingly large number of qualitative and quantita- 
tive variables, and toward a smaller set of comparative historical studies of countries 
with similar characteristics, typologies, and initial conditions. I agree. 

Cooper: The Importance of Perspective 

Cooper's very interesting paper follows a more pragmatic, empirical approach: He 
begins with what were the available quantitative growth projections of the future as 
of the 1940s (he found only three) and compares these projections ex post with the 
observed data. In the process Cooper discusses, in an illuminating way, some impor- 
tant measurement problems that are involved in the thorny issues of "convergence" 
of standards of living and, especially, of comparative analysis of relative poverty lev- 
els both within countries and across countries. Before concluding with lessons from 
the past half-century and an intriguing counterfactual ("what if") section, Cooper 
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addresses some controversial issues related to capital inflows and makes brief com- 
ments on development and freedom. 

Cooper shows that actual performance turned out to be significantly higher rela- 
tive to expectations and prevailing projections of the 1940s. Despite an increase in 
world population from 2.5 billion in 1950 to 6.0 billion in 2000, world income per 
capita increased significantly (by nearly 3 percent per year in the 1950s and '60s, and 
by about half that amount during the last two decades of the century). 

It is true, as Cooper notes, that aggregate figures such as these (or for the broad, 
regional groupings presented in his paper) may conceal as much as they reveal given 
the tremendous diversity in growth performance and social development both across 
countries and over time in the history of different countries. 

Cooper rightly criticizes an old metaphor ("a rising tide lifts all boats") as "not an 
accurate characterization of most human affairs which more commonly involve lead- 
ers and followers, innovators and imitators, with imitators demonstrating very mixed 
capabilities in following successfully, as well as occasionally altering the path signif- 
icantly. . . ." In more than one sense, Shakespeare's beautifully worded characteriza- 
tion of tides in the affairs of men is far more appropriate and balanced than the old 
metaphor: Some may "lose their ventures" in the way, and could find themselves 
"bound in shallows and in miseries." 

Indeed, it is sadly true that in many parts of the world development remains an 
I 

elusive goal and a daunting task, amid the deprivation of far too many people living I 

in countries that lag behind. But Cooper is surely right in noting that while current I 

discussion should focus on either unfinished business or the much that remains to 
be done, the discussion should not (and could not) lose the historical perspective 
entirely, downplaying the overall performance of the world in the past half-century 
as unimpressive or proclaiming that the last few decades have been "lost for devel- 
opment." Simply because empirical evidence shows that, as a general statement, this 
assertion is just plain wrong. 

In this connection, it is worth noting that Eric Hobsbawn, the well-known British 
historian, wrote in his recent autobiography: "In the thirty years after the second 
World War, the world and what it was like to live in it changed more rapidly and fun- 
damentally than in any other period of comparable length in human history. . . . If you 
think you can go back, we can tell you, it can't be done" (Hobsbawn 2002, p. 414). 

It may well be that the last 30 years, from the mid-1970s to the first half of the 
current decade, will come to be seen as another period of fundamental qualitative 
and quantitative change in the affairs of men, with no parallel except for the previ- 
ous 30-year period (1944-74). 

For the young, always forward-looking, who have not lived as adults through 
these periods, the observations above may seem vague and platitudinous, because the 
young take these past developments for granted. 

But the key point is that he or she who does not understand how fast, or how 
deeply and how irreversibly, the world changed from the 1940s to the 1990s will not 
be able to envision possible futures-or to engage in actions that bring about a better 
future in other "possible worlds." 
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The concluding section of Cooper's paper contains a "necessarily speculative" set 
of four counterfactuals that are worth reading and thinking about. They refer to 
trade (better market access to rich countries); aid (meeting U.N. targets); private cap- 
ital flows (less overborrowing, less overlending); and oil prices (what if they had not 
been quadrupled in 1974?). All of these are worth pursuing further in future World 
Bank conferences on development economics. 

Past and Future: 'The Never-Ending Dialogue 

Forty-four countries were assigned membership quotas at the 1944 Bretton-Woods 
conference that formally created the World Bank and the International Monetary 
Fund. Only four member countries were in Africa, only three in Asia, and only two 
in the Middle East (Horsefield 1969, p. 96). Today there are about 110 member coun- 
tries at the World Bank and the Fund-from these three regions alone. The popula- 
tions of these countries have higher hopes, dreams, and expectations of a better future 
for themselves, their children, and their countries. These people may not care to know 
what GDP is all about, but they know something about how their living conditions 
compare with those of others within their own countries and elsewhere in the world. 

It took several thousand years for the world population to  reach the impressive 
figure of 2.5 billion in 1950, but it took merely 50 years more for this figure to reach 
6 billion people, 80 percent of whom live in so-called developing countries. A few 
billion more people will be added over the next 50 years, almost all of them in the 
so-called developing world-and all of them with renewed hopes and dreams of a 
better life. 

These are just two simple-minded observations made to illustrate the extent to 
which the world has become a far more complex place than it was a half-century ago. 
And the world will likely become even more complex during the next 50 years. 

One could well argue that if the world has become much more complex than it: 
was, it is also better prepared now in the sense that technical knowledge, under- 
standing of the problems, and the resources needed to address these problems are 
increasingly available-largely due to the achievements of the last half-century. 

But these achievements have also generated a far higher level of expectation about 
the future and prompted the anguished demands for urgent action, or for at least 
urgent, action-oriented thought. 

However, experience has shown, again and again, that the true challenge lies in1 
establishing appropriate links between understanding, resources, and, especially, 
motivation cum technical and organizational capacity-to address the relevant., 
context-specific issues that are at stake. 

It is futile, for example, to design grandiose, comprehensive development strate- 
gies, or to lay down preconditions for economic and social development. As Albert 
Hirschman noted: "they would merely serve to spell out a wholly utopian scheme for 
changing, from the outside, everything that has characterized a given reality-andl 
would therefore amount to wishing away that reality" (Hirschman 1986, p. 176). 
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Instead of looking for necessary and sufficient conditions for change, insists 
Hirschrnan, "we must train ourselves to be on the look out for unusual historical 
developments, rare constellations of favourable events, narrow paths, partial 
advances that may be conceivably followed by others . . ." (pp. 176-77). 

I think that this is what Cooper and Ranis have attempted to do in their papers- 
which I have enjoyed reading, and to which my comments surely do not do justice. 

Some readers may feel that these apparently backward-looking studies have lim- 
ited use given the current overloading of the agenda, the nervous search for urgent 
"solutions," and for the urgent recovery of an apparently lost excitement. 

But the early excitement brilliantly described by Hirschman in "The Rise and Fall 
of Development Economics," was largely based "on the implicit idea that develop- 
ment economics could slay the dragon of backwardness virtually by itself or, at least, 
that its contribution to that task was central" (Hirschman 1981, p. 23). 

Hirschman concludes: "We now know that this is not so: a consoling thought is 
that we may have gained in maturity what we have lost in excitement" (p. 23). 

This being said, let me add in conclusion: Maturity does not mean suri-ender to the 
forces of complacency, inaction, cynicism, or despair. Maturity means finding ways 
to be constructively engaged in processes of change for the better. Knowing that, 
despite the fundamental importance of links to the internarional environment, the 
truly relevant development battles are fought, won, or lost on the domestic front. 

Note 

1. President Jim Wolfensohn's opening speech at this year's Annual Bank Conference on 
Development Economics (published in this volume); and the speech Larry Summers deliv- 
ered at the World Bank Practitioners of Development series, on February 2,2004. 
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The notion of infrastructure is presented here as a subset of the notion of capital. Sev- 
eral definitional characteristics of infrastructure are identified and discussed. Curi- 
ously, for two centuries, infrastructure as an analytic concept was virtually absent 
from the economist's tool box. 

By contrast, during the 1990s, a vast body of literature introduced infrastructure 
as a determinant of production functions, with a view to estimate its contribution to 
economic growth. This paper reviews the difficulties associated with this enterprise, 
and the not too clear conclusions that emerge from it. The heterogeneity of the con- 
cept is emphasized. Unlike productive capital, which is homogenized by market 
forces, politically driven infrastructure may-and often does-consist of white ele- 
phants as well as of highly useful roads. 

Why  and how does infrastructure contribute to development? It is a space 
shrinker, it enlarges markets, and it operates like the lowering of trade barriers. In 
urban areas, it can be shown that infrastructure contributes to enlarge the effective 
size of the labor market and of the goods or ideas markets, thus increasing produc- 
tivity and output. 

Institutional and financial regimes have a direct impact upon the socioeconomic 
efficiency of infrastructure. Because infrastructure always has a government dimen- 
sion and can also have a private dimension, the menu of institutional options avail- 
able is quite large: from direct government provision (with or without tolls and 
prices), to unsubsidized concessions with various forms of public-private partner 
ships, such as subsidized concessions or shadow tolls. Three mechanisms have to be 
taken into account: (1) the welfare loss often (not always) associated with tolls and 
prices, which implies that in such cases, all other things equal, non-tolled infrastruc- 
ture is better than tolled ones; (2) the cost advantage usually associated with private 
production, which implies that, all other things equal, privately managed infrastruc-. 
ture is better; and (3) the distortionary impact of taxes, which implies that, all other 
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things equal, a toll-financed infrastructure is better than a tax-financed one. A small 
model combrning these three mechanisms is developed. A simulation using reason- 
able values for the main parameters is presented. It suggests that the more private 
options, in particular the shadow-toll option, are economically superior to  the more 
government-oriented options. The problem is complicated, however, when one takes 
into consideration the public finance dimension of the various options. 

Forecasting errors and associated risks are characteristic of infrastructure projects. 
Costs are generally underestimated and patronage is overestimated, by large amounts. 
Errors of 50 percent or more seem to  be the rule rather than the exception. An  under- 
standing of the various reasons that explain such errors is useful to allocate the 
related rrsks between government bodies and private partners. Substantive risks 
(those linked to changes in project design) as well as pure economic risks (those asso- 
ciated with the macroeconomic envirokment), which are not insurable, should be 
borne by the public entity. Technical risks (errors in forecasting costs and usage) 
should be borne by private enterprises. But institutional errors resulting from a 
strategic behavior of public and even private agents can only be reduced by changes 
in institutional design and contracts. 

"Infrastructurey' projects are many and diverse: roads, tunnels, bridges, railways, 
airports, harbors, canals, subways and tramways, dams, irrigation networks, water 
pipes, water purification plants, sewers, water treatment plants, dumps and inciner- 
ators, power plants, power lines and distribution networks, oil and gas pipelines, 
telephone exchanges and networks, and district heating equipment, among others. . 

Infrastructure and infrastructure-related services have always been with us, but 
the word itself is relatively recent, particularly in English. Although The American 
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language writes that "the term infrastructure 
has been used since 1927 to refer collectively to [...I roads, bridges rail lines, and 
similar public works," it does not appear in the 1952 Concise Oxford Dictionary, 
or in the 1950 Real Academia Espanola Diccionario. The word does not appear in 
the works of the "pioneers in development" (Meier and Seers 1984) writing in the 
postwar period. It is, for example, absent from the standard treatises of Lewis 
(1955), Higgins (1959), and Bauer (1957). The term simply was not used at that 
time.' 

This contrasts with the formidable success of the word in the 1980s and 1990s, 
when it invaded United Nations institutions, World Bank organizational charts, 
academic journals, and daily newspapelrs. The process has clearly been inflationary. 
The meaning of the word has been extended so much that it no longer means 
much. As the American Heritage Dictionary puts it: "Today, we may hear that con- 
servatism has an infrastructure of think tanks [...] or that terrorist organizations 
have an infrastructure of people sympathetic to their cause." In this paper the word 
is used to describe objects such as the ones listed above, which have in common all 
or most of the following attributes. 
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TABLE 1. 
Infrastructure and Associated Services 

Transportation 

Water supply 

Water disposal 

Irrigation 

Garbage disposal 

District heating 

Telecommunication 

Power 

Associated infrastructure - 
Roads, bridges, tunnels, rail tracks, harbors, etc. 

Dams, reservoirs, pipes, treatment plants, etc. 

Sewers, used water treatment plants, etc. 

Dams, canals 

Dumps, incinerators, compost units 

Plant, network 

Telephone exchanges, telephone lines, etc. 

Power plants, transmission and distribution lines 

Source: Author's compilation 

First, they are capital goods. They are not consumed directly. Rather, in combina- 
tion with labor, and possibly other inputs, they provide services. Table 1 shows the 
relationship between infrastructure and the associated services. 

Indeed, what matters is the service, much more than the infrastructure used or 
needed to produce it. Policies should focus on the end (service provision), not on the 
means (infrastructure endowment). The confusion that often arises between service 
and infrastructure reflects the fact that, in many cases, the role of the infrastructure is 
predominant in the production of the service, or, to  put it otherwise, that these ser- 
vices are very capital intensive. 

Second, infrastructure is often lumpy, as opposed to incremental. The usefulness 
of a dam or a bridge that is eight-tenths built is zero. Since the demand for infra- 
structure services usually increases gradually, adjusting supply and demand over the 
course of time is difficult, if not impossible. Lumpiness also implies that siting and 
construction often take years. 

Third, infrastructure is usually long lasting. Its lifespan is often measured in decades, 
if not in centuries. In Europe, there are still roads and sewers in use that date from the 
Roman Empire. Aside from infrastructure, there are other long-lasting goods: housing, 
and some ordinary capital goods can also have very long lives. Nevertheless, this char- 
acteristic has major implications, in terms of financing or maintenance, for example. 

Fourth, infrastructure is space-specific. Unlike most goods, it is generally immo- 
bile. A pair of shoes in A is very much like a pair of shoes in By because shoes can 
easily be moved (at a small transportation cost) from A to B. It is therefore quite 
meaningful to add up the total production of shoes in a country. However, a sewer 
in A can in no way render services in B. Adding sewers in a country can be mislead- 
ing if sewers have not been located optimally. In addition, the combination of immo- 
bility with long life duration means that infrastructure investments will shape the 
economic geography, or regional policy, of a country for decades.' 

A fifth characteristic is that infrastructure, or rather the service it renders, is asso- 
ciated with market failures, in the traditional forms of public goods, externalities 
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TABLE 2. 
Infrastructure-Related Services and Alleged Market Failures 

Infrastructure-related service Alleged market failure 

Power, gas Natural monopolies 

Water supply and treatment Natural monopolies, externalities 
Telephone Natural monopolies, externalities 

Rail transport Natural monopoly, merit good 
District heating Natural monopoly 

Garbage collection and disposal Pure public good, externalities 
Cable Natural monopoly, merit good 

Roads Quasi-public good, externality 

Source: Author's compilation. 

(including network externalities), decreasing costs (leading to natural monopolies), 
or merit goods, as shown in table 2. 

This is usually considered to imply some form of public intervention. Infrastruc- 
ture, and infrastructure services, cannot be left to pure market forces alone. This 
important policy conclusion, which is generally true, must be approached with 
caution, however. 

Many market failures are not as clear-cut as is often claimed: The notion of 
decreasing costs leading to natural monopolies, for example, might make sense for 
some parts of a service but not for others. In the case of power, for instance, it makes 
more sense for transportation or distribution than it does for production. In the case 
of telephone, this notion is wiped out by technological progress. 

Then, the existence of market failures is not an automatic justification of government 
intervention. The opposite view-which has long been dominant-is akin to the attitude 
of the jury of a beauty contest, who would look at the first candidate and declare the 
other candidate a winner. The existence of market failures only provides a presumption 
of the need for government intervention. But in practice, one must take into account pos- 
sible government failures and compare the costs and benefits of both options. 

Finally, of course, government intervention, when required or desirable, can take 
many forms. Direct public provision is only one option, and not necessarily the best one. 

Sixth, infrastructure, or the service it provides, is usually consumed by both house- 
holds and enterprises. It is at the same time a final consumption item, and an inter- 
mediate consumption item. It increases welfare (directly), and it increases output. The 
relative importance of these two types of consumption varies with each type of infra- 
structure, and over space and time, but in general, the consumption of enterprises 
seems to be somewhat greater than that of hou~eholds.~ 

These attributes might be used to define, albeit loosely, the notion of infrastruc- 
ture. They exclude the so-called "social infrastructure," such as schools, universities, 
clinics, hospitals, and so forth. It does not mean that schools and clinics are not 
important, but rather that they do not share some of the characteristics mentioned. 
These "social" entiries are not always long lasting, and the service they provide owes 
generally more to labor input than to infrastructure input. 
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It is not easy to assess the relative importance of infrastructure capital in our 
economies. This is in part because of uncertainties attached to the notion, and in part 
because data on the value of capital stock (as opposed to data on flows) is difficult to 
estimate everywhere and is scarce in many countries. Easterly and Rebelo (1993) 
produced estimates of "public investment" in a large number of countries, including 
decade averages for 1960, 1970, and 1980. Consolidated public investment, consist- 
ing of investments by governments and by public enterprises, represented 43 percent of 
total investments (and 9 percent of GDP). Because the life length of such public invest- 
ments is likely longer that that of private investments, this would suggest that the stock 
of "public investments," thus defined, represents about half the total capital stock. 

Some countries, including France, publish estimates of the capital stock by type. 
Government capital stock in 2002 represented 15 percent of total capital stock, and 
47 percent of gross domestic product (GDP). Government capital stock is different 
from infrastructure. It includes administrative buildings, schools, and hospitals-but 
ignores the capital stock of public enterprises, in many cases a component of infra- 
structure. Assuming that these two items cancel each other out, this gives some idea 
of the relative importance of infrastructure in France, which appears to be much 
smaller than the Easterly and Rebelo estimates. Table 3 presents this data and 
extends it to Brazil and Mexico. The ratio of flow to stock calculated for France has 
been applied to flow data in order to produce stock data for Brazil and Mexico. The 
methodology is crude, but it produces estimates of the relative importance of infra- 
structure, which for Brazil is similar to French numbers (15 percent of total stock of 
capital, 50 percent of GDP), and for Mexico much smaller (9 percent of total stoclc 
of capital, 7 percent of GDP). 

The concept of infrastructure, as opposed to the word itself, has largely, and 
surprisingly, been absent from the history of economic analysis. Infrastructure, 
particularly transport infrastructure, plays a key role in Adam Smith's vision of 
economic development. No roads, no transport, no trade, no specialization, no 

TABLE 3. 
Infrastructure, Other Capital, and GDP: France, Brazil, and Mexico, 2001-2 

France 2002 Brazil 2002 

Flow Stock Flow Stock 

G euros G euros G reais G reais 

Infrastructure 46a 718 46 728 

Housing 73 2,101 73 2,097 

Productive capital 164 1,884 164 1,883 

Total 296 4,706 296 4,708 

Mexico 2001 

Flow Stock 

G pesos G peso!; 

24 3 74 

67 1,920 

179 2,058 

270 4,352 

GDP 1,521 1,521 1,346 1,346 5,286 5.286 
- 

Sources: France, flow and stock: INSEE (2003); Brazil, flows: ibge.gov.br; Mexico, flows: inegi.gov.mex; Brazil and 
Mexico, stock: flow figure multiplied by the stoc!dflow ratios for France. 

a. Capital flow and stock of "government," excluding capital of publicly owned enterprises such as SNCF, PEMEX, 01. 

Petrobras. 
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economies of scale, no productivity progress-and no development. Yet during the 
19th century and much of the 20th century, infrastructure virtually disappears from 
economics. In Marx, Walras, Marshall, Keynes, and Domar, output is produced only 
by labor and capital, and the capital these economists have in mind is mostly, or only, 
the so-called "productive" capital of private enterprises. This is strange because, dur- 
ing the 19th century, governments in the then-developing countries-today's devel- 
oped economies-did invest heavily in infrastructure, especially in urban areas. This 
somehow largely escaped the attention of dominant, mainstream macroeconomists. 

Even during the post-World War I1 period, when development economics appeared 
as a branch of economics, references to infrastructure and its role are scarce. "Capi- 
tal" plays a key role in most growth theories and analysis, but "capital" is undiffer- 
entiated. Roads and factories are lumped together in the common concept of capital. 
The obvious differences described earlier were ignored. And because factories were 
weighted more heavily than roads, the discussion of :'capitaln turned out to be a dis- 
cussion of factories. Some pioneers, such as Rosensteip-Rodan or Singer, were more 
perceptive than others, and mad& timid references to infrastructure. Thus, Rosenstein- 
Rodan, discussing in 1984 his wartime views, writes: "The third new idea was that 
before building consnmer goods factories, a major indivisible block of social overhead 
capital or infrastructure must be built and sponsored because private market initia- 
tives will not create it in time" (Meier and Seers 1984, p. 2081. But this is an excep- 
tion. Until the 1970s, infrastructure, even by a different name, hardly existed as an 
analytic concept or category in economic theory and policy. 

In the meantime, however, governments were busy building roads or sewers. They 
felt the need for principles and tools to improve their infrastructure investments, which 
led to the development of cost-benefit analysis. The intellectual foundations of this 
type of analysis date back to the mid-19th century, with the seminal article by Dupuit 
on the utility of a non-tolled bridge, and the concept of "surplus." But the key roles in 
the development of cost-benefit analysis-which was mostly applied to infrastructure 
investments-were played by the New Deal and by the World Bank. In the late 1930s, 
the U.S. federal government financed massive infrastructure investments, but the U.S. 
Congress prescribed that only the projects with sufficient social utility could be under- 
taken. The Keynesian digging and filling of holes would not qualify. The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, and economists such as Robert ~ o r f m a n ,  carried out the required 
studies and tried to give a content to the notion of "sufficient utility." Similarly, after 
the war, the World Bank-and with it many other international, bilateral, and national 
institutions primarily involved in infrastructure financing-was required to undertake 
only projects that would meet the test of a cost-benefit analysis. This led to the devel- 
opment and refinement of project appraisal methodologies that still continue today. 

The literature on infrastructure, although recent, is enormous. On transportation 
infrastructure alone, Stough et al. (2002) published a reader, supposedly limited to the 
"classics," which comprises 6.50 pages of fine print. The World Bank itself has pub- 
lished extensively on this topic, and its 1994 World Development Report on Infra- 
structure for Development, prepared under the leadership of Greg Ingram, remains a 
major contribution. Indeed, financing infrastructure for development could be defined 
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as one of the main activities, if not the main business, of the Bank. In fact, presenting 
a paper on this topic at  the World Bank sounds like bringing coal to Newcastle. 

This paper obviously will not attempt to cover all the important dimensions of the 
subject. It will deal only marginally with the issues of privatization and regulation, 
and will largely ignore the key question of pricing. Relatively few infrastructure 
projects are pure public goods that cannot be priced. Most are chargeable-and the: 
World Bank, among others, has actively argued in favor of charges, for the sake of 
replicability. But replicability does not say much about the structure of charges: Is 
marginal social-cost pricing really the only and most efficient pricing method? The 
paper will also not address the qualitative dimensions of infrastructure supply. Most. 
studies have considered infrastructure endowment in quantitative and dichotomic: 
terms: as present or absent. In reality, in many cases, the problem is not so much ta~ 
provide the infrastructure as to improve the quality of its service. 

Instead, the paper will focus on three issues: the contribution of infrastructure tal 
economic growth, the relationship between financing options for infrastructure 
investments and economic efficiency, and the magnitude of forecasting errors in 
infrastructure projects and what they mean in terms of uncertainty and risks. 

Contribution of Infrastructure to Economic Growth 

How Much? 

What is the contribution of infrastructure to economic growth? The topic, largely 
neglected until the late 1980s, suddenly became fashionable after a seminal (although 
later much criticized) paper by Aschauer (1989). Dozens of contributions were pro- 
duced in the following d e ~ a d e . ~  In a survey article Grarnlich (1994) goes as far as 
talking of "research bubbles here" (p. 1189). All of these studies have one point in 
common: They relate to infrastructure capital and ignore infrastructure services. The 
main line of this research uses an extended production function, in which output Y 
is not merely a function of labor L and capital K, but also of infrastructure G: 

Various functional forms were used, particularly Cobb-Douglas type functions, and 
translog functions. Various notions of "infrastructure" were utilized, more often dic- 
tated by data availability than theoretical arguments. And various data sets were 
used: time-series, cross-section data, and panel data. The pitfalls of such analysis are, 
however, formidAble. 

First, there is the issue of reverse causality. Even if it appears that infrastructure G 
and output Y are correlated, it does not mean that more infrastructure necessarily 
produces more output. It can also be argued that more output makes it possible to 
finance more infrastructure. There is a chicken and egg problem here. 

Second, infrastructure investment is a component of output. An increase in infra- 
structure investment mechanically raises aggregate demand and output, even if it 
does not contribute to increased productivity and output. 
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Third, many infrastructure projects are undertaken in order to increase welfare, 
and welfare is only a relatively distant cousin of output or GDP. Many welfare 
improvements are not (or are poorly reflected) in increased GDP. Time savings, the 
main justification of most transport investment projects, are a case in point. If a 
new road makes it possible for me to drive faster to visit my aging mother, this is 
good for me, and for her, but it does not contribute much to the GDP of France. 
The same is true of many of the services provided by infrastructure and consumed 
by households. 

Fourth, data on the U.S. dollar value of the stock of infrastructure are scarce and 
questionable. This is absent in most developing countries, which is one reason why so 
few of the many studies on this topic deal with those countries. Infrastructure, as men- 
tioned earlier, is often long lasting, and permanent inventory methods do not fare well 
for 100-year-old infrastructure investments. What is the value of the Suez Canal? Is it 
its historic cost, assuming that is known? HOW should we treat depreciation, and 
repairs? Or, is its value what it would cost to build the canal anew? Any number placed 
on the value of the Suez Canal or any similar infrastructure will be highly dependent 
upon the answers given to such questions, and will therefore be questionable. 

Fifth, infrastructure is heterogeneous from the standpoint of its relationship to 
economic development. It includes elements that are likely to contribute a great deal, 
and white elephants that are unlikely to contribute at all. It will be argued that pri- 
vate capital and even labor are also heterogeneous. But this is not true (at least not 
to the same extent), in the sense that market mechanisms can homogenize these 
inputs, precisely from the standpoint of their contribution to output. The marginal 
utility of a dollar of capital in one form is in principle equal, and in practice not very 
different from the marginal utility of a dollar of capital in a completely different 
form. These market mechanisms do not operate in the case of infrastructure projects, 
which are politically decided. Cost-benefit analysis is supposed to offer an  alternative 
equalizing mechanism, though few practitioners would argue that it fulfills that func- 
tion perfectly. 

Finally, what matters for economic development is infrastructure usage, but what 
we observe is infrastructure supply. And the latter is a poor proxy for the former. 
Between the two, there are demand schedules and pricing policies, which are ignored 
by production function analysis. Let us consider a given infrastructure, such as a 
bridge. Its contribution to economic development will obviously not be the same if it 
is free rather than ~r iced ,  and if it is overutilized (i.e., congested) or underutilized. 
Here again, the analogy with private sector capital does not hold. In the private sec- 
tor, overinvestment carries heavy cost penalties and underinvestment means benefits 
forgone. Overinvestment and underinvestment usually do not last for very long. 
Infrastructure is not subject to similar market discipline. In addition, infrastructure, 
as mentioned earlier, is usually more lumpy and intrinsically prone to over- 
investment, followed by underinvestment. The divorce between supply and usage is 
therefore quite common. 

Researchers have of course been aware of these pitfalls and have done their best 
to avoid them. They have used sophisticated econometric techniques or independent 
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data to deal with the chicken and egg problem and the common trend issue. Thejr 
have tried to use physical indicators (such as road length or road space) rather than 
monetary indicators to bypass the infrastructure valuation difficulty. And they have 
introduced infrastructure usage variables when feasible (see for example Nadiri and 
Mamuneas 1994). Variations in prices, however, have apparently been ignored. 

The output of this production function industry is therefore somewhat inconclu- 
sive. Most studies-not all5-suggest that infrastructure contributes to economic 
development. But the magnitude of this contribution varies from one study to 
another. The elasticities of GDP to infrastructure differ greatly, but this could merely 
reflect the different notions of infrastructure used in the studies. More worrisome is 
the fact that the rates of return that can easily be associated with these elasticities also 
vary significantly, from 0 to 50 or 60 percent. The overall conclusion that emerges 
from this important line of research is that infrastructure seems to have a relativeljr 
high rate of return-something like 15 percent--comparable to or even higher than 
the rate of return of private "productive" capital. The verb "seems" emphasizes the 
prudence with which this conclusion should be taken. 

When one thinks of the many infrastructure investments that clearly do not con- 
tribute much to economic development-empty roads, luxury administrative build-- 
ings, and so forth-an average of 15 percent (or of even 10 percent) is quite encour- 
aging. This suggests that about half of all infrastructure investments have rates of 
return that exceed 15 percent. Because the variation of the distribution of such rates 
of return is large-certainly much larger than that of the rates of return for private 
"productive" investments-this even suggests that a significant share of infrastruc 
ture investments have rates of return higher than 20 or 25 percent. This would imply 
that there is underinvestment for certain types of infrastructure in certain areas, as 
well as overinvestment in other cases. 

How ? 

Rather than "how much," it may be more useful to ask "how" infrastructure con- 
tributes to economic development. Production function analyses are black boxes, 
with infrastructure as one of the inputs and GDP as an output. Let us try to open the 
lid of these black boxes. In so doing, we shift from infrastructure capital to infra- 
structure services. 

As figure 1 indicates, infrastructure affects the "development" of both households 
and enterprises-the consumers of infrastructure-related services-and does so 
through three main mechanisms. 

First, infrastructure-related services improve the welfare of households, often in 
dramatic fashion: Water supply and sanitation, power supply, and transportation 
change the lives of beneficiaries, especially in cities. Strtcto sensu, these welfare 
improvements do not contribute much to GDP, although one can argue that they 
improve the quality of the labor force and hence its productivity. Many economists3 
of course, consider improving welfare as part of "development," even if it does not 
contribute to "growth." 
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FIGURE 1. 
How Infrastructure Contributes to Development 

Water supply Transport Water 
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Power Telecommunications 
Transport 

9ource: Author. 

The two other mechanisms, which are interrelated, have a direct impact on GDP. 
First, infrastructure supply lowers the cost of some of the inputs used by enterprises. 
In power or transportation or communication, infrastructure can lower costs by 
impressive amounts. In so doing, infrastructure acts exactly like technological 
progress. Lower input costs mean lower total costs, which in turn mean larger mar- 
kets and further cost reductions. 

The most interesting and perhaps most important mechanism of the infrastructure- 
development relationship is market enlargement. This applies to goods markets and 
to labor markets, and even (via telecommunication infrastructure) to capital markets. 
As noted by Adam Smith more than two centuries ago, transport infrastructure 
enlarges goods markets, by lowering transport costs, and by speeding access for per- 
ishable merchandise. The progress of telecommunication infrastructure has intensi- 
fied this enlargement process. With it come intensified competition, greater special- 
ization, and economies of scale. 

Improved infrastructure functions exactly like lower tariffs. It facilitates economic 
exchanges, and yields the same type of economic benefits. All the analyses that assess 
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the economic benefits of increased trade can be used to show the contribution of 
improved infrastructure to economic growth. 

Perhaps less known is the impact of infrastructure-in this case urban transport 
infrastructure--on urban labor markets. In a world where more than half the popw- 
lation, and a much larger share of output, is located in cities, the efficiency of cities 
has a macroeconomic importance. As is well known, the productivity of a city (per 
worker; but also per unit of capital) increases with the size of the city. Why? The most 
plausible reason is that larger cities have larger labor markets. The larger the labor 
market, the greater the probability that each individual will find exactly the kind of 
job that matches his or her capabilities and the greater the probability that each 
enterprise will find exactly the kind of workers it needs. A larger labor market 
ensures a better match of labor demand and supply, and this in turn ensures greater 
productivity. However, what matters here is not so much the potential size of the 
labor market (the total number of jobs), but rather its effective size (the number of 
people who can on average access jobs at a reasonable time and money cost). This is 
where infrastructure enters the picture. For the effective size of the labor market is 
(more or less mathematically) a function of three factors: the total number of jobs in 
the urban area, the relative location of jobs and houses, and the speed at which peo- 
ple move to their jobs-a function of urban transport services, which themselves 
depend upon transport infrastructure capital. 

This simple model of urban productivity was tested and confirmed on the case of 22: 
urban areas in France (Prud'homme and Lee 1999). The elasticity of productivity (cor- 
rected to eliminate the influence of differences in industry-mix) with respect to effec 
tive size of labor market was about 0.18, and the elasticity of the size of the labor mar- 
ket with respect to transport speed was around 1.6. This means that the elasticity of 
productivity to transport speed was about 0.29. Increasing transport speed by 10 per- 
cent increases productivity and output by nearly 3 percent, as illustrated in figure 2. 

The relationship between transport infrastructure and transport speed is obvious, 
although not well known. In a study of the Paris area, we estimated that road 
investments over the period 1983-91 had increased traffic speed (relative to what 
it would have been in the absence of such investments) by S percent. Using the elas-- 
ticity mentioned earlier, this made it possible to estimate the increased productivity 
and output due to these road investments, and to derive a rate of return of about 
60 percent. The numbers are certainly fragile, but the causal linkages are probably 
quite robust. 

Financing Options and Economic Efficiency 

The question of whether an infrastructure investment should be undertaken or noi: 
has typically been discussed independently of who will undertake and finance it. 
Yet, it can be shown that the institutional and financial context and constraints have 
a direct bearing upon the economic desirability of the project, and also on public: 
budgets. Whether infrastructure is constructed and operated by the public sector> 



FIGURE 2. 
Impact of Transport Infrastructure on the Efficiency of Cities 

Source: Prud'homme and Lee 1999. 

contracted out to private enterprises, or jointly constructed or operated and financed 
by both actors may make the project more or less valuable. Whether it is paid for and 
financed by users or by taxpayers also has a direct impact on the socioeconomic via- 
bility of the infrastructure project. In a sense, this discussion illustrates the distinction 
between infrastructure capital and services. In all cases, the physical infrastructure 
capital is the same; but the services it provides, or the cost at which they are provided, 
vary with the financing and institutional regime chosen. 

A Menu of Options 

Let us begin by describing the menu-or rather a menu-of institutional and financ- 
ing options available, using the example of a bridge or a road. Seven options are con- 
sidered. 

Pure public option. In the pure public option, the bridge is built in year one by a 
government entity that operates the bridge; usage is free. 

Pure private option. In the pure private case, the bridge is built and operated by a 
private enterprise, in the framework of a contract or concession or authorization 
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granted by a public body. Users pay a toll, the proceeds of which will compensate 
the private enterprise. There is a toll level that maximizes toll profits, but the effec- 
tive toll level is usually negotiated with the granting entity-and must be suffi- 
ciently high to  ensure the financial viability of the private enterprise investment 
(i.e., meet a financial rate of return constraint). 

Public cum toll option. The infrastructure may be built and operated by a public 
body that imposes a toll on users. Over the course of time, toll proceeds will1 
accrue to government coffers, and might be assumed to substitute for ordinary 
taxes. The toll level may or may not be the same as in the pure private option. It: 
is usually lower because the financial rate of return constraint for the public body 
is lower. (A variant of the public cum toll option, not considered here for the sake 
of simplicity, allows the public entity to borrow from a bank the money needed 
for the investment and use toll proceeds to pay interest on the loan). 

Private cum subsidy option. In the private cum subsidy option, the private enter- 
prise that builds and operates the bridge at an  agreed toll level argues that it needs 
a subsidy to meet its financial rate of return constraint, and obtains one. This sub- 
sidy can be a percentage of the initial investment and be paid up front. (In a vari- 
ant not considered here, the subsidy is paid over the course of time, as a percent- 
age of toll proceeds or as a prescribed amount). 

Shadow-toll option. In the shadow-toll option, the private enterprise builds and 
operates the bridge. There is a toll, but the toll is not paid by users, for whom 
bridge crossing is free. It is instead paid by the granting authority, based on the 
number of users. The toll level is also negotiated, and can be lower than the toll 
level of the pure private option because the number of users will be greater. 

Delayed public option. In the delayed public option that often prevails when gov- 
ernments find themselves cash-strapped, the bridge construction and operation is 
simply postponed; aside from the delay, this option is similar to the pure public 
option. 

Do-nothing option. Obviously, not constructing the bridge, and letting potential 
users continue to make a long detour to cross the river (or not cross it), is always 
an available option. It is even the baseline option, or the one with which the other 
options can and should be compared. 

Economic Impact Mechanisms 

As is well known, a cost-benefit analysis of this bridge can be synthesized with two 
indicators: the discounted net value (economic DNV) of the flow of costs and of hen- 
efits; and the internal rate of return (economic IRR), the social discount rate that equall- 
izes the discounted value of costs and of benefits. This is not the place to discuss 
the relative merits of both indicators, which in practice usually tell very much the 
same story. The important point here is that the institutional and financial options folr 
the infrastructure being considered are not identical from an economic viewpoint. Folr 
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the same bridge, the cost-benefit analysis of the various options will not produce the 
same results. There are three reasons for this, three important basic mechanisms. 

User3 exclusion. The toll charged for the use of the bridge will eliminate some users. 
Since the economic cost of supplying bridge service is normally not affected by usage, 
excluding some users implies a welfare cost. The surplus generated by the bridge is 
inversely related to the toll level. Since our options carry different toll levels (including 
zero levels), they have different effects on the benefits associated with the infrastruc- 
ture. If this mechanism were the only one at work, the pure public and the shadow toll 
options (both with a zero toll level) would clearly dominate the other options. 

Two remarks can be added. First, what has been said about the user's exclusion is 
only true for a non-congested bridge or road. If, or rather when, there is congestion, 
then (at least in principle) a congestion charge is appropriate to maximize the bene- 
fits from bridge usage. There is little chance that the prevailing toll will be exactly 
equal to the optimal congestion toll, but the prevailing toll will nevertheless increase 
rather than decrease the surplus associated with bridge $age. ' 

Second, caution is required to extrapolate this mechanism to other types of infra- 
structure. Tolls, called fees, are commoh with many other infrastructure projects. But 
the exclusion of users caused by these is only a welfare cost when marginal produc- 
tion costs are zero (or at least lower than the fee charged), and when, as in the case 
of the bridge, there is no congestion problem. 

Greater efficiency of private operation. There are theoretical and empirical rea- 
sons to expect private operations to be more efficient--or to consume less economic 
resources-than publicly managed operations. 

There are at least four reasons for this greater efficiency of the private ~ec to r .~  First, 
the incentive system prevailing in the private sector is more effective than the one that 
prevails in the public sector; for respectable reasons, the people who deliver are better 
rewarded (and those who do not more punished) in the private sector; there are strong 
built-in cost-minimizing mechanisms. Second, and also for respectable reasons, pro- 
curement, accounting, and disbursement procedures are more complicated and formal 
in the public sector; doing things according to the rules is more important than doing 
them swiftly and efficiently. Third, and somewhat paradoxically, the private often ben- 
efits more from economies of scale than the public; this is because the public may con- 
sist of relatively small local or regional whereas the private often con- 
sists of large companies operating in the entire country or even the entire world. 
Fourth, technical knowledge and innovation, the mother of productivity, is by now 
more common in the private sector than in the ~ub l i c  sector. And unfortunately, these 
reasons are likely to have even more force in developling than in developed countries. 

Assuming that maintenance and operation costsare negligible, this means that Ig, 
the economic cost of a publicly built and operated infrastructure, will be higher than Ie, 
the cost of the same infrastructure developed by a pribate enterprise, by a margin of a: 

Ig = (1 + a)*Ie 

The value of a varies greatly from case to case and country to country. 
There might be cases when a < 0, particularly if and when the private entity is an 
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uncontrolled monopoly. But in general, the distribution of a seems to be centered 
I around a positive value. Twenty percent sounds like a reasonable order of magnitude. 

This means that institutional and financial options in which the bridge construc- 
tion and operation are done by a public enterprise will (all other things being equal) 
have economic costs higher by a-higher than what the costs would be if bridge con- 
struction and operation were managed by a private enterprise. 

Tax distortions. The third mechanism to be taken into account is related to the eco- 
nomic cost associated with tax-financed expenditures. Taxes are generally distortive,' 
and modify the incentive system in ways that decrease output and associated welfare. 

I 
This deadweight loss, or opportunity cost of tax income, equal to A* tax proceeds, 
varies with both the tax/GDP ratio and the structure of the tax system. The value of h 

might be as high as 20 percent.9 This means that when a government entity spends 100 

financed by tax income, the economic cost to the economy of this expenditure is about 

I 120. Conversely, when this government entity raises 100 in the form of tolls, thereby 

decreasing other distortive tax resources by 100, there is a welfare gain of about 20. 
This has implications for the valuation of the costs and benefits associated with 

the various options. Costs 'financed by tax income must be increased by A, and ben- 
efits resulting from a tax reduction must be taken into consideration. 

Cost-benefit analysis of the various financing options must take into consideration 
these three interacting mechanisms, and the outcomes are hard to predict. General 
formulations, which quickly become complex, do not throw much light on such out- 
comes. We have preferred a simple simulation that produces different IRR and DNV 
for our different options, and suggest an economic ranking of these options. Before 
turning to these numbers, however, we must discuss another dimension of the issue, 
the budgetary approach. 

Budgetary Approach 

So far, we have examined the problem in purely economic terms. In practice, tlhe 
problem has a budgetary dimension as well, often a dominant one. ~ihis t r ies  of 
finance (even when they are not separate from ministries of the economy) try, all 
other things equal-and at times when they are not equal-to minimize budgetary 
expenditures. This means spending less, and spending as late as possible. 

An infrastructure investment, however, when it is successful and produces utility, 

also produces additional taxes and public revenues. Additional utility is not exactly 
additional economic output, but it is akin to it, and a large fraction of it. As a first 

approximation, we can say that, every year, additional tax output AR is a fraction 
y of additional utility or welfare AW: 

The value of y varies with the type of infrastructure investment, with the nature of 

the tax system, and with the level of government considered. It is much higher for a 
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central government than for a local government, because local government tax rates 
are much lower than national ones, and because welfare benefits usually leak out of 
the area where the investment is made. A plausible order of magnitude could be 
y = 20 percent. This would be commensurate with a 30 percent tax-to-GDP ratio, 
and a two-thirds ratio of GDP to welfare. 

With a value of y one can determine, in each of the financing options discussed, 
the flow of government revenue generated by the infrastructure investment consid- 
ered, and compare it with the associated government expenditures. This is done by 
calculating the DNV (Discounted Net Value) with a discount rate, but this rate need 
not be identical to the rate of discount utilized for the economic DNV. 

Cornpaving Financial Options 

To compare our seven institutional financial options, we can compare the economic 
IRR, the economic DNV, and the budgetary DNV associated with each. Let P(Q) be 
the demand curve for the crossing of the river, as shown in figure 3. 

Before construction of the bridge the price of crossing, Po (which implies a long 
detour), is high, and the traffic, Qo, is modest. We are in A. After the bridge, with a 
toll Pp, we move to B, with a traffic Qp. If there is no toll (Pt = 0), we move to C. 
The yearly utility or social benefit associated with the bridge is OPoABQp, or 
OPoAQofQoABQp. Let us assume that the bridge is built in one year, in year 1, at 
a private investment cost of Ie, with a the sur-cost of public construction and oper- 
ation, and A the opportunity cost of tax resources. y is the ratio of additional tax to 
additional welfare. 

FIGURE 3. 
Demand for River Crossing 

Price 

-- 

Source: Author. 
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For a given option, the economic IRR is the value of r for which: 

the economic discounted net value DNVe is: 

DNVe = 2, Po*Qo+ D(P)dQ *(1 + rO)' - a*A*Ie r Ct It  
with rO an appropriate social rate of discount; and the budgetary DNVb is: 

DNVb =Z(Pp*Qp)',*(l + r')' + Zty [PO*QO + j Q  D(P)dQ I *(1 + r')' - a*Ie -- S 
0 t 

With (Pp*Qp)' the public toll proceeds (when they exist), S is the subsidy to a private 
enterprise (when there is one), (Pp*Qp)" the toll paid to a private enterprise (when 
they exist), and r' the social rate of discount for public funds. 

To produce orders of magnitude, we used the following values for the parameters 
utilized. The demand curve for the crossing of the river is assumed to be: 

This defines a price-elasticity of demand that varies along the demand curve, but 
which is about -0.5 for P=5, in the lower ranges of P that matter, a realistic elastic- 
ity. We assume the initial situation to be Po = 10 and Qo = 1. The demand curve is 
assumed to be constant over time. 

The cost of the construction of the bridge by a private enterprise Ie is 100. We 
assume a, the public construction sur-cost to be 20 percent. The opportunity cost of 
tax resources X is also assumed to be equal to 20 percent (but the two values could 
be different). We also assume y (the marginal ratio of tax income to welfare) to be 
equal to 20 percent (but y need not be equal to a or A). The social rate of discou~lt 
rO used to calculate the economic DNV is taken to be 6 percent. The social rate of dis- 
count r' used to calculate the budgetary DNV is also taken to be 6 percent (but here 
too, the two values could be different).'' Both IRR and DNV calculations are based 
on a 30-year period. 

In the pure public and shadow-toll options, there is no toll, and price P paid by 
users is therefore 0. Different tolls could be retained for the other options. The profi1:- 
maximizing toll (the one that equals to zero the derivative of P*Q(P)) is 7.5. This is the 
toll level that the private enterprise would choose if it were left to decide. But this would 
lead to a restricted patronage of the bridge and reduce its economic utility to a low level. 
We assume that the negotiated toll level in the pure private option will be 5 .  This is con- 
sistent with a 9.3 percent financial internal rate of return for the enterprise, which may 
beconsidered sufficient. In the public-cum-toll option, we assume a lower toll levelof 4, 
because the public entity can function with a lower financial internal rate of return. I11 
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the shadow-toll option, the toll is paid not by users but by the government entity to the 
private enterprise; and because it is paid on all users, the toll can be lower. We take it to 
be 3.33, the toll level that yields yearly toll proceeds equal to the toll proceeds of the 
pure private option. In the private-cum-subsidy option, the toll remains at 5." 

Table 4 presents the parameters attached to each option, and above all the value 
of the indicators produced by the model. Other numbers for the parameters would 
produce different values for the indicators and in certain cases different rankings of 
the options. Nevertheless, the values shown in table 4 are not unreasonable, and the 
rankings obtained deserve attention. They suggest several conclusions. 

First, different financial options for the same infrastructure investment (here, a 
given bridge) lead to different economic IRR or economic DNV, and also to different 
budgetary DNV. Institutions and finance do matter for economics. 

Then, the two economic rankings are practically identical.12 The budgetary rank- 
ing is different but tells a story that is not much different from the economic one. 

This economic story is that the pure public option does not fare well. It has the 

I 1 
lowest economic IRR of all options. It can marginally be improved by the introduc- 

I, I tion of a toll (what is lost in terms of consumer surplus is more than compensated 
1 by what 'is gained through a reduction in tax-associated damage); in addition, the 

1 I toll is attractivk from a budgetary viewpoint. ~ e l a p i d ~  the public option by a 
i I I I few years is worst in economic (DNV) terms, and not much better in budgetary terms. 

TABLE 4. 
Comparisons of Various Financial Options 

Pure Pure Public Shadow Private Public 

public private +toll toll +subsidy delayed 

Features: 

(Y 0.2 - 0.2 - - 0.2 
A 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Y 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
P (toll level) - 5 4 3.33 5 - 
Q (traffic) 3 2 2.2 3 2 3 
P*Q (proceeds) - 10 8.8 10 10 - 

- - S (subsidy) - - 30 - 
U (utility) 20 17.5 18.4 20 17.5 20 
I (invt cost) 144 100 1 44 1 00 100 122 
r" (% discount rate) 6 6 6 6 6 6 
r' (% id for budget) 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Financial IRR (%) n.a. 9.3 6.1 9.3 14.0 n.a. 

Indicators : 

Economic IRR (YO) 13.6 17.4 15.1 17.9 16.3 13.4 
Economic DNV 124 133 126 139 127 95 
Budgetary DNV -61 +45 +49 -78 +17 - 53 

Source: Authoh calculations. 

Note: n.a. = not applicable, - = zero. IRR and DNV are calculated over a 30-year per~od; in the publ~c delayed 
option, the delay is 3 years (i-e., the investment IS made in year 4). 
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The pure private option is-in the example studied-far superior to the public options, 
in both economic and budgetary terms. Even the combination of a private provision and 
a subsidy is, in socioeconomic terms, more attractive than the pure public option, 
although it does not fare very well in budgetary terms. The private provision with sub- 
sidy fares better than the pure public option, but not as well as the tolled public option. 

The shadow-toll system is the best system in socioeconomic terms. In budgetary 
terms, however, it fares badly, even worse than the public options. 

Finally, in budgetary terms, the do-nothing option, which evidently has a budget- 
ary DNV of zero, is more attractive than the pure public option. This provides a jus- 
tification for doing nothing, but is a bad justification. Doing nothing is (in the exam- 
ple studied) the worst option in socioeconomic terms; and even in budgetary terms it 
is worse than either the private options or the public-cum-toll option. 

Forecasting Errors, Uncertainties, and Risks 

Traditional cost-benefit analysis implicitly assumes that the flows of costs and bene- 
fits generated over the course of time by an infrastructure project can be correctly 
forecasted. This assumption is, however, often erroneous. The comparison between 
ex ante forecasts and ex  post events can show enormous discrepancies. Some of the 
methodological refinements of cost-benefit analysis that "improve" accuracy of 
analysis by 1 or 2 percentage points are applied to data that may be off the mark by 
30 or 40 percentage points. This is a worrisome contrast. More generally, forecast- 
ing errors are a measure of the uncertainties related to the life of infrastructure 
projects, and of the associated risks. Some might say that there is nothing new here, 
and that most business decisions are taken in the face of uncertainty. But it is a mat- 
ter of degree, and uncertainty In infrastructure decisions is generally much greater 
than in ordinary business decisions. Reducing errors, dealing with uncertainties, an(d 
allocating risks efficiently constitute major tasks of infrastructure policy decisions. 

Magnitude of Forecasting Eqors and Uncertainties 

Errors in infrastructure projects are defined as the difference between ex ante and 
ex post numbers. They relate to costs and completion dates (delays are a major 
source of additional costs), and to benefits, which, in many cases, and certainly in 
transportation projects, are closely associated with patronage and traffic. 

Systematic studies of such errors are scarce (Pickrell 1990; Flyvbjerg and Skamris 
1997; Flyvbjerg, Horn, and Buhl2002; Flyvberg, Bruzelius, and Rothengatter 2003.; 
Odeck 2004), because they are difficult to conduct. Cost-benefit analysis assumes that 
there is a well-defined project to be analyzed, decided, and implemented. This is a fic- 
tion. In practice, the story of many infrastructure projects, particularly large ones, 
begins with a concept to which a few costs and benefits numbers are attached. It con- 
tinues with a draft project, in which these numbers are refined. The numbers later are 
further modified, because additional information becomes available, and because 
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! additional negotiations are conducted. New numbers appear-and even after a deci- 

9 sion has been finalized, there are often further negotiations, new information, 
changes, improvements, additions, and so forth, producing revised forecasts. The net 
result is that a simple question such as: "What was the e x  ante cost of the project?" 

I is often very difficult to answer. In addition to these conceptual difficulties, there are 
! practical difficulties. Ex ante data may have never existed, the data may have been 
1 lost, or those who have it might be unwilling to communicate it.13 
1 The most comprehens~ve study of such forecasting errors is the one undertaken at 
I I  Aalborg University under the leadership of Bent Flyvberg, on more than 200 transport 

projects, in 20 developed and developing countries. The findings of that study, sum- 
marized in table 5, are very much in line with the findings of other studies. In his 
pioneering work on 10 U.S. rail transit projects, Don Pickrell(1990) found average cap- 
ital cost overuns of 61 percent (compared with 45 percent for rail projects in table 5), 
and average ridership overestimates of 65 percent (compared with 39 percent in 
table 5 ) .  Odeck (2.004), looking at construction costs af 62.0 road projects in Norway, 
finds average overuns of 8 percent (compared with 20 percent in table 5 ) .  A Transport 
and Road Research Laboratory study of subways in developing countries produced 
construction cost underestimates and ridership overestimates of similar magnitude. 

The picture is therefore quite clear and consistent. In transport projects errors on 
construction costs and on ridership are very cdmmon, very large-and are systemat- 
ically on the "wrong side," with costs underestimated and patronage overestimated. 
Errors are significantly larger for rail projects thanlfor road pfojects. There is appar- 
ently no progress in the accuracy of forecasting overthe course of time. The size of 
projects does not seem to matter; indeed, Odeck (2004) finds greater errors in small 
projects than in larger ones. Errors seek to be both largely independent of the project 
country and equally important in developed and developing countries. 

These conclusions relate to transport infrastructure projects. Studies of cost and 
patronage forecasts in other infrastructure sectors are less systematic (or less known 
to US), but the available information suggests that similar errors are common in those 
as well. 

TABLE 5. 
Forecasting Errors on Construction Costs and Traffic Forecasts in Transport Projects 

Construction costs Traffic 

Number Error sd Number Error sd 

(I) (%) 

Ra~l  projects 58 +45 (38) 27 - 39 (52) 

Road projects 167 + 20 (30) 183 -9 (44) 

F ~ x e d  links 33 +34 (62) n.a. n.a. n.a. 

All projects 258 + 28 (39) 210 n.a. n.a. 

Source: Flyvbjerg, Bruzelius, and Rothengatter 2003, chapters 2 and 3. 

Note: sd = standard deviation, n.a. = not available 
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Explaining Ewovs and Uncertainties 

Why are such massive errors made, and what uncertainties do they reflect? It might 
be useful to distinguish four main causes, or four main types of errors: substantive, 
economic, technical, and institutional. 

First, there are errors and risks related to the nature or  the substance of the infra- 
structure project. The ex post project might not be the same as the ex ante project. The 
project may have started as a 2 x 2 lanes project and evolved into a 2 X 3 lanes proj- 
ect. Environmental or safety constraints may have been added to the initial project. In 
such cases, the drift is not one of costs but a drift in the scope of the project. Similarly, 
in traffic fc~recasts, an alternative road, which was not planned and therefore not taken 
into account, may have been built, changing the context and nature of the initial proj- 
ect. Such errors and the uncertainties they reflect are largely specific to infrastructure 
projects, meaning that there are substanttve risks in infrastructure investments. 

Second, there are economic errors and risks, that is, risks associated with the evo- 
lution of the overall economic climate. Most studies of demand and patronage are 
heavily dependent upon income, and therefore upon income and activity forecasts. 
The economic development of a country is beyond the responsibility of infrastructure 
planners. Overly optimistic forecasts usually result in overestimates of patronage, a 
risk that is often referred to as market risk. It could be argued that a similar risk exists 
for all goods and services; for example, for toothpaste production. The difference 
is that in toothpaste production forecasting errors can be much more easily cor- 
rected, because toothpaste production does not involve massive, long-lived, immobile 
cap~ ta t  

There are also errors linked to the technical difficulty of forecasting costs and 
usage for an infrastructure project. These arise from the fact that many such projects 
are unique. They are not goods and services that are mass-produced in an easy-to- 
predict fashion. These projects are made to measure, and are often large in size. Thus 
makes them complex, and completing them may take years, which increases the 
probability that something could go wrong. Tnfrastructure projects are exposed tlo 
strikes, flooding, supplier bankruptcies, and so forth. They are often dependent upon 
geological unknowns-and often use new and not yet fully mastered technologies. 
For usage forecasts, planners are dependent upon imperfect models and insdficient 
information, not to mention uncertainties about the economic, social, psychological, 
or political environment. The resulting uncertainties, which are also specific to infra- 
structure projects, mean that there are technical risks associated with such projects. 

Most of these "economic" and "technical" errors, however, could and should plaj~ 
in both directions. Such uncertainties should lead to both overestimates and 
underestimates. They should explain the standard error of errors, not the average, 
which should be zero. But they cannot explain fully the systematic errors that are SO 

common. 
A complementary, and probably better, explanation is behavioral and institu- 

tional. Infrastructure developers make errors because they have an interest in making 
errors. 



i Errors in Public Projects 
> 

I Flyvbjerg and others (2002) put this more bluntly: "Underestimating Costs in Public 
Work Projects: Error or Lie?" In purely public projects-and most of the projects 
studied fall into that category--civil servants in the technical ministries involved very 
much want the projects to be constructed. Their prestige, carriers, power (and in 
extreme cases, income) are often attached to such projects. Hence the easy to under- 

I stand tendency to underestimate costs and overestimate utility in order to ensure that 

I 
"their" projects will be decided. If things go wrong afterwards, these civil servants 

I are unlikely to be affected. 
There is a similar asymmetry with decisionmakers (i.e., politicians), who are also 

I quite willing to be misled. They will derive a political benefit from the decision to 
/ I '  build, and an even greater benefit from inaugurating the project. But the potential 
( 1 '  failure of the project, in terms of costs overruns or underpatronage, wil1,probably not 
! 1 be damaging for them. In many cases, politicians will no longer be in office when this 
i ,  
J I 

failure -becomes apparent, because the life cycle of an infrastructure project is usually 
longer than that of a political term. In addition, the benefits of an infrastructure proj- 
ect are often visible and concentrated, whereas the costs are hidden and diluted. o n  

4 political scales, the benefits outweigh the costs. 
9 1 - 

Errors in Private Projects 
One would expect privately financed infrastructure projects to be protected from 
such institutional biases in favor of errors. The private capitalist who underestimates 
costs and/or overestimates usage is likely to be penalized for his errors, often severely. 
The private sector employees responsible for the errors will be sacked, unlike what 
happens in the public sector. In any case, the banks that lend money to the private 
enterprise will scrutinize the project and double-check its seriousness because it is 
their own money that is at stake. 

Yet, it appears that even private infrastructure projects are not immune from errors. 
The record is not as bad as in the case of public projects, but it is far from perfect. The 
most glaring case is perhaps that of the Channel tunnel connecting Great Britain and 
France. This US$8 billion infrastructure investment (1985 prices) was built with pri- 
vate money from banks and capital markets, without public subsidies. Nevertheless, 
actual costs were 80 percent higher than projected costs, actual traffic is 40 percent 
below projected traffic, and the private development company for the tunnel is on the 
verge of bankruptcy. Studies of concession contracts in Latin America point to similar 
errors. How can they be explained? 

In certain cases cost overruns are for substantive errors. Additional constraints are 
added, increasing delays and costs. This was a major factor in the Channel tunnel 
case. In other cases, it is reported that the losses of the private infrastructure enter- 
prise are often realized as profits of the construction companies that are the domi- 
nant stockholders of the infrastructure enterprise. 

But the main explanation is that there are no purely private enterprises in infra- 
structure construction and operation. Some public entity is always involved. Some 
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public agency or ministry always intervenes to define the project, to select the private 
enterprise, to decide on toll levels, to choose the concession period, to grant subsidies 
in certain cases, and so forth. When things go wrong, the public sector rarely lets the 
private enterprise go bankrupt. Instead, the public sector usually bails out the private 
enterprise and renegotiates the contract. In certain cases (rare it seems), when things 
go too well, the public sector also intervenes and imposes additional taxes or con- 
straints. The public agent is a very active back seat driver, which does not facilitate 
good driving. 

This is why many of the weaknesses described above apply. Public technicians and 
politicians very much want the infrastructure project to be undertaken-as much as 
the private enterprises-and they are ready to distort (unconsciously perhaps) fore- 
casts and concession contracts in order to acheve their goals. 

Traffic forecasts, for instance, are typically prepared by ministries of transport, 
and are often included in the documentation given to prospective bidders. The esti- 
mates are as overly optimistic as if intended for direct public provision. In Colombia, 
note Engel and others (2003, p. 8),  "traffic was 40 percent lower than predicted by 
Invias" (the public agency responsible for highways). In a number of cases, private 
enterprises need not care much about the accuracy of forecasts because they enjoy 
minimum traffic guarantees. If traffic is not what it was forecasted to be, the gov- 
ernment will pay a subsidy to the enterprise. 

Cost estimates do not matter much either for private enterprises, because in many 
cases they are de jure or de facto protected from cost overruns. Legal profit guarantees 
are not uncommon, and when they do not exist, contracts can often be renegotiated. 
Indeed, renegotiation seems to be the rule rather than the exception. In other worcls, 
private enterprises involved in infrastructure projects generally face soft budget con- 
straints. The reasons they should have (as with hard budget constraints) to ensure that 
their cost and benefit forecasts are accurate are in practice dampened or eliminated. 

Engel et al. (2003) go even further and suggest that the recourse to private enter- 
prises in infrastructure projects may be part of a political strategy that implies errors. 
Politicians, they argue, want infrastructure projects to be undertaken now, before 
the next election. When purely public, these projects are taken into consideration as 
part of the budgetary process, where they may be fought by the opposition. But 
contracting out projects to private enterprises on an error-ridden basis allows 
the government to increase infrastructure now, at the cost of bailing out private 
enterprises later, without increasing apparent debt. Errors in this analysis are the 
counterpart of a politically convenient hidden debt. 

Dealing with Uncertainties and Risks 

Whether substantial, economic, technical, or institutional, forecasting errors in infra- 
structure projects are economically damaging. They flout cost-benefit analysis. They 
mean that projects which in reality have a very low economic internal rate of return 
(or a negative economic discounted net value14) and should never be undertaken are 
made to appear desirable and are undertaken. 
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I Every effort should be made to reduce the uncertainties involved in infrastructure 
I 

i projects and the forecasting errors associated with them. 

Public Projects 

For purely or mostly public projects, what does this imply? To reduce substantive 
risks and avoid costly changes in project design, focus, objectives, and constraints, it 
is important to involve as m ~ y  stakeholders as possible from the beginning. The 
time spent initially trying to achieve a consensus or at least to engage in an open 
debate may seem a waste of time and money. But if it can help avoid major changes 
at a later stage, it will actually save time and money. 

Technical and economic uncertainties cannot be eliminated. They are a feature of 
many infrastructure projects, and there will always be uncertainties and therefore 
forecasting errors of that type. Several actions, however, can reduce the number of 
uncertainties or their adverse consequences. More publicity should be given to meth- 
ods used and the hypotheses made in preparing forecasts. Ex post comparisons 
should be made (by independent analysts), so that everybody can learn from errors 
that are made. E x  ante studies should build scenarios, perform sensibility analysis, 
and produce estimates in the form of ranges rather than as single numbers. Forecasts 
should not, inasmuch as possible, be made in-house, by the ministry or the agency 
concerned, but be contracted out to other agencies or independent consultants, or at 
least submitted to outsiders for review. 

It is more difficult to reduce institutional sources of uncertainty, because these 
involve sovereign decisionmakers and their political interests. In many cases, how- 
ever, public projects involve decisionmakers in only one ministry or agency rather 
than in the entire government. Involving other agencies or  ministries, in particular the 
ministry of finance, which do not have as much interest in seeing the infrastruc- 
ture undertaken, may serve as an effective check. Auditing and reporting, when there 
are independent courts of accounts, can also play a role. 

p 1 
4 I 

Private Projects I 
For privately financed projects, market mechanisms provide, in principle, an impor- 
tant check. In practice, as we have seen, such mechan~sms are often dampened by 
public interference, and are nonoperative. What is the appropriate risk allocation? 
Risks are high, and if they are borne entirely by the private enterprise, serious and 
reputable enterprises might refrain from bidding on the project, or ask for exorbi- 
tantly high prices. The choice here would be not to do business with these enterprises, 
and forgo the potential benefit of private participation, o r  to do business with less 
reliable enterprises, which could be even worse. On the other hand, if all risks are 
borne by the public sector, market discipline will not work, as we have seen, and the 
benefits of private participation will also be forgone. Finding the appropriate bal- 
ance, the point at which the marginal damage of public risktaking is equal to the 
marginal benefit of public risk-taking, is a delicate task. 

It is often argued that privately managed risky projects will be more costly than 
similar publicly managed projects. The argument is that the privately managed 
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projects will bear an insurance premium that publicly managed projects will not bear, 
because the public sector is its own insurer. The implication here is that private man- 
agement may be more efficient, but that in the presence of risk it is also more costly. 
Or that, if the project benefits from a public guarantee, it may not be more costly 
but-because the guarantee erodes the incentives to efficiency-it will not be more 
efficient. This argument is not convincing. Government is indeed its own insurer, but 
not paying the insurance premium is not the same as bearing no costs. Self-insurailce 
is in the end about as costly as commercial insurance. 

Discussion of infrastructure-related risks in general is probably not very fruitful. 
We have seen that risks are diverse, so the discussion might be helped by distin- 
guishing between types of risks. 

Technical risks, or risks that do not arise from public decisions, should be borne 
by private enterprises. These include the risk of extra costs due to natural disasters, 
or of supplier bankruptcies, and insufficient revenues due to erroneous patronage 
forecasts. Private enterprises should not be protected from their own mistakes ion 
these types of uncertainties, as this is the only way to induce them to minimize such 
mistakes. In addition, these risks are generally insurable. Minimum revenue guaran- 
tees, cost escalation protection clauses, minimum profit provisions, or government- 
guaranteed loans should be systematically avoided. 

Substantive risks, or risks created by post-contract public decisions, should be 
borne by the ~ub l i c  sector. If the government, for reasons only it can fully appreci- 
ate, decides to increase environmental or safety constraints, it should bear the cost of 
this change. If the government drastically increases road charges, or creates an 
unplanned alternative road (thereby significantly decreasing traffic on the transport 
infrastructure considered), the public agency should also bear the cost of its 
unplanned and unpredictable-and in most cases uninsurable-change. 

Pure economic risks-those associated with forecasting errors caused by errors on 
the evolution of activity and income-are much like substantive risks. They are 
beyond the control of infrastructure developers, and are very hard to insure because, 
unlike technical risks, they hit all infrastructure developers at the same time. Having 
the public sector compensate for such riskswould not create perverse incentives, and 
would be desirable. 

In practice, of course, distinctions between these types of risks are not always easy 
to make, opening the door to litigation and negotiation. Disentangling pure economic 
risks from economic forecasting errors is likely to be particularly delicate. The more 
explicit the concession contract, the better. The more open the litigation or renegotia- 
tion process, the better, The more independent the arbiter of potential conflicts, the 
better: a tribunal or a regulatory agency is highly desirable, but not necessary. 

Because private involvement in infrastructure projects is potentially a great source 
of savings and efficiency, some people see "privatization" as a panacea-particularly 
so when facing a corrupt and inefficient government. But in reality, "private" provi- 
sion is never pure, and always involves (and should involve) a dose of public decision 
and control. The efficiency of the private sector is contingent upon the form and mag- 
nitude of this public control. Unfortunately, governments that are unable to deliver 
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efficient public services are also unable to control private enterprises contracted to do 
so. And these governments are even more unable to create the independent bodies or  
regulation agencies needed to arbitrate disputes between public and private entities. 
The sad-and well-known-paradox is that the countries that would most benefit 
from a large dose of privatization are usually the countries that are least equipped to 
inject it properly. Conversely, the countries that are best able to conduct and oversee 
the privatization process are also those where this is needed least. Privatization of 
infrastructure should therefore be seen not as a panacea but as a desirable goal at the 
end of a long and arduous road. 

Conclusions 

This brief paper on a vast subject shows that "infrastructure" does not easily 
lend itself to generalities. These projects have a number of common features that 
distinguish them from ordinary private capital, and provide justification for the use 
of a specific concept, but infrastructure projects are very heterogeneous in type, in 
context, in financing schemes, pricing practices, and so forth. What is true for road 
construction may be wrong for power generation; what is true in the year 2000 may 
be wrong in 2010; what is true in a bottleneck situation may be wrong in an over- 
supply situation; what is true for an unpriced infrastructure may be wrong for a 
charged one. Market failures justify infrastructure as a category, but planning failures 
deprive the category of the powerful homogenizing forces of the market. 

This makes it difficult, if not impossible, to design and recommend "infrastructure 
policies" in general. We cannot, for a given country, define an "optimal" level of 
infrastructure endowment and say by how much infrastructure investment efforts 
should be increased or decreased-although in many cases it is quite clear that more 
would be better. We cannot identify optimal institutional, financial, pricing, or decen- 
tralization designs--even if in many cases it seems safe to suggest that greater doses 
of privatization, of charges, of decentralization, or of independent regulation would 
be appropriate. For each country, we must proceed sector by sector, even project by 
project, and bring to bear all the resources of public policy analysis. In infrastructure 
policies, the devil is in the details. 

Notes 

1. As late as 1973, the editors of Urban Studies deleted the word "infrastructure" from a 
paper this writer contributed to this well-written British journal, and replaced it with 
"social overhead capital. " 

2. It has been noted that in some cases, such as harbors, reuse might be an alternative to 
mobility. 

3. For France, input-output table data showed that, in 2001, household consumption of 
infrastructure-related services was exactly one-thlrd of the total consumption of infra- 
structure-related services. 
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4. Even this author added one stone to the monument to infrastructure and growth (Fritsch 
and Prud'homme 1997). 

5. Holtz-Eakin (1994) for example, on the United States (controlling carefully for state- 
specific effects), finds that public infrastructure contributes nothing to private output or 
productivity; note, however, that this definition of "infrastructure" is statc and local gov- 
ernment capital, which ignores federal highways and most privately owned utilities capital. 

6. The dichotomy public-private oversimpfifies the issue: In reality, there are also public 
enterprises that are less flexible and responsive than private enterprise but more flexible 
than a government ministry. 

7. This is not always the case, however. In many developing countries a powerful ministry of 
public works is in charge of most infrastructure projects throughout the country, although 
the progress of decentralization erodes this potential benefit. 

8. Lump-sum taxes and taxes on negative externalities are exceptions. Unfortunately, lump- 
sum taxes are a textbook curiosity. There are no tax systems with only lump-sum taxa- 
tion, and taxes on externalities are very rare indeed. 

9. There is of course, no  reason why h should be equal to a. For the United States, h has been 
estimated to be 1 7  percent by Rallard and others (1985) and 47  percent by Jorgensen and 
Yun (1990). 

10. These values are on the low side, especially for develop~ng countries. 

11. The private-cum-subsidy option corresponds to the case in which the financial IRR (9.3 
percent) that prevails In the absence of subsidy is considered too low by the market. A 
subsidy of 30 perccnt is granted, which will increase the financial IRR (to 14 percent) 
but decrease the economic IRR-because of the economic tax cost associated with the 
subsidy. 

12. The change from the pure public to pure public delayed options signif~cantly deteriorates 
the DNV but changes the IRR very little. Calculations were made over a 30-year period, 
beginning with year 1 ,2 ,  3, in which nothing happens. 

13. Some people belicvc that refusal to communicate is, in the name of competitive secrecy, 
more common in the private sector, and they worry that a greater role of the private sec- 
tor in infrastructure projects will translate into a greater paucity of data. Others belleve 
that in many countries, particularly developing countries, public sector secrecy is perhaps 
even more formidable. 

14. In the simulation exercise discussed earlier, if investment costs increase by 50 percent and 
traffic decrease by 40 percent (relative to forecasts used In the analysis), then for all 
options the IRR will be drastically reduced (to 4 and 6 percent ~nstead of 14 and 17 per- 
cent for the pure publlc and pure private options), and the DNV will be negative (-48 antd 
-5 Instead of +123, and + I32  for the pure public and pure prlvate options). 
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EDUARDO ENGEL 

Rimy Prud'homme provides an authoritative and friendly survey on the relation 
between infrastructure and economic development. This is a welcome contribution 
on an important topic, and I strongly recommend reading it. 

Among the many things I liked, let me mention three. First, the paper tracks the con- 
cept of infrastructure through (economic) history, arguing convincingly that for a long 
time it was ignored by most leading development economists. Second, it provides a 
good review of the literature that quantifies the relation between infrastructure and 
growth. Given the author's important contributions on this topic, this skeptical survey 
should be taken seriously. 

Third, the paper provides a refreshing discussion of the large forecasting errors 
observed for infrastructure projects. Demand is usually overestimated while costs are 
underestimated, in both cases reflecting strategic behavior by public and private agents 
involved. Yet after correcting for these systematic sources of errors, the residual com- 
ponent, even though unbiased, has a very large variance, reflecting the inherent uncer- 
tainty that is part of most infrastructure projects. 

There are, however, some things I m~ssed in this paper. I would have liked a 
strongevtance on some of the policy choices considered. Too often the author con- 
cludes that "the devil is in the details," which of course is true but not very useful far 
policymakers. I would have also liked more examples from developing countries. 
Finally, some important topics are barely mentioned. Admittedly, my complaints 
reflect differences in preferences and style, and should therefore not be taken too 
seriously.1 

As noted in the paper, Professor Prud'homme only considers marginally the issues 
of privatization and regulation of infrastructure, a topic of major concern for poli- 
cymakers in developing countries given the widespread disillusion with recent 

Eduardo Engel is Professor of economics at Yale University in Kew Haven, Corvlecticut, and a Research Associate for 
the National Bureau for Economic Research in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This comment, prepared for the ABCDE- 
Washington conference, draws on earlier work with Ronald Fischer and Alexander Galetovic. 
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TABLE 1. 
Support for Privatization in Latin America 
(percentages of those surveyed) 

Argentina Bolivia Brazil Colombia Costa Rica Chile 

Ecuador El Salvador Guatemala Honduras Mexico Nicaragua - 

2003 10 23 22 16 32 21.6 

Source: LatinoBarornetro. 

N o t e  - = not available. Those surveyed were asked: Do  you (a) strongly agree, (b) agree, (c) disagree, (d) strongly 
disagree with the statement "the privatization o f  public utilities has been beneficla1 for the country"? Poss~ble answers 
included optlons (a)-(d) listed here, as well as (e) d o  not  know, (9 does not respond. Data reported in this table reflect 
the percentage of individuals that chose only option (a) or (b). 

a. All reported averages exclude Costa Rica, since 2002 and 2003 data were not available for this country. 

privatization efforts. Indeed, as shown in table 1, support for privatization in Latin 
America fell substantially between 1998 and 2003, from an average across 16 coun- 
tries of more than 46 percent to less than 22 percent. By 2003, more than two-thirds 
of the population surveyed in every country in the region disagreed with the state- 
ment that "the privatization of public utilities had been beneficial.' 

Thus, an important question for policymakers is, "What went wrong with infra- 
structure privatization, and how can it be fixed?" In the remainder of this comment, 
I will present an overview answer to this question, for the particular case of high- 
w a y ~ . ~  A more ambitious project, considering other infrastructure sectors (such as 
telecommunications, electricity, and water), would make a good topic for a future 
Annual Bank Conference on Development Economics conference paper.4 

Highway Privatization: Recent Experience and Policy Lessons 

The "lost decade" of the 1980s led to low investment and inadequate maintenance 
of infrastructure, creating a major highway deficit across Latin America. This was the 
origin of the wave of infrastructure privatization that began in the 1990s, as this 
highway deficit, combined with chronic budgetary problems, led governments to 
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embrace a scheme whereby the private sector financed urgently needed infrastructure 
investments, to free up public resources for other priority areas. 

Private financing of new highways throughout Latin America freed up fewer gov- 
ernment resources than expected (Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic 2003). In several 
cases, public funds were diverted to bail out franchise holders in financial trouble.' 
So government guarantees for private highway franchises added to the fiscal burden, 
especially since these guarantees were paid out mainly during economic downturns, 
when government budgets were under pressure.6 

Before proceeding, it is useful to clarify what this paper means by public and pri- 
vate provision of roads. Under public provision (the traditional approach), the gov- 
ernment designs, finances, and operates the road. Private firms may participate in the 
construction stage and may be selected in competitive auctions. But once the high- 
way is built, the government operates and maintains it. Taxpayers finance the road 
and, even when users pay tolls, these are usually unrelated to construction costs. By 
contrast, when roads are privatized, a concessionaire finances, builds, operates, and 
maintains the facility. The franchise owner collects tolls for a long time-usually 
between 15 and 30 years-and when the franchise ends the road reverts to the gov- 
ernment. Such Build-Operate-and-Transfer (BOT) contracts can be awarded either 
through direct negotiation between the transit authority and an interested firm, or 
through a competitive auction for the franchise of a well-defined project.' 

Highway privatization in Latin America promised not only to free up government 
resources, but also to deliver some of the standard advantages expected from priva- 
t i~a t ion .~  First, a firm that is responsible for construction and maintenance has the 
right incentives to invest in road quality (Tirole 1997). Second, private firms are bet- 
ter managers than state-owned highway authorities. Third, BOT contracts may Ibe 
desirable on distributional grounds, since roads are paid by those who benefit. In par- 
ticular, cost-based tolls are easier to justify politically when infrastructure providers 
are private.9 Finally, and in contrast to public provision, under BOT only privately 
profitable roads will be built, thus using the market mechanism instead of central 
planning to screen projects. This reduces the likelihood of building white elephants, 
a common occurrence in Latin America (and on other continents).1° 

But the promised benefits of highway privatization in Latin America failed to 
materialize (Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic 2003). The main reason for the failure was 
the continuous process of renegotiation of franchise contracts.'' In most countries 
concessionaires renegotiated their contracts without public scrutiny, which facilitated 
the shifting of losses to taxpayers. Such renegotiations negate the public benefits of 
private highways by giving an advantage to firms with political connections, thereby 
limiting the risk of losses-and reducing the incentives to be efficient and cautious in 
assessing project profitability. 

Highway franchises need to be regulated. Building deadlines and quality standards 
must be enforced during the construction phase. Tolls, quality of service, and mainte- 
nance must be replated while the concession is.operating. And most important, a 
mechanism for solving contractual oversights fairly and promptly must be put in place. 

Opportunistic renegotiations have been pervasive because of two design flaws that 
are present in all major franchising programs undertaken in Latin America ( ~ n ~ e l ,  
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Fischer, and Galetovic 2003). First, countries have followed a "privatize now, regu- 
late later" approach. The lack of a clear contractual structure has often led to cost 
overruns and renegotiation of the conditions of the original contracts. Moreover; the 
government agency interested in the success of the franchise program was usually the 
same agency that supervised the franchise contracts. Since the success of these agen- 
cies is often measured by the number of projects they succeed in building, they tend 
to be lax in enforcing compliance with franchise contracts and are inclined to ease 
the conditions for franchise holders. 

Examples of lax regulation follow (see Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic 2004). A report 
published by Argentina's National Comptroller in 2003 (Auditoria General la Nacion 
2003) concluded that the equipmedt needed to measure a highway's friction coefficient 
had been out of service since 1994, so this index had not been measured for any fran- 
chised highway for nearly a decade. The same report pointed out that highway quality 
immediately after construction was often considerably below specifications;and the 
highways deteriorated faster than stipulated in the contracts. Building delays were 
also recurrent, while fines the government was entitled to were rarely collected. In 
Colombia many concessionaires did not obtain financing, and faced no penalty for 
failing to do so. And in Chile the regulator did not collect data on traffic flows, relying 
instead on reports provided by the franchise holders to pay out minimum traffic 
guarantees. 

The second pervasive design flaw is that most concessions have been awarded 
using fixed-term contracts, which shift most of the demand risk to franchise holders 
and create demand for subsidies and guarantees. This is troublesome, since demand 
risk for highways is particularly high (Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic 1997,2001). And 
since the franchise holder has little ability to influence demand, there is no point in 
having the franchisee bear this risk. Fixed-term franchises allocated in conlpetitive 
auctions make it almost certain that firms will lose money in low-demand states, 
which generates pressure for renegotiations and guarantees. 

Optimal risk-sharing (between users, the government, and the franchise holder) is 
achieved through a flexible-term contract, which can be implemented with a present- 
value-of-revenue (PVR) auction (Engel, Fischer, and Galetovic 2001)." In this type of 
contract the regulator fixes user fees, announces a discoufit rate, and awards the fran- 
chise to the firm that asks the least present value of toll revenue. The franchise ends 
when the present value of toll revenue is equal to the winning bid.l3 

PVR franchises have four advantages over their fixed-term counterparts (Engel, 
Fischer, and Galetovic 1997,2003). First, by adjusting the franchise length to demand 
realization, a PVR contract substantially reduces the demand risk faced by the 
franchise holder, and therefore reduces the demand for guarantees. Second, PVR fran- 
chises avoid lengthy negotiations on what the fair compensation should be if the 
franchise must be terminated early, because, for example, additional lanes need to be 
built. The difference between the winning bid and the present value of tolls collected 
a t  the time of termnation is a good estimate of fair compensation. No such measure 
exists for a fixed-term franchise. Third, PVR franchises are more amenable to toll 
changes in response to changes in demand than are their fixed-term counterparts, 
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since tolls may vary substantially without affecting the franchise holder's present value 
of toll income.14 For example, in the case of urban highways, a PVR contract could 
stipulate that tolls will be reset by an  independent agency every year (in response to 
demand conditions), so that users internalize any congestion costs.15 Finally, it can be 
argued informally that opportunistic behavior, by both the franchise holder and the 
government, is less likely under a PVR contract. The main drawback of PVR contracts 
is that they provide less incentive for maintenance than their fixed-term counterparts. 
But as long as quality can be easily verified by independent parties-which is the case 
for highways-this is not a major concern. 

Summing up, the Latin American experience with highway privatization during 
the past decade was disappointing: Both the reduction of the fiscal burden and effi- 
ciency gains were considerably below expectations.16 Weak regulation and pervasive 
opportunistic renegotiations explain these outcomes, but considerable improvement 
can be expected if concessions are regulated seriously, and flexible term concessioins 
are used for future infrastructure projects. 

Notes 

1. With possibly one exception. I belleve the exercise comparing alternatives for providing 
infrastructure services is conducted in a framework that 1s too simple to warrant many of 
the conclusions the author obtains. Needless to say, this does not mean that I dlsagree with 
the conclusions. 

2. Even though part of this decline may be explained by cyclical factors, most analysts believe 
there is a marked negative trend as well. 

3. The evidence I discuss is from Latin America, even though the policy ~mplications are 
likely to apply in other regions as well. 

4. For Important insights on some of these topics see G6mez-IbLiiez (2003), Gausch (2004), 
and Laffont (2004). 

5. For example, Mexican taxpayers spent more than US$8 billion to bail out the franchise 
owners and the banks that lent to them. 

6. See, for example, "World Bank Warns of New Debt Dangers." Fiilairctal Times, May 
30th, 1997. 

7. Under most circumstances the latter option should bc preferred to the former: See Demsetz 
(1968) for a forceful argument in favor and Williamson (1976) for a critique. 

8. For example, an official 1999 document from ALIDE (Latln Amencan Associat~on of 
Financial Institut~ons for Development) states ( In the following translation from Spanish 
by tGe author): "The frscal and ftrtartcral crrszs [...I of the etghtres led to the ertd of the 
tradztroital model of rrtfrastnrcture fiitaitcritg, that coitsrdered the state as the matrt titvest- 
ment agent, artd operzed space for rmportaizt partrcrpatrolr by the prruate sector [. ..] wtth 
the oblecttue of itot oitly brrizgtizg relief to the burderz supported by publzc ftrzartces, but, 
more zmportaittly, to rmproue the allocattoit of rzsk and rmproue the efficrertcy of 
marzagemetzt." 

9. This is important if trucks are cvcr to pay tolls that reflect the road deterioration they 
cause. 
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10. Where a white elephant is defined as a project whose net (of costs) social value is nega- 
tive. For an extreme example of a white elephant consider the Tlinel Las Raices that spans 
the border between Argentina and Chile. Built in the 1940s and still the longest in Latin 
America, this tunnel has never been put to  its intended use. 

11. This is not limited to highway franchises. Contractual terms changed substantially, within 
three years, for more than half of the concessions awarded during the 1990s in Latin 
Amer~ca (Guasch 2004). b 

12. In the 1990s, the U.K. was the first country to use a PVR-like franchise contract with a 
flexible franchise term, yet the franchise was not awarded in a competitive auction. 
Colombia auctioned a highway to the bidder demanding the least toll revenue in tht mid- 
1990s, yet toll revenue was not discounted. The first PVR auction took place in Chile in 
1998, when the US$400 million improvement and expansion of the Santiago-valparaiso- 
Viiia del Mar highway was auctioned. This was the first highway franchise in Chile that 
required no (explicit) government guarantee. 

13. The dikount rate should be a good estimate of the cost, of funds faced by franchise hold- 
ers and could be variable (such as the London Interbank Overnight Rate [LIBOR] plus 
some fixed-risk premium). 

14. Profits are affected, since the franchise term determines maintenance and oderational 
costs. Yet the PVR contract can be modified to incorporate maintenance costs (Engel, 
Fischer, and Gajetovic 2003). 

15. Discretion in toll-setting may be limited by fixing a lower and upper bound (in real terms) 
on possible tolls. 

16. Of course, this does not mean that the traditional approach would have led to better 
results. 
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Comment on "Infrastructure 
and Development" 
by Remy Prud'homme 

NEMAT T. SHAFIK 

It is normally not the role of discussants to be advocates for the paper that they are 
reviewing, but I too would strongly recommend that you read Rtmy Prud'homme's 
paper. It made me think differently about something that I think about every day, and 
that's unusual. So first, a strong endorsement for reading a very readable paper. 

Let me start with one of the main themes of the paper: the neglect of infrastructlure 
in the economics literature. I hadn't realized how recent the origins of the word "infra- 
structure" were in the English language. In Arabic, which is my original language, Ithe 
word for "infrastructure" actually has a much more evocative meaning-"the basic 
foundationn-which I think is a better description, since infrastructure actually 
underpins all economic and social activity. The insight I gain from the paper, as to 
why infrastructure is so underrepresented in the early economic literature, is the fact 
that in our economic models we treat capital as undifferentiated, so the specificities 
of infrastructure are not captured. In that sense much of infrastructure economics 
doesn't lend itself to what economics is very good at, which is generalizing theory and 
making policy recommendations in the abstract rather than in the devilish detail that 
Professor Prud'homme has mentioned. And in the end, good infrastructure econom- 
ics is fundamentally empirical-and in many ways is antithetical to where much of 
contemporary economics is going, which is deeply theoretical. 

In that sense I am very excited about some new work we have launched here with 
the development economics vice presidency (DEC) and the research department to try 
and do much more serious, empirical, operational fesearch linked to World Bank infra- 
structure projects, to try and better understand some of these economic relationships. 
And it seems only appropriate to do this work in a'n institution that has infrastructure 
at its core, since the Bank's very first loan to  franc^ was for infrastructure. 

Let me turn to the question of the benefits of infrastructure, and here I think the 
Bank's own evidence on the benefits is in many &ays consistent, but in some ways 
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even more compelling than the average economic rates of return of 15 percent that 
Professor Prud'homme mentions. We recently looked at the ex post economic rates 
of return on the Bank's own history of infrastructure investments since 1964. Our 
Operations Evaluation Department independently assessed ex post economic rates of 
return and found that the rates have averaged 20 percent since 1964, and, interest- 
ingly enough, over the past three years have actually gone up to 35 percent. I think 
that the increase in recent years is driven by three factors: first, our own efforts to 
clean up the portfolio and to restructure or cancel projects that were performing 
poorly; second,greater attention to the quality of implementation throughout the 
Bank; but, third, the huge collapse in private investment in infrastructure iri recent 
years-and the fact that in a sense we were cherrypicking. In recent years there was 
such a backlog of infrastructure investments that needed to be made that the 
economic rates of return have been quite high. 

Professor Prud'homme's point on market enlargement is a very important insight 
that is underappreciated in popular perception. We all know that infrastructure 
services-water supply, energy, sanitation, and transport services-are essential to eco- 
nomic activity. But when you look at which infrastructure projects in the Bank's own 
portfolio have the highest economic rates of return, they are telecommunications and 
transport. Those are the sectors that enlarge markets. The lowest return is actually on 
water supply, despite the fact that water supply is the most popular sector because 
everybody thinks that water supply is essential, which it is, but water supply is more 
about economic welfare than about economic growth. 

The benefit of urbanization is another area where popular perception may not be 
consistent with economic reality. Development thinking has traditionally empha- 
sized the importance of investing in rural areas to address poverty and stem migra- 
tion. Yet, the evidence is so compelling about the returns of getting people to cities, 
because their productivity is so enhanced. 

Now let me quickly run through some points on the institutional issues of public 
versus private provision. I think the empirical model developed in the paper is quite 
interesting because it shows the kind df details that you need to look at before mak- 
ing general comments about the desirability of public versus private provision. And 
the empirical conclusion in the paper is quite consistent with the Bank's own think- 
ing about assessing public versus private finance, a position that really is less about 
ideology and more about methodology and doing the hard empirical work to make 
those judgments. 

1 think the political economy issues associated with the perennial cost underesti- 
mates that we see in the infrastructure sectors and the overestimate of demand are 
really a familiar story. It's the conspiracy between the politicians who like to cut rib- 
bons, and the engineers who like to build things. And that makes economists, who 
are driven by the principle that the world consists of scarce resources and competing 
ends, suspicious. The fear of white elephants is real. 

There are some interesting alternatives to the cost escalation that is so common in 
infrastructure projects. First, the high economic rates of return in the Bank's portfolio 
and the relative absence of white elephants indicate that having independent 
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technical assessment helps. Second, the U.K.'s experience with its Private Finance 
Initiative and the fact that hundreds of public-private partnerships issued in this ,way 
have come in within cost-because there was no alternative, and on average the 
costs have been 15 percent lower than the alternative of public procurement-is an 
interesting option, which reduces the risks of cost escalation. 

But private participation in general is not a panacea, because it is difficult to write 
contracts that are complete over the long life of infrastructure assets. The recent 
World Bank book on infrastructure by Luis Guasch (2004) demonstrated that the 
probability of renegotiation is high (on average 30 percent) in infrastructure sectfors, 
but very high (55 percent) in sectors such as transport. The fact that the government 
is an active back-seat driver, even when infrastructure services have been privatized, 
further complicates matters. I recall one Brazilian infrastructure investor who said to 
me, "The government's attitude is if it moves, you should tax it; if it keeps moving, 
you need to regulate it; and if it stops moving, you should subsidize it." 

We at the Bank have been trying to develop alternative models of service provision 
that include some of the properties of Professor Eduardo Engel's PVA approach. We 
call this output-based aid, or performance-based contracting where, in effect, we bid 
negative concessions under which providers identify the minimum subsidy they need 
to deliver a service. For example, we have financed connection subsidies in Nepal for 
telecommunications, in Cambodia with water, and in Uganda for electricity. These are 
mainly associated with expansion of a network rather than subsidies for ongoing 
operations. So in Cambodia the average price for a water connection for rural arleas 
was $340. The government promised to pay $340 for every household that was con- 
nected, and the household then took over the costs of running the service. This was a 
way to control costs, increase efficiency, and bring in private provision, but have it 
focus on providing services to poor households, thus meeting universal service require- 
ments in a much more efficient way. 

On risk allocation, which Professor Prud'homme's paper rightly identifies as a key 
driver for efficiency, I think the Bank has a key role to play. The issue is both about 
risk allocation and mitigation, where instruments like the Bank guarantee can help. 
Policy and foreign exchange risks are probably the most difficult to manage. Gov- 
ernments don't like to admit that they might break their promises in the future. So 
providing guarantees is problematic, but necessary for investors. In the long run bet- 
ter, more credible institutions are the answer, but until then poor countries will have 
to pay the price of higher risk premiums. The Bank must focus on bringing these risks 
down-through better policy environments, and stronger regulatory institutions. 

Thank you. 
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International economic integration has been o n  the rise since at  least the mid-1 980s. 
But the recent episode of globalization has a number of distinctive features that make 
it vulnerable t o  a turnaround in  even one of its components. First and foremost, the 
nature of foreign direct investment (FDI), particularly toward developing and emerg- 
ing markets, has changed. In the past, FDI was primarily directed t o  establish pro- 
duction facilities i n  foreign markets, wzth a view t o  catering t o  foreign consumers and 
circumventing restrictions t o  trade. More recently, however, investment decisions by 
international firms appear t o  be increasingly driven by the desire t o  cut production 
costs-by slicing the value-added chain among affiliates En different locations, as a 
function of relative factor prices. Hence trade costs play a very different role in  this 
context: They n o  longer encourage multinational firms to  invest abroad wzth a view 
toward gaining better access t o  foreign consumers. T o  the contrary, the impact rs t o  
increase the fragmentation costs of the value-added chain, thereby dzscouraging firms 
from investing abroad. In other words, trade and FDI have increasingly become com- 
plements. As a result, any step back in  either dimension would reflect negatively o n  
the other. 

Similar considerations apply t o  the link between trade and migration. The t w o  
have typically been seen as substitutes. The creation of NAFTA was indeed hailed by 
then-President Salinas of Mexico as reflecting the desire of his country "to export 
goods not people." This relationship may still hold true, but increasingly less so. ln 
yartzcular, the growth zn service trade, one of the most dynamic components in  the 
expansion of international trade, very much depends on  the ability t o  supply such 
services in loco through the firm's o w n  personnel, and is therefore positively linked 
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to migration. Once again, restriction on one component of globalization (immigra- 
tion, for example), carries negative implications for other aspects (such as trade in 
services) of the process. 

The main findings of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, while trade 
and FDI policies have become steadily more liberal throughout the world, immigra- 
tion policies in receiving countries have grown quite restrictive. Only for skilled 
workers has immigration policy in the primary receiving countries become more gen- 
erous, raising fears among the sendzng countries of a brain drain. Second, dt least 
during the 1990s, import liberalization fostered not odly trade but also inward 
investment, confirming that trade and FDI toward developing countries have been, 
most recently, largely complements. Third, the presence of a skilled labor force is a 
relevant factor to attract FDI. Moreover, trade policies and the stock of FDI have a 
positive impact on the incentives to acquire education. This set of findings highlights 
the possibility of a low-equilibrium trap, where the lack of human capital discour- 
ages FDI and inadequate investment from abroad limits the domestic incentives to 
acquire education. Rich countries, by encouraging skilled immigration from rela- 
tively poor countries, definitely aggravate such a risk. Fourth, we find little evidence 
to support the contrary argument o f  a brain gain, where the possibility for skilled 
workers to migrate abroad raises the return to education and the investtnent in 
human capital at home. I 

International economic integration has been on the rise since at least the mid-1980s, 
and trade in goods and services has been a key component in the process. While 
world gross domestic product (GDP) rose on average by 3.8 percent between 1985 

, and 2000, world exports expanded at a substantially faster rate during the same 
period: 6.1 percent on an average annual basis. The growth in trade did not come at 
the expense of reduced factor mobility, as traditional trade theory would typically 
imply. Between 1985 and 2000, real foreign direct investment (FDI) increased at an 
average annual rate of 17.7 percent. The stock of inward FDI rose from 8.4 percent 
of world GDP in 1985 to 22.3 percent in 2002. Even migration, in many respects 
largely absent in the current globalization episode, played a non-negligible role in 
fostering international integration. In the United States, for example, the stock of 
foreign-born population increased from 6.2 percent of the total population in 1980 
to 10.4 percent in 2000. 

More recently, however, there have been signs that globalization is retreating. FDI 
fell markedly, by 41 percent in 2001 and again by 20 percent in 2002. International 
trade stagnated in 2001 and failed to rebound in 2002: The volume of merchandise 
trade actually fell in industrial countries during these years, so a key question is 
whether this is simply a cyclical phenomenon reflecting the global economic slow- 
down, or whether it carries more worrisome implications. 

Clearly, it is too early to tell. What we can say, however, is that the current episode 
of globalization has a number of distinctive features that make it more vulnerable to 
a turnaround in even one of its components. First and foremost, the nature of foreign 
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direct investment, particularly toward developing and emerging markets, has 
changed. In the past FDI was mainly directed to establish production facilities in for- 
eign markets, with a view toward catering to  foreign consumers and circumventing 
restrictions to trade. Accordingly, an increase in trade barriers would have been asso- 
ciated with a rise in FDI. By and large, therefore, trade and FDI were substitutes. 
lMore recently, however, investment decisions by international firms seem increas- 
ingly to be driven by a different set of considerations. Improvements in communica- 
tion and transportation technology allow firms to achieve substantial cost reductions 
by slicing the value-added chain among affiliates in different locations as a function 
of factor prices. Hence, trade costs play a very different role in this context; they rilo 
longer encourage multinational firms to invest abroad with a view toward gaining 
better access to foreign consumers. To the contrary, trade costs increase the costs 
attendant on the fragmentation of the value-added chain, thereby discouraging firms 
from investing abroad. In other words, trade and FDI have increasingly become 
complements. As a result, any step back in either dimension would reflect negatively 
on the other. In particular, increasing trade restrictions would not only depress trade 
but also have a negative effect on the incentives to undertake FDI. 

Similar considerations apply to the link between trade and migration, which have 
typically been seen as substitutes. The creation of NAFTA was indeed hailed by then- 
President Salinas of Mexico as reflecting the desire of his country "to export goods not 
people." This relationship may still hold true, but increasingly less so. In particular, the 
growth in service trade, one of the most dynamic components in the expansion of inter- 
national trade, very much depends on the ability to supply such services m loco through 
the firm's own personnel and is therefore positively linked to migration. So once again, 
restrictions on one component of globalization-immigration, for example-have 
negative implications for other components of the process (trade in services). 

These considerations have substantive implications for both policy and research. 
At the academic level, they highlight the need to study globalization in a fully inte- 
grated way, not just as the sum of its components. Separate analyses of trade, FDI, 
and migration will not do the job. Even bivariate studies of the link between trade andl 
migration, or between trade and FDI, may not tell the whole story. We know little:, 
empirically or theoretically, about the links between FDI and migration. And we 
know even less about the intricate relationships that link trade, foreign direct invest- 
ment, and migration. 

From a policy point of view, the need for policy coherence is paramount. Restricting 
trade may be detrimental to a country's ability to attract FDI. Similarly, limiting migra- 
tion may discourage FDI and depress trade. Unfortunately, policy coordination is weak, 
particularly in developing countries, with key decisions affecting trade, inward FDI, 
and migration policies often made by different public bodies. Policy coherence is also 
particularly inadequate at the international level. Coordination among international 
institutions is the exception rather than the rule. Also, there is no international institu- 
tion in charge of migration issues. Similarly, attempts to establish multilateral rules for 
FDI have completely floundered and have all but been abandoned. Finally, the drive to 
coordinate aid, trade, and capital flows policies has so far yielded no tangible results. 



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The following section briefly 
reviews the major trends in international economic integration since the early 1990s. 
The focus is on trade, FDI, and migration, with an eye toward policies. We find that 
while trade and FDI policies have steadily become more liberal throughout the 
world, immigration policies in receiving countries have grown quite restrictive, espe- 
cially in Europe. Only for skilled workers has immigration policy in the primary 
receiving countries become more generous, a trend that has raised considerable con- 
cern among developing countries afraid of losing their best and most highly educated 
talents. 

These trends have significant implications for the ability of developing and emerg- 
ing markets to fully benefit from globalization. Trade liberalization across the world 
should foster trade, boost openness, and encourage FDI. We next test these conjec- 
tures, and as expected, find that, at least during the 1990s, import trade liberaliza- 
tion fostered both trade and inward investment. At the same time, we also find that 
the presence of a skilled labor force is a relevant factor in attracting FDI. We there- 
fore take a close look at the determinants of investmerit in hurnaA capital in devel- 
oping countries-in an effort to assess whether, in addition to more traditional deter- 
minants, trade policies and the stock of FDI also have a positive impact on the 
incentives to acquire education. We find that this is indeed the case, which suggests 
the possibility of a low-equilibrium trap where the lack of human capital discourages 
FDI, and that inadequate investment from abroad limits the domestic 'incentives to 
acquire education. Rich countries, by encouraging skilled immigration from rela- 
tively poor countries, definitely aggravate such a risk. Developing countries are there- 
fore right to be concerned about the negative growth implications of the brain drain. 

However, the case could be made that the brain drain is not necessarily a curse for 
sending countries.' It may well be that opening the borders of industrial countries to 
skilled migration from the developing world raises the return to education in sending 
countries, thereby boosting investment in human capital. Under these conditions 
trade liberalization, FDI, and the brain drain would no longer work at cross purposes 
but would be mutually reinforcing. Trade liberalization and the brain drain would 
both be associated with a larger flow of FDI. This is because the sheer ability to 
migrate abroad would boost the incentive to education, potentially raise the domes- 
tic supply of skilled workers, and in the end trigger an even larger flow of foreign 
direct investment. We assess the empirical plausibility of this argument and find evi- 
dence suggesting that this rosy scenario is somewhat unlikely. Overall, the results can 
only be seen as preliminary, but they clearly indicate the need to examine the effects 
of trade, FDI, and migration policies in a fully integrated manner. 

Trade and Factor Mobility: Trends and Policies 

The key facts of globalization have been well documented elsewhere and need only to 
be briefly recalled here. Between 1985 and 2000, world real GDP increased at an 
average annual rate of 3.8 percent. During the same period, real exports increased at 
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TABLE 1. 
Stock of Foreign Population in OECD Countries 
(percentage of total population) 

Country 1990 2000 - 
Un~ted States 7.9 10 4 

Japan , 0.9 1 3  

France 6.3 5 6 

Germany 8.4 8.9 

Italy 1.4 2.4 

Unlted K~ngdom 3.2 4.0 

Belg~um 9.1 8.4 - 
Source: SOPEMI 2003. 

Note. OECD = Organ~sation for Econorn~c Co-operat~on and Development 

FIGURE 1. 
World Trade and World FDI as a Percentage of World GDP 
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an average rate of 6.1 percent and real FDI flows by 17.7 percent. As a result, the 
share of both exports and FDI in world GDP increased substantially (figure 1). Migra- 
tion also expanded, but at a substantially slower pace. Cross-country comparisons of 
migration data are marred by definitional problems. Yet, available evidence shows 
that migrant stocks, as a percentage of population, have risen relatively slowly for the 
primary receiving countries and, in a number of cases, have even declined (table 1). 

For purposes of this paper, the key fact is the expanding role of developing coun- 
tries. Their share in world exports has increased rapidly, especially during the 1990s, 
largely driven by the exceptional performance of Asia (figure 2). Developing countries 
are also playing an increasingly relevant role as host of FDI. While foreign direct 
investment goes predominantly to developed countries, the share going to developing 



FIGURE 2. 
Shares of World Non-Oil Exports 
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countries has risen since the late 1980s. This share fell in the aftermath of the Asian 
crisis but has since recovered, albeit at a slow pace (figure 3). Perhaps more crucially, 
developing countries have witnessed a substantial rise in their exposure to the inter- 
national economy. Figures 4 and 5 present the regional details for trade and FDI, 
respectively. Figure 4 shows how trade openness-defined as the sum of imports and 
exports over GDP-has risen steadily in Asia, developing Europe, and Latin America. 
The picture for Africa is a bit less univocal as is that of the Middle East, despite the 
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FIGURE 4. 
Openness in Developing Countries, 1980-2000 
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FIGURE 5. 
Inward FDI as a Percentage of GDP 
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fact that openness is measured at constant prices and so is not affected by gyrations 
in commodity prices. Foreign direct investment also shows a rising trend as a per- 
centage of host-country GDP (figure 5). With the exception of the Middle East, 
inward foreign direct investment has surged in all regions and now accounts for about 
4 percent of GDP in Africa, Asia, developing Europe, and Latin America. Contrary 
to widespread beliefs, Africa has also benefited from the rapid expansion in FDI; its 



FIGURE 6. 
Average Tariff Rates, 1980-2000 
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low share in world FDI simply reflects its low share in world GDP. Flnally, the sub- 
stantial increase in FDI to Latin America is partly the mirror image of the large-scale 
privatization program initiated there during the 1990s. 

A more liberal policy stance has been instrumental in opening up the economies 
of developing countries. Figure 6 illustrates how, over the past 20 years, tariff barri- 
ers have declined significantly in most developing regions, from 33 to 20 percent in 
Africa, from 35 to 15 percent in Asia, and from 30 to 13 percent in Latin America. 
Developing Europe, a relatively latecomer to the globalization process, also managed 
to halve its average tariff rate from 20 to 10 percent. The noticeable exception to this 
fairly general trend is the Middle East, where tariff barriers increased from 13 per- 
cent in the early 1980s to 16 percent in the late 1990s. Turning to nontariff barriers, 
these have also declined for most developing countries. Kee, Nicita, and Olarreaga 
(2004') have computed the tariff equivalent value of both core and non-core nontar- 
iff barriers for three selected years during the 1990s (figure 7). Perhaps the most 
striking finding is that, on average, nontariff barriers do not restrict trade as much 
as commonly believed: In all cases, their ad valorem equivalents are below 10 per- 
cent, and only for Latin America and the Middle East are they actually close to such 
value. For Africa, Asia, and developing Europe the rates are much lower levels, 
around 2 to 4 percent. 

Summing up so far, two facts stand out. First, tariff barriers are still relatively high 
in many developing countries but have been on a downward trend since the early 
1980s, with the only noticeable exception being the Middle East. Second, nontariff 
barriers do not restrict trade significantly, at least as measured by their tariff equiva- 
lent values. 
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FIGURE 7. 
Ad Valorem Equivalents of Nontariff Barriers 
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Source: Kee, Nicita, and Olarreaga 2004. 

Turning to barriers with respect to FDI, the general picture of a more liberal 
regime still holds. Restrictive measures are more difficult to quantify in this areal. 
Nonetheless, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
has maintained a headcount of FDZ measures and classifies them according to 
whether they represent a move toward a more or less liberal regime. The trend is def- 
initely toward a more open policy regime, with liberalizing measures outranking 
restrictive ones by a factor of 10. 

Last but not least, the stance on migration policy in most countries stands in sharp 
contrast with the increasingly liberal attitude toward trade and FDI. Indeed, since 
1974, most industrial countries have tried to restrict new immigration and, at the 
same time, favor the return of earlier immigrants. While many of these policies have 
been only partly successful, they have nonetheless succeeded in slowing the flow of 
immigrants that characterized the early postwar period. More recently, in response 
to the growing shortage of skilled workers, most receiving countries have tried to 
shift the focus of their immigration policy, with a view to favoring the recruitment of 
highly skilled workers. This new twist in the immigration policy stance has become 
a source of considerable concern in countries that have traditionally sent immigrants 
abroad but are now afraid of losing their most skilled and entrepreneurial workers. 
Unfortunately, empirical evidence on the size and determinants of the brain drain is 
quite limited. The gap has been partly filled by the work of Carrington and 
Detragiache (1998). Using U. S. census data on the educational level and geographi- 
cal origins of immigrants into the United States, and combining this information with 
the Barro-Lee data set on the level of educational achievements in sending countries, 
they have estimated migration rates for different educational groups. Their main 



TABLE 2. 
The Brain Drain: Migration Rates by Educational Attainment 
(percentage of host country's educational group) 

Migration to the U.S. Migration to the OECD 

Secondary Tertiary Secondary Tertiary 
Origin country education education education education 

Colombia 3.6 5.6 3.8 5.6 
Dominican Republic 29.7 14.2 30.5 14.7 
Ghana 0.3 15.1 0.7 25.7 
Guatemala 29.1 13.5 29.1 13.5 
Korea 1.2 5.7 3.3 14.9 
Mexico 20.9 10.3 20.9 10.3 

Uganda 0.6 15.4 0.6 15.5 

Source. Carrington and Detragiache 1998. 

finding is that skilled migration can represent a significant drain for at least some 
developing countries. Table 2 reports migration rates for secondary- and tertiary- 
educated migrants in a selected group of sending countries. 

Trade and Factor Mobility: The Most Recent Trends 

The rapid growth in trade and FDI came to a sudden stop in 2001, when the fall in 
FDI was a massive minus 41 percent in nominal terms. Fortunately, there was no 
collapse in world trade, but the volume of trade was virtually unchanged with respect 
to the previous year. Matters did not improve much in 2002, when FDI again fell, 
this time by 20 percent. The recovery in trade was modest, 3.2 percent, or basically 
in line with the growth in world output. The prospects for 2003 are not particularly 
bright, with growth in trade projected to stay, once again, below that of world output. 

This slowdown in the pace of globalization can largely be attributed to a slowing 
of the global economy and, to a lesser extent, to the correction of the financial 
excesses of the late 1990s. Yet comparisons with earlier periods suggest that fluctua- 
tions of the world economy cannot fully explain what happened to trade and FDI 
from 2001 to 2003. For purposes of comparison, consider the 1991-93 slowdown, 
when world output growth stood at 3 percent (as in 2001-03). We find that world 
trade increased by only 3.9 percent in 1991 but then recovered rapidly, to 9.5 and 
11.4 percent in the two following years. As we have just seen, there has been no such 
recovery of trade in the current slowdown. Similarly, FDI fell by 20 percent in 1991, 
but recovered rapidly in 1992-particularly so in 1993, when its rate of growth 
stood at around 30 percent. As argued by UNCTAD (2003), what is of concern today 
therefore is not only the severity of a downturn but also its duration. 

These concerns should not be overblown. The recent fall in world FDI reflects 
thecollapse in mergers and acquisitions, which is in turn linked to the decline in the 
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stock markets. Moreover, the data for 2003 seem to indicate a bottoming out of the 
FDI cycle. Yet the fact remains that trade, a component not too prone to financial 
excess, fell relatively more, and was relatively slower to recover compared with pre- 
vious slowdowns. 

The policy stance is an additional source of concern. The failure of the 2003 WTO 
ministerial meetings in Cancun and the collapse of the negotiations for a multilateral 
agreement on investment provide a hefty reminder that the trend toward more open 
policies should not be taken for granted. We also know from history that globaliza- 
tion is not an irreversible process driven by the forces of technology. Policy does mat- 
ter, even more so in a context where, as noted earlier, complementarities among dif- 
ferent facets of globalization play an increasingly relevant role. Failure to liberalize 
trade, or worse, a retreat from current trade policies, would not only depress the 
expansion of trade flows but could also possibly undermine the incentives for capi- 
tal and labor mobility. 

Trade Liberalization, Trade Flows, and Factor Mobility 

There is considerable disagreement in the literature as to the growth effects of a more 
liberal trade regime. A key difficulty is whether the stance of the trade regime should 
be measured by an output indicator, such as the relative size of trade flows, or morle 
directly by an index of trade policy. Output indicators are easier to compute but do 
not necessarily provide a good measure of the trade policy stance, as they reflect the 
influence of many confounding factors. Indexes are harder to determine and typically 
perform less well in empirical analyses. Still, until quite recently, the conventional 
wisdom was that trade openness, whether measured by an output or a policy indica- 
tor, was positively associated with per capita income growth. However, an influential 
paper by Rodrik and Rodriguez (2000) showed that standard wisdom was, as often 
happens, less conclusive than commonly believed. Not only were traditional mea- 
sures of trade openness imperfect indicators of the actual stance of trade policy; more 
crucially, trade restrictions, compared with other unsound policies, were found to' 
play a relatively minor role in determining the growth performance across countries. 
More recently though, Wacziarg and Welch (2003), while confirming most of the 
early findings oflRodrik and Rodriguez, showed that, in a time-series context, prop- 
erly identified ttade liberalization episodes have a positive and robust effect on 
growth and investment. 

Trade Policy and Trade Flows 

For purposes of this paper, the key finding of Wacziarg and Welch (2003) is that trade 
policy measures are indeed associated with greater trade openness, measured by 
the sum of exports and imports over GDP. This result supports the view that, typi- 
cally, the effects of trade liberalization are not negated by offsetting measures or by 
poor implementation. We assess the robustness of the findings by Wacziarg and 



Welch (2003) by adding to their regression a number of structural factors, namely, 
per capita GDP and total population, with a view to capturing the impact of eco- 
nomic development and size on openness. Trade policy is simply measured by an 
indicator of tariff barriers compiled by the World Bank (2003). We ran the following 
simple five-year regression over the 1980s and 1990s (1981-85, 1986-90, 1991-95, 
1996-2000) for a large sample (92) of developing countries: 

X + M  
------- = (Y + /3 In Yo, + y In Pop + 6r 

Y 

where X, M, and Y denote exports, imports, and GDP; while Y,,,, Pop, and 7 repre- 
sent per capita income, total population, and tariff barriers. Details about our esti- 
mation methods and data sources are explained in the annex at the end of this paper. 
Suffice it to say here that, in an effort to cope with endogeneity problems, explana- 
tory variables are equal to their value at  the beginning of each five-year period, while 
the dependent variable is averaged over the entire period. Also, as an indicator of T 
we use both the level of import duties and its log. As expected, we find that openness 
is positively associated with income per capita and negatively related to population 
(table 3), which confirms the view that rich and small economies tend to trade rela- 
tively more. Furthermore, trade policy also affects significantly, in both statistical and 
quantitative terms, the level of openness. A 10 percent decline in the level of tariff is 
associated with a 2 percent increase in the level of openness. 

Summing up, a more liberal trade stance will positively affect openness, even after 
controlling for the more structural determinants of trade flows.' 

Trade Policy and Foreign Direct Investment 

We can now turn to the relationship between trade policy and inward foreign direct 
investment. Unfortunately, theory does not provide a clear-cut answer as to the 

TABLE 3. 
Openness and Trade Policy 

Dep. Variable: [(X+Ml/Ylt,,+~ 

In (vpJt 
In (pop), 
7t 

In rt 

x2(71 
R~ 
No. of observations 

Source. Author's compilation. 

Note: X = exports, M = imports, Y = GDP, Y,,= per capita income, pop = population. T = tariff rate. 
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direction of such a link. Consider first the standard model of trade. An increase in 
tariff barriers will typically depress both exports and imports. In a capital poor coun- 
try, it will also raise the returns to capital and hence attract investment from abroad. 
This is the standard substitutability result between trade and factor mobility. Con- 
versely, the lifting of trade restrictions should boost trade and discourage factor 
mobility. Interestingly enough, even less orthodox models come to similar conclu- 
sions. Consider, for example, the product cycle paradigm. Initially the new product 
will be exported by the innovating firm. However, once production becomes routine, 
it will be moved to a foreign location, where production costs are lower. Therefore, 
here too FDI is viewed as replacing trade. 

The models above basically fit the description of horizontal FDI, where the shift 
of production to a foreign location is motivated by the desire to circumvent trade bar- 
riers, save on trade costs, and gain access to foreign consumers. Even in this setup, 
however, the medium-term link between trade and FDI is not unambiguous. As 
noticed by UNCTAD (1996), for instance, foreign affiliates typically generate a 
steady demand for imports of capital and intermediate goods from their parent firm. 
In the medium run, therefore, following the investment abroad, trade flows may 
grow rather than contract. However, it is still true that trade will grow less compared 
to the case where the firm had not established a production platform abroad. Accord- 
ingly, the prediction that trade barriers will depress trade and encourage market- 
seeking FDI still holds. 

~arket-seeking inward FDI is certainly not the rule for most developing countries, 
given the small size of their markets. A perhaps more relevant motivation of inward 
FDI has been the desire to exploit the availability of natural resources in host coun- 
tries. Resource-seeking FDI is typically trade creating. Multinational firms will 
mostly cater to' consumers in their home country or in third markets. Indeed, the 
main motivation of resource-seeking FDI is to produce for exports rather than for 
host country consumption. The key observation here is that trade barriers are 
unlikely to matter much. Compared to manufacturing firms, primary sector affiliates 
are less dependent on the imports of intermediate goods. They are also unlikely to 
face major barriers in export markets. At any rate, trade barriers in the host country 
are unlikely to be a determining factor in the location decision of resource-seeking 
FDT. Even imports of capital goods are typically taxed at favorable rates if not totall~r 
exempted. Accordingly~, the prediction is that trade barriers should not have a sub- 
stantive effect on resource-seeking FDI. 

It is also worth noting that this form of FDI has been steadily losing relevance. For 
example, exports by U.S. primary sector affiliates as a percentage of host countries' 
exports of primary goods declined from 35 percent in 1977 to 11.2 percent in the 
early 1990s (UNCTAD 1996). This trend mostly reflects the policies of indigeniza- 
tion of primary sectors by host countries. Moreover, the primary sector itself has lost 
much ground as a source of foreign exchange for the developing world. Indeed, in 
the early 1990s, the primary sector accounted for more than 22  percent of the stock 
of inward FDI in developing countries, but during that decade only less than 9 per- 
cent of the total flow of inward FDI went to that sector. 



Efficiency-seeking, or vertical, FDI represents a further motivation for the firm 
decision to locate in foreign country. The aim is simple, namely, to cut production 
costs by slicing the value-added chain and relocating abroad the production of those 
intermediate goods that are too costly to produce domestically. The implications for 
trade are immediate: Efficiency-seeking FDI is trade creating. Transactions within the 
firm or among firms in the home country are replaced by trade between the parent 
firm and its affiliates. Quite often, moreover, affiliates will start selling to firms other 
than their parent. Similarly, the role of trade barriers changes radically. Pervasive 
restrictions to trade in the host country would raise the costs of vertical disintegration 
between the parent firms and its affiliates abroad. Hence, trade barriers discourage 
vertical FDI. 

To sum up, we have distinguished three types of motivations for FDI, with alto- 
gether different implications for both trade and for the impact of trade barriers. First, 
horizontal FDI substitutes for trade and is generally fostered by high trade barriers 
in host countries. Second, resource-seeking FDI augments trade but is relatively 
insensitive to trade barriers in host countries, Finally, vertical FDI is also trade creat- 
ing but is highly responsive to trade  barrier^.^ 

These are all testable implications. They require, however, the ability to distinguish 
between these three forms of FDI. Unfortunately, this is a tall task, one reason being 
that most often aggregate data include all three types of investment. Moreover, even 
for firm-level data the different kinds of motivations can all be present at the same 
time. Nonetheless, there are indications of a negative relationship between trade costs 
and vertical FDI once data series,are extended to cover the 1990s (Barba Navaretti 
and Venables 2004). For example, Hanson, Mataloni, and Slaughter (2001) find a 
negative relationship between the host country's trade costs and both the ratio of 
affiliate exports to affiliate sales to the local market and the ratio of affiliate imports 
from parents to total affiliate sales.4 

In what follows, we take a very simple route, starting from the observation that 
resource-seeking FDI has been on a somewhat downward trend, at least in relative 
terms. We also note that vertical FDI has been gaining in importance, even with 
respect to market-seeking FDI. Indirect evidence in this respect comes from the fact 
the average export propensity of U.S.-majority-owned manufacturing affiliates in 
developing countries has been steadily rising, from 8.4 percent in the mid-1960s to 
22 percent in the early 1980s, and to 39 percent in the mid-1990s. The biggest rises 
have been in Latin America and developing Asia. In Asia's newly industrializing 
economies, the export propensity of U.S. affiliates has actually declined, albeit from 
very high levels, most likely reflecting the expanding size of the host countries' domes- 
tic markets. Again, we see that a sharp distinction between horizontal and vertical FDI 
is hard to draw-although, together, these data point to the growing role of vertical 
FDI. If so, then, we would expect trade barriers to increasingly discourage FDI to 
developing countries, particularly in the 1990s. 

We test this proposition in a simple manner, first by taking the LNCTAD measure 
of FDI attractiveness. This is basically a simple average of the scores achieved by dif- 
ferent countries on a number of indicators that are deemed to attract FD1.j The key 
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observation here is that the UNCTAD FDI potential index does not include trade bar- 
riers. We therefore ran the following simple regression: 

where Y is GDP, PI is the UNCTAD potential index of inward FDI, and T is a mea- 
sure of trade barriers. Note that a high level of PI indicates that the country is not 
relatively attractive as a destination of FDI. We expect therefore P < 0 (countries 
with high PI are unattractive to foreign investors) and y < 0 (if vertical FDI is pre- 
dominant). Here, too, details about estimation methods and data sources are rele- 
gated to the annex. Suffice it to say that the sample includes only developing coun- 
tries. Industrial countries are excluded on the ground that inward FDI in these 
countries is still motivated by market-seeking considerations and, accordingly, is 
encouraged by high trade barriers (Barba Navaretti and others 2002).6 Furthermore, 
we focus only on the 1990s, where efficiency-seeking FDI has played an increasingly 
relevant role.' Overall, therefore, given that we exclude industrial countries (where 
horizontal FDI is still very relevant) and focus only on the 1990s (when vertical FDI 
became more relevant) our expectation is to find that trade barriers discourage 
FDI (i.e., that y < 0). As a measure of T we take the sum of tariff barriers and the 
ad valorem equivalent of nontariff barriers. 

The results are strikingly simple (table 4). First, as expected, the index of potential 
FDI is negatively associated with the GDP share of inward FDI (recall that a high 
level of PI means that the country is not very attractive as a host to FDI). Second, 
trade barriers significantly discourage inward FDI. The results are robust to the inclu- 
sion of regional fixed effects. They suggest that vertical FDI has indeed been the 

TABLE 4. 
FDI and Trade Policy 

Dep. Var: [FDIM,,t+, 

PIFDI 
In T 

Wald test x2(2) 

Hausman test LX2(4)] 

Estimation method FE RE 

2(4)  for regional dummies 

R~ 
No. o f  observations 61 6 1 

Regional dummies no Yes - 
Source: Author's compilation. 

Note: FDI = foreign direct investment, Y = GDP, PIFDl = potential for FDI, 7 = trade barriers, FE = fixed effects esti- 
mator, RE = random effect estimator. 



predominant mode of investment internationalization toward developing countries 
during the 1990s. 

We have also tried to extend our analysis to earlier periods. Unfortunately, the 
UNCTAD index is not available before the 1990s. We therefore had to run a more 
complex regression, controlling for (some of) the primary factors that are thought to 
affect the attractiveness of FDI. Moreover, we are less optimistic in our quest to find 
a significant impact of trade barriers on FDI given that for earlier periods the three 
motivations-resource, market, and efficiency seeking-were all even more present, 
therefoxe confounding the impact of trade restrictions. The new regression is: 

where KFDI denotes the ratio of inward FDI stock to GDP, HK and PK are two mea- 
sures of the stock of human and physical capital respectively, Y,, is income per capita, 
and T denotes (as usual) the size of trade barriers. As a measure of the stock of human 
capital, we use the average number of school years per inhabitant, as recently updated 
by Barro and Lee (2000). As a proxy for physical capital, we take the number of tele- 
phone lines per 1,000 inhabitants. Finally, for trade barriers we only have indicators 
of tariff restrictions. The ad valorem equivalents of nontariff barriers that were used 
in table 4 are available for only the 1990s, not for earlier periods. 

Three facts stand out (table 5 ) .  First, and perhaps not unexpectedly, trade barri- 
ers have no clear impact on FDI decisions when a longer period is considered, 

TABLE 5. 
FDI, Human Capital, and Trade Policy 

Dep. Var: [FDIM,+4 

(1 

H K 
PK 

In (Ypd 
7 

In 7 

F(5,70) 
Hausrnan test 

Est~rnat~on method 

R2 

No.  of o b s e ~ a t l o n s  

Reg~onal  durnrn~es 

Source Author's cornp~lat~on 

Note: K F ~ ~  = stock of foreign direct investment, Y = GDP, 7 = tariff rate, HK = average yean of schooling (human 
capital), PK = telephone lines per 1000 inhabitants (physical capital), Yp, = per capita Income, FE = fixed effects, 
RE = random effects. 
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presumably reflecting the wider variety of motivations of multinational firms. Sec- 
ond, the availability of both physical and human capital encourages inward FDI, con- 
firming that multinational firms are attracted by the presence of a skilled labor force 
and of adequate infrastructures. The role of human capital is particularly notable, as 
it confirms the conjecture in much of the literature (Blomstrom and Kokko 2003, 
Borensztein and others 1998) that it is not simply the availability of low-wage 
unskilled labor that attracts foreign investors. 

By and large, therefore, our results so far show that FDI toward developing coun- 
tries has become increasingly motivated by efficiency considerations. Both progress 
in communication technology and lower trade barriers have contributed to the inter- 
national fragmentation of the value-added chain along efficiency lines. Furthermore, 
we find that the availability of a pool of educated workers is also a key consideration 
in the location decision of multinational firms in developing countries. This latter 
finding raises an  intriguing possibility. Consider the case where investment in human 
capital is encouraged by the presence of foreign investors. We may then well have tvvo 
equilibria, one with a limited presence of foreign firms and poor educational 
achievements, the other with a large stock of foreign capital and strong educational 
levels. We explore this possibility in the following section. But we first turn to tlhe 
relationship between trade and migration. 

Trade Policy and Migration 

Trade policy can also affect the mobility of people and workers. For example, restric- 
tive trade measures in industrial countries will discourage exports from developing 
countries and strengthen the push factors of migration. They will also encourage the 
expansion of low-skill intensive import substituting sectors in receiving countries, 
thereby reinforcing the pull factors of immigration. On both counts, therefore, 
migration pressure will increase. These effects are evident for instance in the Com- 
mon Agricultural Policy of the European Union (EU). By discouraging the expansion 
of agricultural exports from countries in northern Africa, restrictive trade measures 
foster out-migration. Conversely, the disproportionate size of the agricultural sector 
in the EU acts as a magnet for would-be migrants. 

Some further evidence in this respect comes from the sectoral allocation of 
migrants in receiving countries. Faini and Venturini (1993) show that by and large, 
immigrants are more likely to be employed in import-competing sectors. 

Trade restrictions in sending countries are also likely to encourage out-migration, 
but there is limited evidence in this respect. Faini, Grether, and de Melo (1999) show, 
with the help of a simple simulation model, that in a Ricardo Viner framework trade 
liberalization will have fairly complex effects on out-migration. In particular, if 
exports respond slowly to the new trade regime, then trade liberalization will be 
accompanied by a relatively strong real exchange rate depreciation that will foster out- 
migration. Historical evidence by Collins, O'Rourke, and Williamson (1999) is also 
compatible with the notion that trade and migration may have been complements, at 
least during the 19th century. 



\ The plausibility of a complementary relationship between migration and trade is 
I also strengthened by the growing role of service trade-for many services must be 
I 
Y 

delivered personally. Moreover, even tradable services often require skilled (or at least 
trained) personnel to be relocated, most likely temporarily, to the importing country. 

i Overall, the relationship between trade and migration is not unambiguous. While 

'$ substitutability may have been the rule rather than the exception for most of the post- 

i war period, the new forms of international exchange of goods and services increas- 
ingly imply a complementary relationship. 

Foreign Investment, Investment in Human Capital, and the Brain Drain 
I ~ 

We have seen in the previous section how foreign investment is typically attracted by 
an adequate supply of skilled workers. This raises an intriguing question: How are the 
incentives for human capital accumulation affected by the presence of foreign firms? 
Existing evidence shows that, by and large, foreign firms employ relatively more 
skilled labor than their domestic counterparts (Barba Navaretti and Venables 2004). 
Similarly, Feenstra and Hanson (1996a, 1996b) showed in a fairly influential set of 
papers, that foreign direct investment may raise the relative demand for skills in both 
the home and the host country.8 We would then expect the incentive to acquire fur- 
ther education to be strengthened by a sufficiently large presence of foreign firms. 

Does FDI Boost the Incentive to Invest in Human Capital? 

For the purpose of illustration, consider a simple model where foreign capital accu- 
mulation (IPK) is negatively related to its own stock (PK) but positively related to the 
stock of human capital (HK). The previous section presented some supporting evi- 
dence for both of these  conjecture^.^ Similarly, we assume that investment in human 
capital (IHK) is negatively affected by its own stock but is encouraged by the presence 
of foreign investment. Formally: 

I,, = f(PK, HK) with fp, < 0 and fHK > 0 (4) 

and 

IHK = g(PK, HK) with gpK > 0 and ~ H K  < 0 (5) 

This admittedly simple model is amenable to a graphical representation (figure 8). In 
a steady-state equilibrium-we assume that the standard conditions for such an equi- 
librium to exist are fulfilled-we have that IHK = IpK = 0. Given our assumptions 
(fHK > 0 and gpK > 0 ), both schedules are positively sloped. For instance, an increase 
in PK will discourage investing in physical capital and will need to be offset by a rise 
in HK. 

The fact that both schedules IHK = 0 and IpK = 0 are positively sloped raises the 
possibility of multiple equilibria. In figure 8 we depict three. The middle equilibrium 
is unstable; the other two are stable. We see therefore the emergence of a low-level 
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FIGURE 8. 
Multiple Equilibria with Foreign and Human Capital Investment 

trap (point A in the figure), where foreign firms are discouraged from investing in the 
host country because of the inadequate supply of human capital there, while the lim- 
ited presence of foreign firms reduces the demand for skills and discourages invest- 
ment in education. 

Is this an empirically plausible scenario? For an affirmative answer, we still must 
show that investment in education is encouraged by the presence of foreign firms. 'To 
ascertain this possibility, we ran a simple econometric equation with the goal of 
explaining the level of educational enrollment at secondary and tertiary levels. VJe 
take this variable as a reasonable proxy of investment in human capital, IHK.  

We then postdate that investment in human capital is a function of: a) per capita 
income, with a positive relationship provided that education is, as it should be, a nor- 
mal good; b) trade policy, with a priori ambiguous impact on IHK.  In the standard 
model of trade with two factors (skilled and unskilled labor), trade liberalization in an 
unskilled abundant country should penalize skilled labor andhence discourage invest- 
ing in human capital. However, the analyses of Feenstra and Hanson (1996a, 1996b) 
suggest that this may not always be the case, with trade liberalization instead boost- 
ing the returns to skills and the incentives to education in both skilled abundant and 
skilled scarce countries;1° c) the endowment of natural resources, to allow for th~e 
possibility that the abundance of natural resources may discourage investing in human 
capital; and d) the presence of foreign firms, as measured by the stock of foreign 
capital. Formally: 

where IiHK denotes investment in human capital at the secondary or tertiary level 
(i = secondary, tertiary), KFDl is the stock of FDI over the host country GDP, Yp, is 



TABLE 6. 
The Determinants of Secondary School Enrollment 

Dep. Var: [SSE], 

Full sample Africa Asia Europe Latin America Middle East 

KFDIIY 0.34 (5.5) 0.22 (1.3) 0.75 (5.3) 0.32 (2.4) 0.3 (2.8) -0.3 (0.7) 

In &,I 17.7(3.2) 7.9(1.2) 5.8(1.0) 42.5(4.0) l l (1.7)  11.5 (0.7) 
In T -6.24 (5.4) -4.9 (1.90) -4.9 (1.57) -3.4 (1.0) -9.5 (5.0) -1.5 (0 3) 

DNR -30  (2.2) -7.3 (3.1) -5.3 (2.1) -7.2 (1.2) 1.7 (0.7) 0.5 (0.1) 
F(m,n) 41 (4,286) 5.3 (4,60) 23 (4,62) 10 (4,33) 14 (4,101) 0.7 (4.14) 
Hausrnan test 19 [xz(4)1 
Est~rn. method FE FE FE FE FE FE 

R2 0.51 0.72 0.1 4 0.29 0.31 0.22 
No. of observat~ons 378 9 1 80 53 127 27 
Reg~onal durnrn~es N o  No No N o  N o  N o 

Source: Author's compilation 

Note SSE = secondary school enrolment, KFDI = stock of fore~gn direct Investment, Y = GDP, .r = tariff rate, 
D,, = dummy for natural resource abundant country, Yp, = per  caplta Income, FE = f~xed  effects, RE = random 

effects 

income per capita, 7 is the level of tariffs, and DNR is a dummy variable that takes a 
value of one if natural resource exports account for more than 40 percent of total 
exports. 

The results for secondary school enrollment are presented in table 6. As expected, 
we find that income per capita is positively associated with secondary school enroll- 
ment, while a large endowment of natural resources has a negative impact on IS,,. 
Interestingly enough, both trade liberalization and the presence of foreign firms raise 
investment in human capital a t  the secondary school level, thereby supporting the 
notion that the accumulation of human capital responds favorably to a more liberal 
trade and foreign investment regime. This is a key result for the purpose of our analy- 
sis. It shows that foreign capital has a significant and positive impact on investment in 
education, as we indeed conjectured in equation 5 and in figure 8. Taken together with 
our earlier finding that a well-educated workforce is a crucial factor to attract foreign 
investors, it highlights the existence of a complementary relationship between FDI and 
human capital. By and large, therefore, the existence of a low-level trap, where the lack 
of foreign capital and of an  educated workforce feed on each ocher, is something more 
than a mere theoretical possibility. In addition, obr results are consistent with the find- 
ings of Feenstra and Hanson (1996a, 199613) that FDI raises the returns to education. 

We also ran the same equation separately for the five main geographical regions 
Africa, Asia, developing Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East. Interestingly 
enough, the regional estimates suggest that the previous results also hold for all the main 
regions, except for the Middle East. The predominance of resource-seeking FDI in such 
a region may explain why neither the stock of foreign direct investment nor trade lib- 
eralization has a positive effect on the incentives to accumulate human capital. 
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TABLE 7. 
Determinants of Tertiary School Enrollment 

Dep. Var: [TSE], 

Full sample Africa Asia Europe Latin America Middle East 

KFDIN 

In (Yp3 
In T 

DNR 

F(m,n) 
Hausman test 

Estrm Method 

R2 

No. of observat~ons 

Req~onal dummies 

Source. Author's compilation. 

Note TSE = tertlary school enrolment, K,,, = stock of forelgn d~rect Investment. Y = GDP, T = tarlff rate, DNR = 

dummy for natural resource abundant country, Yp, = per capita Income, FE = flxed effects, RE = random effects 

Me now turn to tertiary school enrollment. The econometric results presented in 
table 7 are quite similar to those for secondary school enrolment, except for the fact 
that now trade policy is no longer a significant influence on  educational investment 
for the pooled specification. Running the equation separately for the five main devrl- 
oping regions confirms the finding that the Middle East is an outlier, with the stock 
of FDI having a negative impact on  tertiary enrollment. Trade liberalization raises 
investment in education at the tertiary level for Latin America and Africa, but not for 
the other areas. 

Overall the results in this section suggest that trade liberalization has a twofold 
effect on investment in human capital. First, the lifting of trade restrictions attracts 
foreign firms and, accordingly, raises the demand and the returns to skills. Second, 
trade liberalization itself has a positive impact on the incentive to invest in human 
capital, at least for secondary school. As depicted in figure 8, trade liberalization 
would shift the IHK = 0 schedule to the right, with two main implications. First, this 
would raise the steady-state levels of both human and foreign capital. Second, the 
rightward shift (if sufficiently large) of the IHK = 0 schedule may eliminate the Iow- 
level equilibrium altogether. In both cases the economic and welfare effects are likely 
to be positive. 

I 

Perhaps more crucially, our results also show that education and FDI policies ar(e 
complements. Opening up the economy to foreign capital increases the incentive to 
invest in education, which in turn further strengthens the attractiveness of the host 
economy to FDI. Conversely, any strengthening in the quality of educational facilities 
would have a positive impact on the steady-state levels of both human and foreign 
capital. 
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The Brain Drain: A Curse or a Blessing? 

We have so far focused on trade and foreign direct investment, neglecting labor 
mobility. However, the previous setup lends itself quite easily to an analysis of the 
effects of skilled migration. To begin with, suppose that, prompted by the unexpected 
opening of the borders of industrial countries to highly educated immigration, the 
sending country suffers from a sudden loss in its skilled labor force. Let the initial 
equilibrium be at  C, where both the human and the foreign capital stock are rela- 
tively large. Neither the IHK = 0 nor the IpK = 0 schedules would shift. The new (tem- 
porary) equilibrium would then be at a point like D, but the equilibrium would 
slowly move back to its original position, There is one case, though, where this may 
not happen. In particular, if the initial loss of skilled workers is large enough, then 
the economy may shift from the "good" equilibrium to the low-level trap In A. 

Even abstracting from such a dramatic outcome, the effects of the brain drain are 
unlikely to be positive. Consider, for exAmple, the case where we model the brain 
drain in a somewhat different way, as leading to a steady loss of skilled workers that 
migrate abroad. In a sense, the investment in humah capital has become less pro- 
ductive because of higher depreciation (emigration) of the existing stock of human 
capital. Formally this amounts to making the Im = 0 steeper, with a two-fold effect. 
First, the steady state levels of both human and physical capital will decline. Second, 
the probability that., the economy remains trapped in the low-level eiuilibrium at A 
will increase. Independently of how we model the impact of brain drain, its impact 
on the sending country's4economic welfar'e is likely to be negative. 

0.ur assessment of the impact of the &ain drain may, however, be too gloomy. A 
A I 

recent stream of 1iterLture has argued that in the end the brain drain may not be as 
bad as previously thought for,the sending coun:i-y. The reason is simple. So far we 
have treated the brain drain as a purely exogenous phenomenon with no impact on 
the behavior of domestic agents. This approach may, however, be too restrictive. Sup- 
pose that the returns to skills are higher adroad,"'perl!iaps because of better technol- 
ogy. Consider the caye where the foreign country opehs Lp its bordek to skilled immi- 
gration, so that home-country educated residents now have a positive probability 
(p > 0) to move abroad. Clearly, the pbected return to education will rise, as it will 
now be equal to a weighted average of t$e higher rethri db2oad and the initial return 
at home and, as a redult, inyestment in education wil~b~bd,increase. If the latter effect 

I 1v 
is large enough, it may offset the 1oss:of skills' due the brain drain and allow the coun- 

I1 , I 1  1 

try to retain a larged pool of iducated workers1cordPared to the no migration case. 
In such a circumstanke, the brain drain 6ecoAes a bka'in gaifi (Stark and bthers 1997, 
1998; Mountford 1997). 

Is this outcome empirically plausible? The evidence on the education boosting 
effect of the brain dLain is quite limited, also becaus'e of the paucity o! data on the 
size of skilled migr8tion. While the gap has been partly :filled by carrington and 
Detragiache (1998); their work focuses almpst exclrisively bn the ~ n i t g d  States and 
makes generalizations to other receiving countries tenuoul. Recent work gy Adams 
(2003) provides only a few additional observations. 
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Notwithstanding these limitations, there have been a number of attempts to assess 
whether the possibility of migrating abroad effectively boosts the investment in edu- 
cation. The evidence is mixed, with both Beine and others (2003) and Faini (2004) 
finding positive but relatively weak effects of the brain on secondary enrolment. Faini 
(2004) finds that the probability of tertiary migration actually depresses tertiary 
enrolment, a finding that is attributed to the choice by would-be migrants to pursue 
their graduate studies abroad. 

In what follows we take a further shot at the issue, by combining the data sets of 
Carrington and Detragiache (1998) and Adams (2003). We then augment the equa- 
tion for IiHK with a variable pi that denotes the probability of migration for workers 
whose skill level is equal to i. 

As a measure of p' we take the migration rate for workers with educational level 
equal to r. The results, presented in table' 8, are far less than encouraging. Due to the 
limited number of observations for p', the size of the sample shrinks dramatically. We 
drop the natural resource dummy, as it is never significant. Per capita income is the 
only significant determinant of secondary school enrollment. The stock of foreign 
capital has the expected positive sign but is not statistically different from zero at 
standard significance levels. For tertiary school enrollment, the tariff rate again enters 
the equation (as it did in table 8, with a negative coefficient), suggesting that trade 
protection discourages investment in human capital. The noticeable fact, though, is 
that the probability of migrating abroad (i.e., the variable p') plays no role whatso- 
ever in determining the educational choices at either the secondary or tertiary level. 
Moreover, the coefficient on p' is negative in both equations, contrary to the predic- 
tion of the brain gain model. These results should be taken with a grain of salt given 
the limited number of degrees of freedom. But they provide no evidence to support 
the brain gain argument. 

TABLE 8. 
Educational Achievement and the Brain Drain 

Secondary school enrollment Tertiary school enrollment 

KFDIN 0.1 8 (1.26) -0.06 (0.98) 
In (Yp3 22.8 (7.1) 8.4 (5.97) 
In T -1.41 (0.4) -3.73 (2.4) 

P' -0.06 (0.3) -0.07 (1.4) 
Est~mation method RE RE 
Hausman test [)?(4)] 3.56 3.46 
R2 0.52 0.54 

Number of observat~ons 47 50 

Source: Author's compilation. 

Note: KFDl = stock of foreign direct investment, Y = GDP, r = tariff rate, abundant country, Y, = per capita income, 
pi = migration rate for educational group i, FE = fixed effects:RE = random effects. 
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Conclusions 

The interaction between trade, capital, and labor mobility is a key factor in deter- 
mininglthe impact of globalization on developing countries. Separate analyses of the 
effects of trade, migration, and FDI are increasingly at risk of missing some key feed- 
backs between the various components of 

One of the main findings of this paper is that trade liberalization, in addition to 
its standard and somewhat controversial effects on growth, also increases the host 
country's attractiveness for foreign direct investment. This adds a new channel 
through which a more liberal trade regime can favor growth.11 Moreover, trade lib- 
eralization can also boost the investment in education and, hence, allow an economy 
to escape from a low-equilibrium trap. 

We have also shown how skilled migration can interact with FDI and the invest- 
ment in human capital to generate a welfare-inferior equilibrium, where foreign firms 
refrain from investing in the host country because of its inadequate supply of skills, 
while the incentives to become educated remain weak because of the lack of foreign 
capital. The brain drain in this setup means that a substantial share of skilled work- 
ers will migrate abroad, thereby aggravating the disincentive for foreign investors. 
The possibility that the brain drain may be turned into a brain gain, by raising the 
returns to skills, seems in this context remote and, at any rate, is not supported by 
the available evidence. 

The policy message is that policy coherence, at both the domestic and interna- 
tionallevels, is key. International institutions should lead the way in this respect, by 
better integrating their policy advice in the fields of trade, FDI, and migration. 
National policymakers should make sure that various policy provisions do not work 
at cross purposes with each other. 

Finally, and perhaps more generally, we have shown how complementarities 
between the different aspects of globalization have become increasingly pervasive. This 
is both good and bad news for the world economy. It is good news to the extent that 
the effects of a more liberal regime tend to be mutually reinforcing; but it is bad news 
when backtracking in one area feeds negatively on other areas. Concerns about the 
recent trends in globalization and in the policy stance may be exaggerated. But it is a 
far greater risk to underestimate the dangers and the costs of a policy backtracking. 

Annex 1. Estimation Methodolgy 

All equations were first estimated with a random-effect estimator. The Hausman test 
was used to  assess whether the unobservable random effects were correlated with the 
regressors. If so, the equation was reestimated with a fixed-effect estimator. 

Regional dummies were added to each equation, and their joint significance was 
tested. Dummies were not included in the fixed-effect estimation. 

In all but one equation, the dependent variable was measured by its average value 
over a five-year period (1981-1985, 1986-1990, 1991-1995, or 1996-2000). For 
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right-hand-side variables, we used their value at the beginning of the relevant 

five-year period. 

The school enrollment equation relies o n  annual data from 1983 to  2000. 

Annex 2. Data Sources 

FD1 (flows and stocks): UNCTAD database 

Tariff rates: Ng (2004) 
Openness (in constant prices): Heston, Summers, and  Aten (2002) 
GDP per capita in PPP (purchasingpowerparityl: Heston, Summers, and Aten (2002) 
Population: Heston, Summers, and  Aten (2002) 
Tertiary and secondary school enrollment: World Bank (2003) 
Telephone lines: World Bank (2003) 
Years of schooling: Barro a n d  Lee (2000) 

Notes 

I. See, for example, Stark and others (1997, 1998) and Beine and others (2001, 2003). 

2. Had wc not controlled for the structural determinants of openness (income per capita, aind 
population) thc impact of tariffs would have been substantially larger. See Frankel and 
Rose (2000) for a similar result. 

3. A further source of complementarity between trade and FDI may stem from the growing 
rolc of services. Particularly for less developed countries, inward FDI in marketing and 
services is complen~entary to their ability to export. This further strengthens the argument 
that during the 1990s FDI and trade in developing countries became strong complements. 

4. However, Markusen and Maskus (2001), using aggregate U.S. data, found a positive rela- 
tionship between the host country's trade costs and the affiliate's exports back to the home 
country. They interpret this finding as ev~dence of export platform FDI, where the firm's 
locational choice is dictated by the desire to cater to third markets. 

5 .  The indicators are real GDP growth, GDP per capita, total exports as a percentage of GDP, 
telephone lines and mobile phones per 1000 inhabitants, per capita commercial energy 
usc, research and development spending as a percentage of GDP, tertiary enrollment, coun- 
try risk, exports of natural resources as a percentage of world total, exports In services as 
a percentage of world total, and inward FD1 stock. 

6. Inappropriate pooling of industrial and developing countries can strongly bias the results. 
See Blongen and Wang (2004). 

7. The index PI is available only for the 1990s. 

8. This is because the goods whose production is relocated to the south are skill-intenswe for 
the south but unskilled-intensive for the north. 

9. The derivative of FDl with respect to the stock of foreign capital is likely to be negative 
for reasonable values of the depreciation parametcr. 

10. Schiff and Wang (2004) found a similar result for Latin Amer~ca. 

11. The growth impact of FDI is also controversial in the literature. The findings by 
Borensztein and others (1998) have been challenged by Carkovic and Levine (2002). 
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in a Globalizing World" 
by Riccardo Faini 

GERRY K. HELLEINER 

One can only applaud any paper that attempts to offer an integrated analysis of the 
impact upon developing countries of the globalization phenomenon, incorporating 

. factor movements as well as flows of goods and services. Its plea for more coherent 
development policies, at both national and international levels, is one that will res- 
onate profoundly with all who have attempted to address these issues on a partial 
basis-and that, I am afraid, must include all of us. Indeed, as will be seen, the author 
might well have tried to incorporate still more factor flows and other economic influ- 
ences within a more fully integrated analysis. 

Professor Faini's paper properly calls attention to the fact that whereas trade and 
foreign direct investment (FDI) policies have generally been liberalized, contributing 
to a chsproportionately rapid increase in international trade and FDI flows in recent 
years (at leastb until 2001-03), immigration policies in receiving countries have 
become more restrictive and potentially damaging. It also highlights the growing rell- 
ative importanc'e of and increased ogenness to trade and FDI in developing countries. 
These are key "contextual elements for any current and prospective analysis of 
globalization-development interactions. 

The principal object of Faini's paper is to explore the interactions, potential and 
actual, between trade, FDI, and labor flows; and policies relating to each. Curiuusly, 
it does not address the surely no less important trends in capital flows and capital 
account regimes more generally. Most accounts of the globalization phenomenon, 
after all, rate capital market integration at or near the top of their lists of its primary 
features. Moreover, FDI is seen in the dominant international business (Caves/ 
Dunning) paradigm as a matter primarily of industrial organization-relating to the 
exploitation of firm-specific- assets, lAcation, and internalization decisions-rather 
than of either capital flow (which often, when locally financed, fails to accompany 
FDI), or real new bricks and mortar (which is absent in the case of mergers and 

Gerry K. Helleiner is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Economics and Distinguished Research Fellow at the 
Munk Centre for International Studies at the University of Toronto, in Ontarlo, Canada. 
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acquisitions). The paper also does not directly address the trends in technology flows 
and technology policies, which possess lives of their own quite apart from FDI or 
trade, and therefore constitutes a promising beginning rather than an attempt at a fully 
integrated analysis of the economic aspects of globalization. 

I believe the paper has serious problems, even within the confines of its prescribed 
subject matter. The author posits that continued trade liberalization by developing 
countries will be good for thelr growth, not only for the c'usual" orthodox reasons 
(about which he concedes there may be some doubt) but also because it will increase 
both FDI (the effects of which, he notes, may also be in some doubt) and some kinds 
of human capital. Professor Faini's concessions to the doubters have clearly not 
altered his "priors" favoring the positive effects of both trade liberalization and FDI, 
and he believes he has found further reasons for developing countries to liberalize 
their trade (and encourage FDI). He consequently expresses concern that what he sees 
as a current slowdown in trade and (FDI policy) liberalization may be especially "bad 
news" in that it may be doubly harmful. 

The author constructs his case for trade liberalization (and concern about its slow- 
down) on the basis of a little theory, some very aggregative data, and regression equa- 
tions that he himself describes as "very simple." I do not myself believe he has made, a 
persuasive case. 

It is certainly true, as Professor Faini notes, that the literature is now inconclusive 
as to the growth effects of trade liberalization or, for that matter, on the relative impor- 
tance of trade (as against other) policies. It is equally inconclusive as to the poverty 
effects of liberalization (Winters et al. 2004), a matter of prime current policy concern 
not discussed in this paper. 

The author begins his empirical analysis by building upon a particular section of a 
recent paper by Wacziarg and Welch (2003), which found, not surprisingly, that trade 
liberalization increases trade openness (a result that, Faini fails to note, Wacziarg and 
Welch did not obtain for the 1990s). Other parts of that paper were rather more inter- 
esting for the purposes of Faini's analysis. For instance, Wacziarg and Welch confirmed 
the Rodriguez-Rodrik (2000) results as to the absence of any cross-country growth 
impact of trade restrictions. They also found that the much-cited Sachs-Warner results 
(1995), purporting to show negative growth effects from trade barriers (and criticized 
by Rodriguez-Rodrik), break down completely in the 3 990s. 

Perhaps most interesting of all from the standpoint of the paper now under discus- 
sion, Wacziarg and Welch found that, within countries, trade liberalization "episodes" 
were on average associated with subsequent increases not only in openness but also in 
investment and gowth-and that these results were stronger in the 1990s than before. 
Professor Faini describes this finding as an indicator that trade liberalization has 
"a positive and robust effect on growth and investment." The authors themselves are 
more cautious. They call attention to the "vast amount of heterogeneity across 
countries in the extent to which growth rose after trade reforms." "While the average 
effect of change in the large sample is positive," they continue, "roughly half of the 
countries experienced zero or even negative changes in'growth post-liberalization" 
(p. 3). Indeed Wacziarg and Welch go to some length to explore the reasons for this 
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heterogeneity-institutions, politics, the nature of the reforms, concurrent macroeco- 
nomic policies, and so on-but find it difficult to draw generalized conclusions. It is 
worth noting in this context that another recent econometric analysis, using standard 
cross-national regression methodology and a wide sample, found that trade barriers, 
while negatively associated with openness, are positively associated with growth, par- 
ticularly in developing countries (Yanikkaya 2003). This would all seem to argue lor 
much more research on the reasons for such diverse growth (and poverty alleviation) 
experience with trade liberalization, and indeed with all manner of other trade and 
trade-related policies. 

But Professor Faini instead questions, again, whether trade liberalization does, 
after all, increase trade openness. He reverts to cross-national regression analysis, 
adds a couple of variables (population and per capita income), uses a crude measure 
of trade barriers (import duties over import value), and derives the expected result: 
it does. Yanikkaya, with more careful analysis, also got this result. To my knowledge, 
such an association has never been in doubt. But, more intriguing, Yanikkaya also 
found, as already noted, that trade barriers were positively associated with growth. 
This suggests that some kinds of "activist policies" (proxied by our inadequate mea- 
sures of trade barriers) may both reduce openness and increase growth. That is, to 
put it the other way round, trade liberalization can both increase openness and, at 
the same time, reduce growth. And there is supportive empirical evidence that it does. 
This possibility does not exist in the present author's (or most other mainstream) 
analysis, but would seem to cry out for more detailed country-level exploration. 

In any case, it is important to get beyond the crude measures of trade policy upan 
which such regression analyses rely. (The paper under discussion relies upon import 
duties divided by import value, sometimes supplemented by the average tariff 
equivalent of nontariff barriers.) This is necessary for at least four reasons: 1) The 
structure of trade barriers-their dispersion and the nature of their selectivity-is 
likely to be at least as important to growth (and poverty alleviation) as their average 
size. 2) Direct incentives for exports have historically been as important as import bar- 
riers, and, for large numbers of developing countries, they remain WTO-compatible 
(while some other countries are finding ways around the legalities). 3) The behavior 
of the real exchange rate is of major significance to the overall incentive structure, and 
over the medium term it usually swamps the effects of trade barriers. 4) Non-trade pol- 
icy incentives are usually also of major significance (particularly those in the financial 
sector), and they need to be integrated into any overall analysis of incentive structures. 

But let me return to Faini's paper. What about the relationship between trade bar- 
riers and FDI? The author posits that the nature of FDI in developing countries has 
changed in recent years. No longer primarily seeking natural resources or jumping 
trade barriers tojgain access to markets, FDI is now primarily "efficiency-seeking." It 
seeks to cut production costs by "slicing the value-added chain" and relocating inter- - 

mediate production of goods and services. (Others would call this "outsourcing," 
which may or may not involve FDI.) "Vertical" FDI, he argues, now dominates 
"horizontal" FDI. From t h s  it follows that trade barriers will now, on balance, 
discourage (total) FDI. Restricting the data to the 1990s and to developing countries, 
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and again using fairly crude indicators, this is indeed what he finds. Total inward FDI 
(normalized by GDP) is higher when trade barriers are lower. Replicating the test for 
earlier periods and adjusting his methodology because of data problems, Faini finds 
that trade barriers previously had no effect on FDI. Trade liberalization, he concludes, 
will now also encourage expanded FDI; whereas this was not the case in the past. 

Most of us, and certainly all policymakers, would want to be more careful to spec- 
ify the particulars of industries and countries before offering such bold assessments of 
trade policy-FDI interactions. Nothing has changed in the relationship between trade 
barriers and either vertical or horizontal FDI. Whether FDI is vertical or horizontal 
still depends upon country characteristics (notably the factor endowments) of home 
and host countries; and the specifics of trade-FDI relationships still change over time 
with changing costs of trade and other factors. (For a recent analysis see Amiti and 
Wakelin 2003.) Trade liberalization will still, most assuredly, reduce market-seeking 
inward FDI. Ask any government that has reduced its import barriers. Is it really help- 
ful to try to analyze FDI experience, still less to offer policy recommendations, at such 
an aggregated level? In any case, if one wants to know whether the importance of 
"efficiency-seeking" FDI and other outsourcing is increasing, would it not make more 
sense to seek its measurement directly? 

It may be worth observing, in this context, that multinational firms have always 
favored trade liberalization, particularly for the produ~ts in which they trade. From 
their standpoint, trade and FDI have always been complementary. But from the stand- 
point of developing country policymakers, the questions are more complex. They seek 
guidance on which types of FDI are most valuable in their particular circumstances, 
and want to know what policies are necessary to acquire and benefit from it. Trade 
policies may matter in this respect, as for instance in export-processing zones or in 
spillover-generating import substituting activities, but they do not always dominate. 
Generalizations are therefore of dubious value. 

Faini also finds that ihward FDI is positively related to an element of the host 
countries' infrastructure and human capital. He notes the two-way causality between 
skilled labor and FDI: To be productive, FDI requires a certain absorptive capacity 
(including skills); at the same time, FDI may also create local demand for such skills. 
Fully aware that there may still be some "leakages" through brain drain, most econ- 
omists would probably recommend breaking through any possible resulting low- 
level equilibrium with direct subsidies to education, which wlll increase the skill base 
and thus attract more FDI (e.g. Hoffman 2003). But the paper under discussion is on 
trade policy. Heroically, the author therefbre seeks an empirical link between invest- 
ment in human capital (secondary school and tertiary enrollment ratios), trade bar- 
riers, and the total stock of FDI. I-Ie makes no attempt to distinguish differential 
effects of different kinds of FDI. Secondar,y school enrollment, he finds, is associated 
with lower trade barriers (and higher FDI stock). Lower trade barriers are sometimes 
also associated with tertiary enrollment in Africa and Latin America. 

From all of these regression results Faini concludes that trade liberalization will 
both attract foreign firms and increase investment in human capital. This seems to 
me to be quite a stretch. 
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There is so much we still need to know about the real-world relationships between 
trade, investment, government policies, and growth, not to speak of poverty allevia- 
tion. I seriously question whether there are still significant returns to further fiddling 
with cross-national regressions based on such crude measures of complex realities. 

Allow me one further word. Are the world economy and the fate of the developing 
countries really at  risk from the purported pause in liberalization or instead, as the 
author says, from the collapse of the multilateral agreement on investment (MAI) and 
the deadlock in the World Trade Organization (MTO)? I hardly think so. The MA1 
was severely flawed in many dimensions, and its provisions would never have been 
acceptable to most developing countries. It is more important for the WTO and other 
rules systems to be broadly fair and acceptable, however long it may take t o  get them 
right, than to rush to further liberalization (but never for labor, of course) as inter- 
preted by the major economic powers. There has already been significant worldwide 
liberalization, and there has probably been a high return from it. But it is not obvious, 
on the basis of existing evidence, that what development and poverty alleviation most 
now require is an immediate further (and probably seriously biased) burst of liberal- 
ization. The completion of a Doha Round with a serious and careful emphasis upon 
development effects could be very helpful. But, so far, the development emphasis has 
only been rhetorical. If the current round of WTO negotiations fails it will not neces- 
sarily be, as some suggest, a disaster for development. What we should have learned 
from the past, it seems to me, is that if the current so-called "Development Round" 
fails, we shall have to try again. 
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Comment on "Trade Liberalization 
in a Globalizing World" 
by Riccardo Faini 

JEFFREY G. WILLIAMSON 

Motivation and Agenda 

The links between trade and factor mobility have always been central to traditional 
trade theory. Indeed, Eli Heckscher and Bertil Ohlin viewed them as substitutes. 
After all, if, as they thought, factor endowments dictate trade specialization, then 
anything that reduces differences in factor endowments should reduce the gains 
from trade and the amount of trade. Thus, labor migrations from labor-abundant 
to labor-scarce countries should diminish trade, and capital flows in the opposite 
direction should do the same. More to the point of Riccardo Faini's typically 
thoughtful paper, consider the obvious corollary: If trade barriers go up, there is 
more pressure 'on labor and capital to migrate to countries where they are scarcest 
and best rewarded; and if trade barriers go down, there is less pressure for labor and 
capital to migrate. The corollary has important policy implications, as illustrated 
recently by the political expectation that NAFTA would reduce Mexican migration 
to the United States. 

It has been a long time since Heckscher and Ohlin wrote down their theorem, anld 
since then ecodomists have come to recognize that these predictions are very much 
the result of their assumptions. Modern theory simply will not tell us whether trade 
and factor flows are complements or substitutes (Faini et al. 1999). However, even 
an ambiguous theory can offer powerful morals. Here are two: First, it is unwisle 
to analyze either trade, labor migration, or capital flows independent of the other 
two; and second, only good empirical analysis will overcome the theoretical ambi- 
guities. Professor Faini acts on both of these morals and in so doing advances our 
knowledge into areas where the World Bank definitely needs to go. However, a dis- 
cussant IS obliged to have some complaints. 

Jeffrey G. Willlamson is the Lalrd Bell Professor of Economics at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
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Measuring What Matters: Trade Policy 

Professor Faini deals with issues of trade openness and trade policy throughout the 
paper he presented at this conference, but I am not completely happy with where this 
discussion leaves us. ' 

For example, the standard approach in the empirical literature on trade and devel- 
opment is to use the trade share as a measure of openness. We know this is an 
endogenous variable, driven by trade policy and a ton of domestic factors. Since I am 
an economic historian, you will not be surprised by my favorite example of how very 
bad (X + M) I Y is as a measure of openness. Over the half-century from the 1870s 
to the Great War, Latin American trade grew faster than in any other region, and 
trade shares rose to higher levels there than in any other region (Bulmer-Thomas 
1994). And over the same half-century, Latin American tariffs were also higher than 
anywhere else, five times as high as those of the allegedly "protectionist" European 
continent (Coatsworth and Williamson 2004). Latin America had high and ;king 
trade shares during its belle bpoque in spite of restrictive trade policy, not because of 
liberal trade policy. 

The regression in table 3 of the paper is supposed to persuade me that the history 
just cited is too old, and that modern economies are somehow different. But I am not 
yet persuaded. First, liberal policies come in packages (Lindert and Williamson 
2003). Thus, there is a tendency for declining tariffs to be correlated with the dereg- 
ulation of domestic capital, labor, and commodity markets. The regression in table 3 
makes no effort to control for this reality. The correlation between high trade shares 
and low tariff rates may be spurious, both of them correlated with domestic liberal- 
ization. Second, while Professor Faini reports and discusses the coefficients in table 3, 
he doesn't tell us whether changing tariff rates explain much of the observed changes 
in trade shares. Big or small? Third, the data underlying table 3 are a panel, f o ~ r ' ~ e r i -  
ods (1981-85,1986-90, 1991-95, 1996-2000) times 92 developing countries. An,y- 
one in this room who has used such panel data knows that the vast majority of the 
variance is between countries, not over time. I don't know about you, but 1 like to see 
policy assessed by doing comparative history, not by expldring the difference between 
countries that also differ in culture, geography, demography, insti~ution~, religion, 

I1 

and policy, and where the analysis fails to control explicFy for such influehces. 

Measuring What Matters: FDI 

I found Professor Faini's separation of foreign direct investment (FDI) into three parts 
very useful. First, there is horizontal FDI, where the motivation is to circumvent 
trade barriers, save on trade costs, and gain access to foreign markets. However, since 
most developing countries have small GDP and small markets, Professor Faini 
correctly observes that this motivation is unlikely to play a big role in most develop- 
ing countries. The important point, however, is that horizontal FDI is negatively 
correlated with low trade barriers and is trade destructive. Second, there is 
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resource-seeking FDI, where the motivation is to exploit local resources and to fos- 
ter the developing country's primary-product-producing export sector. This kind of 
FDI is clearly trade creating. Third, there is vertical FDI, where the motivation is to 
cut costs by outsourcing intermediate stages of production. This kind of FDI is also 
trade creating, since what was previously produced in the advanced economy is now 
partly poduced in the developing economy, and traded. 

These useful descriptive labels imply an equally useful empirical agenda, but I 
think Professor Faini could have pushed his agenda much farther. The best way to 
test these propositions is to control for country attributes (e.g., endowments and 
technologies) that distinguish the three types of FDI. To control for resource-seeking 
FDI, why not add the standard variable that Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner 
(1 995) made popular, the share of exports that are resource-intensive? Alternatively, 
since African exports are more resource-intensive than are those of the rest of the 
developing world, why not explore regional variance in the FDI-openness correla- 
tion? Similarly, to uncover the role of horizontal FDI, why not control for the size of 
developing country GDP? Alternatively, is the FDI-openness correlation different for 
Brazil, China, India, and Indonesia than for the rest? And to uncover the role of ver- 
tical FDT, why not control for the education and skill attainment of the developing 
country's labor force (using Barro-Lee)? The econometric style should be to interact 
such variables, not simply to add them on. 

Turning to table 4, I recommend some further additions. While Professor Faini 
doesn't tell us how the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) constructs its "potential index of inward foreign direct investment" (PI), 
I don't see how it gives us more insight to discover that FDI is highly correlated with 
an index that has been constructed to measure FDI attractiveness. What I would like 
to see instead is a regression that identifies the fundamentals driving PI, or a detailed 
discussion of the UNCTAD weights and their justification, or both. I would also like 
to see how UNCTADS potential index matches up against the World Bank's "invest- 
ment climaten index. 

Measuring What Matters: World Migration 

Professor Faini poses two great questions in the last section of his paper, where he 
confronts the connections between FDI, emigration, brain drain, and human capital 
accumulation. Does the presence of foreign firms raise the incentive for human cap- 
ital accumulation, thus fostering growth? Does emigration of the skilled raise the 
incentive for human capital accumulation at home, thus converting the brain drain 
into a brain gain? Alas, the answers are not yet quite as great as the questions. 

I like the motivation behind table 5, or at least the part which implies that FDI is 
attracted by good schooling endowment. I like it especially since this correlation is as 
old as global capital markets. During the first global century before World War I, the 
Lucas Paradox (Lucas 1990) was just as apparent as it has been during the second 
global century after World War 11 (Clemens and Williamson 2004). Namely, foreign 
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capital tends to flow to rich countries, not to poor countries. So what are the miss- 
ing complements to capital whose absence lowers the rate of return to capital and 
thus deflects foreign capital from poor to rich countries? One of the most important 
missing complements during the first global century was schooling. It is comforting 
to find this result again in table 5, this time for recent FDI. Once again, the past is 
confirmed by the present. 

Table 5 has already shown us that FDI chases after good schooling; so I am happy 
to see that positive coefficient on FDI in table 6, which explains secondary school 
enrollment rates. So far, so good. But Professor Faini doesn't tell me what theory pre- 
dicts that a Third World pro-trade policy, and thus presumably a trade boom, will 
foster a heightened demand for secondary schooling. Don't poor countries have a 
comparative advantage in manufacturing activities that require lower skills and 
schooling? Higher tariffs are correlated with lower secondary school enrollment 
rates, but it is not at all clear what the channel of impact is. What would be far more 
persuasive would be an analysis broken down by sectors. And while Professor Faini 
is plunging ahead on this very productive agenda, I also urge him to pay more careful 
attention to causality. 

Finally, the brain drain analysis needs to be sharpened. At the start of this section 
of the paper, we are asked to consider the following thought experiment, to wit: "sup- 
pose. .. that the brain drain leads to a sudden loss in the sending country's skilled labor 
force." This thought experiment invites us to treat the brain drain as exogenous. Of 
course, it is not: It is the low returns on educational investment at home that sends 
skilled and schooled people abroad. And these low returns are generated by the 
absence of the complementary inputs that raise those returns-sound property rights, 
stable governments, the absence of violence, technological advance, excellent social 
overhead, and so forth. In the absence of those complements, it is only the employment 
options abroad that keep the return on education from falling still further. Table 8 does 
not control for these complements. Thus, the negative (but insignificant) coefficient on 
the emigration rate of the schooled regressed against enrollment rates may tell us noth- 
ing about whether a brain drain stimulates schooling at home. Instead, it may only tell 
us that both are driven by third factors that are missing from the analysis. 

In spite of these complaints, I applaud Professor Faini's start and urge him to con- 
tinue this agenda-and hope he can persuade the World Bank to join him. It is excit- 
ing, and it is important. 
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